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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The
in

flight

was going

I

next four hours. Therefore,

my

caravan of

me

family to drive

my

considered

a dentist in an

America

army

in

one’s

to the

sitting

Bangkok

in the

my

With
around

my

three sisters,

was how
in

I

my

began

by

I

did so

I

in

my

first

my

journey

UNDP

was wrong

father’s calculation

to graduate school in the

sponsorship

I

could find

I

my way

or

I

in

to

To make

life.

father

begin

who was

my journey

happy stay and
m.

a.

got lost on

my way to

to the University

1998,

was

parents,

my

I

had

stepmother,

my

prior to

in

my

my

was

It

returning

country.

I

my

a

to

my

Master’s degree

in

Boston as

I

was

home

did not

staff,

told.

to

develop and

know whether my
pick

me

ended up spending

my

who had come

Amherst not eating anything

of Massachusetts
in

for the

to

to

my

rescue in

whole day before

Amherst.

North America, Canada

different although the

1

in

I

become

first trip to

had done something improper. There was no one

My second journey to graduate school
United States

had

my

a safe trip, a

my

1983 to 1984.

in

Amherst from Logan Airport

moment.

I

United States for

night in America at the house of a kind airline counter

that panic

house,

father

uncle and his wife, their twin daughters and few more. That

modernize the nonformal education delivery system

first

new

my

My

hand and a fragrant flower garland, the symbol of a bon voyage,

step brothers,

to

stand outside in the dark at

auspicious time was 5:09

stood waiting outside of the house gate for

I

I

family inside of our house?

would have

stars, the

empowered and more educated and more modem

me

did

that time.

Education under the

up and take

my

Why

hospital and also practiced astrology, believed that

luggage

neck,

airport.

getting married, building a

time. If

time in 1983, would leave

United States a big transition of

successful study in America. According to the
get out of the door

first

of the house for almost an hour waiting for
a

and talking with

life, e.g.,

most auspicious

at the

United States for the

to stand outside

graduate school

trip to

such a big transition

had

I

morning instead of

five in the

to

to take to the

same long

trail

in

1995 to 1997 and the

of well-wishers from

my

extended family accompanied the familiar
farewell
these two journeys? This second

longer carried the notion that

On

this trip,

This

trip

Tokyo

I

made

I

did not

all

sure before

sit

left that

I

next to a kind

laugh with her innocent question.

my

his question stating

Women

s

book about Thai women,
interview

I

was

in

me

for his

Canada.

I

would be someone

there

about Thailand. She

“Do Thai people
to visit his

made me

still

nde

Oh,

interesting!

’

I

replied the

first

happier and almost

to

my

do

Bangkok.

in

like this.

his business card.

but not the second

from

made me

or travel on elephants?” This time,

letter.

I

When

I

I

answered

graduate studies program in

remember him saying

book someday and gave me

at the airport.

my way

stop crying on

felt

Thai girlfriend

Roses or something

titled Iron

me up

to pick

me

tried to help

purpose for going to Canada was

Studies, he said,

between

something not a twenty five year old and
no

thirty

woman who

man who went

sat next to a Californian

the differences

North Americans are “progressive”,
“liberated” and “well off”

New York by asking me

to

was

trip, I

What were

ritual.

he planned to write a

that

He

said that he

(He sent

would

me two

like to

letters

while

have not heard anything from him

since then.)

The second

trip,

me

and

she prepared for

my
I

mother did not

could not take while she worriedly watched

into the immigration booth to have

from Bangkok

to

Tokyo

She did not stand crushing the bag

cry.

as

I

my

did on the

This time,

first trip.

my

This time,

my

me

with him abroad, had no knowledge of my

to live

heart attack,”

1

My

my

uncle’s friend,

who was always

afraid that

mother warned me. This time,

who was

custom

the

officer at the

made back with them,

airline

leaving

would serve me food, they

some

still

for

me

someday

my

to see

foreign husband

abroad. “Don’t

my

father did not

Airport, told

My two

tell

on during the

flight.

her.

my two

Although

own

I

off at

a stroke.

would take

astrological

mothers

to take

me

She might get a

make any

mothers had

insisted saying, “It wouldn’t taste like our

2

did not cry nonstop

grandmother who had suffered

Bangkok

to nibble

I

mother did not go

trip

foreign customs, especially of the U.S., prohibit those foods.

they

my

of food

walking away from her

why

passport stamped.' That was

the airport because she had to stay and take care of

grandmother,

me

full

that

many

most of the food
told them that the

food.

calculation for ray trip but in stead
sprinkled on, and literally wet,

crowded departure gate of

home town. He

our

for

my

I

me

took with

all

the

homemade

Doctoral degree

ntunchies

in

I

came

to

pursue a Master’s degree

Education

in the

in

in

empower me and make me

my

Women’s

mother and

my

stepmother

my way

from the airport

Studies in Canada, and later a

United States with the Thai government scholarship under
the

Government Human Resources Development Scheme. This
on

(right at the

trip.

This time,

lost

whole head

had obtained from a saered temple

believed that the power of the holy water
would

invincible. This time,

made

the airport) with holy water he

my

to the university.

But

trip to

this time,

North America,

had

I

to

be

in

I

did not get

custody of the

representative agency ot the American Immigration" at Los Angles airport
during the waiting

period for the connecting flight to Vancouver for eighteen hours.

I

did not

know

that

had

I

to

carry a visa tor America to stay waiting for a connecting flight at any American airport longer

than fifteen hours.

I

was escorted

as soon as

I

got off the plane and driven to a “custodian” hotel.

There was an officer guarding the door of a hotel room where the American immigration kept me
in custody.

My

passport was taken.

The telephone

not call the hotel, where a government personnel

made

a reservation for

different flight,

I

2
I

is

my

my room was

at the

to

meet

handbag

for

me

my

husband,

I

could

who was

traveling

on a

to stay here in

your

at this hotel.

some documents. “Look,

I

the letter of admission from the university that

learned from the Thai International Airline personnel

airport that this procedure

unhooked, therefore

Office of Scholarship Affairs in Bangkok

prior leaving Thailand. Siggi,

was supposed

fished into

country. This

me

in

was an agreement between

who

have no wish

I

am

escorted

the airline

attending in Canada. Here

me

is

to the custodian office at the

and the American immigration.

I

learned

myself must be responsible for the arrangement
airline and is
to keep this particular passenger in custody at a hotel that has a legal agreement with the
American
The
procedure.
custodian
this
certified by the American immigration to be responsible for
therefore
It
is
regulation.
this
follow
to
that
failed
immigration would file a lawsuit to sue any airline
representative
certified
this
to
refers
immigration’
to
‘American
important to note that I use term the
agency rather than the government officers from the American immigration office.
that

any

airline that carries a ‘problematic’

passenger

3

like

my

the ticket for

my

from

connecting flight to Canada. Here

government

Canadian immigration. What makes you think

to the

plane and run into Los Angles to be become an

The answer

got was, “I see your documents.

I

our job to keep you

I

man

in a

who

Vancouver on an
supposed

be

to

hours

let

I

him know

me

sat

at

if

my

was booked

people talking.

propped

my

Luckily,

I

straight to

for us,

I

my

in the

my

I

my room was

out, the

guard

I

I

in the hotel

would arrange
I

Canada. But

morning. His

was

flight

it

corridor—by leaving
me. Unfortunately,

for

had no way

who

I

had

it

I

up

I

message

to

is

at

for

was

I

who

inform the person

earlier than planned.

pay from

Where would

Los Angles

I

airport six

how

could

I

I

was

my own pocket.

begged him

telling

to take

him why

me, asking him

I

me

to the counter

was not

at the hotel

to get in touch with

told not to go out of

was my husband coming.

sat there said,

fill

to

to the hotel,

to find

thought

me why
sat

in vain.

decided to stay and accepted their offer to put

not locked up,

mothers’ munchies to

I

the

Canada.”

husband would arrive

left a

and told him where

carry-on baggage.)

I

my

me when

room.

I

heard

opened the door and

“Miss, you are not supposed to do that.”

my empty

stomach. (The immigration officers

did not have a visa for

miserably waiting for

my

my

at

overnight stay. They forgot to

husband

to arrive in that

room

until

three hours delayed.
(

What
story?

My

me

staff took

was very hungry.

head

had

me

would amve

I

Vancouver?

husband was flying on.

the airport were busy asking

two

that

arrived a day earlier?

went

I

he arrived. Although

check

people like

the next day, not today.

Before the immigration

that

flight to

to

jump

them

could contact people in Vancouver and find a place to stay that night,

that

airline

will

I

tried to reason with

won’t keep you from going

“overnight stay without visa” hotel, which

in the

of the

me and

Vancouver Airport
I

I

that

an “overnight stay without visa” hotel— under
the watch of an

in

guarding

Vancouver

in

Vancouver

later. It

We

earlier flight the Thai Airline staff

would pick me up
stay in

illegal alien.”

custody while you are waiting for your

in

could avoid being kept

uniform

the letter of credit and financial
support

is

Who

is

the actual cause of the

should

I

blame

for putting

whole range of misunderstandings

me

in this helpless situation,

4

my

that occurred in this

father’s holy water?

It

did

not posses any magic as
this vulnerable situation.

my

father said

did not help

It

blame the American Immigration

American

would. H.s holy water did not make

it

me become

at the airport for

powerful when

assuming

without visa wanted to jump the plane and stay

soil

not and could not blame the American immigration
officers.

I

felt

me

invincible in

so helpless. Should

I

that all aliens traveling through

illegal aliens in

They

America?

would

I

did their job. Unquestionably,

they followed rules and regulations that their authority
ordered. The only thing that could

guarantee the legitimacy of
or

make me

America

all

the “official”

invincible in this situation

Should

visa.

I

blame

my

documents

I

was one document

government or myself

regulation, the situation of international immigration?

regulation and followed

Truthfully,

I

don’t

know

more

it

the

Why Telling

The Purpose:

carried or give the

carefully,

I

for

that

Had

I

to

my

words

did not have; that was the

I

my

power

ignorance about

this specific

checked the international visa

would not have been

in this

powerless situation.

answer these questions.

Stories?

Telling the story of our

life

journeys

is

events, and places that have formed us.

tracing our footsteps through the people,

As we pause

at each special memory, we
we have indeed been formed by our encounters with the stories of
Telling our own stories is a way “to remember to remember” who we are

realize that
others.

and

to

way

to

My
for

you

my

purpose for telling a story of

story of

my

own

way of

my

experience at the airport

powerlessness or to ask anyone’s empathy for

this story

their

honor the special lives that we have been given. To remember
re-know and reclaim a part of our lives (Cajete 999: 168).

my

is

responsibility to handle.

interpreting and

knowing what other

Each person

way of approaching

in

all

who

and why they

such a situation has her or his

the circumstance.

act or rehct the

5

among

Why

people.

do

I tell

I tell

the

are involved in one situation have

Each of them

actors involved in that circumstance think and

into such a circumstance

also a

not to find a scapegoat

being in such situation.

then? Not knowing leads to misunderstanding and conflict

experience at the airport to portray that

is

way

own knowledge,

also has

no way of

know, or how other actors

get

they do. All then approach the

situation the

way

they themselves see reasonable
accordingly to their immediate understanding
of

the circumstance that they derive from the
best of

My
interactive

knowledge they have

story at the airport partly exemplifies
that the partiality of our knowledge about
the

influence

of these

elements

hinders

us

instantaneously. This story lays the background
for
liberation

moment.

at that

and absolute freedom

is

my

seeing

argument

the

always

is

relative.

feasible

alternative

that education to achieve

Only transformation

impossible.

(1992: 262) argues, emancipation or liberation

from

is

As Gallagher

possible.

Therefore people can liberate

themselves from one thing, but never from everything. Transformation,
on the other hand,

simply a process that people learn

to substitute

one

is

of constraints or a regime of rationality for

set

another one. Thus, self-transformation does not necessarily imply absolute personal
autonomy or

freedom and social transformation

is

not pure social liberation.

understanding for personal transformation

is

More

importantly, learning and

always bound by different socio-cultural discourses

and practices which change through time and contexts.
I

fabric

tell

of our

my
life.

stories to

An

show

that our life is full

ending of one story

in

even the ending part of another story of our
lives,

our experience,

self-understanding.

is

way

also a

our

life

life

of stones, stories that weave together as a

can become the beginning or the middle or

or those of other people. Telling stories about our

to recollect our life experience,

which

is

the starting point of

a process that requires self-reflexivity in reconstructing experience and

It is

learning to understand such experience differently from different perspectives. In reflecting

experiences

in

each story,

it

shows

that every

movement

in

our everyday

life

involves social
%

relations

and

and interaction

political theories

human beings and

that are

and discursive

structures. This process also

makes me

realize that we, as

as social agencies, constantly reconstruct our self/identity as

been shaped or constructed by
myself

governed by multi layers of historical, socio-cultural, economical

in this sense, is a

way

social context

and environment. Telling the

to reflexively evaluate

6

my

much

as

it

has

story, especially for

personal trans formation, in terms of the

—

eth.c

and

social vts.on (hat

I

acqutred through various cducat.onal
journeys in different learning

sites.

elling stones is

I

one way of learning

Learning, as Paintamda and

Garman (1999)

meaning of experience” (142) and then

to understand ourselves in relation to
other people.

argue,

a result of “the act of reconstructing the

is

reflecting or introspecting on such experience
critically or

seeing personal experience with “enlightened eyes”
(144). In other words,

ourselves by reflecting on our experience then relating

about our

life is to

who we

or those

make our

let

them

see a

new meaning

other people

is

much

and learn from our

we have no way

that

to see

also get feedback from the public

It is

a

way

to see

our experience

experience but also enables us to understand our experience

to

enhance

ethical reflexivity

in

for ourselves. This docs not only help us

better. In this notion self-understanding

one possible way

we

stories.

it

learn to understand

to the experience of other. Telling others

experience public. In so doing,

to share

an aspect or the dimension

it

we

in relation to

and self-reflection through storytelling

and allow us

to understand not only ourselves

but others better also.

In telling a story about

reinstate

my belief that

my

life

experience, particularly

personal transformation

yet relates to the influencing

power of macro

is

my

educational experiences,

historical, localized or situated,

social structures.

I

and processive,

These elements

—

the multiple

layers of socio-cultural, economical and political discourses, symbols, practices and structures

also infiltrates a person’s perception and understanding of

who

s/he

is,

how

herself or himself to and interact with other people in a specific historical

As

social beings,

we

are

bound with

knowledge and understanding about

a different degrees of relational

s/he should relate

moment

accordingly.

autonomy and freedom. Our

the world is partial, situated, localized

and yet

in constant

connection with and relation to the larger system of discursive practices and power structure.
this story to verify that a

historical

moment

is

human being

is

a historical and relational being

whose

life in

I

tell

every

constituted and governed by different discourses and the specific discursive

practices in a certain historical

moment. Besides, personal transformation, and

7

precisely

my

personal transformation,

life

experience

is

a

is a

way

messy process

to

reorganize and

coherent and understandable, which
Additionally,

what

I

communicate

women

messy transformative expenence more

this

then re-mterpret more easily.

Gubnum

in telling their

(2000) that the audiences

my

personal stones must be

in higher education.

You may

have to

made exemplary

“What

ask,

I

are

how

the sell might be storied

this stance, narrative or storytelling

story)

and

telling

my story

in the

that

I

am

contemporary

to

communicate

Gubnum

makes

its

way between

by presenting

(2000: 106)

local relevancies.” In

the substantive task (composing the

interpretative considerations within the circumstances of storytelling.

is

also to portray

how

mobility, in

my

The experience of moving
going to graduate school

for the case

of rural students

two

in

Thailand,

different but related effects.

country in

is

my

new community,

case and going to schools in urban area

a socio-cultural displacement.

Moving

intent in

my consciousness.

out of a native homeland and moving into a

in a foreign

My

case pursuing higher education in a foreign

environment, impacts the transformation of my understanding and

yields us

listen to

narratives are occasioned, put together in the context of particular times
and places;

these circumstances influence

e.g.,

you

tell

you trying

through or achieving from your personal narrative, then?” As Holstein and
point out,

who

personal stories, also have stories of their

a definite preference for particular plots or
themes.

not attempting to claim that
history of

we can

does not progress a linear fashion. To
story our

make

concur with Holstein and

storytellers try to

own and may have

that

It is

the mobility that

out from the native or a familiar

community

or

location dislodges us from our native community, from the foundations of our traditional socio-

cultural values, beliefs,

norms and

relationship.

We

Moving

Moving

into an unfamiliar or foreign environment,

on

unfamiliar and disconcerting environment.

learn to create a

new

to “unlearn”

the other hand, gives us a sense of having

learned.

out,

have

relationship. In

It

no roots and not belonging.

on the other hand,

impels us to find a

what we had already

thrusts us into a

new community

sum, mobility dislodges us from the known

8

to

new,

belong and

to the

unknown,

.

from one dimension of our self-consciousness
therefore our personal historical

to another

and another

3
.

Our personal mobility

of a constant consciousness transformation
and constant

trail

process of learning and unlearning. The
process for self-reflection that enables

critical reflection

me

my

of

to retain, reclaim

personal story

and redefine who

I

is

am

a tool

knowledge and

rid

my

my

past experience differently.

through our

reality,

life,

me

to

the gap of

fill

my

for telling

we have

you

to learn to

know,

my

of

the story

experience

is

to

local

more than those being
official social

experience
myself, as

at the airport as a

I

dismissed a
learning

and

offered in the classroom

cultural

curricula

usually did, that “if a thing

way

( e.g

to see

it

differently

Had

not

I

for

learning,

is

meant

happen,

to

it

it

will

much

as

learned about the interplay of

knowledge? Probably

partial

and understand

not.

have seen

I

I

my

might have told

happen.” Would

I

then have

further? Learning within different sites of

formal, nonformal and informal) provides us different types of knowledge (e.g.

knowledge and academic

localized

4
.

discourses in graduate school, would

product of our

that,

understand and to transform the meaning of our

to

sometimes consciously and many times unconsciously. The

and

to

partial

confirm the notion

unlearning and/or re-learning certain experiences are available outside the classroom as
or even

me

ignorance.

Another purpose
all

enables

It

and a

in relation to

other people in various environments. Additionally,
the process of personal narrative forces
see and understand

is

disciplinary

knowledge are not separate but connected and
argument throughout

knowledge). Yet, these different kinds of

reinforce one another and

I

shall

exemplify

this

this dissertation.

way centrifugal and centripetal forces in mobility has
people reconstruct and retain their identity within the society

3 See Clark (1996), pp. 2-4 for his argument on the

created cultural plurality and affected the

way

of plurality.
great grandfather and my grandmother, always taught me when I was young
happened
to me and to other people around me is a learning lesson for me not to
that every
make the same mistake and to keep doing better in living my life.

4

My

family, especially

my

incidence that

9

The Content: Whose and Which
This dissertation

is

Stories

Are Told?

a personal narrative about

from a Third World country returning

my

experience as a nonformal educator

to graduate school in

North America. Theoretically,

1

set

out to pursue this project by assuming that
personal transformation, in terms of identity
and
subjectivity, is historical, contextually dependent,
always in a process and irreversible.
that identity (our perception

of self or

who we

are), subjectivity (our

my

contexts, formal, nonformal and informal.

and our social action

is

new knowledge and new meanings

make

of our

new knowledge, we

only with ourselves but also with others around

we
life

sense of our

attain

new

social conditions

who we

subjectivity (our conscious and unconscious

in the

world around us)

I

use

is

my personal

experiences.

a half

the

In

process of

new

In this epistemological

contexts and/or

assumption,

knowledge about ourselves and

at the

at

I

then

are in relation to others) as well as of our

own

the

on going events

reconstruction.

learning experience to demonstrate this assumption and validate

of the graduate students

to

also have to negotiate our knowledge, not

never stable but constantly changed by our

experiences of other international students

Because about

experience by

This process consequently reinforces us to

us.

and environments.

argue that our identity (the concept of

life

from different contexts

readjust or even change a part of identity and subjective meanings to suit the

respond to

of institutional

The transformation of our understanding, our meanings

the result of our attempt to

reconstructing and reapplying our

set

experience affirms that learning happens in various

interpreting and connecting variations of knowledge that

construct

argue

conscious and unconscious

thoughts/emotion) are socio-culturally constructed and constituted
within a
discursive practices. Epistemologically,

I

CIE

it

with

Center for International Education (CIE).

are

from the Third World,

I

thus assume that

the lives and the experiences of these students must have been affected by international socio-

economic development, especially through educational
experience,

I

intervention. Also speaking from

my own

tend to believe that the sociocultural and historical experiences ot international

10

students together with the process of
change in coming to graduate school in
America must have
significant influenced students’ personal
transformation, in terms of their understanding
and
interpretation of

my

that

partial exploration

and then
It

knowledge which they expose themselves

them

relate

also allows

me

to

to

believe

I

of the process personal transformation of
other international students

my own

gam

to in their graduate study.

transformation not only help

me

to validate all these assumption.

a better understanding of the possibilities
and limitations of different

pedagogical approaches which aim for fostering (social and
personal) transformation.

for

purpose,

this

I

begin by reviewing the historical evolution of
interdisciplinary

discourses related to international development, educational planning and
pedagogical approaches
to

impact change or transformation through education.

particularly

I

focus

my

exploratory

discourse review on different educational models and pedagogical approaches for empowerment

under the label of
the

radical

or “critical.” This review enabled

me

to understand the interplay

power of these discourses on educational planning and pedagogical implementation

their possible significance

my

on global

social change.

narrative and the questions that will help

particular issues

As
story

I

I

tell is

everyday

which emerged along

I

many

me

not truly

tell

my own

story or a story about

with other people or

it

my

stones of

themes of

insight about

my narrative.

me

per

se.

It is

my

life, I

realize that every

a story about

how

enact an

I

drama of human

life.

I

happened

to

have roles

Through recollection of my past expenence,

many “unimportant”

human drama have become

as well as

story in relation to other people. In this notion,

are like mini episodes of a grand

“little”

episodes of the

is

to formulate the

new knowledge of and

to discover

the process of

to play with other actors in specific scenes.

that

also allowed

clarified earlier, in the process of telling stones about

life story

stones that

me

It

characters with

a part of me.

whom

I

I

realized

interacted in those mini

Each episode of the human drama

enacted with other people have become substantial information and foundation for
construct knowledge and understanding about

each scene and better

in

of

my

role

and

another or the next episode of the

11

how
life

that

me

I

to

to play that role accordingly in

drama.

I

hese unimportant people

are

my

most tmportant

teachers.

and intertwined with mine
interaction, are people in

These unimportant people, whose

in

many

intersected with mine, not only educate

learning to

grow

knowledge about

Hence,

up.

life that

legitimate credentials.

I

that

me

move

I

in.

but they also

telling stories

empower and encourage me

about myself

It is

my way

social

Their stories and their roles, which

is

my way

had learned from experts without

I

and expenences interned

ways and through vanous forms of

different

communities

lives

to

keep on

of valuing the lessons and

“official''

knowledge and without

of amplifying their voices

agree with the feminist Personal Narratives Group 5
(1989) to claim that women’s

experiences are rich

texts,

Feminist theory emerges

experiences— the
had to negotiate

lives

their

which provide a
from the

interpretation

and experience,

way through

central foundation for feminist research

varieties of patriarchal structure.

According

their socio-cultural

to the Personal Narratives

women’s

lives

and

women

have

Most women negotiate

their

and

their

to

that are situated in various contexts in

gender status within the social structure by basing

comprehension of

of and response

their

bound gender

Group, context

which a person simultaneously constructs and

is

judgment on

roles,

is

and thought.

which

their interpretation

gender identity and gender

relations.

not a script but a dynamic process through

constructed by her environment. Context

is

“the

connectedness that creates the webs of meaning within which humans act” (Personal Narratives

Group, 1989:

19).

Thus paying

attention to the centrality

and the complexity of contexts

that

surrounded women’s lives exposes the range of experiences and expectations within which

women

live.

My

narrative dissertation

is

my

attempt to create a contextual text that illuminates

the impact of gendered contexts and highlights heterogeneity of women’s lives.

Telling a story

is

a

way of tracing change and making

The terms “change” and “transformation”

are

common

change,

terms

in

at least at a personal level.

the realm

of contemporary

Women's Lives: Feminist Theory and Personal Narratives (1989) is a book written by ten
feminist authors. The chapter which I quote here is the collaborative writing of these authors and they use
the term “Personal Narratives Group” as the author of the chapter.
5

Interpreting
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education. Educators and practitioners in both
conservative and radical education camps
equally

use these terms. This
education

affect or influence

terms

probably because educational theorists and
practitioners agree that

one important process of socialization and
acculturation, which can

is

behaviors.

is

I,

change and transformation

however, caution myself

may seem common

to

some

people’s worldview, values, attitudes and

in

in using the

educators. For

significantly

terms “change” and “transformation.” These

me

the terms “change” and “transformation” are

very elusive and seductive concepts. They are seductive
because they connote something

an alternative that

is

more

desirable or better than the old one.

when we question who makes
a change, for

the proposal for change,

what purpose and

for

whose

whose

or

elusive concepts

social vision is propagated for such

whose

benefits or

They become

new

social satisfaction. Literally,

person can argue tor change and transformation by using the exact same

one

of argument that

line

another person makes but conveys the opposite meaning or totally different outcome.

For example, Barbara Ward (1995, as quoted

may change

people

Harper

in

&

Clancy 1998: 73) argues

several things in their lives such as change their career, field of studies, living

locations and even their citizenship and

remain much as they always

still

fundamental (social) change can happen only when people are willing

judgment and

values,

in their

pursuits.

way of looking

at

see the social world with

ways

of living.

that

To

achieve such changes,

and understanding the world.

new

Ward’s

eyes, understand

argument

is

it

with a

intended

it

to

change

new mind and

To Ward,

their pnonties,

requires people to also

In other words, people

for

are.

make

a change

must be willing

turn their energies to

challenging

traditional

to

new

development

methodologies (economic growth and modernization) and encourages mainstream development
theorists to integrate local cultural values into

for

change

(in

development planning. However, her suggestion

people’s vision, in their values, and their

identical to the proposition of

way of

looking

at the

world) sounds

economic modernization proponents, such as Inkeles and Smith

(1974) and McClelland (1984 [1963]). The modernization
poststructural theorists consider conservative,

make almost

13

theorists,

whom

postmodern and

exactly the same suggestion

Ward

makes above. For example, McClelland
(1984[1963]:
“traditional institutionalized values

may

insist that

64),

a

modernist theorist,

people go on behaving

in

ways

argues,

no

that are

longer adaptive to a social change and
economic order.” In order to achieve progress
and

development, people

in

change

and

their attitudes

“primitive” society have to abandon their
local or indigenous values,
their traditional

way of looking

at the

world and adopt a new system of

values and attitudes. (See Inkcles and Smith,
1974: pp. 19-34 and McClelland, 1984

1

1963]: pp.

53- 69).

from
concepts.

I

the

above argument, “change” and “transformation” are apparently
contextual

he complication

of

social

relationships

witnessed or enacted in the past cautions

me

to

among human

agents in the story that

be careful about proposing change.

In the

I

realm of

education for social development, educators and education planners are important players
in
bringing about social change and fighting

their

role

and

all

forms of oppression through education. By virtue of

responsibilities, educators, as social

agents, usually have

authority and

more opportunity

change than

their target clients (learners) do. Educators’ social vision

pedagogical approaches

for

to articulate

and

to

more power, more

determine the direction of education for social

bringing about change

understanding and their interpretation of the social

is

governed by

reality.

and
their

their selection

knowledge,

of

their

Feminist educators, Mcrriam and

Caffarella (1999) and Tisdell (1998, 2000) for example, argue that positionality/’ the multiple

socio-cultural elements

which influence educators’ perceptions of who they are and what

or wrong, justly or unjustly influences the

their social

reality.

way

failure

through education. Besides, social oppression and exclusion appear

6

Tisdell (1998:

right

educators understand and construct knowledge of

These elements can cause success and

institution including educational institutions.

is

To

139) uses the term ‘positionality’

orientation, religion, and etc.
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in

in

bringing about change

every social structure and

avoid certain errors and mystified concepts

to refer

to

in

gender, race, class, ethnicity, sexual

employing education as an approach

empower people

to

to act against oppression

and social

exclusion, educators should be cognizant that
socio-cultural elements-wh.ch influence
people’s

perceptions about themselves and frame the
caliber of people’s moral

judgment-make

different

people interpret, understand and experience
oppression differently.
In addition,

Minnich (1990) argues

that there are four basic kinds

of errors that are

derived from and express the root problem of taking
a particular few to be simultaneously the
inclusive

term,

norm, and the

the

ideal.

These are

faulty

generalization or non-inclusive

universalization, circular reasoning, mystified concepts and
partial knowledge. She elaborates
that

faulty generalization

significant ones

who

tradition as standards

is

the result of taking

can represent

of what

is

humans of

a particular kind to be the only

humans. Circular reasoning uses

all

“good” works while assuming they

universally applicable for the evaluation of

group or

a particular

are generally neutral

and

others. Mystified concepts often occur because

all

people have a strong tendency not to question and then take for granted the roots or the socio-

and

cultural

familiar.

their

political origins

of ideas, assumptions, and categories with which they are so deeply

As Minnich (1990)

argues, such a tendency leads most people to think and act against

own

interests

and commitments without being able

to see

concepts of rights derived from an individualistic society to

mutually interdependent society

is

It is

I

the

knowledge

that

works

is

for a part

by

my

avoid making errors which Minnich points
educator would therefore prompt

about

my

role,

my

example, using the

criticize justice

and equality

presently shaped and expressed by the

in a

me

ethics and

to

my

first

three

and not the whole.

believe that telling stories about myself can be one possible

prejudicial assumptions that are caused

critical

for

mistaken. Partial knowledge comes from posing and resolving

questions within a tradition in which thinking

errors.

why,

partial

out.

knowledge.

one step

felling a story about

become more

my

to

for

lay out

me

eliminating oppression and bringing about social change

in

my

see and to

experience as an

reflexive about possible errors and

moral judgment
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It is

way

more

choosing an educational strategy for

in the future.

This research

is

a portrayal

of the intersection between theory and
practice within
illustrates

how

different sites

of learning experiences.

It

the intersect, on of theory and
practice affects a personal transfonna.ion
and

eventually a social one.

The Organization: How
This narrative

method

that is

is

Stories

Are Told?

generated and presented through an
auto/ethnographical methods, 7 a

used when the researcher

is

the subject of the research (Denzin

&

Lincoln 2000:

636) or when the researcher views herself or himself as the
phenomenon, and then writes
evocative personal narrative specifically focused on her/his
academic and personal

A

Bochner, 2000: 741).

narrative text that

historical experience of a

&

generated by an auto/ethnographical method

is

represents interpretative practice in knowledge construction. 8 This
dissertation

my

life (Ellis

is

a narrative

nonformal educator from a Third World country.

It

of

told in

is

different narrative styles, for example, personal storytelling for the introduction
chapter and
fictional

narrative

interpretation of

tor the third

my

chapter. This auto/ethnographic dissertation emphasizes the

experience, concrete actions, emotions, spirituality, dialogue, and

consciousness as a nonformal educator situated
other

people

in

socio-cultural

different

knowledge production here
nonformal educator

in

is

in specific historical contexts

Thailand between 1980

interview with other graduate students,

to

woven

life

experience, field

1995 together with

7

8

universities.

See detailed explanation
Holstein and

in

The aim of my study

Chapter

Gubrium (2000:

interpretative practice, which
and the auspices under which

my

for

the

work experience

as a

informal dialogues and

together with theoretical knowledge gained

through the formal and informal learning processes during

North American

in relation to

The information compiled

environments.

from personal journals,

and

self-

is

my

three periods of graduate study in

therefore to interpret and validate

my

II.

104. All

emphases are of authors) argue

that narrative practice

characterizes the activities of storytelling, the resources, used to
stories are told.

It is

is

a

form of

tell stories,

the practice that allows storytellers to understand self

through analyzing the relation between the hows and the whats of storytelling.
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situated knowledge"

new

create a

and experience within existing educational
theories

one.

To be

able to recognize and understand the
connection between theory and the practice,

and (my personal) transformation
learning

sites,

between

rather than to contest or

my

the self

that occurred within the intersection

interpretation involves dialogical processes

and others. This dissertation

is

my

of formal and informal

between the

self

and

texts

10

and

attempt to understand and then selectively

narrate the multiplicity of philosophical, theoretical
disciplines and practices

(e.g.,

pedagogy,

education, feminism, development studies and inquiry) that
govern the construction of knowledge

about empowerment

in

education within selected local institutions. This dissertation
research

is

also situated within and framed by the interconnections between
localized and institutionalized
cultures,

knowledge and practice

enacted and already situated

my

theoretical boundaries

in

education and development,

all

of which are historically

and the discourse of modernity. The arguments frame

in the culture

and outline the methodological approach

part because ol the complicated nature of

my

for this narrative project. In

research topic (education for

transformation), auto/ethnography has encouraged

me

to confront multiple

empowerment and
and contradictory

positions and issues, e.g., the researcher and the researched, the object (native/indigenous,

World graduate

msider/outsider. Third

approach

to education for

In chapter two,

assumptions, practical

9

I

student) and the subject (development, pedagogical

empowerment and

transformation/change).

discuss auto/ethnographical research methods focusing on paradigmatic

way of implementing and

Situated knowledge, according to

in particular social locations, e.g.

Haraway (1988)

geography,

personal meaning. In the paradigmatic aspect,

I

generated through self-reflexive analysis of a person

is

class, race/ethnicity or other social identities

such as sexual

orientation, seniority/age/elderly or disability. Naples and Clark (year unknown: p. 180. The emphasis
knowledge that social actors generated “when they
the authors.) define situated knowledge as

is

consciously engage in the process of social analysis in order to understand the social construction of

their

of

self-

location within the particular relations of ruling."
10

The temi

“text” here refers to both written texts and practices that are discursively influenced by such

written texts.
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discuss the epistemological and theoretical
assumptions that underlie auto/ethnography.
This part
serves as an overview of auto/ethnograph.cal
research methodology.

auto/ethnography

from

From

storytelling.

this research

knowledge production and
reflection

and

knowledge

auto/ethnography
portraying

way

I

self,

I

aspects,

stressing

emphasize the

personal

politics

narrative

1

or

personal

of representation in knowledge

methodology may soften the limitations and

representation.

and deconstruction

represent

practical

the personal aspect,

how

production and

their

then discuss examples of

I

practical errors in

discuss personal narrative as a device for
self-

understand self in relation to others and to interpret,
construct

to

about

education

empowerment.

for

sum,

In

1

illustrate

that

not merely a set of procedures or a technique for interpreting,
narrating and

is

culture and knowledge. Rather,

a

is

it

understand, interpret and portray social events.

method

It is

a

that that

method

embodies the

that that

distinctive

my way

connotes

of

understanding and knowing.

To connect

the

philosophical,

experience in the stories that
discourse.

I

his

review

I

narrate,

focuses

empowerment. This chapter

emotions and

name”

my

theorists,

is

I

take chapter three to review related literature and

empowerment, education and pedagogical approaches

presented

format which allows

in a fictional

contextual experiences into the

my

(lived)

on critiquing and analyzing discourse on education and

international development, education and

for

and practical elements of

epistemological

text,

for

my

example,

me

to incorporate

intimidation of “big

frustration about the separation, the contradiction and the conflict

between

different disciplines of knowledge and so on.

Chapter four

development of

two

parts.

The

my

is

a

personal

narrative

that

illustrates

experience as a nonformal educator

first

part

experiences (in the family,

illustrates

in the

how

in

socialization

community and

in

the

contextual

Thailand. This chapter

during

my

and

is

historical

divided into

childhood and

schools) have influenced

my

learning

understanding

and ways of interacting with other people. The second part deals with learning experiences
workplace as a nonformal educator and how

this
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experience has influenced

my

in the

interest in

education for empowerment and
development. The personal narrahve
reveals the historical and contextual
construction of

including the

way

these elements impact

and the practice of education

for

my way

my

foundation tor myself and tor the reader to
understand

chapter

in this

transformation.

reality

and

I

my

map

is

the

It

also indicates

that

shows

why

the

or

arbitrary identity/self

how

1

is

an essential

understand the discourses and the

In other words, the personal narrative

development path of
I

and worldview,

narrative in this chapter

empowerment.

how

that

of interpret.ng and understanding the discourses

empowerment. The

practice ot education tor development and

m this chapter is a map

my

consciousness and personal

create, interpret or understand the

meanings of

my

social actions in a certain way.

devote chapter five

to stories ot

my

experience as an international graduate student

in

relation to other international graduate students, especially
graduate students in the

program of

Center tor International Education (C IE), University ot Massachusetts. The narrative

text in this

chapter

is

generated trom

my

participation in formal classes,

my

observation, and dialogues

(lormal and informal) with other graduate students within the program. The text projects
contextual elements

(e.g.,

self

in relation to social

background, identity and

impact students’ understanding ot pedagogical practices
In this chapter,

discuss

I

illustrate

empowerment and

empowerment

I

explore and

taken-for-granted elements that appear in current

for transformation

The educational and pedagogical approaches

experience)

for social change.

experience as an international graduate student.

some mythical assumptions and

educational practices of

11

my

for

life

how

that

and for social

11

justice,

from two

would be under an umbrella of education

for social

transformation would valorize ending social inequality and social oppression through structural social

change through collective and radical revolutionary approach,

for

example, education under the labels of

“education for social liberation” or “liberatory education” or “emancipatory education.” This type of
education involves critical investigation, subjective reflection and reconstruction of social meaning through
sharing and understanding subjective experience among learners. This model argue that personal meanings
and formations of these meanings can only be understood and shared in their particular socio-political
contexts and the socio-political context of learning is central to this process. Education for social justice on
the other hand starts from critical evaluation of injustice that occurs within the society through examining
and questioning how and why certain groups have been left out or being made the “lesser others in the
construction of the “master narrative.” This model of education focuses on analyzing power structure and
exclusions and
in relation to social re/presentation particular social groups and how representation creates
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different positions, switching
back and forth

between the

posit, on

of a nonformal educator and a

graduate student.

In chapter six,

and others better and

summarize how writing auto/ethnography
helps me understand myself

I

in

which way auto/ethnography enables me

to find a possibility to soften

contradiction in knowledge production.
Together with the discussion of these issues,

some

methodological

and

theoretical

auto/ethnographical research and writing.

understandings
also discuss

I

compromised such dilemmas. Drawing from personal
issues that educators

may

empowerment and

transformation.

how

conclude
tool

lor

consider

different voices in

filling

generated

mentioned

through

interpretation

acquired

dilemmas and ways

I

from

doing

have overcome or

narratives in previous chapters,

I

discuss

creating or implementing leaming/teaching activities
for

Based on

my

experience of doing auto/ethnography,

up the gap ol our

partial

knowledge and creating spaces

an

How

for

Legitimate Are These Stories?

earlier, this dissertation is a narrative self-representation

auto/ethnographical

My

methodology.

presentation

1

'

that has

been

emphasizes

the

and the representation of (mter)subjectivity and subjective knowledge. Noticeably,

the philosophical, epistemological and theoretical assumptions underlying this

method emphasize

marginalization. Education for social justice also gives an important to understand the
race/ethnicity, class

and culture

intersect

way

gender,

and construct difference and diversity and analyze how these

elements come to play roles social injustice and exclusion. Multicultural education or cultural study

prominent example of

this

model of education. Nonetheless,

it

is

these two models of education apart for they have and share

pedagogical articulations and approaches. (See
different

1

models of education, see Giroux, 1983

borrow

this

very difficult to clearly distinguish or

some overlapping assumptions on

Askew and Camell,

term from Flanagan (1996).
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is

set

their

1998, chapter six an overview on these

for critical education

as Grant and Sleeter 1993 for multicultural education.)

12

I

knowledge construction.

Validity and Validation:

I

1

lay out

both educators and students could possibly use auto/ethnography
as a means and a

empowerment,

As

when

which

I

and Sleeter and Grant, 1987 as well

the process, ve nature of

knowledge production and

,J
recasts the politics of
re/presentahon.

Universal accuracy and validity are no, the
concern of ,1ns research. Rather,
vts.ble the invalidity

the

the

of the claim that knowledge

knowledge

I

have produced and present here

knowledge

I

represent

is

specific time and location.

some

specific discursive

issues and experiences

standpoints,

am

I

I

I

impart, al, fixed and universal.

is

is partial,

acknowledge

that

I

when

quite certain that

my home

My

past

claims rest on what

reflections are

my

however

will

texts

for their feedback

I

look

at the

experiences

with

Besides, this project

new knowledge and

me

to

question and

choose and use for empowerment and social change when

I

have witnessed with

my knowledge

indefinite

and speculative.

I

and between self and others.

and comments;

from different angles.

this

real people,

and particularly myself.

on empowerment through

helped

me

I

can

this writing process;

my

nevertheless attempt to validate

narrative, but only for personal accountability.

between self and

stories

I

if

different theoretical and epistemological

some arguments would seem erroneous.

my

myself may sec

country.

project the limitations of

in

that

I

presented here differently. Again,

experiences acquired during graduate study. Personal narrative allows

return to

The nature of

unfinished and tentative. Importantly,

tune and contexts change,

on and discuss from

re licet

emphasizes reflecting on and theorizing

1

makes

also dependent of contexts and the
ava, lability of social materials a

meanings which

problematize the knowledge

this narrative

The

1

validation

1

make

is

some

issues

a critical dialogue

shared some stories with friends and asked

to

understand

T his helped confirm whether

my

my

experiences within those

interpretation

is

meaningful for

myself, rather than attempting to verify the validity or truthful nature of the knowledge. In sum,

13

A

|

Idred (1998: 149) argues that the term ‘representation’

notion of ‘image

of

is

used currently not only as an unproblematic

(portrayal or signification), but also to indicate a radical displacement of that notion.

term ‘representation’ distinctively. She proposes using the terms ‘re-presentation’ and
‘re/presentation’ to indicate that the research is actively produced by her and embodies her perspective,
using ‘re-presentation’ when she emphasizes process and re/presentation when she stresses its significance

She then uses

the

for cultural politics.
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the

knowledge

I

construct and represent here

situated, dtsputab.e

disagree with

empowerment

my

and refutable.
interpretation

.

hope

and

is

no. a un, versa!, fixed “truth"
but rather practical,

to leave space for other people,
especially those

my

re/presentation of

to challenge these interpretations

knowledge about education

and offer new ones.
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who
for

CHAPTER II
AUTO/ETHNOGRAPHY A TOOL FOR WRITING ABOUT
CULTURE AND WEAVING ONESELF WITH OTHERS
14

:

Introduction

s
si
s aring at the blank screen
of the computer with pencils, papers, books,
notes
personal journals and comments from
my dissertation committee, all scattered around my
c air the image comes to mind ot
an Akha weaver, sitting as she weaves
contentedly by
er little weather-beaten bamboo hut
in a tribal village of Chiangrai
province in northern
ai and From observing Thai
tnbal women weaving on several occasions,
I have
learned that each tribal weaver begins her

weaving differently. Some start from scratchspinning and dying the cotton to make the warp
and the weft for the fabric that they plan
to weave. Some avoid these processes
by using the dyed cotton yam that they have
bought in the market. Both ways require the women
to separate the yam for the warp and
the weft. They stretch the warp to the desired
length and then tie each thread of the warp
to fit the width of their loom. They then roll
the weft yam on the spools and fit them into
the shuttle. After this preparation, they begin to weave.
I do not know how to weave cloth—
and I am not sure I know how to weave an academic
story, either. But from observing and absorbing through
years of reading, I have learned
that

storytellers

materials.
ot

how

I

weave

know what

their stories differently. I can explain how they
prepare the
kinds of tools and equipment they use. I can explain the process

they produce their stones.

It

seems

ironic to realize that explaining

how weavers

weave their fabric or how storytellers weave their stones is far easier than sitting down
and weaving whether the fabric or the story. Of course, I have everything I need for my
story weaving. I have in my mind what type of story I want to weave. I have a pile
of
unsorted matenals. I have tools that are able to operate the writing loom. I even know the
basic processes of story weaving. But unfortunately, I lack the most important thing—
that is, the guts to weave for the first time in my life. (Personal Journal, Apnl 12, 2001)
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Rather than specifically using the term personal storytelling or personal narrative,

term auto/ethnography.

I

intentionally use the

method" interchangeably with personal
narrative, or self-ethnography and sometime storytelling through out my dissertation. I have one important
reason for this decision. The philosophical and epistemological assumptions that ground my research
position, the genre and the form of my presentation, are drawn from different but overlapping
auto/ethnographical research methodologies, which include feminist and non-feminist testimonial narrative,
I

also use the terms "auto/ethnographical

personal narrative or personal storytelling,

life

history, auto/biography

use a specific term such as "personal narrative" or "narrative inquiry,"

of the methodology as apparent and evident as

I

and reflexive ethnography
it

may

not

make

intend. Other than this, auto/ethnographical

advocates the politics of the researcher’s location within the research process

etc. If

I

this eclectic nature

methodology

in relation to her or his

and these positions and relationships must be made apparent in the research representation. If I
use the term "personal narrative," I as well as my readers might overlook the relationship and the politics of
power between researchers and the researched, both live and textual subjects. That is because we might
tend to think that a personal narrative is about the personal experience of the researcher and has nothing to
subjects,

do with

the experiences of others.
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Why Auto/ethnopraphy?

Backgroun d:

"In your circumstances,
auto/ethnography seems to be a
good choice for your research

method.

I

suggest that you

and students
this to

me

Women’s

in

Studies Program, Dr. Marta Calas,
on

encouragingly when

"What

is

by readtng Ruth Behar.” At one
mformal gathering of professors

start

told her

I

my reason

for

my

dissertation committee, said

choosing the auto/ethnographical method.

the difference between auto/ethnography
and ethnography?

Your argument

about methodology seems promising. But
you are emphasizing only auto. What
about the

ethnography?"

When

discussed

I

my

dissertation topic

another committee member, she urged

my

have her book,” Lisa,

other best friend, Chizu,

Many

Women

brought Translated

is

best friend, suggested

came

to

my

s Lives

’

Woman

I

some

that

it

if

you want

some

to read

it.”

whenever

I

pictures in your dissertation. There

Rossman, the chair of

my

expressed

“Don’t hesitate

to

go

I

My knowledge

in Thailand.

Before

I

I

intimidation.

me and

the

I

My

said.

think these two books

for you.”

She added,

“I

I

is

how

a good article about

have a copy of

that article

—

I

I

think

work of Laurel Richardson? Her work may be

my

committee,

said.

She kept encouraging me

Her encouraging words sounds

to

me

as though she said,

for it!”

Academically,
research.

research method.

characters in the fiction you read have had on you.

She added, “Have you read

helpful.” Dr. Gretchen

like to read it?

it.”

reading fiction influences the learning processes of readers.

you should read

my

told her about

book [The Woman Warrior].

Keep

“Think about the impact
think you can even include

when

Would you

and Situated Lives] could also be useful

too.

,

auto/ethnography.

house and dropped a stack of books beside

narrative authors quote this

[Interpreting

to think further.

work of Jean Barr (2000)

think the

I

me

and methodology with Dr. Ann Ferguson,

am

an apprentice and an amateur

of auto/ethnography

set out to write

my

is far less

dissertation,
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I

than

in the trade

my

of auto/ethnographical

knowledge of the Akha weavers

had no idea what auto/ethnography

is.

I

—

know

d,dn't

that the process for collecting

and analyzing data

vanes, depend, ng on the research focus
and emphasis. Yes,

methodology and how ethnographers work
and write

know what

the

connection

I

in auto/ethnograph.c research

read about ethnograph.c research

their ethnographic research, but

between auto/ethnography and ethnography
was.

ethnographical, biographical, autobiographical,
and personal narrative
the lime

I

read them,

I

had no clue

even, unknowingly, used

l

or example,

when

I

stories or

some methods

were something you can

to

observe nonformal education

activities

poems and some paragraphs from books

that

on

data. Sharing

ways

recording stories

and discussing

to analyze

I

earth

am

my

is

sure you

in

would want

would you choose

it?"

my

need

to find

examination,

impacted

my
I

diary.

I

I

1

took

to ask, "If

recorded incidents and

I

even

realize that writing journal or

is

one among

many

The reasons

My

my own

you do not know about auto/ethnography, why on
I

chose

this

research method are sequential

interest in auto/ethnographical research

was

(interpretative) qualitative dissertations that

dissertation proposal. After

I

passed

my

initially

I

could

comprehensive

started reading the dissertations of the students at the Center for International

I

was reading samples of dissertations and books about

in qualitative research.

research methodology,

I

found the

content of these dissertations educative and informative. Unfortunately, most dissertations

education that

1

field notes

thoughts and feelings.

Education [CIE], including books about methodologies and methods

While

or nol, at

"auto/ethnography."

and personal experiences with friends

good examples of

use as a guide to develop

it

auto/ethnographical research.

professional, personal, and economic.

driven by

Believe

essentially the process of gathering or creating or
compiling

stories

and validate data

my

in

their sites.

shared and discussed these stories with friends. Only later
would
field notes or

call

also read

1

could be labeled as auto/ethnographical
methods,

that

wrote personal journals and personal reilections

I

went

that they

texts.

didn't

I

I

read were presented in an "official uniform" format.

author of the text to speak

in a

It is

in

a format that asks the

"depersonalized voice" (Paintanida and Garman, 1999: 86), which
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distances herself or himself from
the readers.

whom the

As

a result, readers have no clue of
from where or

knowledge comes.

Readmg

these dissertations reminds

in a specific religious activity.

mixed

the

is

It

me of the

feeling

I

often got while

1

was

participating

of monotony caused by a certain

feeling

ritual

protocol (the format of presentation) and
the pleasure from the beauty
of the flowers and other

ornamental items around the scene (personal
reflections of the author

and there

watching or listening to
take and that

because

I

As

in the content).

I

a reader,

Yet

it.

would have

to

it

to

feel that

seemed

go through

have been conditioned

any other way

I

I

that this is the format that a
dissertation is

to accept the rules.

After reading

to re/present

some personal

Gordon (1995), and including
which

But then

text that

enjoyable to read.
authors.

my

can

I

even

I

asked myself whether there was

meet the standards and

still

my

initial

narrative

texts— e.g.,

Ellis

my

motivation to look for an

—

feelings or

I

2000 and

Collins, 2000),

found them very inspiring, engaging and

my

personal experiences with those of these

couple of them speak about

me

but from the angle that

have never

I

thought ot before. For example, reading about the abortion experience written by

Bochner (1992), which

I

did not

know was

auto/ethnography

experience as the interpreter for three women,
clinic in

Canada.

I

recall all sorts

operation table, holding those

who

at that time,

could not speak

of memories and feelings

women’s hand and saying

I

pregnancy and she did not want

to

much

had

women

reminded

and

Ellis

me

of

my

English, at an abortion

at the

things to comfort

through the procedure from the beginning to the end. One of these

first

the

and Bochner (1992), Behar and

a couple of narrative dissertations (Chio,

can identify

feel that a

I

knowledge.

not a usual format for a dissertation

is

supposed to

the process (writing a dissertation in an
official format)

produce a more engaging

and format

appear here

have no role in such a scene except passively

requirements ot the academic dissertation? This question was
alternative style

that sparingly

time as

I

sat

by the

them while they went
told

me

that

it

was her

have an abortion. Unfortunately, she had her abdomen X-

rayed for an operation to remove a gall stone from her
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gall bladder

and found out two days

later

t

a,

she was almost seven-week
pregnant.

baby and her own

To aV0ld med|ca|

health, her family
physician advised her

baby would become a
defected or d.sabled chdd

•wo of these women asked

preferred no, to say

if, thought abort, on

anythmg because

there

,f

I

also

I

would do

best to help

remember one of

own mother w„h

her

my

these

What

her.

.hmk or say
fear,

if

i,

shame and anger when

I

saw

the

<he protesters held outs.de
the clinic.

with these

as an intetpreter,

women made me

mole removed from your

face.

and

after

the

abortion,

auto/ethnography.

it

would be possible

for

me

identify themselves with

way

which

The way

earned

me when

they

money from

to

me

to*

tha,

whatever

Ellis

and

to

her was like

my

my

havmg

mother and

me, and wha, she would

memmy

of feeling

the ant.-abort.on p.ckets

intimidation of wha, the antiwallctng ou, of the clinic.

life killed.

is

I felt

My conversations

no, as s.mple as

angry with those protestors.

their spouse,

havmg
I

a

believe

Bu,

1

had gone through before

Bochner (1992) attempted

to write a dissertation that
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to

portray

in

their

memories made me wonder whether

makes readers

also questioned whether

personal experience into academic discourse.

,

their

expenence and understand the severe
emotional depress, on

women, and sometimes

like this.

w„h

recalled, too, the

getting one

narrative texts provoke personal

me

,

b,nh

saw me

felt

remember

an mterpreter must not

them

to

being there

feared because of

Th.s realization made

those

all

my

reahze that to decide to have an
abort, on

those anti-abort, on, s, had no

and traumatized feeling

,

tha,

words “Sinner” and “K.ller”
on
1

a, so

^

until the end.

it

the operat.on table.

abortion group probably could have
done to

ashamed because,

sa.d tha.

mle

however sa.d

,

,

(<)

baby She

of kdhng and comnuttmg
bad

to bear during labor
to g.ve

were me who was on

^^

to abort the

young woman sa.d made
me thmk of

this

wondered how much pain she had

ac,

them go through

women

husband and her

a profess, ona,

say anyth, „g to rn.sgu.de
the decs, on of the.r
Cents.

decs, on was,

^

she mststed to keep the
baby.

was an

was

corapllcat , ons

feel

it

engaged with

was

my text or

leg,,, mate to turn this

There are many
but

the

my

I

left

more

real stones

and expenences

have helped

that

them outs.de the wall of the
classroom, thmkmg
I

read, the

personal and

more

wanted

I

to write in a

mundane expenences with

classroom. Despite this desire,

I still felt

and could write a persona,
narrative

way

that enables

me

to

knowledge

that

I

Through

my

material. Ye,

acquired in the

ambivalent and less than convinced
that

dissertation.

life

connect and consolidate

really should

I

reading, though,

by several feminist scholars
and educators who write

articles

mueh about

lean, so

was no, academtc

that this

the theoretical

me

I

found more

to reflect

on

their

personal experiences as graduate
students in the phase of
doing their dissertation research,
5
especially in personal narrative
fashion.' These scholars
elucidate their feelings of alienation
and

their struggles in their attempt
to

a

more personal and embodied

me

a secure feeling

push the academic boundaries and
write

fashion.

and encouragement

To me,

to

walk

their

academic works

,n

these discourses are the paving
stones that give

into this path

of writing.

I

became more and more

passionate with a research methodology
in an auto/ethnographical or
self-life-writing style, e.g,
personal narrative, personal

Kirby and
political choice.

life story, storytell ing/cr.tical

McKenna

When you

(1989:64) claim that "choosing a method for a
piece of research

agree with them. However,

may
I

prevent you from knowing

would argue

it

another way."

To

that there are several factors that force us
to

account and without any restrictions from outside

making our own

political choice.

It is

us, that is a

make one

method.

some other

an ideal case and, somehow,

In this latter situation,

See examples

in

Moss

I

forces,

would

call

many

it

own

pure liberation and a true freedom

may be

possible for

researchers. But due to the requirements of the research
funding institution or the

personal responsibility or

a

a certain extent,

choice and not another. If we, as researchers, can
choose a research method freely on our

in

is

choose a certain method you adopt a particular
way of seeing and

constructing the world which

I

ethnography, auto/biography.

some

demands of

researchers have to choose a specific research

the political

economy of making

(2001), Christian-Smith and Kellor (1999) and Bannerji, et
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al.

a political choice.

(1992).

Which

my

,s

«h,s project,

case of chocs,
ng auto/e, hnography. A, the

economic

help final, ze

my

scholars, Marshall

to

would be hard

field research for

dissertation

scholarship,

complete

my work

my

one designed
studies

until the

my work

I

my dissertation.

done, which

,.

,o

for

develop the proposal

my major problems.

specftc research method.

I

find very

These

for

factors

few research

example, talk about the econom.c

affects researchers’ cho.ce

of a research method and

that

is

I

economic constraints have had an
important influence on

that

initially hesitated to

I still

not true.

I

In case

immediately, otherwise

my

came

to

I

am

afraid that

fine

my

I

am
at

my

graduate school with a Thai
government

for personnel development.

must pay a

because

consider auto/ethnography a cheap
and easy method to get

by August 2001.

I

mention the economic problem of
doing

feel reluctant to discuss this
issue

end of the year 2001, but

be revoked and

scholarship for

16

deny

to

you might mistakenly think

will

and how

choice of research method.

resume

this

began

16

It

my

choose

and Rossman (1999, and Cook
(2001)

tssues in doing field research

design.

I

and time Itmitattons had become

factors

decsion

hme

Under

this scholarship contract,

unable to finish by then,

my own

expense. After

I

I

must

can stay and finish

that,

I

must return

to

position in the Department of Nonformal
Education

of a huge amount. Throughout

master/doctoral studies abroad,

I

my

six-year period of a

received a $ 1,200 monthly living allowance,

Some

scholars and writers recogmze that auto/etlmographic
research and writing does not require an
But their recognition of the advantage of this methodology
is on the areas other
than economic. For example, Cynthia Fuchs Epstein
(1990: 349) states, “there is a seduction of writing an
essay that does not require extensive research.” She claims
that one famous friend of hers always writes
about personal and life experiences because that friend
hates to do field research, although she does not
elaborate the details of why her friend hates it. Fuchs
Epstein argues that she herself writes about herself
and her life experience not because she hates field research, but
because it is a joy to write from experience
and without reference to the work of other people. I do not
hate field research either. If I had time and
financial support, I would do it immediately. I also enjoy
writing about personal experience, especially life
experiences that I share with other women and men through our social
and communal

extensive field research.

relationships and
and Rossman (1999, chapter six) extensively discuss how personal
constraints, in
terms of time, financial resources and mentor/peer support, affect the
researcher’s choice in designing and
interactions. Marshall

planning dissertation research. They also offer useful suggestions
for researchers to deal with such
Cook (2001) mentions the economic and financial pressures, but not in the sense that this
pressure affects his choice of research method.
constraints.
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$375

my

for

books each semester,

hr,, ion fees for

regular sala^ from the position

month. Under

this scholars!,,
p

1

also received

hold in the Department of
Nonformal Educat.on evety

I

contact and agreement,

scholarship (or approx, ma.ely
$ 250,000)

upon

each semester, and health
msurance.

if

1

fa, I to

I

have

to

pay twice of the

my

and resume

return

total

sum of my

pos.tion a, the agreed-

date.

Although
help there,

it is

I

had several potential

not viable for

me

to

do

my

sites for

research, including plenty of
contacts and

field research in Thailand.

To begin

with,

I

must submit a

request two months in advance and
get the approval from the Office
of the Educational Affairs
the Thai

Embassy

research at home,

in

I

Washington, D.

C„

to

do

field research at

home.

If

I

at

return to do the field

would receive about a $ 270 monthly
allowance instead of $

1,200. (Article

20.1 of the scholarship regulations on
expenses and reimbursement for doing
dissertation research
in Thailand.) This

means

would have

I

to give

up

my

belongings and rent the storage or find a place
to store

More

importantly, doing

worst nightmare.
in 1997,

I

From

my

my

my

I

home under

interview research within four months as

organizing or by participating in their project workshops.

who

expected

me

to

my

grandmother

s

months instead of a year
This shortened

not have

many

that organize

my

died,

funeral. Therefore,

interview tapes or review and rewrite
fifteen

I

my

to finish

time for

my

I

I

also had

stayed another

I

my

is

my

Studies at

had planned.

I

home

had

many
I

family members and

spent a

week

to help

week with my

my

mother

did not have enough time to transcribe

field notes

while

I

was

to

studied by helping them in

I

spend time with them. For example,

grandmother who was sick and when she
arrange

Women’s

all

gone.

the pressure of time

Master's thesis in

return the favor to the organizations and the
project sites that

friends

Massachusetts, pack up

in

my belongings while am

field research at

the experience of doing

could not finish

apartment

in the field.

I

to

my

ended up spending

my research and my thesis.
doctoral studies.

As

a result, here in Massachusetts

I

did

opportunities or time to network and build up contacts with local organizations

community-based education and nonformal education,
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particularly for

women.

I

had only one potent, al research
she
hve.

Although

found

I

this

in

Orange, Massachusetts, which

program-training youth

nsk

a,

,n

is

quite far front

entrepreneurial

where

I

sktlls-an

impressive community-based
educatton and one with a
stmilar approach to the
project

was

,

involved in at home, the program
did not parttcularly emphasize
the issues concern,
ng gender,
race and class in the process of
empowerment.

So

me

was

it

that the factors

to look for a research

method

travel, ng for data collect, on.

to fulfill

my

you want

to call

in

of time, financial support and
personal obligation encouraged
.ha,

does no, requ.re extenstve

At the same time,

it

had

and a

1„,

be a research method that will enable

to

it). It

would be even

I

the

better if this

method would be applicable

Thai rural communities. While

the literature on research methodology,

I

happened

to learn

Research, a book edited by Denzin and Lincoln
7
(2000).'

I

for

my

started searching

future

and Bochner,

1

fascinated me.

It is

traveling,

me

almost jumped and shouted,
a very seductive phrase.

do research

which meant

that

into

I

my own

It

“I

found

of the Handbook on Qualitative

When

meant

experience.

had more time

it!"

that

I

I

I

saw

the

title

of chapter 28 of

did not have to do field research but

on

writing. After that first

excitement passed, however, worry and skepticism
started to creep into
researcher possibly be the subject of a research project?

graduate student

in

Is

my

17

method

my

mind.

money and

moment of

How

can a

experience as an international

higher education a good research topic? Will

contribute anything meaningful to the readers? Will this

Ellis

The phrase researcher as subject

didn’t have to worry about

to concentrate

work

and reading

book, "Auto/ethnography, Personal Narrative,
Reflexivity: Researcher as Subject” by

instead could

of

.merest of writing a more engaging
research report (dissertation, text or
whatever

non forma education within

this

field research

my

really

personal experiences

do

the

magic

I

hope

it

met Susana Gonzalez, a doctoral student from Claremont University in California who
came to present
symposium "Beyond Freire" at the Center for International Education, University of
Massachusetts in Amherst on October 27, 2000. She suggested this book to me while
we discussed my
1

her paper in a

research interests during the break.
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W'" ? Then COme the baS,C bUt
Sen0US and

question.

Do

really

I

know wha,

the world is

auto/ethnography?

Auto/ethnography:

What

Is It?

Before getting into wha,
auto/ethnography
historical

background of this methodology.

It ,s

rs, le,

generally

me

begin by grving an overview on
the

known

to profess, onals in thts field
that

there has been an on-go,
ng res, stance to certain methodolog.es in

scholars from the scientific-oriented
and also from those

camp wuhin

knowledge production among

m the marginal

the academic realm, stanng from
the 1960s (See Denzin and

non-sc, ent.fic oriented"

Lmcoln 2000, chapter

I

and especially pp. 11-24). The
emergence of auto/ethnograph,cal research
methods, such as
personal

narrat.ve

ethnography,

is

or

the result

fife

h, story,

testimomal

of the resistance

scholars in disciplines, such as fiteraty

to the

narrat.ve,

critical

ethnography,

reflexive

domination of traditional academics mounted
by

critic, sm,

language stud.es, postcolon, al stud.es and

multicultural studies. In the past three
decades, the scientific

community has regarded

these

research methods as unreliable tools to
generate (scientifically acceptable) truth and
knowledge.

Scholars from the scientific

camp have charged

theorists

and practitioners who employ these

“self-fife-writing"

research methods (Ward,

1998:

20)-espectally those from marginal or

excluded

such

other

non-scientific-oriented

groups

distorting truth

as

feminist

and/or

and representing an invalid

reality

researchers— with

about the world. The knowledge these marginal

Because some researchers use research methods such as narrative, ethnography,
testimonial
and auto/ethnography in an empirical/positivistic fashion, I must point

history

out that

I

narrative, life

use the term “non-

scientific
here to refer exclusively to methodology and methods that reject
and avoid the representation
and interpretation of knowledge and social reality in an empirical/positivistic
fashion
for example,
researchers who avoid the claimed neutrality of their chosen research
method and process. At the same
time, they must be candid about possible biases or ignorance that
both the researched and the researcher
hold and be constantly aware of the way such biases and ignorance could impact
or alter the outcome

—

of the

research.
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9

groups produce had been historically
criticized and labeled as
"non-object, ve," “emottve

and

fictitious

But

my

momentum of

unreliable” information. 1

sense

is

that auto/ethnographical

recognition around the

methodology and methods began

mid 1970s and

to

warm welcome among

receive a

academicians from various disciplines
around the early 1980s (Moss,
2001;
2000; Cosslett, Lury

& Summerfield 2000).

and questions the enterprise of
Itself.

Although

scientific

from different disciplines
research methods

for

scientific

methods are
start to

still

Auto/e.hnography

is

knowledge production

to gain their

methodology

Ellis

that

&

Bochncr

problematizes

as well as the research process

widely accepted and employed, more
and more people

see the limitations, the

Haws and

negative elements in scientific

example, the lack ol contextual elements,
or the distortion of

reality

concealed under the alleged neutrality of the
scientific method. For these reasons,
marginal and
non-scienti fic-oriented researchers from various
sociocultural backgrounds in different disciplines

have had

lo constantly fight against the
sociopolitical

practice the

argue

that,

scientific

method”

in

and

intellectual

knowledge production. Most of

by probing deeper and more thoroughly, one can

lays claims lo being neutral, objective,

and universal,

and value-laden assumptions of the so-called

is

the

domination of those

new breed of

find that the scientific

in fact

who

researchers

method, which

based on the subjective interest

scientific researcher.

20

The

non-scientific-oriented

researchers then articulate and develop various alternative
research methods, and especially the

19

Examples of auto/etlmographical writing that scientific research would label as
"non-objective,"
"emotive," "fictitious" and "unreliable” information may include Nancy O. Lurie
(1961); Maxine Hong
Kingston (1976); Etsu Sugimoto (1981); Ignatia Broker (1983); Jung Chang
(1991); Ellis and Bochner
(1992) and Ruth Behar (1995). See a detailed discussion of these issues in Behar and Gordon (1995). 1 also
use the word information to avoid using the problematic term “truth.”
20

See detailed argument

in

chapter 6 and 7 of Burrell and Morgan, 1979.
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alternative to scientific-oriented

that the scientific

method

21

that

can help them see and represent
the world

method cannot. Auto/ethnography can
be labeled

methodology or as

way

in a

as an alternative to scientific

a non-scientific-oriented research
method.

General Features of Auto/ethnography

“Doing by not doing

it"

is

a Chinese saying that

Xioaying Ma. This saying has a deep
implication
auto/ethnography

is.

My

sense

and encompassing

flexible

believe

that

defining

auto/ethnography.

Still,

it

is that

auto/ethnography

characteristics in term

risks

there

misrepresenting

comprises three main research emphases:

this

is

its

the

some agreement on

is

misconstrue or distort the uniqueness of

(

of

for

I

learned from a Chinese friend.

answenng

the

question

of what

an inquiry methodology with uniquely

theoretical

and practical parameters.

uniqueness
factors

that

and

the

flexibility

of

are

less

to

feel

I

methodology-namely,

that

likely

auto/ethnography

(1) the research process (graphy
), (2) the culture

ethno ), and (3) the self {auto)— and that “different
exemplars of auto/ethnography

different places along the

continuum of each of these three axes”

Normally auto/ethnography

(Ellis

at

refers to texts written about either the personal
experiences of the

different re/presentational formats.

What

Ellis

woven

together in

many

and Bochner (2000) count as auto/ethnography are

texts that are written in an autobiographic genre or written
in the first person voice

make

fall

and Bochner, 2000: 740).

authors or of other people (the researched). In most cases,
they are both,

I

I

and

may

a distinction between alternative research

methods and alternatives to the scientific research
use the term "alternative research methods" to refer to a research method that still
maintains or
integrates some elements of scientific-oriented methods such as objectivity
( e.g ., ability to substantiate
subjective elements in the research process) and validity {e.g., materially and empirical
reliability of
method.

I

evidence).

Harding
(or

what

is

A

feminist research method that is grounded on the standpoint epistemology of Hartsock and
an example of an alternative research method. "Alternatives to the scientific research method"

method” in footnote # 5) are research methods that refuse to accept
and universality of scientific claims. Research methods in this category are often based on the
theoretical and epistemological assumptions of postmodernist and poststructuralist theories, which
emphasize the role of language, the locality, specificity and fluidity of subjects and intersubjectivities in the
I

call “non-scientific-oriented

the neutrality

non-empirical sense. Intersubjectivity

in alternatives to the scientific research

method connotes

a two-fold

meaning, "the relationship between personal narratives and public stories available in popular culture" and
"the relationship between the narrator and audiences." (Cosslett, Lury and Summerfield, 2000: 3)
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appear

a variety

forms such as short

story,

poetry, fiction, novels>
photograph|c essays

personal essays, journals,
fragmented and layered writing,
and soctal science prose,

Th,s

is

similar

narrative inquiry,

wha, Marshall and Rossman
(1999) tdemify as data sources

winch are journal record,

In these texts,

letters,

for

autobiographical wnt.ng, e-ma„
messages and

such as concrete action,
dialogue, emotion, embodiment,
spirituality and

self-consciousness are featured,
appeanng as relational and
institutional stones affected
by
history, social structure,

feeling,

and culture which themselves
are

dialectically revealed through
action,

though,, anti language"
(Ellis and Bochner, 2000:
739, the emphasis

Furthermore, as Visweswaran

(

1

is in original).

994, argues, the emergence of autobiography
and ethnography

the Sixties and seventies could
be termed as "experimental
ethnography" (7) and "autobiography

has been steadily prec,p„at,ng
toward ethnography”
concludes,

we can

In this

way, V.sweswaran (1994:
8)

regard autobiographical as
ethnographical knowledge, and thus
reading (and

writing) ethnography

is

“a

means of challenging

Based on these arguments,
umbrella

(8).

of auto/ethnographical

testimonial narrative or testimony,

a

the genre-structure

of autobiography"

wide range of research methods

methodology.
life history,

Personal

that

narrative,

could

fit

biographical

under the
narrative,

autobiography, retlex.ve ethnography and
feminist

ethnography are examples. (For detailed
discussions about each of these methods,
see Denztn and
Lincoln, 2000.) Although each of these
auto/ethnographical methods has
genre, emphasis and formats of representation,
there
theoretical

feature

as a

social

own

distinctive

some overlapping of epistemological and

assumptions among different auto/ethnographical
research methods. One similar

of all auto/ethnographic methods

means

is

its

to

is that

they involve using personal experience and
voice

claim authority tor producing knowledge as well
as for interpreting and portraying

phenomena

in relation to

personal experience. In portraying the

events auto/ethnographical methods have different
degrees of potential

in

phenomena

or social

making apparent

the

relationship between the researchers or narrators and the
researched, texts and audiences/readers.
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The Meanings of Culture

AS

Ellis

ethno or culture.

1,

culture.

is

out,

therefore necessary ,ha,

Thus,

of culture

one of the
I

ma ,n emphases

no one can claim
is.

d.scuss the meaning of culture.

to

write

ethnography

for the purpose

would however argue

the culture in itself.

literacy skills

To

do

is

is a

,t

have been a predominant

the majority of ethnographic

without

knowing and

(or say they

do)* Through my

my

observations and

graduate studies in

further that ethnography is not
only a study

be more precise,

European countries. This claim

culture of societies

feature.

documents and ethnographic
to

of culture but

where written language and

These societies are

made based on my personal

predominantly written by Westerners—or

who

Ethnography-

of understanding and making a
descriptive record of

reading of texts in social studies
and anthropology, before and
during
I

is

Trad.t.onally, etlmography
applies to the investigation and
the

culture by revealing wha. people
say and/or

North America,

of auto/ethnography

auto/ethnography, critical ethnography,
renextve ethnography-, s a

,s

i,

understanding wha, culture
interpretation

Auto/ethnography

and Bochner (2000) pen,

regardless of whether

dy of

in

historically located

in

impression, a result of finding tha,

texts

I

had read

in

the libraiy are

be precise, by Western travelers and colonial
rulers

recorded, described and documented the
exotic cultures of the exotic people in the
exotic

lands where they traveled to explore or/and rule. 23
Since photographic devices were not available

Geertz (1973), Rifkin (1983), Wolcott
(1985), Peacock (1986) and
I

deliberately italicize the

Van Maanen

(1988).

word

"exotic" and "Western travelers" for one important
reason. From what I
experience, the word "exotic" has rarely, if ever, been
used to describe European people and their
cu tures but is used exclusively by Europeans and North
Americans to describe something such as the
Pe0ple ° r f°° d tHat 1S n0t European or Euro-American. During
my study for a master’s degree at
t nJ™ co
in 1983-84, an American friend asked me how
I found the

know and

’

UMASS

American way of life. I remember I
answered the person that I found it fascinating because it was
the first time in my life I was living in an
exotic land and culture. That person burst out laughing
and quickly explained that it sounded so funny to
ear me describe American culture as "exotic." I asked whether
it was grammatically incorrect to say
so.
That particular friend said the word "exotic" was not the word
that English speakers would ever use to
describe the European and American cultures or environments.
I also encountered similar comments

more times when I absent-mindedly used the word "exotic" to imply something
foreign or unusual
me. For example, the mother of my American best friend asked if I
had ever had clam chowder in
Thailand and I said. We don t have clams in Thailand. This kind of food is
quite exotic [by which I meant
foreign) for Thai people.” I got a similar reaction.
several

to
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in the past,

wntten language was the most
feasible tool for Western
travelers

to capture the

picture of such exotic cultures,
people and geograph, cal environments.
In this way, ethnograph.c

wnhng

has no, only been the culture
of knowledge production bu, a
means and a technology of

ethnographers to re/present the culture,
people and their world.
Additionally, the study of culture
and the produet, on of knowledge
about culture

academic

institutions

anthropologists.

As

I

have been predominantly
discussed earlier, scholars

women, non-Westemers and
have had

to contest for

in the

historically

been excluded-such as

scholars from disciplines other than
sociology and anthropology-

knowledge. Nonetheless, ethnography

it,

is still

to

study and create their

own

culture and

the exclusive tool, technology,
methodology and

for highly literate

and more acceptable among academics

and educated academics.

to assert that the

way

the

It

has also become more

human mind

perceives and processes information and
knowledge does not resemble the

captures or

way machines such

a camera or a tape recorder do (see in
Geertz, 1973 and Peacock, 1986). Evidently,
the

people see, perceive, interpret and understand
the world around them has been

complex cognitive

filtering

devices and one of these

assumption evokes the questions of what
device

in

human minds and whether

social reality of the “Others”

Based on
Holstede (1991),
culture

is

is,

total

Hams

where

also a long

culture.

texts

list

it

is

feeling,

filtered

has become the cognitive
is

by

filtering

able to capture accurately the

read—Geertz

I

—

there

is

a

(1973), Peacock (1986) and

wide range of debates on what

has been created and maintained in

Por example, Geertz (1973: 4-5) mentions

of thinking,

it

human

of elements that scholars from various disciplines put

way of life of people;

way

cultures.

and Moran (1991) for example
it

as

something known as "culture.” This

a person from one culture

from different

and how

is

how

culture,

wntten about culture which

exists

the

hands of Western male sociologists
and

who have

then right and authority

whatever you want to label

m

that

from

and believing; (4) an abstraction from behavior;
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There

into the category

Kluckhohn defines

(2) the social legacy the individual acquires

societies.

of

culture as: “(1) the

his group; (3) a

way

(5) an anthropological

theory about the

way

learning; (7, a se, of

mechantsm

for the

whtch

a

standards

nomtahve

group of peopte

it.

In other

created to

regulat.on of behav.or;

the

Peacock (1986:
anthropology
sense

is that

web of signtf.canee”

members of a group

in

3;

„0,

men; and (,,)

is

a

a set of ,eeh„ lq ues for adjust,
„g both to

a prec.p.tate

that people

words, Geertz implies that culture

tie

h, story.”

system of social meanings

Geertz htntself

group has

that a

together.

bracketed text added) cla.ms
Sir Edward Tylor, the founder
of soctal

1871, def.ned culture as follows:
“Culture

complex whole whtch tncludes knowledge,

forgot to include "language” in
h.s
s.r Tylor's defin.t.ons.

of

have “spun” and then “suspended”
onto

list

of what

I

would

Peacock (1986) concludes

...

taken ,n

its

w.de ethnograph.c

belief, art, morals, law,

other capabilities and habits
acquired by a [hujman as a

member of

society.”

that “culture

in

is

custom, and any
think Sir Tylor

(I

later call "cultural stuff.”)

shared understandings that guide
behavior and are expressed
these

behave; (6, a store house
of pooted

onenta.tons to recurrent
problents; (8) teamed behav.or;
(9) a

the external env.ronme„,
and to other

deftnes culture as "the

in fact

Taking off from

not behav.or

behavior" (3) and

itself,

but the

we leam

about

understandings "through observing behaviors
and other v.sible or audible forms that

manifest them”

(3).

Similar to Peacock, Hofstede
(1991) perceives culture as something social, shared
and
learned. Hofstede sees culture,

patterns of thinking, feeling,

which he

calls a

“mental program” or “software of the mind,” as

and potential acting which were learned through
[people’s]

time.” (1991: 4; bracketed text added).
According to Hofstede, people have acquired

culture—patterns of thinking,

feeling,

and potential acting— in

their early childhood,

life

much of

and people

have to unlearn the prior cultural patterns they have
acquired before they can leam something
different.

Hams

and Moran (1991:

12, italics in original)

of culture to something that “gives people a sense of

on the other hand, extend

who

the

they are, of belonging, of

should behave, and of what they should be doing.” Similar to
Peacock and Hofstede,

Moran maintain

that culture is

how

they

Hams

and

custom, patterns of thought and habits that people express
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meanings

in action

or behaviors. They also
tmply .ha, people from one
cu.ture can lean, and
become accustomed ,o
other or different cultures.

Drawing on
inherited nor

is

it

aspects of

(1

'

,s

socially created,

has eventually become
something tha,

As Masemann (1999) summan.es,

group.

.

human

being. Based on this premises,

naturally "out there" and

wnh

,s

culture refers to “all the

others

m

To

then families and

*<= languages they speak, and
the symbolic fotms they
shared”

culture. Putting this in other
words, culture

aspects of a

i,

ideas people have, the relat.onsh.ps
they have

lar8CT S0C,al ,nstltut 0 " s

16)

socialization until

,s

including the mental, social,
l.ngmstic, and physical forms
of culture" (116),

Masemann, “the

wth

though

members of the

life,

that culture ,s no,
biologically

a personal property of an
mdtvidual. Rather, culture

transmitted and learned

shared by the

above def, rations, we can safely
say

the

is

we

the mental or attitudinal and
behavtoral

can also say tha, culture

coming from nowhere. Whether or not

culture

is

is

no, something

knowledge,

morals, law, custom, and language, culture
has been created by someone for

belief, art,

some purposes and „

then teaches "cultural stuff’ to other
people to achieve such purposes. This
teaching process can

be called "enculturation” or “acculturation”
or “socialization,” depending on
scholars want to explain this process.

Most

cultural studies often

is

probably because

emphasize contextual descriptions of the meaning
of culture

we assume

a particular social group, culture

specific

24

and, unfortunately, stop problematizing

That

how

who

has created culture, for

that, since culture is

whom, and which

not natural but social and shared

must be something of a human creation

communication, interaction and so

forth.

From such

purpose.

a

among

for social purposes, e.g.,

"taken-for-granted" assumption,

we

eventually stop problematizing whether or not each
society has and uses similar processes,

Summarizing from different anthropological theories, Masemann
(1999: 116) distinguishes that
“enculturation” refers to the process of learning how to be competent
member of a specific culture or
group, and “acculturation” is the process of cultural transfer
from one group to another while
socialization on the other hand refers to the general process of learning
human culture.
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technolog.es and

m a,enals

,o create

and maintam or transmit

each member of the group
perce.ves and
differently.

There are quest.ons

tha, culture constantly

change and

stability?

what

will

and why

happen

attempts to spin a

tha, a researcher

cultural

suspend herself or himself

spun

in, egrets the cultural

may

if

change and
is

,t

stability affect different

significance" that

s/he attempts to pull

new one? What makes

backgrounds to communicate across

other fundamental questions, such as

why

boundanes?

first

place.

see or perceive as the culture or the
production of culture

people wtthm the society

member does
other group

"web of

no, wan, to

members had

significance" and

We

also stop going back to ask

is

Or whether or

not what

truly the culture in

its

we

own

some

why do

ourselves

right.

hese questions have led several contemporary
ethnographers and auto/ethnographers to

take up and focus their investigations
on our
the cultural meanings, particularly

comparison

how

people within the culture

to

factor,

itself

express in

claim an authority to define the meaning of

culture influences the

one

way people view and understand

that has caused

the

some opposition between

and non-scientific-oriented scholars as well as between (some)
Western and

non-Westem knowledge producers. Scholars now
and how and why we, human beings, come
scholars have started to ask the

re/presentation.

reflexive interpretation and understanding of

that

The attempt

world has also become another important
scientific-oriented

own

meanings

to ours, the investigators.

culture and then to articulate

credential

true

cause of cultural

is the

scholars have an urge to study culture
and

researchers need to define what culture in
the

I

the old

„

Is

possible for different cultural groups
and social

it

cultural

away from

some

or no,

sttntlarly or

ask bu, rarely describes exphctly.

so? Suppose that one group

"web of

in the

Or whether

codes and mores

changes over rime and yet rematns
stable? What

Do

similarly or differently

their cultures.

Those questions

more
are:

are not only articulating what really

to understand

it

studies and represents

and position the investigator claims

to

do so?
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culture

differently or similarly.

specific questions that are fundamental to

Who

is

whose

all

Many

ethnographic

culture and

what

right,

Au.o/e.hnographiea,

m e,hodo, ogy

these questions and to
create satisfactory

Fro

m

askmg themselves

.ha, they

is

m easures

those questtons,

their concept

resu. t

to

how

Many

to

of thetr

turn

cu, rural mterpretat.on

aoto/ethnograph.ca, researchers

the “cultural stuff is

of “self,” which

significant site for a cultural
investigation.

of scholars’ a t ,c mpts t0
answer

for the vahdity

„ becomes ev.den,

need to understand and pay
attent.on

eonscousness or

panly the

makes

embod.ed

,n people’s

the “self a leg.timate
or a

scholars have started to pay

more

attention to

the relations

between culture and people,
espec.al how people produce
and reproduce culture and

how

m

culture

turn

ts

culture and people as
the result

“produced" or constituted.

two mseparable

entities.

of people’s use of “cultural stuff

In other

words, these ethnographers
constder

People’s knowledge about the
world

that is

,s

therefore

embod.ed or constituted within themselves

enable them to interpret, understand
and construct then world. Basing
then assumption on
line

of argument, contemporaty
ethnographers

culture from descr.bing what culture

how

people make sense out their

own

is

shift

why

or what

of a “cultural stuff’

this

then concern and the emphasis in
studymg

toward emphas.zing the “meaning
making” 2 ’ of culture or

culture.

Implicitly and explicitly, auto/ethnography
interpretation

to

that is

“embodied”

makes people say and/or do

is

an exploration of culture through
an

in the self or the

human

subject to reveal

things in particular ways. Auto/ethnographical
study

gives priority to interpreting the constructive
and processive “meanings” of culture rather
than

describing the “culture.” Thus, auto/ethnographers
pay attention to
role in this process

of knowing and understanding.

interested in exploring

how people come

to

know

world rather than what they know. To achieve

how

culture

comes

to play the

In other words, auto/ethnographers
are

or understand what they

know

this goal, auto/ethnography, as

about the social

I

understand

it,

emphasizes examining the contextual definition of culture
or the relations between what people
say/do and the cultural context in which people derive the
meanings of what they say/do. In sum,

25
I

borrow

this

term from Wells (2000).
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auto/ethnographical methodology
assumes that people not only
construct or create and
mamtatn

them

own

culture but also are being
constructed and governed or
“embod.ed” by the culture that

they have created. The cultural
embodtment has been done through
a complex process of
acculturating, socializing and

educatmg of different

social mstituttons within their
soceties

through the use of and cultural means
and matenals, e
on.

From

this

g.,

language, law, trad, t, on, custom
and so

assumption, auto/ethnographers view
people, not only as a cultural

language, law) but as a culture
in

itself.

and

Therefore, them study of

knowledge, as well as of the way people,
including researchers,

how

interpret

art, fact (like

people expenence

such expenence,

a

,s

study of culture.

Based on these arguments,

Though we might not be
whole

culture, but

“education,”

our

lives,

we

if

take culture as an inseparable
part of our “self’ and

able to say precisely whether

we can somehow

can also say that

I

we

we somehow

say

we

question and

It

is

are or are not the representative
of our

represent our culture. Along this line of
argument,
investigate

nonetheless

macro

is

we

write about ourselves and

wnte an auto/biography

misconstrued and

arrogant

interpretation of our “self’ as the correct interpretation
of the

and the writing of “self’

we

ourselves and our socialization or our

question and investigate our culture. If

write about culture. In this notion, to

auto/ethnography.

we

life.

whole

if

is

we

therefore to

claim

or

wnte an

take

the

culture, for the interpretation

only the interpretation and the writing about a small
fraction of the

culture.

Theoretical Foundation of Auto/ethnography

Earlier,

I

discussed

(2000) also support
distinguish

my

why

it

is

difficult to define auto/ethnography. Ellis

argument by saying

that there

is

no clearly defined boundary

what should be counted as auto/ethnography because

applications of auto/ethnography have evolved in a
application difficult" (739).

However, they suggest

manner

that

"the

make

to

meanings and the

precise definition and

that auto/ethnography has
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and Bochner

become

the term

tha,

connotes a "researcher’s cho.ce

descnbing studies and procedures

that connect

the

personal to cultura,"
,739) and tha, "signtfies a greater
to.erance for the d, verse
goa.s of

ethnography and a better understandmg
of the
concepts"

(Ellis

and

auto/ethnography

Bochner,
not

is

2000:

merely

472-73).

a

and mdeterminacy of language
and

fallibtlity

Based on

phtlosophtcal

methodological parad.gm) for re/presentmg
knowledge.

and

I, ts

and techniques (the research and
methods) and the product

this

claim,

would

1

ep.stemologtcal
also a procedural

say

that

standpoint

(or

mode

or a

means

(the auto/e.h„ogra h,cal
research or
P

textual re/presentation).

In

terms of a methodological paradigm,

empirical qualitative research.

foundation

From my

of auto/ethnographical

interpretative

I

would

identify auto/ethnography as a
non-

observation, the philosophical and
epistemological

research

is

located

within

and radical humanist paradigms. In some
cases,

the radical structuralist camp.
Researchers

and ideological positions assume
construct or even fabricate

it.

that

who

it

the

over-lapping

also embraces

of paradigmatic

people do not discover or find knowledge
so
that the aggregate

outcomes defines society as much as society
defines or constructs

of

some elements of

situate their inquiry in this range

These researchers usually believe

range

much

as they

of individual

(the consciousness

and the

perception about self of) individuals (Burrell and
Morgan, 1979; Schwandt, 2000; Holstein and

Gubrium, 2000 and Mouat IV, 2000).

In the process

of constructing knowledge or making

meanings about the world around them, people continually
theories, models,

construct

their

and schemes
tools

for

to interpret

interpretations

invent, test

and modify concepts,

and make sense of experience. Besides, people do not
in

isolation

but

against

a

framework of shared

understanding, practices, language and so forth (Schwandt,
2000: 197). Based on this argument, a

human
and

s

practices

including her/his subjectivity, social awareness and knowledge

historically created

and recreated by human agency and

a passive process, and the
importantly, there

is

human mind

is

social action. Hence,

—

are socially

knowing

active in the construction of knowledge.

an inevitable historical and sociocultural dimension
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is

not

More

to this process.

To

understand any soc.al practicesay, empowerment for
soctal change-one must
therefore view

and understand ind.v.duals
though

their

social

relates and connections (Kemm.s
and

McTaggart 2000: 581).
In the interpretive view,

knowing

the result of our understanding
the

is

or of the world around us. Thus,
understanding
194-196), interpretation
conditions,

is

which are temporal and processive.
to

which are themselves changing

prejudice

is

in the

light

in itself “the kind

139),

to

Schwandt (2000:

life

experience and

of practical experience

Schwandt (2000: 195) argues

is,

make sense of the world
external from

Schwandt, sociohistoncally inherited bias
or

and related preconceptions

that

are a living force that enters into

which people can

interpret in order to

free

make

that

course of history. In the act of
interpretation for the

to a clear understanding, to

tradition

,n

of people’s anticipatory prejudgments
and

not regarded as a characteristic or attribute
that an interpreter must strive to
get

or manage. That

how we

It is

Bernstein (1983:

understanding and interpreting often
occur in

purpose of coming

According

not a procedure but rather a
structure of a human’s

and of the world.” Referring

biases,

is interpretation.

meaning of reality

all

and distance themselves.

sense of our world

preconceptions. Hence, reaching an understanding

is

is

shape our effort
understanding.

In other

nd of

to

understand or

It is

not something

words, what

we

are and

shaped by our traditions and related

not to set aside, to escape, or to get rid of

our biases or prejudgments, but to engage and negotiate
our biases or prejudgments.

Schwandt (2000: 195) quotes Bernstein (1983), Taylor
(1991), and Grodin (1994)
suggest that

only in a dialogue encounter with what

what makes a claim upon
prejudices.

therefore

In

this

us,

can

we open

Based on these assumptions,

I

take

it

is

is

alien,

with

is

participative,

conversational and dialogic.

It

is

achieved through the logic of questions and answers.

that the

symbolic and oral forms) and human actions
actively produced

not understood, with what

ourselves to risking and testing our preconceptions and

sense, understanding

bound up with language and

is

to

rather than reproduced

meanings of

(all

texts (language/discourse in printed,

forms of their social practice and interaction) are

through the dialogical, relational and interactive
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process. These social
meanings and

human

and reconstituted by socta,
agency and

social actions are socially

and historically constituted

thetr actions within the
structure

of socia,

re, anon.

Qualitative research which
employs aulo/ethnographteal
methods, such as

personal narrattve, as Marshall
and

Rossman (1999)

life

history or

explain, often presumes
that “people's

reahties are construe, ed through
narrating their stones”
(124, and that telling and re-telhng
their

stones not only helps people
create a sense of
Storytelhng, according to Marshall
and
the socialization

of a person

self,

understand their world and that
world itself

Rossman (1999:

into a cultural milieu

and

to

122), also ”un, uely sutted to
q
depicting

make

theoret.cal sense

of it.” O'Connell

(1999: 68) affirms this explanahon
by arguing that “what provides
a context for meaningful

human

action and constitutes the fabncs
of a coherent

life ,s

the intetrelation of past,
present and

future such that one's characterization
of the present conditions one's
intending of the future, and

these taken together

meanings of

social

mark
texts

the sign, finance that

one assigns

to the past.”

and human actions thus requires
people

to

To

understand the

constantly engage and

negotiate their preconceptions and
bias with others through dialogue
and interpretation.
line

of argument, people's

subjectivity, identity

and consciousness are socially and

On

this

historically

constructed and then constantly transformed
along this process of interaction,
connection and
interrelation.

change

These

through

attributes (identity or selfhood

the

process

of

engagement

social

preconditioned self and subjectivity and the

encounter in the

new environment

Procedural Modes

in

To understand
and agree

and subjectivity or consciousness) constantly

new

set

of

and

through

social texts or

negotiations

meanings

between

that people

or context.

Auto/ethnography
the procedural

that narratives are

mode

in

auto/ethnography,

it

is

important for us to accept

something we construct. They are not part of everyday

actually and coherently occur in the

way we

that narratives are “special occasions
,

...

often portray

it.

Zussman (2000) argues and

on which we are called on
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life that

I

agree

to reflect in systematic

and

extended ways on

who we

ate and

wha,

we

ate- (5-6,

.taltcs

distinguishes between narratives
ptodueed by autobtogtaphical

accounts produced in the evetyday
ptesentatton of the
accounts of everyday

life

nattattves ate broader

ate ep.sodtc and typically

self.

If

may

we

(5). In

take narratives as something
(socially) constructed,

which the narrator attempts

imposed upon her by her
101,

specific, [autobtogtaph.cal]

other words, narrattves are

construct for the purpose of telling
other people about ourselves.

self,

but

constructed narrative, according to Holstein
and

practice in

Zussntan maintains that “If the

be more or less coherent, more
or less comprehensive, they
are

does not simply represent the self or
express the
in the

oceasions and narrafives of

s, .nationally

not simply stones about events;
they are stones about fives”

we

Zussntan usefully

scope and tnvolve efforts to make
sense of a range of eptsodes.
Although

[autobiographical] narratives

stones

added,.

parentheses

it

Zussman suggests

that narrative

also constitutes self. Constituting
self

Gubnum

(2000),

is

the practice of self, a

to find cultural patterns that are
proposed, suggested,

culture, her society

added) quote Garfinkel

and her social group. Holstein and
(1967)

to

explain

that

Gubnum

and

(2000:

“such practices [of self

construction and constitution] consist of an
endless, ongoing, contingent accomplishment
carried on under the auspices of, and

they describe.

made

Irvine (2000) supports the

to

happen as events

the

in,

above arguments by arguing

same ordinary
that,

...

affairs

because self

is

both

evidence and the result of what authors narrate about
themselves, the foundation of selfhood

is

thus a narrative accomplishment. In discussing the
relation between self and narrative in the

construction of selfhood, Irvine argues further that “[T]he
self

and narrative

is

what allows

it

to

be more” (10, emphases

that “one’s stones persuade one’s audience that

one

crafted narrative or story can be very powerful and

real thing

(11,

emphases

have a satisfying ending”

is

is

is

more than

is original).

its

parts,

In this notion, Irvine argues

the narrative self “even better than the

original) because, as a story, “self can
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sum of

a particular kind of person” (10) and a well

make

(1 1).

the

be convincing, coherent, and

„

.™„e, however,
suggests that

caut.ons tha, craft,
g a good self-native has several re
q u,re

good stones must "be coherent,
drawing together

seemingly mherent.y related;
ambiguity

"*

...

real thing... because, for
listeners (readers), stones

real

/,/e,

t, ,s

even

raw or unstoned expenences

no guidance

for practice.

leavtng enough

is eve,,

makes expenences poss.ble

better than

tha,

would,

in

described above,

we would

the practice in

would apprectate

are inaccessible,
incomprehenstble and thus offer

Based on arguments of Holstein and

is

offer reahty that

befter if a "real" self did
exist so tha, aud.ences

the fact that

It

wh„e

be impractical, dangerous,
time-consuming, costly, or otherwise
.mposs.ble” (10-11).

Irvme emphas.zes tha,

self

...

She

d.sparate elements tha, end
up

have endtngs that prov.de
resolutton

to enliven listeners' (or
readers') tmaginat.ons;

m e„,s.

Gubnum

(2000), Irvine (2000) and

see that narrative self-representation

them

Zussman (2000)

definitely an active practice of

is

which narrators selectively choose
available experiential materials
and

then construct them into narratives
of their lives and expenences. In order
to

make

their narratives

recognizable and acceptable to the public,
narrators also have to draw from and
incorporate what
is

socio-culturally available at the time. In
this direction, Holstein and

Gubnum (2000:

further that “narratives of the self don’t
simply rest within us to motivate

103) argue

and guide our actions,

nor do they lurk behind our backs as social
templates to stamp us into selves according
to the
leading stones of the day.” Rather, narrating

(life) stories is

an active process

in

which “personal

accounts [of storytellers] are built up from expenence,
differentially combined, and actively cast
into preferred vocabularies” (Holstein

not

the

103).

To

mere

in the

In other

words, storytellers are

narrative puppet of their actions” but an active
agent (Holstein and

a certain extent, Holstein

that “the discourses

the local

and Gubnum, 2000: 103-4).

of particular

and

sites

Gubnum

and

(2000: 104) agree with Foucault

stones that emerge.” Nonetheless, Holstein and

when

they insist that

when

2000:

they say

institutions establish conceptual limits for storytelling,

and the particular continually insinuate themselves

Garfinkel (1967)

Gubnum,

to construct diversity

Gubnum

(2000:

In practice, the technology
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and difference

104) also agree with

of self construction extends

beyond the
interpretive

institutional

work done

apparatuses that designate
subjectivities into the integral
everyday

to locally construct

who and what we

are.”

Based the above discussions,
auto/ethnographers tend

expenence of

a soc.a, agent (both

to regard the self

of the researcher and the researched),
whtch

constituted in relation to those
of others at a specific historical
leg, t, mate subject for
research.

I

and the personal

moment and

however agree with Denzin and Ltncoln
(2000)

deftned and

,s

contexts, as a

to argue that

it is

no, possible for anyone to study
and theonze lived expenence dtrectly,
except for expenences
that

have already been represented

in the

form of narrative or

story, textual

and

oral.

because personal expenence reflects the
flow of thoughts and meanings that
persons have

That

is

then

in

immediate situations and such thoughts
and meanings have no concrete shape.
Only when
personal experience

is

talked about or written about does

it

then

become concrete and assume

the

shape of a story or a narrat.ve of a person
(636). Narratives or stones of personal
expenences,
especially in a written form, enable
audiences or readers to feel engaged with the
narrator or the
writer and the text and to see the connection
between text and real

As

a research method, auto/ethnography

feeling, thought

and experience. In

this

life

experience.

then a technology for textualizing action,

is

manner, auto/ethnography also becomes a means

to

access data (the descriptions of feeling, action,
though and expenence in written or oral form),

and a

tool or technique for gathering data at the

same

time.

It

enables the narrator to more easily

concretize experience (of other or of her or his

own) and theonze

(narrated

and

experience)

and

the

socio-cultural

Auto/ethnography enables the researcher
her/his multifaceted

expenence

that has

to

speak

contextual

relationships between data

implication

in multiple voices

and possibly

been shaped and constructed by different

and contexts. From auto/ethnographical

texts that

I

read, Ellis and

of such

to project

social materials

Bochner (1992, 2000) and

Richardson (1992) and Visweswaran (1994), for example, re/presentation

in

auto/ethnography

does not denote expenences, feelings, thoughts and actions but rather constitutes them
that

data.

in the

way

such experiences, feelings, thoughts and actions are not reduced to merely language or
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„

re„t,on.

disembodied

Accord, gly

,

auio/elhnograph.ca,

tax,

prov.des readers an
opportunity t0 access, mtcpret,
quest, on and analyze those
expenences, feelings, thoughts
and

achons

futlher, or

when they say

even reconstruct them

dtfferentty.

that (social research) texts

interactive relationship

need

I

also agree wtth Ellis and
Bochner (2000,

to construct a

more

personal, collaborative and

between readers and authors and
between researchers and

expenence

bemgs”

is

endowed with meaning and on

(743-744).

the moral and ethical cho.ces

Because auto/ethnography allows
researchers

elements, personal feelmgs and b.as
tnto their research reports,

,t

to

we

The

subjects.

establishment of thts type of
relattonsh.p must be ‘'centered
on the quesi.on of

how human

face as

human

incorporate contextual

makes poss.ble

for readers

and

authors establish collaborate
relattonsh.ps and interactive or
connected feehng between them.

My

interactive or connected feehng
about the tssue of abort, on

chapter

I

explained earher in

tins

an example.

is

I

which

said before that the

most appealing aspect

that

I

can see clearly

in

auto/ethnography

is

the visibility of the researcher’s
posit.on within the research process,
within the analysis and

within the

method

itself.

Most researchers who employ auto/ethnographical
methods pay

attention to questioning and analyzing the
construction and the representation of

greater

knowledge

in

terms of the ethic, authority, voice, authorship
of the researcher and the researched. As Darroch

and Silvers (1982) argue, as researchers, we often
investigate or study how the researched
understand and interpret their world from our point
of view of conceptions. These conceptions

may be

partly shared with or independent of the researched.

The researcher’s assumptions and

conceptions are put under the same careful analysis as those
of the people
a

way

to transform the researcher’s private

whom

s/he studies.

It is

world of thought into the public world or the shared

world with that of the readers. The appearance of researchers’
position within the research
process, within the analysis and within the
realities of

method can help readers

to notices or realized

people have been constructed and even distorted by researchers more
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easily.

how

I

would say

eth.cal accountability

pay.ng attention

making the position of researcher
apparent within

that

of researchers for both then
readers and

the research rs a truly

their research subjects.

To me,

to these issues (e.g„ discursive
concept, ons, language, ethic,
voice, authorsh,p

and position of the researcher

in relation to the researched)
in research procedures is
a

way

to

recognize the boundaty and see the
poss.b.hty to open up the boundary
of discphnes and/or to
help in creating a space to engage
and dtalogue across such boundaty.
Eventually,
the misrepresentation of

knowledge

that

eliminates

it

could distort the reality of others or
unintentionally cause

the exclusion or subord, nation of
26
certatn groups.
In this way, the research
becomes, for the

readers,

more than

a transcript or a record

of the dtalogue of the research subjects.

In

my

view,

Marshall and Rossman (1999: 125) rightly
point out that in the conduct of narrative
tnqutry-

which

I

deliberately include as a part of
auto/ethnographical methodology-'tihere

cognition that the researcher

is

is

an open

collaboratively constructing the narrator’s
reality, not just

passively recording and reporting." Based
on these arguments, auto/ethnographica! methods

encourage researchers not

make themselves and

to hide their bias

behind the shield of methodological neutrality
but

their position apparent in the research
text.

Moreover, auto/ethnographical methods, as

Ellis

and Bochner (2000) argue, allow and

enable researchers (or authors of the texts) to display
multiple layers of their consciousness, and
enable researchers to connect their personal and cultural
experiences with the experiences of
others. This process requires researchers to switch

back and forth

in

gazing

at the social

event by

using an ethnographic wide-angle lens to look outward on the
social and cultural aspects of their
personal experience. Then they switch to looking inward, exposing
a vulnerable self that

moved by and may move

through, refract, and resist cultural interpretation.

We

is

can say that

auto/ethnography allows the presenter to connect and integrate contextual elements
of the

26

See for detailed discussion in Ellis and Flaherty, 1992; Blunt and Rose, 1994; Broughton and Anderson,
1997; Smith and Watson, 1998; Polky, 1999; Stanley, 1999; Denzin and Lincoln, 2000, especially chapter
17, 20, and 28; Long, 2000; Holstein and Gubrium, 2000 and Moss, 2001.
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research data as

much

as poss.ble, and .his
encompasses the nega.ive/posihve
aspects of the

subject that s/he represents

m

the research,

the research

ft is

me.hodoiogy

presenter to be hones, ,n reveal,
„g. rather than pretenhously hiding,
her/h.s

and naivete about and prejud.cal

att.tude

that

encourages the

own

presuppos.t.ons

toward the knowledge and the
subject s/he

,s

presenting

or trying to uncover.

Marshall and Rossman (1999) suggest
an insightful
data of personal experience and

life

stones.

They

way

for understanding

take Jones (1983) to suggest
that,

researchers have to regard their
researched subjects or the storytellers
as a

whose descriptions and
of

their

interpretations of their

own

and gathering

life

first

member of a

of

all,

culture,

histones are the account and the
reflection

understanding about themselves in relation
to the world. Thus, the
knowledge that these

narrators or storytellers hold

is

partly transmitted or instilled
in

them by

significant others

(through the process of socialization).
Besides, as Marshall and Rossman
argue, personal

experience and stories are continual or
processual phenomena. They then
emphasize that the

method

for data collection that researchers

significant

as well as

knowledge

how

employ should

potentially capture the role of these

transmitters and the processual development
of experience and

when

researchers describe or analyze their data,
the taken-for-granted

assumptions, myths and social rules that govern the
person’s
to

both researchers and readers. From

auto/ethnographical studies,
tor

I

am

my

life

and worldview would become

reading of several examples of

confident that auto/ethnographical methods have more
potential

captunng and unraveling the issues which Marshall and Rossman
(1999) note

The

Project:

What

Is

facilitate

here.

My Auto/ethnography About?

The general purpose of my auto/biography
could

stones

cultural elements invanably relate or
influence the unfolding stones of the

individual. In this way,

more apparent

life

project

is

to portray the processive factors that

and/or hinder the personal transformation of international graduate
students,

including myself. If you remember,

I

portrayed with
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my

story in the introduction that the self

is

socially constructed

fanuly,

and etnbodted by various
d.scurs.ve practtces of

community, school, workplace and
the

social .nstttut.ons, e.
g

The transfonnatton of

nation.

complex, process, ve, contextually
dependent and embedded

self is historical,

specftc dtscurstve assumpttons

and representations. The person’s
posthonality, such as gender,
race/ethn.city and
affects diversities

and deferences

of understand, ng and know.ng

When

in indivi duals’

perception of

self, their

class, also

expenence,

their

ways

the world, especally in
relat.on to the sociocultural
envtronment.

context changes, the positionality
of the person also causes a shift
in her or his identity and

power position within

way, both learners and teachers
bong

In this

diversities

the social structure.

to the

classroom with themselves such

and differences. As a discourse, every
pedagogical approach

is

framed by a specific

ideology and social vision and governed
by a certain traditions of particular
institutions. Equally

we need

important,

to

mmd

keep

that students

come

to schools as

embodied human beings and

not as passive material to be molded
or transformed easily into anything.

knowledge receptacle
of teaching

that is waiting to

for (personal

is

the complexity

of these

and

be

filled in

are not an

need

to

Likewise, they need to be

be mindful of and reflective about
critical

about the potential of the

pedagogical approach they use for empowering
students to transform. Without mindful or
consideration,

employing

some pedagogical

empty

or emptied out. Hence, educators
whose aim

social) transformation

issues.

They

principles

for

helping

learners

to

critical

achieve

transformation or overcome oppression could
marginalize or oppress those learners further.
specific objective

I

of this project

is

then to examine this hypothesis.

perceive myself as a relational being

connected.

My

definition of

partly dependent

of argument,

I

upon how

I

who

I

am

is

I

who

is

partly dependent

partly

independent and yet partly

upon how other people define me and

selectively accept or refuse definitions from others.

can say that every experience of my

vacuum. Besides,

agree with

One

Roemer

our experiences] are partial or limited

life

Along

this line

occurs in relation to other people, not

in a

(1995: 178) to argue that “all stories [about ourselves and
in perspective” that is
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because what

we know

is

always

and limited by different
frames of thought, of which
we rarely aware. As the

partial

partiality

and

grandmother once said

somebody

who

to tell

says ”as

.he self

is

we

limitation,

you or

we

to

and

me, “You can’t see what
are there on your own

to use a mirror to
reflect

look out to the world,

a legrtrmate research
subject

to

understand

we

and

it

you.” This

for

own

are our

my

expenence

is

me

to see

my

simrlar to

blind spot.”

Though

that personal stones count,
these

farther or deeper,

I

is

expenence and myself

m

a

Roemer
I

still

(

1995: 12)

maintain that

arguments make

way

that

d.fferent

personal expenence

1

am

me

To know myself

inadequate.

my

My

You need

face.

must understand from

perspectives of different people.
For other people's reflections
on

mtrror that enables

of this

often hear people say,
“That’ s your side of the story
not minel”

see that researching into
one's persona, expenence
and self alone
better

result

a

is

not able to see for

myself.

Furthermore,

do not

I

narrative so appealing. Rather,

them

here,

and you,

her,

find the

I

my own

of experience

expenences and self or auto as
discussed above that

I

me,

me

there and me, me,

you and me and them,

there, or

so that their lives will be

heard, blending here and there with
mine.
to get different sources

here,

me evetywhere”

enjoy reading inclusive narratives
or stories about “you,

him and us

stones of other people into

“me

To

that

I

maintain

too.”

I

known and

my belief in

multiple

thus

aim

me

to

weave

their voices will

I

take personal

a starting point for developing a
narrative interview outline.

perceive the self as a relational and
collectively composed
I

discuss and portray in

my

be

ways of knowing and

can compare and contrast with mine,

biographical and ethnographical assumptions

and

self,

As

I

the

personal stones thus

emphasize intersubjective meanings. These
intersubjective meanings are derived from the
processive negotiations of cultural meanings between
others and myself from different cultural

groups with

whom

I

interact in different local contexts.

The ethnography
which

is

part of this project subscribes to an interpretative
scheme. Ethnography

situated in the interpretative position takes the

which researchers can never

meanings of social

fully transcend. Interpretative ethnographers
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reality as constructed

assume

that

knowledge

)

iS

the reSUl ‘

°f

,he

COmmUniCa,ion and

upon meanings between
relationship

subjects.

the constant negotiation

In this notton,

of intersubjective or the
agreed

knowledge embodtes

between the tnner (eognttive) and the
outer (mater, al)

forces.

in

understanding the

As Morgan

(

1

986:

1

3

1

argues, realties of cultural groups
as well as then understand,
ng and knowledge about the world

much

“res, as

,n the

heads and

mmds

of then members as they do

concrete sets of rules and

,n

relations.” Thus, "fact is seen as a
construction reflecting both the
perspective of perce, vers

the world that they perce, ve”
(Peacock, 1986: 68). In this way,

discovered and not universal
local practices.

in

knowledge

model but changing, depend,
ng on

In the interpretative

made and

both

is

the contextual elements

of the

paradigm, the shared social meaning can
stimulate

understanding and collective desire to change,
but

and

in the direction that the collective

new

members

also constantly negotiate.

Although
precaution that

realities,

I

I

follow the basic assumption of interpretative
theory discussed above,

should not take things as they are or say
they are.

people’s understanding and their reflection about

how

I

To

put

it

another way,

people (including myself) understand.
in a certain

make

way. Besides,

a final

judgment

am aware

I

my
I

things are change over time,

also seek to reveal

that the

ethnographic report],

critical

I

and reflexive or

reflexive,

also

still

is

“it is

the one that has

obvious that even

that there

is

a great tension

ethical in re/presenting others at the

To

same

to avoid being critical, or passing

researcher attempts to write critically,

understand the what

it is

then rather

deal with this tension,

I

difficult, if

more

authority to

final research report.

in the

fashions the final account and has the

acknowledge

one has a tendency

avoid making judgment.

how and why we

ethnographer

concur with Van Maanen (1995: 68) to say that
or dialogic works, the writer

much change

research does not only seek to interpret and report what

what should be included or excluded from the

for

take

rather take that social

especially in accordance with the change in
contexts, which consequently affects as
in their actions.

I

most
last

I

self-reflexive

word

[in

between attempting

to

the

be

time. For being ethical and

judgment on

others.

When

the

not impossible, for her or him to

avoid any act that would bracket myself out
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of

my biases account. To make my posstble

my

readers,

I

attempt to

make

more

it

through this research project,

by

I

b.as in judging experience
of others

explicit

as

why

much

or on whtch basts

as

I

I

posstbly can to

more apparent

make such judgment.

to

All

show how my way of

understand, ng [of reality and soctai
phenomena] has developed and also
transformed over the

time of doing this research.

To

help myself deal with the tens,
on of be.ng critical and reflex, ve

a, the

same

time.

I

d,v,de this auto/ethnography into
two parts, the interactive and the
adaptive. In the interactive
part,

I

record stones of

my

life that

my

occurred in

graduate study at the Center for
Internal, onal

Education (CIE) and then use them as a
means to generate a senes of reflective
dialogues with
selected

ft,

ends

CIE.

at

stones with me, that

on them. After

I

I

informed these fnends, especially those

I

I

m

took part

enact, ng

request them to read or to listen to these
stones and then analyze and reflect

finish writing

some stones of my own expenences,

with these selected friends. After
these fnends.

who

then use

this,

some of

I

1

infernally d.scuss these

rewrite and incorporate any reflections
and feedback from

these stones as a thematic guideline
to conduct narrative

interviews with 10 internal, onal graduate
students. Th,s group includes both
female and male
students from Asia, Latin America and Africa.
to verify

and contrast experiences contained

students on

my

culture that

we

me

stories,

and mine on

theirs,

use the information from the narrative interviews

I

in

the guideline stories.

act out in the specific contexts

meanings and knowledge

This examination of
personal

transformation

is

my

to decipher

and

where the stones took

to recognize important elements that allow

interact in constructing

me

allow

Self-reflections

interpret the

such a

meaning of

place. This process enables

and limit the social agency
at

from other

moment and

to act, react

and

context.

understanding about education for empowerment and for

done through

the

interpretation
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and comparison of

my own

“education”

27

experience

in

various

contexts

(e*

family,

community,

workplace

and

universities) along with the
narratives other international
graduate students a, CIE.
Thts process

helps

me

see

how

transformation the

,

have come

way

I

now do

from other people. The change

way people

to

know and

understand education for
empowerment and for

and wha, has made

in practice

me

understand „ similarly

and the Pend of discourses
today

,s

to or differently

the reflection

of the

are attempting to resist
confining themselves ,n a
specific discursive pracfice.

1

believe exploring into personal
experiences, then comparing
and connecting such
experiences

with those of other intemafional
students would enable

me

to see

and understand

grand nairat.ve governs the
micro-narrative or small stones
of our everyday

hope

this auto/ethnographical
research

transform our society that

same

is

can inform me, as

much

better

fife.

how

the

In the end,

I

as other readers, a possibility
to

meaningful for ourselves and ethical
or justified

for others a, the

time.

Other than the reasons of helping
explained

earlier,

particularly in

I

me

to

overcome

the personal constraints that

additionally regard auto/ethnography
as a

knowledge production. As

I

means

to

resist

I

domination,

said earlier, along with the
political struggles

of the

marginal and the oppressed groups, there
has been a major “paradigm shift”
that includes various

methods

that

we know of as

paradigm and

its

theorists, scholars

the old

current alternative methods.

methods are the
and practitioners

paradigm and

its

fruit

We can

say that the alternative research

of the collective and ceaseless

to critique

effort

of the marginal

and then correct the flaws and oppressive
nature of

methods. Besides, women's writing, especially
autobiographical writing,

"was not deemed appropriately complex

for

academic dissertation,

criticism, or the literary

canon

27

I use the term "education"
to refer not only to "schooling," "training"
or "instruction" that takes place in
formal education institutions but includes any
type of learning experience that allows me to acquire
and
utilize or apply knowledge that is immediately
relevant to life. To me, education is a process that
will equip
or enable me and empower me to understand the
world, to confront it and to participate in it. Education
in
3 llfelong learnmg process that encompasses
the "four pillars" in education as set forth by
?

ccm
UNESCO:

learning to be, learning to learn, learning to do and
learning to live with others (Delore, 1996).
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and only so m e«h,„
g
Italics in original).

women's

tha,

My

you should 'Read

also

ts

collective snuggle to

my

yourself , South and Watson,
,998:

4,

attempt to wn.e a narrative
d.ssertation then becomes
an act of join,
ng

make

the personal political

ideological assumptions and
practices ,n
It

only

this

snuggle

and

to

challenge the dominant

knowledge production within the
educational

mstitution.

achieve an education not
only for self-empowerment and

to

self-

transformation but for social
transformation as well. The
experience of wrtting a narrative
dissertation convinces

demonstration, to

me

that there are several

empower

ways and

ourselves, to challenge

through educational system. Auto/ethnography

tools, other than revolution

dom, nation and

and pubhc

to eliminate social
inequality

one of those tools and personal narrative

is

is

one

of those ways.

Resides, official knowledge production,
as

authority" of people with “official
credentials."

can people without

official credential like

official

knowledge?

How

official

knowledge?

On

as a research subject

is

I

I

understand

it,

is

predominantly under the

cannot help but asking myself what
authonty

myself could use

to claim

knowing or representing

possible can people without "official
credentials” like myself produce

theoretical

and professional

levels,

I

consider taking personal expenence

an act of resisting domination in knowledge
production and

cultural representation within

and constructing knowledge

academic

is

not any

institution. In

human

my

authonty and right

belief,

in

in socio-

claiming

inherent asset, but obtainable through a particular

credential claim and not just through “official
credential.” Here,

I

decided to

resist the

dominant

ideology of knowledge production that devalued
and disauthorize knowledge of the people

As

Pratte (1992) argues, the

specialist

word “authority”

and a source of reliable knowledge

in a

is

commonly used

given

to refer to an individual

who

is

a

power to require and receive submission;
and so on (p. 232). “An authority” in academic

field; the

the right to expect obedience; delegated

power over others;
according to Pratte, refers somebody whose claim to know something
is supported by
specificable canons of inquiry within a tradition or profession. An
authority knows and correctly applies the
canons of inquiry according to which the claims to knowledge can be judge. The
claims to knowledge must
be legitimated by histories of successful research, not by a dissertation or a few
diplomas (233). In other
words, claiming academic authority and right, as a knower or knowledge producer,
depends very much on
the “legitimacy of credential.”
specialty,
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w,,hout legitimate credenttals
by using -.he troth within"
or

h,.o,y as an tnforma.ton source
for construct,
ng
an alternative style

in

officta,

my own

know, edge.

I,

expenence and

,s

my

my

Ufe

attempt to represent

producing knowledge that
con, a, ns ncher and more

htstorical,

more

contextual elements, wh.ch are
usually obl.terated by the
supposedly neutral scienhf.c
research

methods, and to see and understand
the soe.al world

m

a historically,
contextually-sensitive

manner.

Nonetheless,

to replace the old one.

possibility

and space

trying to prove

have no , mention to construct
a counter-narrat.ve or
altemat.ve d.scourse

I

I

perceive counter-narrat.ve or
alternate narrattve as a means to
create a

that

have been limited by the old
trad.tion and approach. Hence,

which discourse on education

for

empowerment

is

better

and which

is

I

am

no.

worse.

I

only want to show the potent, al
limitations and the possibility of
each and wha, makes a certain

model

of education for

empowerment appealing

potential no, only to portray the
connection

experienced;

it

to

me.

In

my

view, auto/ethnography has the

between theory and practice

in education

and empowerment process. The process of
story-telling

thus the process of theonzing and connecting
micro-narrative to the grand narrative.

way

a social agent-myself,

of discourses and grand narrative

everyday

I

in this

case-maneuvers (pushes and/or maintains)

that governs,

allows or limits the possibilities

It

is

illuminates

the boundary

in the practices

of

life.

also believe that the authority and right to claim
and construct

knowledge

through a credential process— but not just through the
"official" credential process.
authority to produce

knowledge here

by a couple of diplomas

I

happen

certain experiences myself.

attempt to claim that

right to

have

also illustrates the relation between
emotion and rationality in the small stones
of

social agents involved in the education

the

I

I

is

obtainable

My claim to

not legitimized by histones of successful research and not

to have, but

must also

my personal

is

through the claim of knowing through living within

clarify that telling the story about

expenence

is

pristine

and prestigious.

produce knowledge here comes from the relation between
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my

myself

is

not

my

My authority to claim the

experience and

my study of

theory and contexts of
self-reflexive actions.

To me,

source of ^formation and
references that shape the
negottate the

new meanmgs of expenence.

become aware of how

a speetfle tdeo.ogy
that

have adopted, may consequently
create
For

me

to

my

a

defined and framed:

e*.

a Thtrd

identity* adds

kn ° Wledge Pr0dUC, '° n
boundaries of privilege,
professional

reflections on personal

expenence he,p me

ho,d, the dtscourses and
socta, praettces that

’

domman,

in a

,s

m interacting wtth other people.

itself politically
problematic.

more

eontrad, chons and tens, on
for

"

Western educated researcher and

me

to locate

elite/affluent

World

,s

W.thm

institutionalized

people, their cultures and then
in fact

wrong.

m“a

r1

ways of

Thud World

m ° ther Wh ° W3S 3 peasant and a
m ° ther S 6Xtended f3mil y
ten

t0 3

° {my

care of
f my father, a dentist in
an

’

1111111

army

posh, on

Third World

the ex.stmg frame

knowledge about

life

hospital, until

-

the

are represented as

people and societies are diverse

and heterogeneous. As Spivak
(1995 [1988]) warns, “one must nevertheless

b°

my

postcolon, al and poststructural
theorists reveal evidence

unproblematic, hegemonic and unified,
while

Jr

post,, on to

contradictory bu, overlappmg
d.scurs.ve

representat.on of the Third

Thud World, Thud World

My

Western edueattonal inshtution
has already been

f° r th ' S

eg.,

by

of the dominant (Wes, em/colonial)
representat.ons and

29

insist that

the

seasonal factory worker I was raised
After
I Hved in a city under
the

**

graduated from a prestigious girls-only school
in that
and from a university. Right after university
graduation I became a civil servant. So in Thailand
I can
be considered et her an elite native
(educated, professional, and affluent) or
a marginal subaltern
indigenous (a child from a broken home, rural
peasant). In the West, most American
friends of mine
assumed that, since foreign students can afford to
go to graduate school abroad, most (if not all) must
be
rom elite, upper middle-class, highly educated families.
They therefore put me in this category However
my living condition as a graduate student are no better than
those of American students from working class
backgrounds. However, my explanation here is not
meant to imply that I am expecting
I

city

ythmg

,

World woman, and subord,
nate/Other. The chaottc
htstonca.

woman. Today, many

proving that the

an accumulate

interpret, judge, adopt,
rests, or

,

btas and tgnorance

knower and a known,

clatm authority to produce
knowledge

my

,

way

is

elatm authonty to produce
knowledge from a spec, fie
position and location,

and simultaneously as

development of

My

persona, expenence

special treatment or

from other marginalized American students; I mean
only to demonstrate
the contradictions in my own life and the
misperceptions of the Third World.
different
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my point

about

colonized subaltern subject
bes, native informants for

is

first

felling stor.es about

irretrievably heterogeneous”

and

world intellectuals mterested

my

experience

is

my way

not

that “[Third

WorldJ

elite are at

the voice of O, her"
(24).
to d.ssolve or find
a solution for this

tension and con, rad, Cons
but, methodologically,
to find a possible
space lymg somewhere

among

these

experience

is

contradictions.

a

way

for

me

Ethically,

to reflect

seeing and understanding certain
foundation of
think and

my

prejudiee that

how we act, may

1

persona,

how my

realities.

narrative

or telling stones about
personal

specific position

might possibly

distort

my way

of

Personal helps to reveal, to
myself and to others, the

construct

,n this

narrative text. Besides,

who we

are,

wha, we

be conceptually limited by the
particularity of locations and by
certain

boundaries of institutional discourses.
However, the situated practices and the
local interpretation
also continually motivate us to
construct diversity and differences
that extend our arbitrary
selves.
I

hey also integrally

direct our understanding

and knowing beyond the apparatuses
of such

institutional discourses.

In short, there is

Iree

an exceptional room or possible space
for human agents

themselves from particular forms of domination
and marginal, zation. In

had enacted w,th other social agents,
contradictory

circumstances

empowerment. At
helps

me

to

and

1

telling stories that

I

limited

situations

could

be

counted

as

one

aspect

of

a personal level, analyzing learning
experience through personal narrative

become more

grow up and make myself
for

and

realize that the ability to learn to find
possible space with,,,

reflective,

mindful and capable of averting negative
attitudes and

oppressive actions towards other people, especially
people

alternative

to negotiate

help

useful for the society. In sum, telling

empowerment

transformation and, in

who

in

knowledge

production

some way, can eventually impact
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that

me

my
is

in

my

goal of learning to

story helps

me

to see the

enabling

my

personal

the social transformation.

Limitation s of Auto/efhnogranhy

Every research methodology,
including au.o/e.hnography,
has both

strengths

and

weaknesses and so does auto/ethnography.
There are some limitations
and spec, f, cat, ons
readers of auto/ethnographical
texts, especially
in

mind but

open

to

their

mind

for them.

I

my

that

auto/e, hnograph.e text, need
no, only to keep

elaborate on this below.

Theoretical and Methodological
Limitations

Because narratives and stones
about
auto/ethnography,

we need

to

lived

expenence

understand that auto/ethnography

people's lives or experiences that
have already happened and are
form.

agree with O'Connell (1999)

1

underpinning human
recounting of

life

life

and action

who
is

are

main ingredient of

the

the written stories about

is

now begmntng

agatn

another

says that the construction of a
meaningful narrative

a creative process that cannot
be reduced to a simple

as lived. In the process of constructing
their narratives or stones, narrators
or

the storytellers are able to select
creatively from their existing experience
and to use their

own

imagination to re-arrange different sets of
experience into one whole coherent stoiy
(68-69).

Coupled with the assumptions about the constant
change or transformation
ol self

and

and narrate

realities,

their

including their consciousness and their
actions, the

expenence

in

in

people's perception

way

they view, interpret

one occasion and context probably does not
remain the same when

they narrate their stones in another
occasion and another context.

Due

to these factors

and

conditions, no one should take narrative as a
photocopy of lived experience.

When
researchers,

researching into personal experiences, either those
of the researched or the

auto/ethnographers

should

therefore

be

aware

that

all

narratives

are

the

re-

interpretation and re-figuration of experiences that
narrators have lived in different historical

moments and

contexts. Hence, one cannot expect auto/ethnography
to narrate the experience

chronologically.

choose

to

We

also have to understand and accept that

remember one experience or even

most people, including myself, often

a certain part of such expenence and forget another.
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*

-

wa y

and are

,

peop,e often se,ec tl ve,
y „a

wdhng

to share wfth others.

of hved experience

partiality

m

m

,e as theft lived

expertence o„ ly the part they
remember

Th.s ,e„de„e fundamental
y
eauses the incomp,
eteness or

eve,y nanat.ve. For
these reasons, both
researchers and readers

can attain the richer meaning
of the narrated experience
only
specific condition of its
construction

Furthermore,

and

its

when

is

it

understood wtthm the

temporal existence.

nanating personal expenence,
a narrator often
encounters a wide range

of complex problems related

to

contradictor nature of human
mind and action that

by the paradoxical nature of
social structure and
cultural components. Although

ponray the complexity and the
multi-dimensi.n of my personal
transformation,

would make

my

manageable narrative

for

all

that

my
is

dissertation requirement,

I

a possibility that the issues

make a conscious
I

happen

to

I

is

meaningless for them. Though

feel obligated to

remind the readers of

I

try to

my

to

is

auto/ethnography to keep

I

meaningful for their

own

way

make

to

,

narrate better and

in

mind

wha,

the temporal or

narrate in this research.

not meant to exeuse myself from
the accountability but

question and see for themselves a

decision to include or

be careful and make these limitations
apparent,

occasional and partial nature of
stones and experiences that

reminder here

cannot include

exclude are crucial for some

readers to grasp and understand
the certain aspects or
meanings of what

include

attempt to

narrative “truly multi-dtmensional.
For a purpose of “do-able"
and

exclude some issues. There

I

.

,

confuted

these stones

to

My

encourage the readers

more complete and more

understanding and practice.

Technical Specifications of This Auto/ethnography

As explained

earlier,

auto/ethnography emphasizes the collaborative
relationship and

engagement between the expenence of the researched
and the researcher and between
readers.

Auto/ethnographical

texts

technologies and matenals that would
realization

of the openness for

this

therefore

allow

make such
possibility,

a

variety

of representation

texts

formats,

relationships and engagement possible. In

I
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and

take the opportunity to incorporate

my
my

expenenoe of pr„ duc ,„ educatroual
g
radio and

television

programs

expenmen, and

to

to desrgn

the re/presentation format
of my auto/ethnography
here.
In television production,
there are three basic

ways

the surrounding scene
to the v, ewers: a ,ong
shot (LS), a
In the

LS, the subject

contextual elements

a par,

is

to present the

medium

,mage of a subject and

shot (MS), and a

of several surround,
ng elements. V, ewers can see

the scene.

They may no, yet

figure ou,

whrch

,s

a lo,

of the

the focal subject

of the

scene, bu, they will probably
be able to guess from the
narrator’s explanatron. hr a
tire

vrewer

may

star,

Clements. However,
attract

to

see

some

dose up (CU).

some more

details

med.um

of the focal subject and fewer
surround, „g

closer detarls of other
elements tha, surround the
subject

the interest of the v, ewers.

The

CU

shot,

on the other hand, takes the

p.cture,

coneentratron to look partrcularly a,
the focal subject and to
notrce

some

may

still

v, ewers'

fine details that v, ewers

cannot ach.eve from the other two
shots. Nonetheless, the vrewer
also loses the sense of locat.on

where

this focal subject is

I

supposed

be or come from.

to

use these techniques in re/presenting
the contents and the details
of the subject

auto/ethnography. Therefore, some
parts of

my

re/presen, atron

would be elaborated

technique, with which readers will
no, ye, be able to ge, the focal
drseussion of

have details of the contextual background
of the subject.

when

I

I

will

my

,n

my

in the

LS

subject bu,

drop most of the contextual

discuss the particular details of the focal
subject itself and

I

want

to

remind

my

details

readers on

this limitation.

I

also use

some techniques of

radio production along with the television
production

have explained above. To achieve the audience's

interest

I

and engagement with the content of the

radio program, educational radio producers
often use a variety techniques of inserting
sound, such
as vox-pop, voice piece, sound effects,
music and so on.
the

same

the part

topic

The vox-pop

is

comment

from several people. Comments of my dissertation
committee

that

I

or opinion on

used

to

begin

on the background of my choosing auto/ethnography are
an example. The voice piece

background sound of an event, such as

in a sports

is

a

event or a parade, together with the voice of a
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commentator saying

gomg on and
piece

place.

that she is

standing at the seene of the event
and then explaining what

then going on to talk about
something else that

say, the Instory

An example

introduction.

now

of

Sound

may

not relate

mueh

is

to the voice

of a particular sport or some
legend of the town where the
parade takes

my

this in

writing

is

my

explanation about the weaver that

effects function similarly to a
voice piece.

Sound

I

put in the

effects in rad.o production

include a variety of sounds to
provide hints to the audience or
to catch their attent.on-for

example, the sound of footsteps walking
into or out of the room, or the
sound of a car starting and
driving out of the scene.
several authors that

I

Sound

effects in

my

auto/ethnography are those small quotations
from

insert at several parts

of each sections of

my

re/presentation without

explaining the connection of those
quotations with the subject content of my
re/presentat.on.
I

need

to explain these techniques

because

I

believe readers

who

are not used to these

techniques of re/presentation in radio and
television production could be easily
confused or could

misunderstand

my

application of these techniques in

admitted before that

Although

I

I

am

my

an amateur auto/ethnographer

textual re/presentation. Additionally,

who

has just found

have some knowledge about audio-visual techniques

re/presentation,

my

inexperience in textual creation

may

cause

choosing the right or appropriate shot for achieving the
purpose
right angle

of the subject

scriptwriter or a

movie

work. Nonetheless,
often

come with

I

I

want

to portray.

Of course,

that

would be

luck. Realistically, experience

to

do

there

mind

that

better

auto/ethnography and leave

it

is

open

for

my

case for

is

for

I still

make
to

a

wrong decision

convey or

in

to capture the

a possibility that an amateur

Award

for their first piece

of

believe that success does not

and expertise come from a certain period of

feedback and critiques, which will inspire the open-

and better whatever s/he

wide open

to

wish

director gets nominated and wins an Oscar

do not expect

practicing along with a

minded person

that

and practice.

that are applicable for textual

me
I

this tool

I

new

is

inspiration

too.
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doing.

I

attempt to create

from such feedback and

my

critiques,

CHAPTER HI
PAN IN (ACADEMIC) WONDERLAND:
DISCOURSE REVIEW 30

Part

I:

Knowing

requires a knower. Enter
anv preat UKron

;S)

evalua,e or in a

know how

don-,

long time.

word read
’

long

sa, reading no, far front

room

have been

I

a, this

me

wtndow near

moment

gtves

the table

me

some unexpected

this library

when

I

where

a creepy,

in. I

I

the

that

I

quickly brush those

remember seeing on

comer of my eye
very comer.

library?

A

possible. Before

to join us?”

10

I

Who

sudden cold

decide whether

I

The

feeltng.

like walls

silly

of a mysterious dungeon.

However,

that

1

I

I

weary body

for a

a wall at the opposite comer.

Why

down my

can do anything,

I

was

The atmosphere of

quite dim.

I,

Rows and

makes me think

don’, wan, to leave

had taken from the shelves

moment,

As

do they

spine.

sit

I

I

walk toward the

walk toward the

sitting quietly

light

wall, out of

around

a table in

talking in the dark? Ghosts of the

Goosebumps cover my whole body.

should run out of that room or go to the light
switch and turn

I

for a

nottce tha, the few people

The room looks

suddenly notice several silhouette figures

fear runs

chan

images out of my head.

my

are these people?

I

that

early afternoon sunhgh,
tha,

of more books

it

I

cannot

on as quick as

hear a gentle voice from the table calling,
“Are you coming

stand frozen. Another figure waves a hand,
beckoning

The presentation format of this chapter

me

to the table

and saying.

is mspired by Alice in Wonderland and
an incident of my falling
Bois Library at the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst when I went to read books for
comprehensive research in May 2000

as eep in the

my

look around,

sa, read.ng is already
gone.

uneasy

finish reading a couple

After standing and stretching

switch that

I

must have dozed off on

things might be lurktng behind
any of them.

room before

came

I

I

are no, there anymore.

rows of gigantic bookshelves look
spooky,
tha,

sitting here.

My back aches. My eyes are burmng. When

shining through the
the

'

An Unexpected Eneonnfpr
I

who

’

a

Du
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Please turn the light on
and

come

to Jjoin us here
here. ”

those figures will vanish
as soon as the l.ght

To my

more

women and two men-who

books from

occupy from

Why do
possible.

I

sit

urges me,

cannot

1

can do

is

women feel

to

a chatr here.”

you stop being

a

and responds, “This

my

I

is

check

if

I

am

A

when came

to

a,

us

I

was readtng today?
like this?

A

What am

If they are,

This

is

not

dreaming.

sitting

on the

right

I

of the white-bearded old man,

my

word!

going to say or discuss with them?
“Come,

kind, motherly like

motherhood feminist

empower and

woman, who

for a

sits

on the

day?” a sharp- featured

more

left

of the

liberate

woman

with

lecturing tone, she goes on saying,

women

our discussion.” The motherly like

my way of showing care.” I

always begins with making

woman seems

sit

or

a bit imtated

sense uneasiness beginning to build around the

then quickly grab an empty chair in front of

right has dark hair with a bit

1

your gathering."

they are autonomous and free. Let her
decide for herself where she wants to
to join

initially

an empty chair beside her.

that our mission to

whether she even wants

table.

w„h

room crammed with bookshelves

Caucasian man,

at

1

have seen them. However,

to mterfere

of the books

short hair next to her snaps in a friendly
tone. Then, in a

“Don’t forget

I

are not ghosts as

join the dialogue with us.”
Dialogue with these people? Oh,

white-bearded old man, points

t

am somy

1

the authors

scholarly, so knowledgeable.

next to me. There

Can

in the

my arm

so, a

where

recall

women and men-

potnts his finger to the
bookshelf that sh, elded the table
they

Are these people

pinching

“Come and

They look so
sit

1

They

were here long before you. You
did no, look

He

doing nothmg

feel like

Before

We

us.

that shelf."

my sigh,.

they

horrified with the thought
that

quickly flick the light on.

I

smtfing a, me.

si,

confident, smile back, and
say, “Hi,

-No, you didn’t intemrp,
g e, the

.

be seven scholarly looktng

to

though,. Although their
faces look famtfiar,
feel

am

i

I

they do no, dtsappear.
Under the soft fluorescent
fight from the eetfing

reltef,

above them, those stlhouefte
figures turn
precisely five

on,

is

A lthc u
Although

me and

sit

between two women. The one on

of “Oriental” look. The one on
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my

left

looks Caucasian but her

complexion

is

rather

more

tan than white.

quickly introduce myself as

I

Pan, a Thai doctoral student
at the Center for
International Education,

my

dissertation.

I

work

in the

Department of Nonformal
Education

work revolves around education

among

relationships

for

discourses

empowerment, especially
“Wait.” Before

I

Thai women, and

my

The

focus?”

I

woman

short-haired

I

drop

look up,

I

my eyes

her

why

how

woman

she wants to

my

man

I

am

I

interrupts.

afraid to face.

“I

am

with dark hair on

my

my

for

“What

“You

are not

head and say
really

is

not quite sure yet.”

your

When

hear a quickly whispered phrase,
“rookie

right suggests,

“Why

I

don’t

can think of

we

how

to

begin by asking

those subjects, what she wants to
get from those discourses, and

those discourses have anything to do
with her dissertation topic.

suggestions later.” She turns to

my

shake

ears turn red with embarrassment.
Before

know about

of writing

want to-”

and admit with a great shame,
I

is

interested ,n exploring the

those subjects, are you?”

all

see sympathetic looks on every
face.

defend myself, the

I

asks the question that

to the table

academician,” which makes

at the stage

in Thailand. Generally,

am

sentence, the white-bearded
old

going to do your dissertation
research on
no.

,

am

“My name

down.

sit

on development, nonformal
education, and pedagogy

for rural

finish

community development.

I

I

me and

says,

Then we can give her some

“Could you elaborate on

that for us?”

My

face

suddenly turns pale with intimidation as every
pair of questioning eyes fixes on me.

With a squirming voice,
uh

...

I

begin to answer those questions. “I want
to review the

liter-,

no, those discourses to explore concepts,
themes and issues to outline the scope for

dissertation project.”

discourses

related

I

try to

to

calm myself while

development

pedagogies for empowerment.
plane of

historical

my

research and

influence

my

I

hope

I

continue in a steadier voice,

theories,

this

education

for

it.

I

have

to

explore

community development and

discourse review will enable

position within

“I intend to

my

admit that

I

me

am

to locate the subject

pretty naive about the

of international development on educational planning

in

my

country,

especially in terms of the political, socioeconomic and
cultural goals, delivery systems, and

pedagogical approaches.

To

historicize the linkages
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of these discourses and

their influences

on

•He emergence of
pedagogical approaches for

empowerment and

my dissertation.”
The old man with white beard
discourses, not a literature?”

discourse rerieir,
‘discourse’.”

“theory” and

,

,

,t

,s

nod.

I

asks.

“n^
Do

t
I

transformat, on are cructa,
for

u

hear you eorrectly-you
are go.ng to revtew

The woman on

myy

iCU
left su
suggests
v
If you
g§ est s, “If
are going to do a

tmportan, that you have a
dear not, on wha, you

exp, am her .ha,
also use these

,

thtnk the term “d.scourse”

two terms

,s

mean by

the term

an mterchangeable term

for

reference to the hypothecs!
assumpttons or the

conceptual frame for understand,
ng and explatnmg the phenomena or
contextual condttion of a
particular subject.

The
the ,e

™

tan

Caucas.an

woman waves

her ,ndex finger and says,
“Ah, ah! If you understand

'

d,SC0UrSe

'

in ,hat

way y0u wiM be
’

look bu, she furthers before

» B'GGG

trouble,

can say anyth, ng. “You have

I

express, on of a part.cular
posh, on for judgment that

,s

my

to

dear.”

I

g.ve her a puzzle

understand

d.scourse’ as an

organ, zed or composed in
a specfic

assumption, and related to a part.cular
language use of a certain tradition
and mstttufion.”

The
put

it

silvery-hair probably nottces the
blank look in

another word, ’discourse’

in

particular

is

my eyes,

a framework of thought that

comb, nation of concepts, assumptions,

she then paraphrase. “Let

is s, mated in

ideologies, narrative styles

me

and embraces a

and

that signifies

particular practices that are appropriate
or relevant only for particular
social action, rather than

empirical proof of particular truth or

carnal
capital

D

and

"T

'

So, certain discourses emphasize

some concepts and

exam P le Gee
distinguishes “Discourse” with
Discourse [with D], particularly in linguistic
discipline "is
n ” h Ch W<! hUmanS "1 ‘ egrate la
"S ua S e Wjlh non-language ‘stuff,’ such as different

°H
d.scourse

? with small d.

varles For

-

To Gee,

'

ways of

EL'S
d mkin
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fact.

Valumg feeling belleving and USI " symHols.
tools, and objects in the righl
g
places and at the right times so as to enact
n recognize
and
different identities and activities, give the
material
’

meamn® s

distribute social goods in a certain way,
’
make certain sorts' of meamng"
our experience and privilege certain symbol
system and ways of knowing over others”
S° P
d ” dlSCOurse or what Gee cal1 “Ianguage-in-use,”
is the language that
ieoDleusTf
h
people
use for everyday
conversation without being melded integrally with
non-language “stuff’ (p 3)
V
definition of discourse is summarized
from Gee’s defimt.on of Discourse together with the
implied
meaning of this term that I have encountered in various
articles and books that I have read over the
years
of
J
my graduate study.

Zt,

corrections

m

'

’

M
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ignore or dlsmiss others>
p artlcularly those that deva ue „ r
contradict
,

follow what

I

am

saying?”

I

nod.

The Caucasian wonran w„h
dark complex, on
q u,ck ly remarks.
‘discourse’ as

m yOUF

we

exp, am

the ° ret,Cal

,t

^ ^^

^^

«o

“If

you undersland

y ou, you should be careful no, ,o m,x
d.fferen, stands of d.scourse

frameWOrk ”

“*«.

'

“>

think .here are

.hose discourses mfonr, and
mfluence each other.

You

synthesize the debates about
the same or related .ssues

some overlappmg

are no, telling

me

tha,

d.fferen, dtscourses

,

issues tha,

should no,

from different

disciplines?”

The woman on my
you from synthesizing

right interjects, “I think

same

the

you misunderstand

us.

We

do not discourage

issues or related issues that
are debated in different
discourses.

But we just caution you about
the

and conflicting natures of different
philosophical

partial

concepts and theoretical assumptions
embedded

in those discourses.

For one important reason,

these differences result in
theorists’ different meanings,
visions and actions toward the
same
issue.”

The woman on my

left

then clarifies,

synthesizing them. Otherwise you
to

what you intend

fruit.

to

accomplish.

may end up
It

is like

Of course, both apple and orange

The woman on

my

are

in

reviewing and

mixing apples with orange and say they
are the same

right continues,

example, education or pedagogy.

only caution you to be careful

confusing yourself and do something
contradictory

but they are not the

fruit,

discourse review, you deal with two things.
for

“We

“You

The

And

also need to be aware that

one

first

the

same kind of fruit.”

is

when you do

the subject content of the

second one

is

a

set

a

discourse-

of philosophical or

epistemological positions that underlie such
discourse— say, Marxist, liberal feminist, or poststructuralist.

critique or

You need

to

keep

in

mind

that

one philosophical or theoretical position may ignore,

even oppose another. For example,

liberal

feminist discourse

may

critique male-

centered pedagogy as well as address the issue
of sexual equality in educational practice.

However,

liberal feminist discourse

does not problematize the notion of women, as some other

strands of feminist discourse do. In liberal feminist
discourse,
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women

are equated to a sex

category rather than as a
gender eategory. Ltbera. feminrsts
d.scourse overlooks the faet
that the
category 'woman' is no,
b.olog.cally bu, social.y
constructed, as

psychoanalytic fem.nist d.scourse
bu, even these femimsts

may pay

much

as

gender. Rad, cal and

is

attention to the notion of
serially

do no, problemat.ze gender

consulted gender,

inequalrty ,n relat.on to the

Cass oppress, on

tha,

Marxist femims, h.ghlights.
Socialist femin.s, d.scourse,
on the other hand, g.ves
an
importance to both gender and class
bu, then overlooks the ,ssue
of race, wh.ch the d.scourses
of
feminist of color,

mcludmg

postcolon, al and post-structural
femmists, advance. This latter
group

of femmists discusses the mclusive
relat.on of gender, class/caste
and race/ethn,c,ty. They

show how

try to

these three issues intersect and
create d.fferent forms of
oppression.”

"So we wan,

to

remmd you

that

when you use

the term discourse rev.ew
instead

of

Uteroture rev.ew, your focus should
be on questtonmg and problematizmg
the ideological

assumptions of part.cular d.scourses.

same

If

you quest, on them and probe deeper,
you

issue can be interpreted, understood
and acted

under the several labeled 'feminist'

that

we

upon

gratefully affirm that

I

You

understand what

at the

end of the table

interrupts.

“I think

an overview of feminist thought rather than
helping her to focus her
is

not feminism but education for

approaches for empowerment.

Before

I

looks so

manage

Tong

( 1

much

998, 2

are interested in a

like

edition)

discourses

affiliate

we mean?”

to

Is that

He

correct?”

answer him, every

one of

and

my

Elliot

and Mandell

(

1

are trying to give her

interest.

directs his question to

woman

at the table

I

hear,

a

woman

998) are two among

me.

with silvery shining

is

hair,

beginning to emerge by

many good

sources for those

different strands of feminist theory
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From what

says in unison, ‘‘What makes

professors, breaks the tension that

more extensive discussion of the

you

community development and pedagogical

you conclude that?” Before the man can answer the question,

who

the

do.

The Caucasian man

her main interest

all

have been describing 32 do not necessarily

w.th one another or argue for the same
social vrs.on and act, on.
I

For example,

differently.

why

will see

and philosophy.

who

saymg,

“I think

our d.scuss.on

is

getting a bit loud.

coffee and conttnue our
dtseussion there.
learning opportun.ty

wonderful

books

“NMC

is

is

NMC?

If

it is

the secret

Center, one of

suggest, on and

my

acronym

much

D evelopment

my

asks.

when

is

not,

it

I

am

is

empty. Only a few people
settle

down

at

sit

one

women

in

trouble because

on

sits

my

know

cup of

that this

I

have so many

rtgh, stntles antustng.y

I

realize that they are talking
about the

1

first

arrived at CIE.

NMC.

I

No

one opposes the

follow them while
it

is

going to be an

wasting the whole evening without
getting

scattered at different tables.

table, close to the

K.

I

think

I

remember. You

development theory, education

their coffee.

told us that

for

approaches for empowerment.” “And particularly for
the

who

I

for a

cup of coffee sounds

going to go on and whether

means

NMC

Choices cafetena where students
from CIE

when

Everybody seems relaxed and enjoying

“O

international

laugh

to

discourse review chapter.

and chocolate chip cookies, we

man

it

go

and Education Over a Cup of Coffee 33

The cafetena

the cafeteria.

I

this discussion is

dissertation. If

reading for

may have

I

quickly gather their belongings
and head to

all

my

far,

Many

No,

for

all

reply, “Discuss, on over
.

too

favortte hang-outs

wondering how much longer
advantage to

,

we

think?” She turns to me.

with me.- The dark-hatred
wotnan

normally go for their meals and
drinks."

Newman

Wha, do you

too good to refuse, so

me. But where

to

,0 carry honre

and says,

is

suggest that

I

windows

With our coffee

a, the far side

“Where were we?” The

you want

to

of

old

review discourses on

community development and pedagogtcal
rural

women

in

your country, right?” one of

our group quickly adds.

The ideas concepts and information in this part of my
discussion are mainly generated and summarized
rom several sources. For the flow of the conversational format
of the representation, it becomes difficult
and awkward to put quotation marks to indicate words
or sentences that
I

the dialogue lines.

However,

quote from particular authors

m

make apparent the original wording or the concepts that I directly
appropriate from the sources by putting the authors’ names and
the page number at the end of the dialogue.
The sources without page numbers indicate my own summary of the
authors’ concepts and arguments. All

emphasis, either

I

try to

in italic or parenthesis, in this

chapter are mine, too.
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nod and

I

lack theoretical

different

say, “I

only have practical knowledge
about nonfomtal cducatton
in Thailand.

knowledge about these

subjects.

my

Through

development theories and educa,
tonal approaches

work,

.

had exposed myself

I

to

were formulated from and

.ha,

operated in a vanety of levels.
Although cerium development
approaches and polices seem
theoretically convtnctng,

instead

somettmes found them no, quite
appropriate

.

of questioning and analyzing why

simply altered

my

I

for

my

practtce.

But

found those theories and
approaches mappropriate,

approach based on another alternative
approach.

I

I

overlooked the way

tntema, tonal dtscursive power
and have shaped the mindset and
the vtston of the na, tonal
policy

makers
case.

to op. for parttcular

am

I

for

pause and then contmue. “Now,
I

I

look at development policy as a
dtscourse rather as a

begtn to vtew the mfluence of
mtemattonal development pohey on

educatton and on gender tssues
differently. Through different
graduate courses that

taken-for

instance,

development theory for educators, gender

started to realize that international

educational planning for

I

my

empowerment.”

theory or a regime of truth.

World.

in

quite nai ve about the historical
linkages of these dtscourses and
then influences on the

emergence of pedagogy
I

approach of development and
paritcular educa.tonal approach

also realize that

development policy has a long

community development and

some pedagogical

practices,

for local

which

I

development and so

in

historical influence

empowerment

in

have

I

on-I

on

local

the Third

appreciate and employ, have their

roots in the struggle to resist the influence
of Eurocentric development discourses. Currently,
there are different pedagogical approaches
that have been
social transformation through

my

lengthy explanation

seems

to

I

employed

for

empowerment and

nonformal education within the Third World.”

may bore

these people so

I

stop.

To my

surprise,

I

I

begin

to

worry

for

that

notice that everyone

be listening expectantly.
sip

pedagogies

my
are

coffee and continue. “I notice that there are
practiced

in

different

contexts

and

some

learning

differences

settings,

when

for

these

example,

leaming/teaching processes, the role of the teachers and the analysis
of power relations between
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teachers and .earners.
Srnce most pedagogical
approaches for

'pedagogy of .he oppressed"
or feminrst pedagogy
roots

empower,

for conscrousness-rarsrng

community-based development and
movements,

need

I

such as Frerre’s

have

«he,r hrs.oncal

to understand the
hrstoriea.

background of how these
pedagogtes emerged and how they
have evolved or been
tnodtfted
sut. current educattonal
practices ,n dtfferen, contexts

arms

a, portray,
„g

how

htgher education affect

revrew as a process that can help

me

my

and

locations. Bestdes,

personal transformation.

I

to reflect this transformation,
especrally in

my

dissertation

see this drscourse

my

understandrng

about the relation and the
mfluence of those drscourses on
education for empowerment.
nutshell, if

understand the

I

practitioner,

I

would see

sociocultural contexts.

historical connection

h, story

better

It

why

would be

of each pedagogrcal
it

practice, both as a student

works or no. works

helpful for

me

if

for

me

to

In a

and a

field

and/or for others in particular

any of you could enlighten

me on

the

between the rnfiuence of development
drscourses on educational planmng

and on the emergence of different
pedagogical practices for empowerment.”

The Western Side of the Development Coin
The woman with
clear to us

what your research focus

why and what you want
maybe,

to

silvery ha,r says,

if

for

your explanation. Although

your explanation helps us

to find out about those discourses

your research

evening. But

is,

“Thanks

you look

topic.

at

I

don’t think

we can

and

that influences

The

not yet

and understand better

you and,

of ‘development’

in

one

nonformal education

become more focused.” The man who

prophet elaborates, “The term ‘development’ carries
different notions
contexts.

is

these issues relate to

treat the subject

development as the discourse

policy and practice, that helps our discussion

how

to see

it

looks like a

in different times

and

definition of development has continuously evolved
and changed over the years.

This transformation

is

caused by the overlapping waves of change

in theories

and discourses

that

players from various disciplines have brought to the
contest for recognition and for power in the

arena of the development game.”
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The dark-haired woman
definition

of development

is

"We thmk you

adds,

becommg more aware now

are

art.culated in a eertatn
discurstve

development dtscourse opens up
the

of practices through whtch the

domatn of

h

reahty.

that

each

thjs

way

.

of expenences and values
.ha, have produced a
senes

field

social reahty ,s gtven
shape

by those who have power
and

resources to conceptualize and
manage development dtrecion
and outcome (Escobar 1992,

More

1995).

importantly, the subject (,„
development)

is

no, a untfied. soveretgn,
rattonal

ousness, but discursively produced
and subject to process
(Weedon, 1997: 173). hi this
sense, the criteria that theonsts

employ

to establish

wha,

is true

or false, nght or wrong.

therefore no, objecttve and no,
un, versa! bu, subjective and
partial. Le,

me

put

this

t,

,s

way. The

definuton of development reflects
the histoncal expenence
and values of indiv, duals or
institutions that articulate the
concepts or the definition

“Since ‘development’

in

the Third

Western governments, economists and
other

War II, I thmk I would

“We

told

you

Development

like to hear

about

earlier that the concept

also

comes

under

it

World ,”
fields

from

the balance

national

period,

and the dynamic of international

independence movements

that

that period ”

life in

liberal principles

nch and P oor

the

most

elaborates.

you have

at the

‘industrialization’

depending on who labels

9),

weakened

example,

to

If

we

start

understand that the war had changed

power. At
the

it.

or

that period, there

were numerous

former colonial powers

end of World War

II

was

in

the

West.

articulated

on the

arguing that the colonial rules and the steep contrast
between

countries were no longer considered acceptable,

objective of international development
the Third

The dark-haired woman

labels-for

political

Although international development schemes
humanitarian and

propose, “became a major interest
of

of development has evolved and changed
over time.

different

war

I

of specialization around the period
of World

‘modernization’ or ‘Westernization’ (Arndt,
1987:
talking about development after the

of development.”

is to

establish a political

World (Arndt, 1987 and Peet and Hartwick,

influential groups to articulate international

I

would argue

economy between

the First and

1999). Western economic theorists were

development policy.”
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that the real

The white-bearded oid man adds,
theonsts

a. the

who

“I

would say

that

Ros.ow

is

one of the lead.ng Western

regard mdustrialization as a
haUmark of modernity (Arndt,
1987: p: ,0). ,f you look

evolution of tntemational
development pohcy, the earltes,
one beg.ns wtth economtc

growlh theory34 , and Rostow was
the most

influential

proponent of development as
industrialised

econo, nic developntent. The foretgn
.id pohcy for development

and technology

to create industrial
business

and

they

at tha,

KtU progress

«,me

was

-give tkent ntoney

like us at

Western tvorld"

Foretgn fundtng ass, stance and
loans were poured into
less-developed countries to help
them

move

to the take-off stage, the
cructal stage for these
countrtes to

Western industnal countries. But

The

silvery-haired

ra,se the welfare

if

the level

it

woman

did not

work

its

become

’developed' hke

magic as Rostow predicted.”

explains further. “The goal of
econom.c development-to

of the enttre population by assuming

that

people would be able to consume more

of nattonal income was ra.sed through
increased per cap.ta output-faded.
The poor

got poorer and the

nch get

rtcher.

They had

tried to correct the

problem by using redts.nbutive

and basic needs strategies such as promoting
industrial agriculture and rural
development and
they hoped that these strategies would
create

and eliminate the

rural migration to industrialized
urban areas

She continues, “However,
virtually

it

development

development

to

theoretical

vital part

human

capital

framework of human

or

human

until the

capital theory for

that

industrialization

its

as

The policy of

from industnal economic
I

must give

credit to the

influence on the adoption of education as a

it

did dominate educational planning and

1980s (Fagerlind and Saha, 1997). Policy makers and international

See detailed discussion on Growth Theory
( 1

focus

resources development.

of international development policy. And

development strategy

(Brohman, 1996).”

(Arndt, 1987: 57) did not work.

1960s therefore shifted the

in

opportunities for the rural poor

became increasingly evident

synonymous with economic development

international

Hartwick

more employment

in

Rostow (1971), Arndt (1987, chapter two) Peet and

999, chapter two).
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development planners began
tnckle

down by

argue that development could
not be

,o

needed to be planned

itself. It

in a calcula.ive

left to the

market force and

manner. Development theonsts,

especially Becker (1961) and
Shultz (1964), argued that the
progress of Western countnes
the result

of the quality of human

capital,

fundamental problem of underdevelopment
but a failure of the

is

which was

the product

the bra.n to

do

the

most

this

education, to create

human

woman

capital,

was

failed,

too.

Right?”

(Arndt,

to respond to the supply

West were

ask.

I

“Of

course,

but

answers. “The failure of this theory,
especially

the

not

in

problem of rural migration and brain dram.
The more

educated labor force from rural areas migrated
to find jobs

been created

the

Brohman, 1996).”

development policy

immediately,” the short-haired

the West, education,

,n

of technology w„h technological
assistance from

crucial elements (Arndt,
1987,

“But

For the Third World to

so.

progress and become more developed
like the industrial counh.es
transfer

of education. Hence, the

not the lack of physical
materials to create wealth

power of human capacity or

manpower planning and

was

in

urban

modem

sectors, jobs

had not

of highly educated people with advanced
specialization

1987 and Peet and Hartwick, 1999). This highly
qualified human capital ended up

migrating to work oversea in the more developed
countnes.” The kind, motherly looking
adds, “In the 1970s, sociological theonsts began
to play a
international

development policy and

been changed

direction.

The

more prominent

woman

role in articulating

label ‘industrialization’ for

development had

into ‘modernization’.”

Why

This puzzled me,

so?

I

ask.

The short-haired woman

explains.

“Development

as

modernization was articulated from different perspectives, ranging
from sociological (Eisenstadt,
1973), economic (Parson, 1971), psychocultural (McClelland,
1961, Inkeles and Smith, 1974)

and geographical (Gould, 1964).
in detail.

Let us summarize

The Caucasian young man

it

It

would take too long

for you.

Who

will help

volunteers.
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to discuss all these different perspectives

me

for this?”

She asks the group

for help.

'These theorists see
spectalizatton

of economic

that,

economic terms, development or
modernization meant

activities, occupattonal roles

and the growth of market.

In sociological

terms, modernization meant
urban, zat, on, mobility, flexibility
and the expansion of education.
In
‘

he P ° liliCal SphCre m0demization

‘he

’

dentocracy.

And

in

between the various

weakening of

traditional elite

and the spread of

terms of the cultural sphere,
modernization mean, growtng
dtfferentiation

and value systems. All spheres of
these developments were closely

cultural

related to the expansion

man, tested as changes

of

modem

in attitudes

communications media and the consumption
of

and the

stress,,, g

culture,

of tndtvidual self-advancement
(Fagerlmd

and Saha, 1997; Peetand Hartwick,
1999: 76-77).”
I

he silvery -haired

woman

World people were poor,

traditional

technology because they lived

means

for subsistence

adds,

“Some modernization

in isolated,

economies

thinking,

in

theorists suggested that Third

and baekward

primitive

in

science and

parochial locations, employing technically
primitive

all their lives.

They then became

less innovative in technology, less
competitive, or less

motivated

less perceptive to

in

new

things,

transforming the conditions

of their lives and their society. Inkeles and
Smith (1974: pp. 19-34), for example, argued

that

differences in social and technological
advancement between the less developed and the industrial
societies are based in the cultural element that
they call ‘the need for achievement.’

They

did

comparative studies on the characteristics of traditional and
modern persons, and no doubt,
people from the

I

hird

World or

Ihe tan C aucasian

less

woman

developed societies

speaks up. “The best

goal of development as modernization

not a mutter ofjust getting a tool

can

7 get

modem

fall

is

to take

and using

it.

into the traditional category.”

way

ways oj thought, ways of action
of distribution

and

traditional

...to get out

summarize

Myrdal (1968) who said

that

Modern technique follows

hold of a modern tool and have an ancient mind.

person, Myrdal suggested that Third

to

won

It

World people have

to

7

modern technique

the

work

the policy and the

modern mind. You
(57).

(57).
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Many

To become

a

deal with age-old practices,

of traditional ways of production,

ways of consumption

is

traditional

ways

modernization theorists, Inkeles

and Smith (,974, and McClelland
(1961)

ha,

social, zat, on

example, did provtde evidence
from thetr stud.es

and educatton, espectally school,
ng,

modernization, bu,

have a

for

myself drink

I

modem, zing

i,

is difficult ,o

However,

effect.

i,

throughout the world

in the

,he significan, contnbutor
,o socetal

determine to wha, extent schools
necessarily

is difficult to

modern, zat, on theory played a major
role

is

deny

in justifying the

that both

human

capital theory

masstve expendttures on educatton

1960s and early 1970s (Fagerlind and
Saha, 1997: 53).”

The dark-haired woman comments,
“To

this point,

you may have already seen

discourses, the international development
scheme in the 1940s and the post-World

had been articulated from the
assumption

During
its

that everything

this time,

and

historical experiences

War

II

that, as

period

of Western industrial societies under
the

Western or European was superior

development was widely perceived as a

to

any aspects of Third World

linear process, in

life.

which a country and

population advanced from an underdeveloped
stage (primitive and backward) to
a fully

developed stage (modem, rational and industrialized).

assumed

that,

Many Western

thinkers and policymakers

through the financial and technical assistance
of the developed countries. Third

World people and

their countries

and economic systems

could gradually and steadily achieve the
progress

in the linear pattern similar to that

modernization, development requires the Third

Word

values and practices before adopting the Western

of the industrialized world. To achieve

people to discard their traditional

(modem and

scientific)

development during the post-World

War

II

when he

says that

period rests on the role of

modernization as the only force capable of eradicating archaic
superstitions and
regardless of social, cultural and political cost.

attitude,

ones (Parpart, 1993:

446).” She pauses and then continues. “I myself
agree with Escobar (1997: 86)
the organizing premise of

in political

relations,

Development, as Escobar (1997: 413) puts

it,

has

apparently functioned as a mechanism for the production and management
of the Third World.

It

has done so through the systematic elaboration of fields of knowledge and
institutions that made
possible the establishment in the Third

government

officials,

and,

World of forms of power through which

sometimes,

whole
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communities

recognize

individuals,

themselves

as

underdeveloped. In other words,
development has beeome a strategy
of convertmg backward

Thud Word people
The

tan

superiority of

into the

modem

woman

Caucasian

Western

for

development
distinctive

discourse.

global

elaborates further.

their cultures

modernization.

The

( 1

978),

standard.”

“The judgment of the difference
and
is

enshrined

a colonial discourse that

unfavorably with progressive Western
societies

liberal

concept

and

approach

influenced no, only by the colonial
discourse bu,

is

The

ongina.ed

fact

at the

Thud World. The

same time subordinates, homogenizes and

,n

World

two

liberal

liberal discourse,

on

the other hand,

which

I

essentializes those

societies.

When

paradoxically tends to disqualify

it

intersects

with

Thud World

colonial

who

promotes several elements such

believe

is

foreign to the practical

nature and principle of collectivity under the
system of interdependence that

benefits of

international

colonial discourse privileges the
European economic, political, social and
cultural

as free markets, voluntary choices and
individualism,

Third

to

and yet overlapping strands of
discourse-, he colonial discourse and
the

system as superior and
live in the

men by the Western

thinkers, according to Said

compared Thud World people and
and called

and civilized

discourse,

people, particularly

is

prevalent in

the

liberal

women, from

many

concept

the overall

development (Chowdhry, 1995: 26).”

The Other Side of the Development Coin
But,”

from the

woman

First

I

interject, “I

World

explains,

—who

have heard

that there are several

critique these Eurocentric

development theories.” The short-haired

Yes, there are. In addition to the influence of Eurocentric
development

discourses, there are

two other important discursive movements and

strong impact in altering the rules and power players in the

UN

Third World theorists—even some

Umvetsal Declaration of Human Rights and

the

practices that have had a

game of development. Those

movements

are the

for national independence,

sociocultural revolution and civil rights within the Third World. These factors had a
great impact

on the

articulation of the international

and

local

development policies and
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strategies, just as they

d,d on educational philosophy
and pedagog.cal approaches within
the Third

m

World

the late

1960s to 1980s. Educatton had been
used as an all-pu^ose mtervention
and tool within these

movements. For example, educatton
became
Declaration of

Human

cultural-national, sm

a

human

basic

Rights, Article 26. Educatton has
also

movements

and

other

become

sociopolitical

that

these

movements were

partly

responsible

for

discourses in different parts of the Third
World.

dependency and

liberation theories in Latin

Ghandian and Maoist theories

in

The white-bearded man
Third World scholars,

like

my

words

The most prominent were

elucidates.

“Around

I

suspect

the Marxist or

Andre Gunder Frank, Celso Furtado and Edward

underdeveloped countries resembles

—

but

the late 1960s to the early 1980s, prominent

World

They refused
realities

right to say that

in

Said,

found

the label ‘underdevelopment’ and

presented in colonial and Eurocentric

not original or traditional to the Third World
societies.

of the same coin

it,

raising

the anti-modernization or

discourses. Frank (1969) attested that notion of
underdevelopment defined

is

for

for

Asia.”

the representation of Third

think Frank (1984)

and

emergence of counter-development

America and Africa and

Eurocentric development theones unacceptable.
criticized

the

Universal

a vital political strategy for

revolutions

consciousness during the women’s rights
movement. Don’t take

UN

under the

right

It

is

by western

theorists

is

neither the past nor present of

any important respect the now developed countries.

I

development and underdevelopment are but different sides

the advance of one took place at the expense of the other
(99). Frank went on

arguing that the regions of the world that appear the most underdeveloped
are those that had
strong ties with capitalist metropolis countries in the past and were abandoned
by them for the

reason that business

somehow

fell

off. Implicitly

and

explicitly,

underdevelopment conditions

within the Third World are the result and the consequence of the economic development and
progress in First World nations generated from the exploitation of natural resources and
labor within the Third World.

The underdevelopment of

80

the Third

World

societies,

human

which was

by European impenaltsm, has
been perpetually earned on

initiated

monopoly of the US

He pauses
listening

impenahsm
First

World

to

Bank.

is

am

following his explanation.

he continues. “According to

World

at a

Munck

(1984),

the

When

he sees that

strategy

I

am

of capital, st

status.

at the

low

level

by importing raw

low price and exporting technology and
machinery from the

this strategy, the

this pattern

developed’

I

essential for the production of the
Third

Through

On

to see if

maintain the productive force of Third
World

materials from Third

possible.

moment

keep Third World countries dependent
upon the economic relationships with
the

is to

World, which

present by the

capitalism.”

for a

carefully,

to the

World

surplus, at the highest

First

pnce

Third World has to borrow more capital
from the World

of dependent relationships, Third World
countries can never achieve

Like most Eurocentric development theories
in the early development

decades, the main concern of dependency
theory was on economic development rather
than on
other aspects of development. Moreover, the
dependency theory did not propose a satisfactory

way

for Third

World countries

economic exchange with some
certain countries.

break away from

to

First

this

dependent relationship, except

World countries and maintaining

Dependency theory did not mention the

dependent relationship or sociocultural domination

either.

role

for cutting

selective contact with

of education

for breaking the

Probably because dependency theorists

based their analysis of development on either orthodox or
unorthodox, Marxist discursive
assumptions,
instrument

35

of

these theorists then considered education, as

capitalist-elitist

sociocultural

domination.

Rama

(1985: 1363) points out, as an

Therefore

discussion specifically on a revolutionary strategy against a capitalist
for other

they

economy than on education

tan Caucasian

woman

quickly adds, “But the critique of dependency theorists on the

negative impacts of Eurocentric development on the Third World offered a

See

in

their

dimensions of social change.”

The

35

concentrated

Wilber (1984), So (1990) and Scott (1995).
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new

insight for the

iberation theonsts

to see alternatives
to

solve. Before getting
tnto
historical

development of

As

theory.

I

see

ft.

ppressed from

approach problems that
dependency theory faded

wha, l.berat.on theoty had
«h,s

,o offer for educat.on,

to

know

development ,heo.y and wha,
are the matn compos,,,
o„s

I.berat.on theory or hberat.on
theology generally

all

you need

forms of human oppression:

social,

to

the

of*,

emphas.zed emanc.pat.on the

economic,

political,

racial,

sexual,

environmental and religtous.
L.berat.on ,heo.y cons.dered
the role of educat.on
as a strategy to
achieve no, only soe.oeconom.c

and

society.

The

political

cultural l.berat.on, bu,
also the political

purpose of l.berat.on theoty,
wh.ch was to be ach.eved through
educat.onal

intervention, .mplies the
suppress, on of elitist dom.nat.on

wh'ch Undertakes con,rol
basis.

37

The

change within the

if

own

by the

collect, ve

power of

the masses,

fransformat.on process bu, on
an ethical and altm.st.c

.deolog.es of l.berat.on theoty
rece.ved a

warm welcome from many Th.rd
World

counh-.es, Braz.l, Ch.le, N.caragua,
Tanzan.a, Kenya, Uganda, Sr,

Lanka and south Korea are few

examples among many others.”

The white-bearded man

caut.ons,

“You need

to

keep

in

your

mmd

tha,

because l.berat.on

theory ms, sled that every l.berat.on
act.vity had to be truly local or
tndtgenous (Ferm 1986:
liberation theonsts

different reg.ons

They cons.dered

would argue

tha,

any attempt

to

lump

of the Th.rd World as a single
overarch, ng
tha, the h.storical s.tuat.ons

where

Th.rd world d.ffered vastly. Thus, as
Ferm (1986:

1)

understand that

many

die proletariat liberation

However,

emerged from

l.berat.on theology ,s

l.berat.on theor.es

,m P n,dent.

had earned ou, within the

argued, l.berat.on pnncples generated
from

one society could not and should not
be transported

I

liberation theory that

I),

to

another society without a careful

people would identify the term ‘liberation’ with
‘Marxism’ or Marxist notion of
and liberation theology also partly affiliates
its political ideology with

Marxism

liberation dieology also attempts to adapt
and blend Marxist political ideology with the existing
cultural values and social norms of the
local or indigenous people. I use the term
liberation theo"
interchangeably with liberation theology’ to imply
the latter principle of liberation theology rather
than the
original notion of liberation in Marxism.
’

37

See detailed discussion

in Freire’s

Pedagogy of the Oppressed.
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consideration and adaption.
„
to understand

separately .”

a,

an emor to take the cntena
of Latin

liberation theologies. For
this reason,

tan

Caucasian

woman

the oppressors within

then

own

dominion

them

Amencan was

L.ke most Afncan and some

.ndependence, school,
ng systems

in

Latin

.mported from the industr.al Western
soe.et.es. There was ultimate
goal that Latin

American and Afr.can
This

relat.onsh.p exercised by the
elitist

eountr.es as well.

Southeast As, an colon.es before
their nat.onal

.

prefer to discuss

overturning the eeonom.c and
socio-cultural donnna.ton and
oppression from the outs.de

power or

citizen

we

hheratton ,heo,y

expla.ns further. “In Latin
Amertca, liberate theory not
only

bu, also encouraging the
oppressed to change the

39

Am enca„

38

The
amted

Airman or Asian

,s

is

liberation theones shared,

done through

in, bating

wh.ch was

to 'decolon, ze’ the

m.nds of

their

and promot.ng common, ty-based
development and

creating self-reliance and a
self-suff.c.ent econom.c system
a, the

communal

level.

Nonformal

education or popular educat.on through
the Fre.rean approach was
one of the most cranial
strategies to raise people’s awareness

and cooperation

in ereat.ng

rehance economy or the common, by using
Fre.rean and other
ty
The Caucasian

me

man

proposes,

“Now,

let’s

self-

hire pedagog.cal approaches.”

discuss counter-development from
Asia. Let

begin with Mao.st Theory. 9 " Th.s strand
of counter-development was the curious
m.xture of

humanitarian and totalitarian ph.losoph.cal
threads.
nationalism and agrarian discontent.

It

It is

confiscated and urban pr.vate enterprise

was gradually

See more comprehensive and comparative discussions
on
Dickson (1984) and Ferm (1986)
See Freire

(

1

97 1 ) and Nyerere

( 1

the communist-led revolution based

on

strove for capital, sm through socialism,
beginning with the

Great Proletariat Cultural Revolution. In the
process of

39

and strengthening the

967).

Summarized from Arndt 1987: 135-140.
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this revolution, large landholdings

nationalized. Industrialization

were

was also

different strands of liberation theologies in
s

initiated

and heav.ly invested

in

by the government.

Mao

self-disciplined, self-sacnf.c.ng,
devoted to serving the

believed that each tndivtdual
should be

masses and the world

prole, anal. In ,h,s

notion,

Mao

selfish,

bourgeois society. In order to
attain Moa's .deal
charactenstics, urban and
bourgeo.s

people and

regarded the asp, radon for
personal and material gains
as the manifestation of
a

mcludmg high

,n,el, actuals

school graduates were sen, to
five wtth, lean, from
and

serve the peasants in the
countrys.de commun.t.es for a
certa.n number of years.
The effect of

Maoism was man, fold.
from a eonven.en,

few

rad, cal

I,

was

.deal for the

young and

fearful

and those worr.ed about alternating

to a less lav.sh hfestyle
for the m.ddle-aged.

Western

intellectuals,

Maoism made

very

little

Except for „s popu.anty among a

.mpact on mtemat.onal development

policy and educational planning
(Amdt, 1987: 135-140) ”
“I

can brief you about Gandhian theory,
or what

East,” the black-haired

newly independent

woman

offers. “In the early

I

would

call 'liberation theology'

of the

decades of development, administrators
of

nations, including Gandhi, were very
skeptical about the benefits of Western

material and technological progress.
Gandhi’s rebellion against Eurocentric and
modernization

development frame was supported by two
elements, nationalism and
Western

civilization that

religion.

To

destroy

all

had been imposed on India during the
colonized period was the most

crucial requirement for Gandhi’s proposal
to restore India. Social justice

between the rich and the

poor was another primary concern for his
revolution. The goal of Gandhi’s revolution
was
theretore not only to restore the traditional
civilization of India but also to help the poor
to raise
their

heads

in pride

1978: 64 and 66).

and self-confidence and

He

to

make

their villages

become

self-contained (Sethi,

considered the urban-industrial culture imposed on India
during the

colonized period as the cause of the corrosion in Indians'
traditional ways of simplicity and
sufficiency in the village.

He

considered material progress as the destruction of Indians’ moral

progress once upheld and practiced by traditional and rural people
in India.
to

maintain the traditional

self-

way of living

simple

life in

84

harmony with

nature.”

He advocated

people

After a bnef pause, she
conttnues. “Gandhi took the
moderate path for achteving
the goal

of his revolution. Although
he was
h,s revolution, he partly
aeeepted
electricity

and road building

less

some

composing

benefits of modernization

in the rural villages.

He

development and the use of heavy
machinery

,n

traditional

with modernization in the
early years of

developme„,_for example,

rejected only the massive scale
of industrial
the rural areas.

He

suggested combining

technology with the moderate use
of advanced technology and
machinery. Gandh, did

not explicitly discuss the role
of educational planning in achieving
this goal. But educators

who

follow h,s path stress the
importance of community-based education,
which promotes traditional

ways of learning,

learner-centered,

and technology) and

local

human

community-onented content, using

local

wisdom (knowledge

resources within the village. Teachers
are mostly recruited from

the local village. In order to
serve the villagers better, teachers

who

are not already

'insiders'

of

the village are required to live,
learn and participate in everyday
activities of the villagers for a
certain time. Educational activities
that follows Gandhi's

emphasize

political revolutionary like liberation

theology

development philosophy does not

in Latin

America.

It

rather gears toward

promoting and maintaining social harmony
among people within the community. This approach
to

education

is

widely practiced

your country, Thailand.

Where Have
I

All the

reply,

in

many Asian

She stops and

asks,

countries like Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal
and

“How

Women Gone?

This

is

really great.

I

can see some of the historical roots of community

development and how

this relates to

social

was implemented within

liberation

that

education for the purpose of self-reliance or education
for

development. From your explanations,

post-World
life. It is

War

II

I

the

Third World

in

the

early decades

of

think the regime of international development during the

decades was just the phenomenon of the Western ‘gaze’ on the Third World

a gaze that

to return the gaze.

do our explanations help you so far?”

makes people who

And

are subject to the gaze feel discontented and have an urge

the refusal to accept being labeled ‘underdeveloped’ as defined

85

by

neocolonial discourse

is

.he action

of the Third World

in returning .he gaze.

my

dependency theoiy may challenge
.he eonvenhonal
development theory and „

view,

m

a kes a
considerable .mpae, on .he
re-co„eep,ual,za.ion of
’development/underdevelopmen,’ as wel,
as

on

the overall

Western represen, at, on of Thrrd
World

reality.

shares with Euro-androcenhrc
development theones that

women

nor

implicitly appears rn

the discourses on development

women gone? Why

of feminist scholars

The

women
many
the

we

d.scuss here are

aren't they present in

educational planning for

kind, motherly like

women

version of

is

women who
protests

women

fight to

women.

woman

talk about

that

whenever we

women

women?”

says, "That

bnng women's

development

is

discursively problematic.

and

seems

I,

you

,s

All

women

a veiy

development
talk

in term

While

all

the

women

me

1

that development,

too.

it,

find mrss.ng ,n

Where have

at the table

WE

issues to the policy-making table,
too.”

forget about

we

women

in

we

WET

agree

“I don’t think

now

that the

development (WID).

without discussing

OK? You

WID.”

among

themselves, the two

men

stand up and

of the discussion and go have our supper for awhile?” The
short-haired

with

all

men do

is

how men

are.

category

can’t understand

from

snaps, “This

your

Let's think

man

this part

One of

should pay attention to the historical and
contextual

discuss these issues

“We

too see

of us here are among

the Caucasian

says,

all

applaud.

good observation.

elements of the event and phenomena? Don’t
do what you oppose,

(GAD)

r,

of gender.” “Hey! Aren’t you the one who
argued somewhere

about discourses,

gender and development

to

jus, point out. All

quite accurate.” “I think

So

one thrng

notree tha, nerther gender

take par,

by saying, “Excuse me, what do you
mean by

in

,

is

development discourse? What are the
contributions

as the missing piece in development
that

other

woman

in

critiques.

t,

any discussion of dependency
theory. So what

especially economic development,
ignores the fact that
the

Nonetheless, there

have no expertise to contribute here.

Whenever we want you, men,

kinds of excuses not to listen.” The Caucasian
not intend to avoid listening to

women’s

86

man

stuff.

May we

to hear us out,

excuse ourselves

woman

you always come up

replies calmly, “Let

me

clarify.

We

But your argument here seems too

em0ti0ml

f° r US

discussion rationally,
”

grouP

their

we would

Once we

us.

way.

When

am

I

are

you going

I

really

Oh, there

how

to see

listening

among

have no idea what

themselves.

“Why
all

are

I

I

The

tan Caucasian

woman

you proceed with our
to the

are used to telling us what things
are supposed

men

are to

still

keep

telling us to

do

it

women huh?”

have no clue what has really caused

this

then say, “Excuse me, excuse me,
please.” They

you so mad

at

one another

What’s going on

like this?

of you are arguing about.” The silvery-haired

a long history to our disagreements

is

If

and contributing our rational
thought

oppressive

confused by their argument.

stop arguing and look at me.

here?

emotional issues.

stand up to speak for ourselves
in our way, they

confrontational argument
all

mind

not

ThC kmd woman adds sco ™fully, “They

be for

to

™

and We arC n0t the ex erts
P

and differences

continues, “It

is

in

woman

says,

our political ideology.”

the historical antagonism between
male-

centered and female-centered discourses and
also between Euro-centric/essentialist and
NonEurocentric/non-essentialist feminism. These issues have
a lot to do with the difference in our

notions and understanding of

explanations only help
feel

any

women

less confused.

is

assumptions that

I

is

themes

that

I

international

why

this debate

said earlier that

you want

we

blistering but

to

do

my

do not make

me

One of

the

face.

a discourses review.

hold about development in relation to the notion of

it

us.

Would you be

you would explain

it

to

interested to

me. Feminist thought

women's empowerment through education
want

became

Our

the result of our differences in our personal political
ideology and discursive

grateful

relation to

development versus gender and development.” These

think they notice the perplexing expression on

an on-going debate among

would be

its

I

in

to understand

“Remember? You

says,

argument here

which

me

women

to explore in

is

my research project. How

development policy?”

I

quite

do

plead with the two

reluctantly.
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know?”
in

men

gender,

reply eagerly. “Yes,

development and especially

new

women

I

women and

to

me

really

to

and one of the main

become

stay and

a category in

they

sit

down

The Appearance of Women
After the two

men

sit

you may already see

earher,

in the

Development Realm

down, the sdvery-ha.red woman
beg, ns, “From our

that

development pohey

in the early

d, session

penod had been formulated

from androcentric assumptions
and d.seourses (growth,
modem, zat.on or dependency). So
you
should no, be too sutpnsed to find
that women were no,
ment.oned m development discoursesno, until the ,970s“

announced the

F,rst

women (Kabeer
comm, ss, on

The motherly

like

q u,ckly adds, “In

1994; Tinker 1997). In ,962 the

on the

plans of

member governments (Tmker

mcluded

a brief reference to the full

Development Strategy

of

role

UN

UN

fact, the

Development Decade (1961-1970) d,d
no, have any

to prepare a report

International

woman

declarat.on that

specific reference to

General Assembly mstructed the
women's

women

m

the social and

econom.c development

1997: 34). However, the General
Assembly ,n 1970 only

integrate of women
for the

in the total

development

effort in the

Second Development Decade (Kabeer
1994: Tmker

1997). Since the 1970s, national and
international agencies have begun
to argue that

should have some control over the d, reel,
on that development takes,
(Charlton

1984; Kabeer 1994; Tinker

continues, “In the

including

the

fall

International

women

in

development

which became known as

Development
integrate

assisting the total

the

UN

to the

US

Percy Amendment

into the national

development

tan Caucasian

Decade

for

State

affairs,

Department

staff

promote an amendment

,

required the

US Agency

for International

programs, projects, and activities that tend to

economies of foreign countries, thus improving

their status

and

effort (Tinker 1990, 1997).”

woman

Women

also determined to

on foreign

woman

Foreign Assistance Act of 1973. This amendment,

to give particular attention to those

women

The

the

a bnefing

Women's Conferences. Two

members, Clara Beyer and Mildred Marcy, were
concerning

the local level

1997 and Moser 1994).” The silvery-haired

of 1973, the U.S. State Department held

proposed

on

at least

women

adds, “Later, the

UN

also declared the years 1975 to 1985 as

and organized three particularly
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influential

women’s conferences

dunng

the decade.

(Brohman 1996)

I

have to say that the

UN Decade

for

Women proved

reinforced a rethinking of
development policy that began to
conceptualize

homemaker

the

in a

reproduce realm

sectors and at

all

receive fair benefits

levels

m

winch declared women as agents
and beneficiaries

of the development process
(Tmker 1990, 1997). To ensure

economic development,

programs should ensure women’s
empowerment,

1994 and Tinker 1997).” The
short-haired

Development, or WID, was established

and Policy Coordination

not merely as

but also as agents in
productive process. These
initiations

further proposed the strategy
for the 1980s,
all

women

in

1977.

The

and

policy stresses that

legal equality, education,

women

in the

UN’s

the

adds, “In

USAID

that

function of this office

and employment (Kabeer

to the

was

women

development

all

1974, an Office for

and moved

in

US

Bureau

Women
for

to coordinate a

in

Program

network of

researchers and practitioners in
universities as well as those housed
within major foundations
interested in

targeting

development (Peet and Hartwick 1999:
180).

women

in the

WID

is

the earliest policy approach

process of development. The term ‘WID’
was employed

policy approach in development.

It

was coined

network of female development professionals

in the early

in the

WID

1970s by a Washington-based

office (Tinker 1990: 30; Rathbeger

1990: 490). These female development
professionals began to network with
the

UN

agencies and with female academics engaged

in

to describe the

women working

in

research on women's productive work,

the sexual division of labor, and the impact
of development processes on

women

(Young, 1993:

25).”

The

woman

silvery-haired

notes,

combination of modernization and

liberal

“The framework of the early
feminist theories

ideology and approach of liberal feminists has been very
political strategy

women’s
are

used by

WID

social inequalities

WID

(Brohman 1996:

critical in

policy

283).

advocates globally. The central idea of

various

socialization

agencies.

In

And

a

the

determining the language of
liberal feminists

stem from stereotypes held by men and internalized by

then promoted through

was

principle,

was

that

women and

introducing

equal

opportunity programs and anti-discrimination legislation or by freeing labor
market would

89

”

eliminate such a stereotypes and
eventually bring about women's
equ.ty (Connell 1987:
34). In

add, t, on to the

WID

agenda, liberal feminists had been
simultaneously asserting that
women,

particularly in the United States,

were equal

,o

men and

therefore entitled to equal
e.t.zensh.p,

equal nghts, equal access to education
and equal employment (Razavi
and Miller 1995)

The

m

the

short-haired

woman

interjects,

“Let

me add

bit here.

1970s, not because policy makers had
totally ignored

development, but rather because policy
makers had included

The

early

women

women

in

WID policy emerged

in

the fust decade of

development scheme on

sex-spec, fic conditions. Development
plans were designed on the
Eurocentric assumption that

productive work was entirely performed
by men.
productive agents

in the

Men

then entered development processes
as

economic realm while women were regarded
as housewives, mothers,

and 'vulnerable reproducers'. Their

roles as productive

workers and owners within the households

or community were not acknowledged in
early mainstream development discourses.
In other

words,

men were

the targets

of mainstreaming development

beneficiaries of welfare programs that accompanied

efforts

and

women became

the

main

economic development aid (Moser, 1993;

Kabeer, 1994 and Tinker 1997). Most development
programs for poor

women

of

WID

in the

early development decades then emphasized
nutrition, mother and child health, reproductive
health

and family planning. Education and

training

programs

“WID

advocates

for

poor

woman were around

these

themes.”

The black-haired woman
believe that poor

women,

suggests,

particularly in Third

socioeconomic status by becoming integrated
of developing economies. The

framework and

WID approach,

World

feminists in the North,

WID

societies,

can be liberated or improve their

with

its

modernization and

women,

do provide an economic contribution

all

aspects of educational
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modem

sector

liberal feminist rational

especially in Third

advocates also link the advancement of

with the improvement of access to

period of development

into the productive activities in the

political ideology, then argues that

are an untapped resource that can and

in the later

to

women

World

countries,

development. Like
in the

Third World

and employment structures

(Brohman (,996:
integrate

women

into

only’

umbrella then seeks to

development by emphasizing women’s
product, ve capacity and making

more resources ava.lable

’woman

WD

283,. Hence, development polity
under the

women

to

development

through spec, a, development
programs. They support
ranging

activities,

from

skills

naming

for

new

agr, cultural

technology, credit and loan for small-scale
income generation (Moser 1993; Kabeer
1994; Razav,

and Miller 1995).

WID

In

then attempt

to

demonstrate the efficiency d.v.dends
of investing

advocates shifted the emphasis away from
women’s needs and interests

calculating what development needs or

in

in

women,

development

gams from women (Goetz, 1994 quoted

in

to

Razav, and

Miller 1995: 8).”

Third World

What

Women: Another
gives

World women?”
see

how

this

I

WID

Piece in the Development Puzzle

advocates authority to articulate development
policy for the Third

ask without thinking. The black haired

happens or are you

just pretending to

woman

be naive?

I

“You cannot

says to me,

really

don’t believe you could be ignorant

about the influence of foreign aid and donor agencies
on the development policy of the Third

World government.
think

how

I

Am

I

right?”

Her question forces

asked that question because

this

has happened.

I

invisible

felt

The complexity,

government from the national

in

diversity,

level,

and dynamism of

I

did the

development professionals did

same

at all

I

have

to

admit

that,

as a

to people in particular nations.”

The black-haired

glad you realize that.

critical too.”

I

country that these

to subvert the oppressive or negative practice. If

be reflective and

levels.

my

enough

to

homogenous

communities are pervasively

local

thing to local people in

smiles and says, “I

am

“I

terms of age, gender, social group, class or caste, poverty, and

woman

you need

respond with more careful thought.

upset with the whole account, rather than not knowing

and undervalued by outsider professionals

international

to

think outsider professionals often treat local people as

while they are in fact diverse
deprivation.

I

me

It’s

to

be emotional but

you aim your action

thank her for her
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O.K.

critical

reminder.

that's

not

for social change,

“If

we

take development theoiy
as a d.scourse,” the
silvery-haired

woman

says, “most
Western development profess,
onals, both male and some
female, are rnfluenced by
colon, al

discourse about the

Thud World and

homogenous group with
also think

pom. ou,

many

a unified experience

World women

Thud World

represents

of inequality” The

,n

is

World women

developed countries.” The black ha,
red

is

often

woman

people as a single

tan Caucasian

feminists such as Ong, Parpart,
Mohanty, Narayan, and

that the representat.on of
Third

women

Western

this often

woman

Chowdhry

adds, -I

correctly

contras, to the image of

explains,

“The image of Thud

usually portrayed as everlastingly
poor, passive, inferior, voiceless,
powerless,

non-hberated, uneducated, sexually
subjugated and mapped

and culture. These

women

,n a

backward

patriarchal tradition

are therefore ,n need of being
rescued and liberated

by

their

modem.

educated, sexually liberated sisters from
the First World.”
I

add, “In

Third World

my

women

view, not only these discourses
misrepresent the heterogeneous realities
of

but distorted the image of Third

representations exclude affluent Third

them from

my

expenence, these

World women from these images and consequently
exempt

the scrutiny and responsibility of social
change concerning gender issues and

On

interests.

World women. From

contradictory

the other hand, these representations
put affluent Third
label

and

position— for

example,

conservative

women’s

World women under

nationalist,

a

unauthentic,

Westernized, outsider within or insider from without.
These contradictory labels and positions

make

difficult for affluent

it

societies

41
.

In

my

Third World

women

view, these representations

to take action for social

make

it

difficult for

change

in their

many Third World women,

including myself, to espouse their political ideology and take
action, consequently weakening the
possibility

of coalition

among Third World women from

backgrounds.”

41

See detailed discussion

in

Narayan’s Dislocating Culture 1995.
,
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different

social

and

political

The

m

short-ha, red

woman

rem.nds me, “But you need

,o understand that

women's

issues

development during 1950s and
,960s were subsumed under the
d.scourse of human nghts.

Thus,

women were
women

consult, „g

WID

pohcy,

portrayed as vietims or objects to
be protected and taken care of,
but without
as

d, vis, on

best this should be done. Snn.larly
to the androcentnc
development

policy equates development with
econom.c growth and ignores the
fact that

exploitative relat.ons

integrated

how

may mark

(Brohman 1996:

of labor analys.s

constraints under winch

the very structures into

284).

With

tins goal,

WID

to highlight the essent.al

women and men

women

are supposed to

become

advocates use gender role and gender

differences between the incent.ves
and

WID

work.

wh.ch

then identifies gender-based divisions
in

product, ve and reproductive works and
gender differences in access to and control
over resources

and income (Razav, and Miller 1995). The
insights gamed from

this analys.s are then

planning and fabricating interventions-for
instance, education, training,
overall

agents

economic product, vity. Let me put

(women) and

structural

it

WID

way.

this

improve

approaches often deal with or

components (power, gender,

separated categories and separately from men, as though

credit, etc., to

used for

class,

women and men

ethnicity,

treat

and roles) as

live as separated

groups

m

a separated section of the society.”

The
role

silvery-haired adds, “Treating

women

and gender division of labor as diagnostic

allocate resources to

women,

is less

woman

are not only indifferent to the fact that gender

its

structure

and

its

who

still

rational

is

any

and using gender

development planners
radical social

change

to effectively

for

most poor

WID

policy approaches

socially constructed, reinforced

and maintained by

adds, “I

agents within the structure

the male-centered development

tools for

likely to influence

Third World women.” The black haired

both

as a single unified category

would argue

itself. I

have

that

to say that

WID policy

is

a copy of

model but written by Euro-American, white, middle-class women

equate economic progress with development and assume that development requires

and

industrial

(wo)man defined

as a

modem

individual

who

is

economically and

academically autonomous to obtain or achieve whatever s/he wants. This belief also
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treats

development and the Western
concept of modernity as

identical,

and socioeconomic practtces
hold the nght answers

political

and assumes the Western

to the

problems of Th.rd World

development (Escobar, 1984-85).”

The

tan

Caucasian

woman

suggests,

poststructural to say that each society
has

from those

in other

WID

critique

its

agree

“I

own

with

postcolonial,

sociocultural matenals-^bvtously
different

soc,et,es-for the construction of gender
meanings. These groups of feminists

approach

that tends to universalize

expenence of white-middle
development approaches

class

for

the

women
Third

gender equably and oppression by using
the

from the

First

World women.

World

to

think

the

I

analyze and articulate

way WID advocates

overemphasize the universal features of male
dominance as a base for uniting
political action

interests,

I

feminists

causes mainstream

US

which give some women

men (Ferguson

rightly

is

attest

social

woman

that

expressed

strategies to assist

and economic privileges

in relation to other

feminist

women and

adds, “I have to say that postcolomal
and poststructural

patriarchy within Third

women

in the

World

societies

in different forms,

has been historically

which are also

to eliminate or eradicate oppressive patriarchal
practices should

To approach gender

different societies effectively requires a contextual
‘intersectionalities’ analysis,

between women, rather than the commonalties between

1998b.

12).

women

issues in development through the analysis of gender and

all

The gender and power

of gender and development

(GAD)

relation analysis has

approach.”
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power

be

issues in

which highlights

women

For these reasons, postcolonial and poststructural feminists rather prefer

sociocultural contexts.

different

Western societies (Brohman 1996). Therefore, knowledge
and

generated from the existing sociocultural milieu of the local
society.

the differences

m

feminists to overlook sexism, class
inequality and national

expressed through different social institutions and
it

women

1998).”

he black haired

from how

postmodern and

(Ferguson

to

approach

relation within specific

become

the crucial foundation

I

-From wha, you

ask,

say,

GAD

the

policy approach emerges

from feminists’

recognition and respect for and
sensitivtty to d.vers.ty of
people in each society, right?”
hatred

woman

rephes, “That’s correct.

The

GAD

policy acknow, edges tha,
cu.ture

but historically evolves
(Narayan 1995, Williams, Seed
and

women

and men are different

by religious and

in

cultural norms,

by economic

community and by

(Williams, Seed and

Mwau

the positioning of

only involves

1998).

,,

the

approach challenges the

in the social

from hearing

all

accomplish that? What

relationships create differences

process and that gender division
of labor no,

Third

your questions.

It is

almost seven o’clock now.

Iimsh our discussion.
business.”

And

I

believe

man

white-bearded

someplace else because the cafeteria

thirty.

You know what? The

and Feminism

.

She turns

to

and says,

move our

discussion

to.

Would you

GAD policy

NMC will

close before

we have

time to

go home and take care of our household

“Whoever needs

to stay

is

take at least two hours to answer

to leave

should leave.” The

should think of moving our discussion to

The black-haired woman
this evening.

says, “I

starts

It

have to

about seven

'Empowerment and Pedagogy: Beyond

“I think the presentation

your questions and resolve the problem of who
should

may

Campus Center

presentation topic

me

to

will close soon.”

attend the collaborative presentation at the

‘‘It

believe

suggests,

“Whoever decide

proposes,

I

says,

some of us have

The white Caucasian man

1998: 27-28).”

to educational planning or
practices within the

woman

like

ascribed status, the

begin to wonder and ask, ‘‘How does

I

GAD's contnbut.on

World countries?” The motherly

women’s

of inequality by emphasizing the
unequal costs

women and men (Feldman

these explanations,

is

determined

also entails an intricate and
potentially confhctual system of
co-

institutional bases

of economic reorganization for

life is

type of productive activities
of then countries

operation and exchange (Kabeer
1992: 14). So, instead of altering

GAD

no, static

by the position they occupy within

GAD advocates see tha, social

women and men

women and men,

status or class,

ts

1998). Social roles played by

any g.ven society. The condition
of women’s

the household and

m

Mwau

The black

will stay to

like to join
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may

answer them

me?” The

give

for

Freire

some answers

to

you and where we

tan Caucasian

woman

stands up

and says,

“It takes ten

m.nutes to walk to the Campus
Center. Whoever can and
wants to go, lefs

go now. Otherwise we
Part

B eyond

II:

I

Freire and

walk out of

presentatton at the

come

me

after

have time to

morning and

but

I

me

women and

husband and

is

there.

the

I

they say

my

I

it’s

him

that

him any note
at the

I

gently grabs

manage

my tum

I

telling

took

at

presentation,

to the

says,

I

let

went

1

my

It

hurts.

I

Again,

to

do

me

man who

made

at the

I

out before

I

left this

Campus

is

a

crowd

dream but

hundred

am one of

me— none

in the

audience.

up, Pan.”

What am

I

I

talk to

My eyes are

going to do

butterflies flapping their

wings

if

in

myself.

looks like the professor

who

taught two courses

Freire and Feminist.’ Before

explain the background of this presentation.

the circulation and the exchange of information and
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I

on the platform beside

podium and announces, “Ladies and gentlemen, welcome

me

A

speakers this

them behind

Wake

real.

Center.

of

suspected earlier are the

to a table

expansion of the international economy and information technology
has

will not

either. It's too late to think

whom

me

of me, there

I tell

I

mistakenly thinks that

and

hand and leads

feel like there are a

so, a

He went

how many

that

“You must be one of our

woman

this is not a

attention to

wotry also

I

turn around expecting to find

‘Empowerment and Pedagogy: Beyond

you our speakers,

late.

myself whether the

to

do not pay

I

home

him where

here with

to explain. In front

to present?

manage

CIE walks

asked.

will be

me and

stomach. Get up and run out of the room now,
I

busy thinking

a dream, a very bad dream, a nightmare.

is

pinch myself.

Before

I

am

door leading into an auditorium

read at the library.

myself nervously. “This

wide open.

tell

men who have walked

A woman

podium before

the

what

take you to your seat.” Probably this

authors of the books

of them

will cover

I

hear their footsteps and then
quiet talk behind me.

am, standing

I

ahead of everyone.

stands at the door smiles at

evening. Let
the

NMC

did not leave

I

Feminkm

Campus Center

my

call

anything. Here

woman who

miss the beginning of the
presentations.”

will

in the

As we

I

to our

I

today

introduce to

all

know, the

mid-twentieth century

knowledge more rapid and possible

in the

WidCT arena The range and the
sh
'

vanous channels has resulted

-

*“>""> of -"formation

in great uncertainty as
to

•progress.’ This uncertainly also

makes people

what

feel suspierous

disseminate knowledge and generate
knowledge that would
satisfactorily.

Due

knowledge and

to this doubt, the

truth has

available ,o people through

signifies -knowledge,’ -truth’

and

about the function of education
,o

empower them

to get

on

in the

world

Western epts.emologtcal system of
generatmg disseminating

been challenged and dtscredtted for
the claim of

its

universality.

The

Third World scholars have begun
to claim power to articulate,
produce and represent the

knowledge and

truth

of their own

meanings of oppression,

As

reality.

liberation, progress,

a result, the universal discursive
concepts

and

power, freedom, justice and equality have
been

challenged and transformed dramatically.
The discursive transformation affects the
boundanes of
pedagogical framework and the process of
empowerment. The notion of power as power-to’
and
’power-with-

is

one crucial aspiration

articulate their pedagogical

for critical

and feminist pedagogues

Ms

re-exam, ne and re-

assumptions and practical standpoints. For those
of you

lamihar with the concepts of empowerment
under these notions of power,

and

to

Y, a feminist and the

GAD advocate

will enlighten

you

this

who

are not

O, an

NGO activist

evening. Please

welcome Ms

Ms

O and Ms Y.”
“Power-with” and “Power-to” Empowerment

Ms O
has

recently

walks to the podium and begins her presentation. “The
empowerment of

emerged as an important goal of most development

‘empowerment’ has emanated from

movements

the

struggles

for civil rights including grassroots

for

national

strategies.

women

The term

independence and popular

women’s movements

within the Third World

countries that occurred around the late 1960s, 1970s, and in the
1980s. (Maguire 1984 and

Brohman 1996) Empowerment began
in

the mid-1970s’

popularity and

(Stromquist,

become

to

1995:

be applied as a concept within the women’s movement
13).

In the

late

1980s

to early

1990s,

the dominant language of development agencies, especially
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it

has gained

among Third

Wor.d grassroots organ, za.tons
(Allen

,998 and Kabeer

and a -buzzword’ among

1994),

development institutes (Rowlands
1998). Empowennen. does
no, have a unantmous
meanmg.

By

,ts

nature,

empowerment

is

difficult to define

development programs’ on one
hand and as
leads

to

’a

because

can be conceded of as

i,

‘a goal

process that people undergo,
whtch eventually

changes,’ on the other
(Meldel-Anonuevo and Bockyneck,

’empowerment’ remains loosely defined.
People use

this

torn

to

1995:

The term

7-8).

represent a wide range of

sociopolitical ideologies and
philosophical perspectives
(Rowlands, 1998). Unfortunately,

users of this term tend to assume
that the appropnate

explained (Rowlands ,998: II,
different interpretations

"Let

me

understanding

the

of,

As

a result, ’the

(Brohman 1996:

give

empowerment

.

you

examples.

early

period,

and control over, the

standing in the society.”

It is

their skill acquisition that

will

Kindervatter

understands

(1979:

empowerment

political forces

’a social

to

work

is

also a process

aimed

being

subject to quite

,s

as

who

scholar

“a

process

defined

of gaming

(1998: 498, quoted

aware of their

social situation,

collectively in effecting change.

as a process and

it

is

not something

Morgen and Bookman, 1988)

between groups

that

and control over the basic material and
ideological resources

empowerment

,s

around one as a means of improving one’s

empowerment

relationship

a

60),

the process that requires people
to be

Monkman

be understood without

meaning of the empowerment

would enable change, and

can be given to people.

power can be thought of as

meanmg

many

294).

Similar to Kindervatter, Karl
(1995) perceives
that

of

determine access

in

society.’

at consolidating, maintaining, or

In

says that

to,

this

use

of,

notion,

changing the nature and

distribution of power in a particular cultural context.

“Realizing that different meanings of power can affect the
differences in strategies of

empowerment,

theorists such as Kreisberg 1992; Carroll
1993;

Williams, Seed and

Mwau

1998; and Hartsock 1998, argue that

Kabeer 1994; Rowlands 1998;

empowerment should

start

from

reconceptualize the meaning of power. These theorists argue that the
dominant understanding of
the concept of

power

in

most Western

social theories
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is

as power-over.

Power

in this

sense

is

defined as a tool or the abifity

„

16).

is

perce, ved as if

It is

co mp el obedience, or control
and dominate’ (Hartsock
,998:

the capability that an
indivtdua, or a group of
peop.e possesses to control the
achons or

-he options of others for
one’s

itself.

‘,o

it ts

In particular,

something

own

a property or

it is

benefits or advantage

somethtng

that

(Rowlands ,998). As a

result,

power

can be possessed by a person
and has value

is

in

perce, ved as useful for obtaming
another valued thing (Hartsock
1998).

that can be

bestowed by one person upon another
person or withdrawn from one

person by another person (Rowlands
1998). This perception ot power
leads practitioners to
neglect the system of power relat.ons
within a soe.al structure.

obtaining

power over then fads

to

make

structural

change

“For some pract.tioners, meanwhile,
power

commodity or substance.

It is

something

upon action’ (Foucault 1982, quoted
a network of social relationships

any case, considering even
that the

power

issue

is

the

in

among

that ‘exists

is

only

Rowlands 1998:

in the

Empowerment

for the purpose

system of power

relation.

an infinite entity, relational, and
not a
in its exercise’.

14). In this

It is

‘the

view, power

mode of action

is

constituted in

agents within a social structure (Rowlands
1998:

few different concepts of power

complex and has a multidimensional

I

have discussed here,

nature.

So

it

14).

it ,s

affect the differences in strategies

empowerment

activities in

we have

to accept that different

can be problematic to

in

meanings of power can

of empowerment. Presently, practitioners who
implement

Third World contexts advocate re-defining the
concept of power.

Instead of substituting one dominant concept of
power for another, the

GAD

In

clear

use particular dimensions (individual,
collective, social, political and economic)
of power
different contexts or locations. Here,

of

empowerment approach

in

discourse employs the notion of power that implies
power-to, power-from and power-with

but not power-over (Kabeer 1994; Rowlands
1998; Williams, Seed and
practitioners argue that

ability,

power

in the

empowerment process should be perceived

whether physical, mental or moral,

and Carroll 1993).

It is

raising their morale’

Mwau

to act or do, or

as ‘strength and

perform something’ (Hartsock 1998

an energy that ‘some people have of stimulating activity

(Hartsock

1985:

1998). These

in others

and

223) and the drive to ‘interact effectively with the
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environment’ (Hartsock ,998:
2,).

From

these notions of power,

process that helps a person to
realize that s/he has a

and successfully (Williams, Seed
and
“Since power-to

somethmg

is

group agrees

women engaged

when women

t

o aeeompl.sh somethmg
ereat.vely

1998).

in

that

development

it

is

capable

activities

of,

would say

I

ability

would help women increase

acceptance and self-respect. Eventually,
power-from helps

action

for social

change,

women

need

is

the

to create

The power-from

women

power achieved
collective

we assume

would experience

that

the feeling

men. Let

at a

power

fosters self-

recognize their strategic

to achieve social equality with

concept of power-to and power-from

that the

for

empowerment

the level of their self-esteem
and

lead to the achievement for
power-from or power-from-within.

gender needs and see a potential strategy

that the

emphasizes power-to,

are able to achieve their practical
gender needs, they

of having power-to. This

a

considered as a generative power,
arising from the desire to
achieve

that the collective

approach for

Mwau

P o»er-

empowemtent beeomes

me

clarify a bit

personal level.

or power-with

,

To

take

which

is

characterized by collaboration, sharing, and
mutuality (Kreisberg 1992: 61). The concept
of

power

as the ability ‘to

make

a contribution at all levels of society

and not just

in the

having women’s contribution recognized and valued’
(Gnffen 1987: 117-118)
power-with.
relationship.

together.

would say

I

It

that this

form of power

is

grounded

activity that

likely to

be

system of mutual and collective

has a potential to improve people’s capacity and
group cohesion by working

Power-with demonstrates the possible potential

societal level.

in a

is

home, and

The empowerment approach

emphasizes power-over or power

for

women

make

a

change

in a

therefore rejects and dismisses any development
to control or/and to dominate.

reconsideration of

power meaning would be one of many ways

marginalization of

women

in all spheres

to

of development.”

applauds.
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I

am

to eliminate

Ms O

finishes

hopeful that the

domination and

and the audience

GAD and Empowerment Approach
Ms O
presentahon.

and

resumes her sea,

"Through gender and

interaction.

needs

also recogmzes the

It

Ms Y comes

a, «he table.

social

way

relation

,o ,he

ana lys ,s,

microphone and beg, ns her

the

multiple social roles of

empowerment approach

women

differentiate gender

among women and between women
and men. The empowerment
approach

acknowledges the Significant impacts
of differences
distribution

analysis

in

gender, class and ethmctty on the
uneven

of power wtthin the systems
ofrelat.onsh.ps

reveals

that

socioeconomic

conditions

in part.cular locations or
contexts. Th.s

women

of

communities are structured differently
and sustained by

Development under the

GAD

improve them position relative
society as a whole.

scheme therefore
to

men

in

ways

(See detailed discussions

a,

ms

within

various

Third

a,

empowering

individual

and transform

Mwau

1998.)

several dimensions of

“Stromquist (1995) suggests that the strategy

in

To

Brohman (1996: 295) quotes

process whereby

women

challenging and eliminating their

broader scope.

make

own

at the individual level,

By

Mbewe

women’s

development

lives

and

that

empowers women

realities.

same

this

(1991) to say that empowerment

own

is ‘a

self-reliance, to

choices, and to control resources which will
assist in

subordination.’

While Brohman

articulates the concept

of

Stromquist (1995: 14) defines empowerment to cover a

arguing that ‘empowerment

formal political participation

Miller

achieve this outcome, the

are able to organize themselves to increase
their

assert their independent right to

empowerment

Keller and

to

their particular

should be the one that challenges existing
social, economic and political structures.
In
direction,

women

Moser 1993; Kabeer 1994; Razavi and

in

World

several, not one, social
institutions.

that will benefit

1995; Rowlands 1998 as well as Williams,
Seed, and

empowerment process should encompass

add.tionally

is

and ‘consciousness

a sociopolitical concept that goes beyond

raising.’ Stromquist sees

empowerment

process to challenge the distribution of power, both in interpersonal
relations and
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as ‘a

in institutions

o

throughout

the

society'

(1995:

,3).

In

this

view,

empowerment encompasses

cogn.ttve,

psychological, political and economic
components.
“Stress, ng the policy of consulting

power

as power-1.

potent, ally

women

at all

or power-from and power-with,

GAD

enhance the

collect, ve

involvement of

women

levels together with the
concept of

seeks ways to create activ.ties
that

a, all levels.

Empowerment under

GAD

regime emphastzes the sp.ntual transformat.on
of an ,nd,v,dual woman, achieved by
increasing
selt-confidence and self-efficacy and self-reliance.
Eventually, the outcome of
the individual level will extend to political
and structural changes, presumably
collect, vely

empowered and ready

empowerment
activities,

is a

women

process

that,

will gradually

to take action

for

In

part, c, pat, on in

this

at

feel

view,

empowerment

consciousness of their social subordination,

including confidence, self-esteem, and the capacity
to
Participation to achieve these

when women

making such changes.

through a certain per.od of then

gam knowledge and

empowerment

make

a

change

for the better in their lives.

outcomes requires women's presence and active involvement

in the

activity.”

Pedagogical Approaches for

Empowerment

Alter the audience stops applauding for

microphone and provides an introduction
critical

pedagogy, especially

that

Ms

Y, the male chairperson comes

for the following session.

I

to

the

hear him explaining that

based on Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed had emerged
,

from the practice of nonformal education

for the social liberation

He

Freirean pedagogy and feminist pedagogy are two

also mentions that, at the present,

prominent approaches

and oppressed

that

have been employed

movements

in Latin

America.

in

education for empowering the marginalized

to liberate themselves in the Third

World. He also notes that there are many

versions of critical pedagogy and feminist pedagogy because the principles and strategies of
Freirean pedagogy and feminist pedagogy employed in these

modified and carried out differently

in various contexts.
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He

empowerment programs have been
quotes Walters (1997) to say that

Freirean pedagogy has been employed
in adult literacy education
and nonformal education within
the Third

World communities since

recognition

educators

in

late 1960s.

Feminist pedagogy, on the other hand, has
gamed

and popularity and become widely
employed-primarily by feminist popular
education and training programs for
women's empowerment

since the 1980s.

Then he wraps up

his briefing

up by saying, “But now,

in the

let

Third World

our three guest

speakers present to you these two
pedagogical approaches for empowerment
and for social
transformation.

lor

"

I

think to myself that

my dissertation

topic.

I

what these three speakers

pull out the note

pad from

my

are going to say should be useful

backpack and begin

to take notes

of the

presentations that follow.

The

First Speaker: Freirean

“I believe

a

renowned and

liberation

Pedagogy

most of you know who Paulo Freire
influential educational theorist

who

Yes he

is.

is

a Brazilian educator

and he

is

introduced the concept of education for

42

in

the

Third

World,

especially

in

Latin

America.

Freire’s

articulation

and

conceptualization of education for liberation provide his
followers not only an educational

philosophy (the pedagogy of the oppressed) but also an
educational approach (dialogue and
praxis

for

conscientization).

adopted and adapted

nonformal education

In

in the

in

some discourses on

liberatory

and

liberation

Ilis

educational

implementation of adult literacy programs, adult higher education and

both Third and First World countries. Weiler (1994:
13) argues that

critical

instead

education, critical pedagogy and feminist pedagogy use the terms
of emancipatory and emancipation. Some others use these terms

interchangeably to convey the same connotation that
43

philosophy and approach have been widely

I

intend

by

the use of these terms in

my dissertation.

Although the concept of ‘conscientization’ was used by radical Catholics in Brazil before Paulo
term has become synonymous with him and his articulation of the philosophy and process

this

Freire,
in his

hallmark Pedagogy of the Oppressed (Evans, 1993: 1046). Freire’s concept of conscientization does not
mean merely becoming aware of one’s reality. Freire himself suggests that this term ‘refers to learning to
perceive social, political, and economic contradictions, and to take action against the oppressive elements

of reality.’ (1970: p. 15) As I understand it, conscientization carries a connotation similar to Buddhist
concept of ‘awakening’ or ‘enlightenment,’ which refers to seeing, conceiving and understanding the world
or one’s reality in a new meaning and in a different dimension. For more details, see discussions in

Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970) and Education for

Critical Consciousness
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(

1973).

Freire s philosophical and
theoretical concepts ot
education for emancipation
‘have

called critical

pedagogy

in the

United

States.’ In fact, there are

come

to

be

two prominent strands of critical

pedagogy: One strand emphasizes the
articulation of a broad social
and educational vision, while
the

Cher shows

greater consent for develop,
ng explicit instruct ,onal practices to sut. spee.fic

contexts (Gore 1993: 17). However,
States, in fact, has

1,

Iteration but

Che Guevara
development

McLaren (1998)

emerged not only from

Freire’s educational ph.losophy

in

Latin

in the

America and other

political revolutionary

Although Freire’s

when she

says that

critical

I

shall

pedagogy has a

World communities,

is

the

when

of

to

my

identify Freire’s

argument

comes

it

historical

hereafter.

to applying

contribution

activities for the

it

to

of Freirean

poor and the oppressed,

undeniable. Freire has had a profound impact on

the education for poor, marginalized and oppressed
people. Before

Freire s

neo-Marxist

the pedagogical articulation of

this point

certain deficiency

nonformal education and empowerment

especially in the Third

that

difficult

is

it

To me,

demonstrate

empowering women through nonformal education,
to

critical theory,

the combination of a broad social
and educational vision and explicit instructional

practices to suit a specific context.

approach

the theoretical

and feminist theory (442).

agree with Weiler (1994)

shows

in the Un.ted

and pedagogy for

movements,

sociology of knowledge, the Frankfurt
school of

pedagogical character with one particular
standpoint.
Freire

cm, cal pedagogy

from numerous theoretical developments,
such as the anti-imperialist struggle
of

cultural criticism theory

I

clanfies that

Pedagogy of the Oppressed developed

I

continue,

particular

in

I

want

historical

to also note

and

political

circumstances of neo-colonialism and imperialism, his pedagogical
approach and educational
vision. His

pedagogy therefore needs

to

be understood

in the

economic and

political situations

of

such a historical situation. Unfortunately, there are many readers read, interpret
and appropriate
Freire’s

which

Pedagogy of the Oppressed without consideration

his

work developed and without

for the context

these qualification in
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of the specific setting

mind (Weiler 1994:

14).

in

It

radical

'Freire

IS

safe to say that Fretre’s

pedagogy was heavily influenced
by Liberation Theology or

Chnstian though, within Latin
America and Marxism. As

was

eertatnly influenced, in the
genesis of his ideas,

which made them presence
between

his

in the

the basis

,n Brazil

(1999; 15) points out,

radical religious organizations

the late 1950s and early
,960s. There

strong

is

emanctpatory view on education and
the educat.on document
produced by the Latin

American bishops
landmark

fel,

by the

Mayo

a, the

,968 Episcopal Conference

in

Medellin, Colombia, which
represents a

development of Liberation Theology.’
Because Freme

of his deeply

society in which he

felt

Christian faith, hi.

grew up and

lived, his

articulates his

pedagogy on

knowledge and experience of suffering

pedagogy

is

in the

thus found on a moral imperative
to side

with the oppressed (Weiler 1995:
25).

The

initial

formulation of Freire’s approach to
education for liberation focused on the

issue of oppression within the class
system

and the role of education was considered
within the

context of peasants’ and working people’s
revolutionary struggles against class
oppression during
the neo-colomal.sm and imperialism
period. In

discusses

the

basis

oppressor/oppressed,

of h.s

pedagogical

Pedagogy of the Oppressed

assumptions

dehumanization/humanization.

He

in

the

terms

elaborates

,

Freire presents and

of polarities— that

his

epistemological

is,

and

pedagogical concepts of oppression, conscientization,
dialogue and praxis (action/reflection). The
praxical approach, in Grossberg's
(1994) term, ‘attempts to offer people the skills that

enable them to understand and intervene into their

enable them to
relations to

liberation,

move beyond

the realm

own

history’

and ‘hopefully, such

of discursive struggle

is

to achieve full

at

that the goal

The education

for liberation

transforming the oppressive social structure and creating

relationships between classes and

of

humanization, cannot be reached simply because the roles and

the position of the oppressors and the oppressed are
reversed.

humanization rather aims

would

to challenge the institutional

power’ (16-17). In his Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Freire
emphasizes

which

skills

would

among human

beings.
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and

new

"To achieve
approach

,s

of education, the main
focus of Freire’s pedagogical

to enable the oppressed,
as well as the oppressors,
to realize

not only to the

The

this ultimate goal

life

of the oppressed but also

learning/, each,

ng process of adult

to the relat.onsh.ps

which

literacy to ach.eve th.s
goal centers

is essenttal for action.

realize the actual cause

oppression

is

way

to establish a

the stage at

new

begm

as a whole.

the concept

of

Fre.re, a d.alogue activates
a

time reflect, on no, only enables
the oppressed to

meaningful and ethical for them and
then

see or d.scover a

To

on

of then oppress, on but also informs
them whether their

dialogue and praxts, learners
star, to

The

oppress, on is

among human being,

dialogue and praxts (action and
reflection) for conscientization.
true reflection,

how wrong

commumty

to see real.ty dtfferen.ly.

A,

or no,.

Through

this point, the

act, on aga.nst

the process

of

oppressed learners

possibility to conce.ve and to
understand then world and a possible

new form of relat.onsh.p

wh.ch the oppressed's

critical

with other people and the world.
Th,s realization

consciousness

is

awakened.

It

is

is

only one of many

steps in the continuous process of
conscientization. Freire regards a dialogue
that generates action

without reflection or reflection without action
as either ‘empty theorizing’ or ‘mindless
activism.’

For

I

rene (1985: 45), literacy

an act of knowing’.

is

introduces written language to the non-literate
peasants.
analysis of the

91) calls

meaning of the written words through

Then

In the learning process, the teacher

the teacher facilitates the peasants'

a procedure

and a process

decodifying’ the ‘codified’ residual reality of their
social lives.

which the knowing subject seeks
reinitiate their subjectivity,

know.

It is

a process that

empowers

is

the process by

non-literate peasants to

which had been perished or dehumanized by the oppressor,
and

reconstitute themselves as a

program shows

to

It

that Frerre (1985:

new

subject. This

her/his learners the word.

Then

happens when the coordinator of the

s/he stimulates learners to reflect

on

to

literacy

the codified

meaning of the word.
“For example, the word ‘slum’
of peasants
a

life

conditions.

The

is

socioeconomically codified as a real and natural aspect

codification has conditioned the peasants to perceive and accept

slum and poverty as an inevitable part of

their existence
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and

to

have no intention

to

change

it.

After thetr

reflect, they

real.ze that

slum

is

paniy created b and the
y
product of the oppressive

and exploitative socioeconom.c
structure and relat.on between
the boss and the peasants.
At
point, the peasants or the
learners reahze that the
cod.f.ed

meaning of their culture and
meaning of

the

word

reality.

tha, is

The peasants or

more responsive

word does not

the learners then create
a

to thetr soctal reality.

truly

new

this

convey

the

codtfica.ton or

Janmohanred (1994: 242)

observes tha, Fre.re’s techntque
of •decoding' the ‘cod, tied'
allows the literacy learners

to

understand from an analyttc angle
that ‘lingu.stic and soctal
structural, on are based on
differential
relations of elements tha, can
be separated

subject perform,
ng the operation.’

By

and recomb, ned, and therefore
controlled, by the

provrding analytic and synthes,
z,„g procedures that g ,ve

people the sense of pass, b, lily to
shape the

approach introduces learners

to

meamng of

’knowledge as power and

educational ph.losophy and his pedagog.cal
concept

is

their reality,

Fre.re’s pedagog.cal

to the possibihty

of agency’ (242). H,s

the crucial foundation for us
educators to

keep our teach, ng more empowermg
and continually transformative." The
audiences applaud
alter the first speaker finishes his
part

and when the second speaker walks

to the

podium

to

begin

her presentation.

The Second Speaker: Weaknesses

My

presentation

is

in

to critique

Freirean Pedagogy

and point out some strengths and the weaknesses
Freire’s

pedagogy from feminist perspectives. Taking from
what
presented,

myself see some observable

I

similarities

the speaker for Freirean

between the Freirean approach and the

conceptual framework and model of women’s empowerment
under the

and Ms.

Y

presented

earlier.

pedagogy

GAD regime which Ms. O

For example, Freire dismisses the power-over and promotes
the

concept of power as the power-to and power-with. Despite
his negligence to address the multiple

forms and multiple sources of power, ‘Freire does not equate
authoritarianism’

authoritarian.

(Brady 1994:

To my

146).

He

clearly distinguishes

understanding, he considers ‘authority’ as a
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all

forms of authority with

his

notion of authority and

way

to use

power

ethically.

a,m,ng

at helping or

empowering

dominate or control

acknowledges
suggests

The

some

others.

hts

that teachers or educators

posstble

ways

mmd

to

have more power than their
learners have. He then

that (eaehers can exerctse

power and authonty
is

m an ethical

manner.

not economic hberat.on

hberat.on or the decolonization of
a mind. Freire's strategy for
conscientization thus

emphasizes empowering

moves

way of using power

work, especally Pedagogy
of tke Oppressed, Fretre

ultimate outcome of education under
Fretre 's pedagogy apparently

but the

then

In

others. In contrast, ‘au.hon.anan'
is a

to the social

,n the

and

cognitive and psychological dimensions

political

dimensions

at the initial

stage and

later.

“Conscientization requires active participation
of oppressed learners in producing the

knowledge and creating
of their social

the social

reality. In

meanings

that

make sense and

are useful for the transformation

other word, Freire’s pedagogical approach
creates the atmosphere, the

stage and spaces for the oppressed to
voice, to create and to represent their

own

reality.

The

learning process emphasizes the reciprocal
relationship and interaction between learners
and
teachers.

lor social

Freire also often stresses the importance of
active participation and participatory action

transformation in his work. Similarly,

credits the significance of participation

and

empowerment under

collectivity to the success

the

GAD

regime also

of and the outcome of

women’s empowerment.
“Though

feminist educators (Tisdell 1998; Weiler 1994; and

Gore 1993) appreciate

the

provision of Freire’s ‘valuable guide to the use of authonty
of liberatory educators,’ they

nonetheless disapprove of Freire’s neglecting to question the transparency
of the teacher's
subjectivity in relation to their positionality that might lead to other
antagonisms. Weiler (1994)

suspects that Freire

s

tendency to perceive a teacher as

a generic

and transparent man could have

hindered him from further investigating other possible sources of antagonisms within
the
classroom. In sum, Freirean pedagogy emphasizes the claim of universal goals of liberation and
social

transformation

and represents the generic and

unified

agency

for

social

change.

Consequently, Freire and some of his followers neglect to take into account the significance of
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differences in positjonal.ty,
wh.ch can affec, ,he sh.ft.ng of
result in the simultaneous
pnvtlege

and oppress, on

.dem,* and

subject, v,^

and

m ay

each Afferent context and
location. We.ler

in

(1994: 13) argues, ‘they do not
directly analyze the
contradictions between confl, cling
oppressed

groups or the ways

,„

wh.ch

a single indtvidual can

being privilege or oppress, ve in
another.'

framework

for

subject, v,ty

pracb boners

to deal

As

expenence oppression

a result, Fre.rean

in

one sphere wh.le

pedagogy fads

to P rov,de a

with the contrad.ctory and shiffing
natures of pos.bonality and

of the oppressors and the oppressed

the world of increasing
multiplicity and

fragmentation.

“Brady (1994) additionally highlights the
major
intellectuals

make

in appropriating

risk

and the error

that the First

and transferring Freire’s pedagogy
without questioning the

influence of cultural and historical setting
where this pedagogy has emerged.

‘many uses of Freire’s work reveal an inadequate
understanding of both

Brady continues,

the anti-colonial project

informs h.s pedagogy and his dialectical
theory of language. More specifically,

that

translation

of Freire’s work

discourses and

how

is

World,

informs

Freire’s

it

in

ways

they radically structure his view of the
relationship between theory and

that

‘empty

as a counter-narrative.’

work

is

it

work

is

often adopted and reproduced, especially in
the

of any understanding of the legacy of colonial struggle
that

At

the

same

time, ‘the sites of privileges and

power

historical location

and

pedagogy inadequate

left

in

which

used generally represent locations of theorizing which are
both complicitous with

and unreflective about the legacy of imperialism’
(149). The specifications of the

Due

lost in the

an understanding of his reliance on anti-colonial
and post-colonial

practice’ (149). Consequently, Freire’s

First

World

to the

to

political intention that delineated Freire’s

and

cultural

work undoubtedly makes

his

be employed for women’s empowerment through education.

inadequacies and tendencies previously discussed, a number of questions are

unaddressed and

many

practical

Oppressed’. For example, Freire

issues are left unexplored in Freire’s

may acknowledge

have more authority and power than

that,

their learners do.
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by

By

virtue

Pedagogy of

of their structural

the

role, teachers

neglecting to deconstruct their

own

polmcs of privilege, educators reproduce
and perpetuate
In

any attempt

to extend or replicate Freire's

must 'negotiate and deconstruct the
borders
location,' including the

need

'to

the legacy of the oppressive
colonialism.

pedagogy, Brady (1994: 150)
suggests, educators

that define the politic

and the privilege of

their

own

change terms on which the borders are
both named and crossed.'

Hence, educators must clarify ‘what the
terms of reference are that educators
use
particular place, to create conditions
for others to speak,

and

to

speak from a

to reconfigure through specific

pedagogical practices the relations between
the centers and the margins
of powers.’ Finally,
educators must constantly re-exam, ne
historical, social

them the

and

political borders

possibility to

how

differences in identity, and subjectivity,
including

of the

produce knowledge

sites

and spaces

in

which they work, could offer

for resisting oppression

and domination. Hence,

posts tructural feminist educators have taken
up an active role in correcting weaknesses
and

extending the inadequate components of Freirean

critical

pedagogy and our

last

speaker will

elaborate this part for you.”

The Third Speaker: From Freirean

to

Feminist Pedagogy

After the second speaker returns to her seat, the third
speaker comes to the podium and

begins her presentation after the audience finish applauding for
the second speaker.

Like

critical

originated from

The

pedagogy, there are also two distinctive strands of feminist pedagogy.
One

Women’s

Studies departments and stresses the instructional aspects of pedagogy.

other emerged from schools of education and emphasizes the
philosophical and political

aspects of feminism (Gore 1993, 1992). Feminist pedagogues from schools
of education mainly

vocalize a broad (and shifting) social and educational vision, while those in

shows greater concern

for instructional practices in specific context.

pedagogues do not often position

their

Women’s

Studies

Although most feminist

pedagogical work or writing within specific feminist

philosophies, most literature on feminist pedagogy, whether from
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Women’s

Studies or Education,

reflects liberal

and rad, cal feminism while some
few

reflect poststructuralist

reflect socialist,

feminism (Gore 1993).

“Certam assumptions about knowledge,
power and
that underlie feminist

the 1960s‘ (Weiler 1994:

educators in the university today

'

T°

Understand

women's knowledge of

still

movement of

11).

feminist

pedagogy today, Weiler (1994) suggests

the late 1960s

in society.

revolutionary traditions:

The pedagogical

practices

of feminist

process and the methods for
consciousness-raismg and claiming

in the

that

it is

important that

consciousness-raising groups of

and the early 1970s. To Weiler, the

consciousness-raising in this penod was the need
for

fundamental change

to the polifcal acttvism of
the

echo the social and polk, cal vts.on of
the original struggle

understand the origins of the feminist approach
liberation

the v,s,on for social
transformation

pedagogy ‘can be traced beyond the academy

women’s movement of

the paSt

and very recently some

women’s

women's

ground of

essential

political action in

we

demanding

a

Consciousness-raising shared the political assumptions
of earlier

understanding and

theoretical

analysis were

the

first

step to

revolutionary change and that theory alone was
inadequate. In other words, theory and practice

were intertwined as

“Based

on

praxis.

friendship

and

commonly

shared

political

commitments,

the

early

consciousness-raismg activity began by examining and discussing
women’s shared experiences

and feelings of sexuality, family and participation
the later period, consciousness-raising then

truth

in

male-dominated

moved toward examining

and knowledge about women. Through

this process,

feelings in a collective, leaderless group to find the

women,

as a group,

mapped

women

left political

movement.

In

the existing discriminative

shared their experiences and

commonality among themselves.

Finally,

out the roots of their commonality in experiences and feelings, then

analyzed and theorized the causes and the forms of social subordination and oppression that they

commonly
approach

of

experienced. In sum, consciousness-raising

that reflects the realities

their lives’

is

‘a theoretical

understanding’ and ‘the

of women’s socially defined subjectivities and the conditions

(Weiler 1994: 22). The activity of consciousness-raising began to narrow
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its

focus

.0 persona, transfomrat.on

movement expanded

to reach a

“Nonetheless,
intellectuals

are

and lose Us conrmrtaen,

«o

revolution change when

the

women's

wider group of women.

Women's

Stud.es programs and courses
advocated by the

one sue where

traditional

consciousness-raistng did

find

its

new

feminist

institutional

expression' (Wetler .994: 22). While
feminist scholars continuously
challenge the traditional

knowledge, their attempt
reflects the

Oppressed.

to create a

new pedagogy

for consciousness-raising

problems of the unitary and universal
approach similar

Some

feminist pedagogues

and Ellsworth for example, also

who

feel there is

attempted to

affiliate

no space within

,t

to Freire's

m

the

academy

Pedagogy of , he

with Freirean approach. Gore

for critique

terms (Burbules 2000: 251). This prompted
feminist educators to explore

and

new

liberation

on

their

directions that can
#

improve the weaknesses of Freirean and other
kind of pedagogy

Some contemporary

educational theorists, especially feminists
such as Tisdell (1998); Weiler

(1991, 1994); Brady (1994); and Gore (1992,
1993),

appear

for liberation (Weiler 1994).

in Freire’s critical

map

the weaknesses and limitations that

pedagogy and other strands of feminist pedagogy.
These elements

include the dismissal of gender and

its

relation to race

and

class, the neglect to address the

of authority and power based on gender, race/ethnicity
and

class, the presentation

forms

of teachers or

educators as a ‘generic man,' and the neglect to question
the political ideology of Western liberal

humanism and modernity. Nonetheless, many
do not dismiss
pedagogy. In

all

fact,

feminist educators—including the ones just cited—

of the pedagogical principles

in

Freire’s

and other strands of feminist

they attempt to compare the similarities and the distinctive
differences between

Freirean pedagogy and feminist pedagogy.

“For example, both strands share some similarities
social oppression

and

social injustice

in the vision

and of transforming oppressive

and goal of Fighting

social structures.

feminist vision of a teacher's authority reflects the image of Freirean teacher,

hand holds the authority by the

virtue

who on

The

the one

of greater knowledge and experience while on the other

hand becomes a joint learner with her/his students. The ultimate goal of Freirean pedagogy and
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feminist

pedagogy

arrive at this

,s ,o raise learners'

pom, from

the process

consciousness about the causes
of the,, oppression. They

of

critical thinking

and

critical reflection

posing and d.aloguing between
learners and instructors. The
process of
self-reflection

learners'

and

self-critic,

sm

,s

through problem

critical thinking, critical

expected to enhance the change
or the transformation

in

perceptions and understanding
of then social meaning, of
then reahty and of the

oppressive conditions they are
confronting. Through this
process, the learners will eventually
take
action to act against or eradicate
such oppressions.

“However, there

are

feminist pedagogy, but also

distinct

among

differences not only between
Freirean pedagogy and

different strands of feminist
pedagogy.

From

her review of

existing feminist pedagogy, Tisdell
(1998, 2000) concludes that there are three
major models of

feminist

pedagogy-namely, psychological,

psychological model focuses on
(in the generic sense)

and

is

psychologically safe environment where

women

model are

women' (1998:

model emphasizes

form of positionality

in this

14-142. Author’s emphasis).

similarities

women

rather than with structural

among women. Thus gender

difference

is

the

model. According to Tisdell (2000: 164), leaming/teaching

model of feminist pedagogy emphasizes ‘sharing

authority’

with

all

classroom and promotes ‘connection, relationship, and
affectivity as well as
instructors are expected to be caring, nurturing

that

The

and psychoanalytic feminists whose primary

liberal

with the psychological liberation of the
individual

social change. This

this

to create a

appreciate their learning experience us

concern

that the

can come to voice and perceive
themselves as the knowledge constructor

theoretical advocates of this

sole

how

and poststructural. Tisdell explains

structural

and supportive

to all learners.

members

in

rationality.’

in

the

The

However, issues

concern ‘women of Color, working-class women, and lesbian
or bisexual

women

remain

mostly invisible’ in the classroom of this model.

“For the structural model of feminist pedagogy, Tisdell (1998:
142) claims
critiques of Freire’s

structural

pedagogy are probably the

model advances Freire

s

initial

inspiration to

pedagogy by moving from
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its

that feminist

development.

The

class as an analysis unit to deal

W,.h soc, al structured power
relattons based on gender,
race-class, sexual orientation
and so on

and also

to deal with systenrs

of oppress, on and prtvtlege
such as patrtarchy and
capualtsnt.

Other words, the structural
model recognizes differences
and the stgntf, canoe of
posttionality.

Th,s model assumes that
‘authonty
1

998: ,43) and although

can be shared,

t,

their authority completely.

careful

manner

thinkers’

detemnned by

is

,,

,s

structural factors

of privilege' (Tisdell

.mposstble to expect the instructors
to throw

However, mstructors are cannoned

authomy

to use

power" The ms, motor’s
persuade learners to

come

role in this

jus, as ‘talk’ bu, as the

model

to vo.ce in the

is

‘to

symbol of then tdennty and

atmosphere where they

may see
The

themselves

process ol

examine and challenge the

mechanisms

The
pedagogy are

Learners are

the

contributions of

people of color.

differences between poststructural feminist
pedagogy and other strands of feminist
in the

assumptions concerning the construction of
subject (self and identity) and

subjectivity (consciousness)

and the unit of analysis

and between learners and

Tisdell, Gore,

women and

class.

have controlled the

that

knowledge production and have marginalized
or excluded

marginalized and oppressed groups such as

learners

sociopolitical

a, nsk, or as

learning process in this

model thus proactively promotes confrontational
analysis of gender, race and
to

cm, cal

confront unequal power relat.ons’
and to

Tisdell (1998: 143) states, ‘coming
to voice in spite of difference.’

encouraged

an ethical and

(Tisdell 2000: ,67-168). In thts
model, learners are •cotnmg to
vo.ce as

and they perce, ve then vo.ce no,

away

that relates to the

power

relations

instructors. Additionally, poststructural
feminist

Luke, Ellsworth, Weiler, for

example—realize

among

educators—

that all pedagogies contain potential

oppressive and discriminative elements within them.
They see the necessity to question the

assumptions of equality and egalitarianism

in sharing

power between teachers and

learners and

deconstructing the binaned or polarized categories
(voice-voiceless, conscious-unconscious.

See the detailed discussion in Hayes (2000). 'Voice’ in Hayes and Flannery
The Significance of Gender in Adult Learning. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass

(Eds.),

Women

as Learners:

Publishers, pp. 79-109.
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power-powerless, and reason-emotion)
that appear unproblenrat.c

empowennen.

in

feminist liberatory and

dtscourses. Poststructural fern,
nisi pedagogues hold that
‘the intersect, on of
gender

wtth other system of oppress, on
and pnvilege are key to the
construct, on of self (T.sdell
1998:
146).

They suspect

that the representation

fenunist educators from
are caused

recogmzmg uneven power

by deferences

shifting identity

of ‘generic educators’ and
‘generic women’

in positionality.

relat.ons

limit

between educators and learners

that

Therefore they highlight the not.on
of constantly

and pay attention to the connection
between

indivi duals sh, fling .dentity

and

socal structures as well as the way
positionality affects the power
dynam.c and outcome
learning/teaching in the classroom (Tisdell
1998, 2000; Luke 1996).

and

‘generic’

‘essential’

bmary meaning of

self,

To avo.d

the danger of

assumptions, poststructural feminist educators
question the existing
.dentity

and subjectivity of the human subjects.
They question and

problematic the representation and discursive
meanings of these terms

in

order to subvert them

into the practical possibility.

I

think Weiler (1994: 13) rightly argues that
‘Freirean and

raise the conflicts for themselves

whose own

subjectivities

are

and
often

their students,

who

contradictory

some

feminist pedagogues

themselves are historically situated and

and

in

process.’

pedagogues, such as Tisdell 1998, Weiler 1994 and Brady
1994,

Poststructural

criticize Freirean

feminist

pedagogy

for

focusing only on the class oppression and ignore other
system of oppression such as gender and
race. Freire also tends to represent the social agents
involving in liberation process as ‘generic’

subjects with unified historical experience of oppression.

other hand foregrounds gender.

Some connect gender

The

to race

structural feminist

and class but

generic nature or the essential nature of gender, race and class, which
essential in a

separatist

sense. For example, claiming that ‘we’ are the

I

still

pedagogy on the

maintain either the

personally perceive as

women

of color from the

colonized Third World implies the ‘sameness’ or ‘generic’ characteristics of the we identity
and
implicitly excludes

you who do not share

essential identity

of ‘we.’ Contesting

political identity

and subjectivity apparently puts feminist educators between the horns of dilemma.
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"In posts tructural femintst
thought, the

meantng of self and

identity

depend on whether „

has been conceptuahzed on
the basts of essen.tahst
or nonessentiaits, assuntphons.
(2000: 55-88) explains, an
essentialist perspective assumes
a
charactenstics of self that are
mamfested by

people

all

m

common

set

ways

particular

of identity and

that

significantly over timed
Contrartw.se, a non-essent.alist
perspective

assumes

multiple identities and types of
self ‘that change across time
and .ha,

may

other.-

self

The

and

nonessentiaits, s are often attentive
to

try to look a, both aspects

many

Based on

this line

it

do not change
that

conlltc,

there are

w„h

each

concetvable express, ons of tdentity
and

of self-similarity and dtfferences
(Flannety 2000: 55-58).

Flannery quotes Josselson (1987:
8) to argue tha, identity

and the world, deftntng as

As Flannety

does what the individual

is ‘the

mterface between the tndivrdual

will stand for

...

or (to be) recogntzed

as.’

of argument, Flannery concludes tha,
people can choose to construct or

change dent, ties. They can even ‘lower or
,

ratse their identity goals’ or ‘give

up some

to

identities in

favor for retaining others.’

“Flannery’s argument confirms that self
self

is

is

not fixed and

is

subject to renewal

when

the

presented or contested in different sociopolitical
contexts of interaction. The representation

of self as

‘historically situated’ risks creating a fixed,
essentialized

identical subjectivity. This type of representation,

P-123) calls

‘

structure that

subject,

th e

on one hand, camouflages what Lorde (1984:

oppressor within us’ and overlooks the simultaneous
privilege and oppression

caused by the shifting and contradicting positionality.
To avoid essentializing the

is

on the other hand,

risks perpetuating a ‘generic’ subject

caused by the particularity of
invisible. In

and unified identity as well as

my

identity, say gender, race

and

and makes oppressive relations

class, less visible or

even entirely

opinion, the representations of generic subject and essentialized
subject have an

equal potential in reproducing the notion of ‘sameness’

—

either

we

are universally the

same or we

are essentially the same. Without a careful consideration of the
contradictory natures of self and
identity, either

of gender, race,

of these representations possibly dismisses the significance of differences
class, sexuality, religious,

age and so on.
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in

terms

“The assumption concerning

self

and subjectivity thus becomes
the

crucial demarcation

of the theoretical boundaiy between
poststructuralist and the humanist
discourses.
Caffarella (1999:

357) quoted Clark (1997:

assumption of a unified self pnv, leges
the
to give voice to other

dimension

dimension of the

in the class.

rational,

agenic self and thereby

self.' If the

dimension

then sense of

that has

fails to

it

would

self, learners

Hence, poststructural feminist educators

is

recognize and

been silenced were the

of the fixed self in the discourse of
humanism (Hughes 2000: 53) and argue
unified, integrated nor authentic
as

and

111) to argue that learn, ng/.eaching
'from the

that learners consider significant
for

disempowered or voiceless

Memam

feel

excluded,

reject the notion

that self is neither

represented in the discourse of modernity
(Merriam and

C affarella 1999: 357). In the view of
poststructural feminist educators, self

is

instead 'socially

and culturally constructed' and ‘positioned
by the patterns of language or discourse'
(Hughes
2000: 43). Identity

is a part

of

self.

Both

self

and

identity are thus multiple, fragmented

and

fluid

or ever-changing and in a stage of continuous
construction and reconstruction in correspondence
to the discourse, the context

and the sociocultural

institution to

which

a person engages or

connects herself or himself in a particular histoncal
period.
“Differences, positionality and the implications to
teachers’ and learners’ identity and
subjectivity are elements that Freirean educators

theme

in feminist

pedagogy, especially

whose works are being discussed,
of the personhood.

Weedon

in the poststructuralist strand.

identity, self

(1997:

32)

and subjectivity are the

explains

unconscious thoughts and emotion of the individual.’

comprehends her or

address and have

fail to

that

It is

his relationship to the social world.

subjective

engagement

in

the

practices,

To

a sense of self and

To Alcoff

discourses,

is

conscious

ways

and

that a person

is

and

is

acquired through ‘one’s

institutions

It

that

anchor

can be said

the product or the reflection of self. Like self and identity, subjectivity
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components

(1995: 445), subjectivity

significance (value, meaning, and affect) to the events of the world.’
subjectivity

the

is

the central

feminist educators

inter-related

‘subjectivity

‘what a person perceives and comprehends as subjective,’ that which
personal,

become

is

that

not fixed

but sh.ft.ng and ever chang.ng
in accordanee with the
self and .dent.ty that a
person defines or
contests in a specif, c eon, ex,
of soc.al interact. on. In th.s
line of argument, subject,
v.ty

is

a

process of constant renewal based
on the subject's .nteract.on with
the world. The fom.at.on
of
subjectivity

is

thus a cont.nuous process and

engagement of a

determ.ned by the expenence of a
cont.nuous

is

self in social reality.

Although posts tmctural feminist
educators are watchful
positionality as are structural
feminist pedagogues,

I

would say

for

differences caused by

that posts, ructural

fern, ms,

educators are more careful about the
.ssues of 'generic' and 'essential'
self and posit, onality of
educators.

structural

Poststructural feminist educators have
advanced the analys.s of psychological and

models of feminist pedagogy by

and authority due
differences

intertwined

among
power

and Hughes 2000

to positional, ty.

subjects

project, ng the possibility

Poststructural

and the limitation of vo.ce

feminist pedagogy,

and the mult, pie forms of oppress, on

structures of gender, race/ethnicity

and

class.

therefore,

that

emphasizes

occur through the

(See Weiler 1994; Tisdell 1998;

for example.) Besides, poststructural
feminists avoid the pitfall

of representing

subjects or social agents, especially educators,
as a ‘generic man’ as occurs in Freirean critical

pedagogy, and as an ‘essentialized person’ found
psychoanalytic, radical and cultural, for example.

in

other strands of feminist

To avoid

this trap, poststructural

educators concentrate on articulating the concept of
positionality and mapping
relations to the agent’s subjective

meaning of self,

identity

pedagogy-

its

feminist

significant

and expenence. Poststructural feminist

educators acknowledge and accept that the educators/instructors
have more authority than
learners have. In the view of poststructural feminist educators, the
positionality of the instructors

and the way instructors exercise
voice,

coming

to voice

their authority

have crucial consequences

and knowledge construction

“Speaking from her teaching experience

in the

to the process

of giving

classroom.

in the university setting, Tisdell (1998:

147)

confirms that the instructor’s and learner’s positionality has significant influence on the content

and process of leaming/teaching, the classroom dynamic and the knowledge construction of
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teachers and learners. She asserts,
‘the positional^ of the
tnstruc.or always affects
what goes on
class.’

Likewise, Walters and Man,
com (1996: 15) argue that the valuatton
and legmmacy of

expenence and vo.ce depend ve,y
much on who has the power or author,
ty
expenence and voice

worthwh.le.

is

regarded as valuable or

legit, mate

is

It

to decide

unden, able that the selected
expenence would be

knowledge and consequently other
types of experience would

be devalued or d.scnmmated against.
Regard, ng the educator as a genenc
person
an act of refustng to quest, on and
examine

and allow or
their

how

are

grounded

problematizing both

identity

in

then

difterent

who

essent.al

identity

could

w.thdraw

and the connection between tdentity
and

educators

politics.

from educators.

Lies

Th.s act
classroom,

I

my

will stop

and questions

to

presentation here and hope you might
have

,s

some

ask us.”

Beyond Freire and Feminist

Atter the

to

in the

from

perceive that an ’essential’ .dentity and
subject, v,ty in pos.t.onality that

reflections to share with us

What

m some way,

classroom. In the contra^, holding
that

consequently excludes some learners from
voicing and knowledge construction
especially those

,s,

proper educators legitimatize learners’
expenence

d, sallow certain learners
to ’voice’ in the

politics

whose

ask questions.

last

I

over the notes that

speaker finishes her presentation, the next session

do not pay much
I

took.

attention to

what goes on

is

in this part.

open
I

for the audience

keep busy by going

These three speakers have raised several important

points.

They point

out the potential oppressive elements in hberatory
and critical discourses and indicate the
practical possibilities

apparent differences

and limitations

among

in

the binary system

of the discursive language. The

these approaches are the historical contexts, social structure,
and the

discursive trends concerning the socio-cultural and political role
of education on which the
articulators

model

based their assumptions for

their

pedagogical development as well as the rational

that educators use to theorize their approach.

Each of the pedagogies

particular set of social assumptions or social paradigm that
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is

also situated in a

seems appealing or familiar

to the

and socto-pofittcal expenence
of

subjectivity

caused certain strengths and
weaknesses

Based on
instructional

my

method

its

art.culator.

These dtfferences consequentty

each of these pedagogical
approaches.

in

observation, pedagogies are not
only an educational philosophy
or an

.ha, is

grounded

rational process for dectsion-making

,n a spec, fie soctal

and more or

paradtgn, and assuntpfions.

less close to

what Goulet (1986)

ranonahty model. Goulet (1986) postulates
three models of rationahty
are technical, political and ethical
rationality.

epistemological foundations of

modem

He

science.

I, ,s

calls

an eth,cal

deeding polices, which

in

elaborates that technical rationality
rests on the
It

applies scientific knowledge and
pnnciples to

solve problems or asserting control
over nature, social institutions, people
and technology

The goal of

also a

technical rationahty is to get something

done

efficiently

itself.

and anything else other than

goal should be treated instrumentally.
Whatever blocks the efficiency of procedure
to reach the
set goal

must be eliminated.
The second model, political rationality,

goal

is

to preserve certain institutions

position within the institutions.

at

The

maintaining the status quo, but

is

committed

and rules of the game, or

to concrete

their special influence

logic of political rationahty, however,

at

eliminating or altering

language of political rationahty, the actor

who employs

it.

accomplishment.

To

is

Its

and power

frequently aimed not

gain a platform to speak the

political rationahty

sometime has

to

speak the idiom of technical or ethical rationahty as well.
Ethical or humane rationahty, on the
other hand, takes certain values and norms considered worthy
for certain
responsibility and obligation of people— as

demands respect

tor

people

who

its

basis of

making

decision. This

to

rights,

model of rationahty

are devoid of power, status, or expertise as being of worth

independent of their usefulness to other causes. For ethical rationahty,

and

sakes— freedom,

be well than to do or to be well thought

of.

it is

The decision made under

more important
this rationahty

to

be

model

often weighs whether the decision supports or undermines the culture, dignity
and rights of

unimportant or less powerful people. According to Goulet, the most convincing articulators of
ethical rationahty are those

who

are ‘left out’ of social
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power and wealth. Other than

their ethical

justification, these people

hence can find no basis

articulators often lacks the luxury

power maintenance,

as the other

Based on Goulet's

of grounding

to express their vital interests.
This category

its

programmatic claims

of

,n either efficiency or

two models do.

three rational models, Freirean

and feminist pedagogical approach

appears to be a combination of all three
models. However, the prominent
characteristic of Freire's

approach and feminist approaches other
than the poststructuralist strand,
are
technical and political.

problem (oppression),
powerlessness).

in the

models of

The pedagogical processes of these two
strands focus on analyzing
(he cause

(how

it

the

occurs), the effects of the problem
(marginalization,

The weakness of these two pedagogies

is their

analysis on whether the action that

learners decide to use for ending
oppression will cause another oppressive
consequence or not.

Poststructural feminist

Although

its

pedagogy shows mixed

rational process

is

characteristics

actions

ethically.

It

political

and

ethical models.

similar to the pedagogical approach of
Freire and other strands of

feminism, poststructural feminist pedagogy further
analyzes
certain

of the

especially

stresses

how

to

make

a decision to take

analyzing the teaching process that would

transform the consciousness and actions of the less
powerful (learners) without dominating their
historical experience

and

their preferred

Freirean pedagogy
this social

is

paradigm assumes

way of learning

to transform.

inevitably constituted in the radical humanist paradigm,
because
that

(hu)man

is

a free, rational being

who

has a potential to free

him/herselt trom a social bondage. Pedagogy that posits itself in
this paradigm, such as Freirean

pedagogy thus tocuses on analyzing and conceptualizing modes of domination,
,

emancipation and potentiality and then articulating a strategy
limitation

to

of existing social arrangement. The model of education

liberatory or emancipatory model. This

model aims

at

deprivation,

over-throw or transcend the
in this social

paradigm

45

is

a

bringing about change at the individual

The discussion on the models of education in four social paradigms is adapted and summarized Askew,
Susan, and Camell, Eileen. (1998) Transforming Learning: Individual and Global Change., London and
Washington: Cassell Chapter 6, pp. 83-96.
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level,

which

is

of educahon

viewed as a prerequ.site
,h,s soctal

capacy

educahon regards

for learning.

self-reflection

reflecting

change

soc.ety a, the

parad.gm emphas.zes develop,
ng

of expenence, especial* ones
ntodel of

for

,ha, related to soeta,
.nequahty

leathers as reflex, vc, act.ve
socal

The teacher

faclitates

and d.scuss the appl.cafon of

leant, ng.

The

The cumculum

and oppress, on. The liberatory

change agents w,th cons.derable
to share exper.ence,
practice

learn, ng/teachutg process
thus stresses

on subjectwe expenence of the
subject through the forma, of
interachve d.alogue,

outcome of learn, ng

way

level.

of self-reflection and analys.s

and challenges learners

budding interpersonal relat.onsh.ps
and usmg the group as

the

sktlls

macro

,„ this

model

,s

a learning resource.

The expected

generally the conscousness change,
and especially change

m

learners respond and act in the
world.
Poststructural

structuralist

feminist pedagogy seems to meet
most characteristics of the radical

paradigm. Theorists in

structural conflicts, contradictions,

this

paradigm give importance

modes of domination,

to analyzing

social deprivation

and critiquing

and the possibility

to

deal w.th tension and contradictions
through the process of problematizing and
deconstructing the
sociocultural constructed subject and
subjectivity.

The model of education

in this

paradigm

is

education tor social justice that commits to
social emancipation and the ethical social
change. The
crucial goal

of education

in this

paradigm

is

to

encourage agency’s responsibility for changing

unjust social relation in the society reflexively
and ethically.

model emphasizes

critical interrogation, ethical reflection

The cumculum of

this

education

and evaluation of the knowledge base

and the accepted wisdom or truths of the society as
determined or legitimized by experts.
In the

actors

model of

who have

social justice education, learners are regarded

to

The

role

to actively help learners, especially the

develop social analytical

critical analysis

critical

equal capacity for learning but their opportunities to learn
are limited by their

positionality within social structures.

and

and re/presented as

and

social

skills.

of teachers

in this

model

is to

transmit knowledge

marginalized or the silenced group

The leaming/teaching process aims

at

awareness acquired through radical analysis or
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in the

classroom,

developing

skills

reflection, that

is

of
the

problematization and deconstruct™
of self or identrty and subject,
vity of the social agent.
Th.s

model of education confers these
skdls as

a crueral

learning process must enable
learners to d.seover a

means

way

to

for achreving social
just.ee.

view

their

The

world differently and

reflexively.

Personally,

think the Freirean approach
remarkably criticizes the representation
of the

I

oppressed as incapable or the helpless
victim of the oppression. Freire’s
concern for the colonial
attitude

toward the colonized and the oppressed
within the Third World

notice that only few intellectuals, e.g.,
this

representation,

(1994),

Freire asserts that education
should

supporting people to fight for their

any attempt To

Janmohamed

liberate the

own

Mayo
aim

liberation. Similarly to

oppressed without

is

the feature

which

I

(1999), highlight. Concerning

at

empowering, engaging and

some

feminists, Freire considers

their reflexive participation’
(1999:

47)

is

an act of

manipulation or turning the oppressed into the
victim, the helpless or the object that
others have
to rescue or save, in Freire’s

word, “from a burning building.”

In Freire’s view, an attempt to

help liberate the oppressed with the attitude
that they are inherently incapable
of liberating

themselves surely transforms the oppressed into
“masses
Freire

suggests

that

existing

educational

that

can be manipulated” by their savior.

pedagogy or the “banking” approach

education of the imperialist oppressors robs the opportunity
and the capacity of active and

to

critical

thinking from poor peasants and turns them into
passive, non-reflexive and uncritical thinkers.

The capacity

that has

been robbed therefore should not be thought of as an inherent
lack of

capability to think and to act.

To

Freire,

compassion, respect and

trust

between learners and

teachers in the process of dialogical leaming/teaching are
the crucial keys to the success of
authentic conscientization.

rationalize

and

to

The

reflect

on

lack of trust and respect, especially in the capacity of learners
to
their

reality

and

experience,

could

cause

conscientization for liberation. Freire declares, “To achieve the praxis, however,
trust in the

oppressed and in their ability to reason. Whoever lacks
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the

it

is

failure

of

necessary to

this trust will fail to initiate (or

W," abandon) dialogue,

reflection,

communiques, monologues, and

a foundation

how he

reflect

worked.

instructions”

([

will

fall

into

using

slogans,

1970 ] 1999- 48 )

do agree w.th Fretre about the
stgniflcance of bust, respect and
compass, on, wh.ch

I

me

and communication, and

I

of mindfulness toward other
people.

I, is

a pity that Fre.re did no,
explain and

has gained the “love” and the
must for and from poor people
w.th

can say for myself that

trust,

whom

he

respect and compass, on between
teachers and learners

cannot grow from three hours a week
of mterac.ion in a classroom for
one semester. From

expenence of implementing common,
ty-based nonforma! educaflon

common, ties,
settings.

I

I

had

had

to

be involved

people

to learn

one of

what kind of a person

I

conceived the community as
process of gaming

trust

my

was but

learned lo live experiences that

my belief and

communities before

trust

it

involvement

in

also enabled

them

I

had

in the

be open for

to

had never lived before.

I

people

in the

I

I

community

When

I

me

is

almost nothing

at

those learning lessons,

teachers of the teacher.’

I

am

me

connect

my

I

member

me

me and

feel

as

I

accept

me

as

belonged, and

my

I

relatives. In the

kinds of learning experiences.

I

learned to share, to negotiate and to

I

I

learned to be non-

learned that the oppressive

when compared with what

realize that

world with

I

am

the poor

no educational

institutions in the

whom

their world.

I

taught.

From
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life

living proof of Freire’s statement “learners

one of the teachers

have been empowered by the learners
helped

to trust

community
all

as a

with such learning opportunities and experiences that the real

classroom within the community had offered me.

become

rural

are confronting.

look back

world can provide

was accepted

values with those of the people in the community.

personally suffer

Tha,

community not only helped

the

judgmental about the values and beliefs that are different
from mine.
condition from which

I

and acceptance made

family and the people

and acceptance,

in the northern

my

people both inside and outs.de the
formal learning

My presence and my

community members. The

their

compromise

w„h

to live for a long time within
the

of the “communal family.”

to

is

who

has been taught by their learners.

These learners

this experience,

I

liberated

my mind

I

and

grasped the meaning of

power-to” and “power-wdh” almost
instantly when

More

discourse.

and wanting
of

importantly,

to share

collectivity.

At

my

more with
same

the

encountered the concepts

I

involvement with the community
made

other people. This experience

time,

it

stops

me from

m

me become

makes me believe

looking further whether

academic

less selfish

,n the

goodness

goodness can

this

equally benefit everyone, what
people within the community have
to trade off and whether

everybody equally
I

sacrifice for maintaining their

communal

find the critique of educators’
positionality

as the attempt to escape

extreme contrast between

and the deconstruction of power use as
well

totally

pulls educators

It

more powerful through questioning

the

because

we

grow and become personally empowered

I

admire

It

empowerment

their attempt to

process,

as educators believe

it

is

de-empower

Memam

in their lives, at least

the

authority.

and Caffarella

right for adults (learners) to

as a result of their educational expenences,

be what learners themselves want or need

the

helps practitioners

of educators’ use of power and

ethic

ethical practice of educators in the

that: “Just

away from judging and from

good/nght and absolutely bad/wrong.

recognize the grayish shade in each of the
pedagogies.

(1999. 371) caution

and harmony.

from the system of binary meanings are
the most intriguing and powerful

features of poststructural feminist pedagogy.

Concerning

collectivity

perhaps not

intention without right mindfulness does not always
lead to nght action.

it

may

at the time.”

The honorable

not

Right

intention

to help learners to

be aware of social injustice or oppression and their genuine
enthusiasm to

empower and urge

learners to act against oppression

make educators

blind to finding out the

reasons for which certain learners resist change or refuse particular
knowledge.
(2000. 60)

is

right to

warn

though we might prefer

that educators could easily

to think

in perception

and

much about how

of oppression and liberation

subjectivity.

I

become “appropnators of

Hughes

subject even

of ourselves as relatively benign ones.”

Strange to say, the scholars and theorists
presentations today didn’t say

think

I

whom

I

discuss or

whom

I

heard from the

educators can possibly harness the discrepancies

that is

caused by differences

remember reading Hayes 2000;

in identity, positionality

Tisdell 1998, 1995; Walters and
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Manicom

1996. These femmist
educators actarowledge that
context.

all

1

canters,

women

or men, Hve ,n a wtder

Thetr experiences, tnterests
and ievels of consciousness
about dtfferen, forms of

oppress, on vary poor to class
participation. Teachers/edueators
are .mportant agents for
social

change.

and
of

They have

to select

‘official

genenc or

institutional/legitimate author,
ty

and evaluate whose experience

is

and power

worthwh.le

to

to decide the direction

of change

be made v.sible and to become
part

knowledge’ in the process of socal
change. Nonetheless, the
representations of e.ther
essential

educators d.vert educators'
attention

away from

quest, on, „g them

own

positionality that can reproduce
oppressive acts in the process of them
attempt to eliminate them.

For such reasons, posts, mctural
pedagogues problems!, ze then own
positionality and
whether them positionality could possibly
discriminate against those of the

learners.

reflect

At the same

time, they critically consider the
positive and negative ,mpacts of
their positionality and look for

ways

to create

an inclusive curriculum and a
pedagogy that effectively empowers learners

voice, to construct

knowledge and

Additionally,

I

to

to challenge authority.

often feel frustrated

when

I

encounter discourses that present educators
as

an “ethical, generic savior” of the “genenc,
uniformly poor, ignorance and powerless”
learners. In

some graduate

classes,

“empowerment” and

I

did

not

empowered even though

feel

“critical” learning techniques.

what actually happened

in the class.

I

often

felt that

what educators believe useful or right for learners
with Hughes (2000: 60)
usually take learners

knowledge

in

better than the

resistance to knowledge,

may encourage

to

do or

to be.

I

that learners

it

is

make me

am

very

which educators believe

it

contradictory to

think and accept

much

in

agreement

in

hand.” Educators

is

the right kind of

and practice, as a sign of unconsciousness or ignorance

this sense, educators

knowledge

frustrated because

educators tned to

employed

instructor

saying that “liberation and subjugation go hand

for their liberatory project

about oppression. In

was

I

the

have already believed that the knowledge they have

is

have (Luke 1996, Hughes 2000). This biased assumption

educators to look for a

way

to subjugate learners’ preferred or prior

knowing. Hughes (2000: 52) raises some questions
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that

I

think important for

all

ways of

liberatory

educators.

She asks, 'How do you respect

educahon, when you believe

the learners'

in the.r usefulness

and even

nght
their

you disrupt the colon, ztng tendencies
of educa, tonal systems
wtth.n a recognition that your
also

1

noticed

own

that

remember

my

there

political act, on. If

we

adult

etnpowenng potential?" ‘How do

that

shape subject ,n particular
ways

some conceptual confusion between

is

master study

was

that there

knowledge (of

teaching practtces are also attempts
to colon, ze?"

consciousness and “conscientizafon.”
participated during

to refuse the

I

recall a class dtscuss.on
about Fre.re's

a, the

Center for Intemat.onal Educahon

a tendency to equate

“consctenhzahon" w,th

pol.tical

socio-political

pedagogy
,n

that

I

1983-1984.

comm.tmen,

I

or

accept the poststructural argument
that self is mult, pie, fragmented
and in a

stage of continuous construct, on and
reconstruct, on in correspondence to
the d.scourse, the

context and the soco-cultural institutions
to wh.ch a person engages
or connects herself or

htmself in a particular historical per.od,

of consciousness. Looking
action to

make

at the relation

social change,

that identity or self

we would

I

of a person

am
is

very

and the connection between “conscientization"
and

much

in

is

interpreted or reconstructed

boundary of meaning and knowledge available

this notion,

agreement with Alcoff (1995: 446)

argues

our social consciousness

“is

in the culture at

a

given historical moments. In

never fixed, never attained once and for

that particular pedagogical processes can

It is

by each of us within

because “discursive boundaries change with historical
conditions.” Hence, there

assuming

who

constituted with a historical process of
consciousness.

process through which the history of a person
a

accept Alcofrs argument about the
formation

do the magic of raising

all”

is

and

this is

a danger of

learners’ critical

consciousness and they will be instantaneously transformed or take
action to make social change
immediately.

Despite the tact that transformation and empowerment are processive and
continual, the
theoretical debates

much emphasize

I

have been following

in the presentations at the

Campus Center

still

very

offering fixed prescriptive perspectives, such as what ethical, non-generic

teachers should teach, what nonhierarchical praxis process should be like and
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how

non-generic

learners learn.

They then

prescriptions, but then

fall

own

latent

and/or clarify. Speak,
ng from
the praxtcal processes

into the trap

of then own

of others-, ha.

prescnpt.ons are dtfferen, from
those they

my own experience

in graduate

of Fretrean and feminist
pedagogies

freedom and authority as

critiques

their practical basis.

As an

programs,

still

I

self,

try to question

have an

,

mission

take liberal prescription of

international graduate student

Instoncal expenences outside
the hberal and Marxts,
prescnpnve frames,

understanding the no, ton of

offering

,s

freedom and authority as prescribed

tha,

self,

who

has

have a hard rime

I

those frames. Th.s could

be one factor tha, makes students
and professors perce, ve “the
reasonableness” of certain

pedagogical approaches differently. For
example,

and the environment

stating

My

natural environment.

grandmother or
write about

my

my

how my

professor suggested that

I

of my

my way

me

“my

women

of conserving the

the reason

great grandfather tnstead of my
grandmother. Initially,

To

paper on

final

should wnte about the influence from

mother without asking me. She did not
ask

simply changed the word

I

a draft

great grandfather influenced

hold a negative attitude toward feminism.
rime,

submitted

I

I

why

I

was upset and

avoid political conflict with

great-grandfather” appeared

in

my

wanted

I

to

began to

professor

my

my

at that

paper to

"my

grandmother.”
In the

second year of graduate study

University, Vancouver,

do

so.

I

in the past.

raise students’

and

me

I

now,

Studies Department at

Simon Fraser

professor’s political standpoint of asking

me

to

women’s expenences and knowledge have been excluded

or

be aware of it and then encouraged

to

my

my

gradually understood that

I

me why

I

wanted

believe she did not ask

notion that child rearing

imagine

to understand

Women’s

my

professor’s goal of teaching

was

partly to

awareness about the exclusion of women’s expenence and
knowledge, and she

that is not asking

situation

began

eventually discovered that

devalued

wanted

I

in the

is

to

me

inclusively

me

to

wnte about

change

my

it.

She however made one mistake

great grandfather.

Looking back

to the

about that probably because she took western feminist

women’s

role

and responsibility. She thus could not

childhood experience would be otherwise. This assumption stopped her from
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questioning further. She then had
no
caregiver unt.l
socialization.

I

was

ten,

my

and

way

to

know

that

my

great grandfather

Consequently, she stopped questioning
whether ‘the reasonableness' of
her

This recollection reminds

many

own

we only do “goodness”

the reasonable or right

right intention

come

me

possible paths to liberation.

path themselves and at their
IS that

way

to

to

like myself.

of the Buddhist teaching that says
a teacher can only show

The

learners are the ones

preferred paces.

The

who have

to

choose and tread the

elusive belief that we, educators,
often hold

our learners. Our pedagogy, any
pedagogy, that

do

My

so.

we employ,

recollection of this incident further
suggests

me

is

that

does not necessary lead to nght action.
Right intention for right action should

together with right understanding, nght
speech, right thought, right effort and
nght

mindfulness/consciousness, both about yourself and
about others with

my

From
processive and

in

reflection

here,

it

becomes more apparent

accordance with constant contextual change.

whom

themselves what kind of learning experience makes
them
intellectually.

this learning

What process

is

involved

in this

own

experiences?

Finally,

how does

to students say

Is

How do students

there

any connection between

new

learning experience

deal with the contradiction of

this contradiction affect the transformation

social vision? Otherwise, these educators "greatest

for

they are blooming or changing

feel

experience and the history of their upbringing? Does this

confirm or contradict the old learning expenence?

interact.

educators agree with this notion

If

type ofleaming?

you

that personal transformation is

and the nature ol transformation, they should not
cease from listening

their

main

nry

environmental consciousness was
mainly influenced by his

pedagogy would contradict the personal
expenence of some student

the

was

emphasis on

criticality

of

their

and inclusivity may

also be the most subtly co-opting and normalizing” (Burbules, 2000:
271).

Back

Face Reality

to

I

heard.

I

have been absorbed into

do not pay much attention

my own
to

who

thought and reflection about the presentations

ask what questions
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at the

end of the presentation

I

have

until I

suddenly hear a soft vo.ce saying,
“Miss, Miss."

me
get

to give a presenta.ton?"

up” I jump

wth

S,artled

off

eyeS

'

1

my

fee,

1

someone

lighfty shaktng

l00k arou " d

'

™
all

"01 at the

Campus

Center.

I

member and

must have

library will close in fifteen

to the

main floor of the
I

waiting for

my husband

feminist pedagogy.

I

pedagogies— as

there,

I

remember
to

These are
for

fallen asleep."

I

me

am

all

young woman looktng
It

all

nght, thank you.

says, “I'm Sony,

thank her again, grab

start to recall

me up

at the

my dream

all

my

I

at

me

really is a dream.

mus, look

I

right?”

I

thought

I

look at the

was

at the

belonging* then head down

parking

lot

near the library. While
I

I

sit

had about Freirean and

thinking that educators need to hear
students say for themselves

them and what

issues

example, the

is their

preferred

beyond what has been

liberal prescription

of

self,

way of
said

in

learning to achieve such
Freirean

freedom and authority

my

And

and

in relation to

with that thought,

dissertation.

Why

feminist

I

don’t

I

suddenly

examine

the experience and the stones of international
graduate students to see if their transformations

respond

to the

problems

I

reflect here?

My own

experience of transformation influenced by the

exposure to the discursive influences and practices of Freirean
and feminist pedagogy as

non formal educator and as an

would be
and share

a

good

my

to transform

I

have to wake you up. The

I

and the thoughts

have found a truly useful and solid topic for

I

a

Center. Oh, my!

the prescription of the dialogical process
of these pedagogies.
realize that

is

with concern, “Are you

She

asking him to pick

what transformation means
transformation.

me

say to her, “I

mmutes.”

Campus

shoulder and saytng, “Mtss,
please

library.

my husband,

call

my

those dreams a, the Hbraty
the whole time.

disconcerted, because the young lady
asks
library staff

think to myself, “Are they
realiy gotng to ask

chair and prepare ,o run. In
from of

have been sleeping and dream,
ng

young

I

international graduate student in North

America higher education

starting point to research into these issues. This is the best

concern with educators

who

and become active agents

are

a

way

that

I

can inform

going to empower international graduate students

for social change.
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At the same

time,

it

can serve as an

ethical refect, on exerc.se for

myself to understand the new knowledge

I

will bring to disseminate

back home.
Before
lot.

me

I

I

can think of anything

get into the car and say,

and laughs, “You told

“You

me on

further,

I

see

my

won't believe what

the

phone

that

you

I

husband pulling

am

fell

going to

tell

his car into the parking

you now.” He looks

asleep at the library without having

lunch. Obviously, you will say that you
can eat the whole elephant. That’s good.

eaten well for a long time.”

and find

me walking

think

I

excitedly,

Really?

of our apartment.

and feminist
say,

I

don

I

t

want

my

books anymore,

What

is

He

get out of the car,

about

it

now. But

my

lot into

warm, foamy bathtub and then

can

I

on,

You

haven’t

you won’t wake up

morning any more. You won’t

find our

bed

that possible?” he asks in disbelief.

He

looks surprised and asks

can answer, he pulls the car into the parking

lot

him.

“It is

about something beyond Freirean

“What on

earth

is

I

tell

think

I

I

that topic?”

I

can even finish writing the

now worry

apartment.

stretch

night's sleep like a lazy cat.

I

I

From now

dissertation topic.”

asks with puzzlement,

to talk

dance from the parking

my

that.

“How’s

either.”

the topic?” Before

chapter within next week.” Feeling that

good

at four in the

have already found

When we

stuff.”

laugh and say, “More than

around the house

covered with stacks of

“Because

I

at

less

about

my

almost can’t wait to

smile

at

literature

dissertation topic,

slip

my

him and
review

I

weary body

myself on a comfy bed (with no books on

it)

almost

into a

for a long

CHAPTER IV

HER LIFE AND MY STORY: LEARNING
IN THE FAMILY
COMMUNITY AND WORKPLACE
The man who

deliberates on his culture

is already cultivated
and the questions of
questioning the principles of his
upbringing still have
roots ln hls upbringing.
(Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977: 37

man who

he

e^

thinks he

is

)

..

questioning

u P ringing...

or critical reflection on one’s
own tradition or culture or
possible because one’s own

of,

only

is

u pbnnging enable

it.

tradition

culture

and

(Gallagher, 1992: 265)

Introduction

Some women

like to think

and write

in a quiet spot.

music on while they are writing and thinking.
The kitchen

many woman
life.

writers to write

in, to

is

Many

love to turn their favorite

seemingly the place most favored by

contemplate and reflect about their work
and their everyday

Dodie Smith, the author of One Hundred and
One Dalmatians and / Capture the

Castle,

Ruth Behar, the author of Translating Women:
Esperanza are examples of such woman
,

have no objection

I

you

if

find

vegetable garden and the backyard of

graduate study. If
night.

it

rains or

sometimes leave

I

watching television. Siggi,
a

it

is

my

my

TV and

television

my husband,

left

it

my
on

not pay

husband, came

to

apartment,

I

my

claim

bed

is

the

that, other

than

forth

my

pencils.

Not

until last

for

my

bed, especially at

between reading and

—

—

has become adapted to

my summer

most productive spot

love to read and write on

5,

2001,

I

or at least used to

sleeping on

year did he finally manage to sleep

was reading and taking notes on

TV

of a science studies program

my

bed as

usual.

remote control, flipped from the channel

NASA channel.

There was a documentary program

attention at the beginning, but eventually

particular science studies

me

on and switch back and

bed and, with the

to his favorite channel, the

much

to hear

writers.

light are on.

Late on the night of March
Siggi,

odd

too cold outside,

bed covered with books, notepads and

soundly while the

it

and

I

one high school

program was taught by a volunteer teacher from
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that

grasped some basic information.

for high school students in

in

I

It

I

had
did

told

Virginia. This

NASA with a Ph.

D. In

'h ,S SC ' enCe StUd ' eS

S™P

Pr0gram a
'

«f

students

Wed

use data and infonua.ion
about

“black holes" from more recent
research and smd.es to support
the theoret.cal argument
about the
format, on and the evolutton of
"black holes” that then mstructor
from

NASA

had made ,n

h.s

doctoral dissertation. In their
attempt to consol, date then
teacher’s theoret.cal argument
with the

new
bu,

data about black holes, these
students found that data in

contradicted

They decided not

dissertation.

were trymg

hypothec and

the

theoretical

to discuss this

to support, until they

more recent smd.es did no, add up

argument

problem with

their

teacher

had made

their instructor,

,n

his

whose theory they

could find more solid evidence and
information

to

back up

their

finding.

After more thorough investigation,
recalculations, and cross-checking
students wrote the report to

show and

journal.

to help these students to write a
report

At the end of

elaborate about what

answer of

the program, the television

made them decide

what made them decide

to

with a work-out and exercise.

You have

to

do

it

He

will not get

said,

fit

I

agree with

three students to

my

I

program and

remember

the

teacher’s analogy

and slimmer by watching other people exercise.

in the first place

attention to

documentary program? One student

and we are

just high school students. That

beginning.” This sentence

somehow

expresses the feeling that

many

is

said,

“He

students and

I

I

and

why

I

began

to

pay more

[the mstructor] has a doctoral degree,

why we were

captured me.

explanation about his teacher’s analogy also
like

published in a scientific

for their study project.

“I think

was very

yourself.”

But do you know what captured me

more students

it

to participate in this specific science
study

very well.

You

and have

instructor

commentator asked these

choose the topic of black holes

this particular student

these

explain the fault they found in their
instructor’s theoretical

argument about the formation and the evolution
of black holes. Their
impressed and agreed

all their data,

not sure about our findings

at the

can identify with

this

myself have

our struggle to learn. His

made me

realize that,

in

high school student.

somewhere out

—those of us who learn from conceptual analogy.

myself
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He

there, there are

I

we

am

a firm believer that learning and
knowing lake place anywhere and any
tone. Only

are mindful to hear stones that
are told and listen to vo.ces
that are active around us
will

surely learn and

something

else,

know somethmg. Only
can

stones and vo.ces

we

we

You probably

story.

.four m.nd

is

open

for

will find

some

would

my

of

fractions

I

like

we

heanng, even though we are do.ng

hear those stones and voices loud
and clear, and especially

hear resonate with our own,

,f

you

when such

open your mind

to

to hear

my

stones and vorce resonate with or
resemble

those of yours.

Part

I:

Learning

in the

While we,

my

plants and flowers in

Early Years of Life 46

“old consciousness” and me,

my summer

garden grow,

be interesting ask her husband

will

to tell

me

I

sit

sipping our morning coffee and watching

suggest to her,

my

“old consciousness,” that

about her transformation.

I

say, “First

been with you the whole time during your graduate
study. He should be able
transformation.” She gives

remember what he

said

remember her husband

46 t

is

a doubtful look

and says,

when you asked him whether
“Unusual. Period.

said,

explain what he meant by

woman, she

me

that,

he

said,

No

I

“I

was

of

it

he has

all,

to notice

your

don’t think that will work. Don’t you
a typical Thai

other adjective added.”

“Whether or not she

is

woman?” Of course,

When

I

I

insisted that he

Thai, whether or not she

is

a

unusual. Plainly unusual.”

•

It is

important to note that most of

grandfather, are not
interpreted

among

all

my

childhood memories, particularly about

Most

firsthand memories.

our family

members

stories

several times after

I

narrate in this part

we become

older.

my

village

had been

Some

and

my

details

great-

and

re-

of stories

my

re-told

great-grandfather told us are greatly contaminated by our re-telling and reinterpretation
of them. Every
year, in an annual family gathering on the traditional New Year Day (April
13), my three uncles and their
families would come to visit and pay their respect to my grandmother, and now
my mother, who had

become

the most senior member of this family. Later my eldest sister and I often re-told
our experiences
with our great grandfather and his stories to our uncles’ children who had never met him. Two
sons of my
first uncle and the twin daughters of my second uncle had been raised by
my grandmother and my mother
until they were four and went back to attend pre-school programs in towns where their
parents live and

work. These four children often heard our grandmother referred
of our great grandfather. These children often asked us whether
taught by the

many

same

teachings. Although

vivid details about

sister’s

and

my

I

am

sure that

childhood experience

my grandmother’s

“clarifications”

my

in

some of her teachings or stories to those
the same stories or had been

we had heard

I have to say also that
have been added by listening to my eldest

stories are pretty accurate,

in the village

when we looked
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at the old

photographs we took

in die past.

When

asked him to give an example, he

I

will talk to the plant

while she

watering

is

and give me beautiful flowers, OK?’
She said
and so did

my

to him,

generalization but always

is

He

that

I

are

is

specific

Once he noticed

she plants a plant, she

OK now.

know would do

other people do, too.

comes up with something

some people who

‘You

if

that.”

My great

grandfather did

another thing. She won’t take

and generalizes

that

Keep growing

no one

it.”

Now,

(

I see

what

objected, he continued,

share her characteristics. But to be
honest,

it is

my

as if

“Of
you

every possible unusual characteristic from
different unusual people, then you mix
them and

pull

make

her out of that mixture.”

She
she

is

“You

think

just plain stubborn!

He

signal

is

may

retorted,

I

am

an odd ball then.” Rather than an odd

responded, “No,

did not say that.

I

of anything.” She argued, “Isn’t that the same thing?”

typical

her

some

that

like,

exclaimed, “See? This

Ins problem with her or her with
him.)

course, there might be

saying thing

No other people

“But you know

grandmother."

it,

“For example,

said,

of

“I don’t feel like

arguing anymore.”

I

come

I

ball,

I myself thought

just said that

He shook

his

to see that asking her

you

are not

head and gave

husband

me

a

to interview

not such a good idea. She also argues that the
transformation that her husband sees in her

not be from the angle she can see

it

for herself.

That

is

why

I

ended up interviewing her

myself.

“Where should we begin our interview?”
suggestion, she asks,

idea

why

she asks

will use the

Have you gone back

that.

themes

in

“Of

course, but

I

to read

ask for her. Instead of giving

your discourses review chapter?”

why do you

ask?” She explains, “You told

I

me

me

have no
that

interview me. In that way, you can portray

how

empowerment

as your guiding themes to

those discourses influence

my

life

and

how my

understanding of those subjects has been developed and transformed through the course of
as well as

how my

you

your discourses review such as international development discourses,

teminist thought and educational approaches for

life

her

life

experiences

and working. Are you going

to stick

make me

resist or accept those discourses in

with that idea?”

I

am
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glad that she reminds

me

my

my

learning

of that.

I

recall

from the chscourses review

that there are several issues

which

started to be

of

mterest to the Thai policy makers
and educational planners but have
not yet been seriously

implemented

in

Thai society. These issues include
gender power relations, gender
discrimination,

gender exploitation and gender inequality.
The Thai policy makers and educational
planners had
already adopted these issues and
integrated them into the policy
planning at the national level.

However, these issues have not been
systematically translated from
practices at the regional and

“representations”

reality-make

man and

(one

community

that the

me

recall a crucial question that a

three

women) asked me

I

hai

mindfulness.

to her that

made
I

we

I

believed

cognitive sieve.”

knowledge

Again, saying

is

efficiency of my “sieve”?

I

always

is

did not

which

think important.

I

come

I

to the graduate school

my

explained that

came

cognitive sieve

as

I

I

the

knowledge

had promised

think important

What makes me

—

discrimination, exploitation and inequality

that

How
I

experience of Thai society in general and

would be

the

I

development policy

all

same

have

first

I
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was

be sure of the

I

home would
have no sure

issues that other Thai

to claim these issues are

place?

I

—power
I

relations,

also need to ask

reviewed address any

experience in particular? If they do,

affect the historical transformation

I

and

useful.

to bring

think that these gender issues

are important in the

my

self-reflexivity

could

want

myself, for example, whether international development discourses that

international

is

I

empty-handed but

that particular interviewer?

also ask myself what authority do

important for other Thai people?

how would you

to graduate school with this sieve,

and simpler than doing.

I

that the issues

graduate scholarship. This

appropriate for the Thai sociocultural context?”

How would know that

way

women

I

I

far easier

women

know

my

have carefully sorted and sieved might not be

be appropriate tor other Thai
to

scholarship interview panel

grant you a scholarship to study abroad,

also told the panel that although

also aware that the

member of the Thai

during the interview for

knowledge you bring home

remember saying
with a “

levels yet. Additionally, current
feminist debates about

defined as those that cause the exclusion
and distortion of other people’s

particular interviewer asked, “If

know

the national policy into

how

does

of the delivery system and

„

the leaning/, each,

tha,

happened

in

g approach

Tha, educatton? Are .he

,n

m pae.s of educational

transfer™,™

Tha, society different „ r
similar to those that occurred
in other Th,rd Worid

countries? Front ask,„g myself
these queshons,

appropnateness of the knowledge

tha,

I

I

also realize tha, the only

will bring

process of self-quest, oning and
self-reflec,,o„.
lor myself.

,

I

home

may

is to

“re-sieve”

i,

way

to guarantee the

constantly through a

no, be able to answer every

These queshons, however, serve as
guidelines

for

me

to select

and

quest™

to reflect

I

ra.se

on

my

experiences more carefully.

I

also see from

my

discourses rev.ew the

way deferences

differentiated theorists' worldv.ews
and then representat.on

of reality and then v.s.on of

change through educahon and socioeconom.c
development. From
or the stones of official “knowers,”

I

as

and

pract.t, oners

Thud World and

who

my

social

listening to “then stones”

add.t.onally recognize that, in each
decade of international

development, different groups of players
intellectuals

in h, statical experiences

the development

in

game-especially

,

national

cons.der themselves as the excluded
or the marginalized, such

feminist scholars-had ceaselessly critiqued
the d.scourses tha, excluded or

distorted their experiences. Simultaneously,
they had contested for discourses that
arhculated

from

their

own

historical experiences.

Through

and the rules of the development game
experience and thus

1

do

way

that

they hoped to change the

would be responsive

name

to their historical

fair for their participation.

After leaving

and

in a

this contesting,

me

to think things

a self-reflection together,

it

through for a moment, she

may

starts to say, “I believe if

you

provide you with some answers regarding whether or

not the discourses that you reviewed address any
experience Thai society in general and your

experience in particular. This

may

include the answer to

system and the leaming/teaching approach

development discourses impact on our
and ask her

how we

in

lives

how

transformation in the delivery

Thai education that was influenced by international

and the

life

should begin.
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of other Thai people.”

I

agree with her

She

says,

“Hayes (2000: 23) argues, and

w'de vane,y of soc,al conlexts:

Hayes

to

a

women's

learn, ng

in

in the

more formal

also says that most formal scholars

portray, ng

agree, that

« community groups,

assoc, at, ons, in letsure acttvtties,
and
Itfe.’

I

who

‘women’s learning takes place

home,

in the

work

se, tings-, „ hterally

in a

place, in religious

every contexts of

study women's learn,
ng pay greater attenhon

formal education and particularly
higher

unfortunately .gnore or barely reveal
a partial p.cture of

women's

educate and

learning in those d, verse

contexts. This occurs probably because
scholars, especially educators,
'seemed to assume that

home was
is

not an environment for significant
learning' (Hayes 2000: 23).

tendency

a

why

among

respond, “True. There

educators to equate 'education' with
'formal schooling.' That

is

one reason

other forms of learning that occur in
informal and nonformal learning contexts,
such as

socialization or group discussions in

as

1

which people participate outside classroom, are
not regarded

education.’ Scholars such as Ghallagher
(1992), Ballentine (1993) and Pratte (1993) also

argue about this issue, too.”

She looks
that

into

my

eyes and says, “I

education,’ and particularly

community

women’s

‘has received relatively

little

know you

agree with Hayes (2000)

when she

says

learning that takes place in the family and in
the

attention

from adult education researchers,’ (38) while

learning in such settings ‘encompasses a vast and rich
array of contexts in itself (42).”

I

nod

in

agreement.

Our discussion

here confirms

my

personal experience and

the transformation of understanding about the world

informally.

If

you remember,

I

remind

happen

her, “I also believe

that personal transformation is processive, historical

context to another, our perception of
reality

change

who we

my

belief that

in a variety

and argued

my

learning and

of contexts and mostly
in the

previous chapters

and web-like. As we move out of one

are and our

knowledge and our understanding of

and our social awareness also constantly may change.” She nods and adds, “And
that occurs in those

historical contexts

components are

and the past experiences

still

the

connected and influenced or reinforced by the

that our life course
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had moved through.

It is

web-like.

One expenence

has developed and expanded out
of another. The

as the old one, but ye.

l.fe is

is

You

connected.

also constituted and tnfluenced

environment

to another,

and your attempt

to

by

is

not the same

should no. forget, etther, that every
expenence of your
several dtscurstve practices.

you also encounter

comprehend

new expenence

a

new

set

When you move

from one

of discursive practices. Your adjustment

the practices in the

new environment

also resulted in your

personal transformation.”

begin to see

I

revealing

my

all

how

the personal narrative

we

the issues she mentions. This namative

audience to understand

why we

is

are going to

make here can be

useful for

an essential foundation for myself and for

see and understand the discourses and
the practice of

education for development and empowerment
differently or similarly to other people, and

can be certain that the knowledge

I

had acquired

Thai society. In a nutshell, the narrative
to

in this

in

my

chapter

is

why

I

graduate study would be applicable for
a

background to show how

I

have come

know what I know.
“But where should we begin?
I

answer,

“I

we

suggest

of your learning experiences

How would

you organize our narrative?” She questions.

divide our narrative into two parts.

in the

The

first

part

family and the community. These illustrate

is

the narrative

how

socialization

during your childhood influenced your understanding of the world
and especially in relation to

development, education and the formation of your subjectivity related to these
subjects.

second

part,

nonformal

I

think

educator

we should emphasize your

how

and

this

experience

In the

learning experience in the workplace as a

influences

your

interest

on education

for

empowerment and development.”
She wrinkles her nose and remarks, “That
traditional

male auto/biographer's narrative

Perseverance

is

my

saying, “I think this style

is

is

so linear and so chronological— like the

style.”

best bet for an argumentative person like her. So,

I

persuade her by

not so bad for showing the web-like pattern of your transformation.
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Shan we

try it?

transcript. If

I

promise that

you think

I

will try to

really,

it is

make

it

awfully bonng,

no, so linear and
will

I

change

it

HI

le,

A

later.

you read

my

deal?”

sense an

I

final

agreement from her smile.

Learning about Life

in the

To begin my
close to sunset.

You

story,

I

want you

among

women and men

their eyes

on the children swimming

are chatting about the Abbot’s idea of
raising

When you walk

their clothes or cleaning

dropping price of their crops and the rising pnce of
the
cultivated in the dry season. Probably

that the

government plans

After she stops,

say,

I

to build the

“That

is

this

type of environment and conversation

was

decade of development
“Is this village

narrative

in

for

other

in the canal, a

money

few

to renovate the

a girl

new

cash crops that can be

them discussing excitedly

a

But

why do you

came from. This scene

I

may

at this

not be familiar to you or

who was bom and

ask

me

to

imagine

it?”

time of the day and

some contemporary Thai

lived in a rural area during the early

Thailand, which was the early 1960s.”

where you were bom?”

from your childhood

narrative at the

me,

bamboo and

road and bring electricity into the village soon.”

give you the sense of where

It

a couple of

a lovely scene.

replies,

children and youth.

the time

themselves there discuss the

fertilizer or the

you may hear

She

To

It is

closer to the platform built over the shallow
part of the canal,

you hear a few adults who are washing

rumor

in a rural village.

of you, children are swimming joyfully.
Some of them chase

each other on the bank. While keeping

village’s temple.

imagine that you are

luscious green trees-banana, mango,
coconut,

sorts of trees. In the canal in front

elderly

to

stand at the bank of an irrigation
canal. Behind you are different
sizes of

houses standing

stilted

Community

in this village,

same point and head

in the

She affirms and takes up her

I

ask and she nods. “So

then?”

same

inquire to be sure that

will start

we

your

will start this

direction.

narrative. “I

maternal great-grandfather’s house. This village

I

we

is

was

bom

and brought up

in this village in

a medium-sized peasant village of
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my

Bang Pahan

District,

Ayndthaya Province. This

great- grandfather’s

a child. Probably
grandfather,

my

uncles),

my

my

house

is

a big

village is located about

wooden house, which

was because

it

were

there

two maternal grandparents,

older sister and

my two

my

younger

great-grandfather passed away, and

my

little

I

do

it

my

My

sisters.

was

great-

mother’s three younger brothers (my

grandmother inherited

mother inherited

my

it-my

I

My

mother,

it

my

after

my

this

house

after

grandmother’s death

younger

sister,

in

her husband and

daughter.”

know

interrupting your interviewee’s narrative

anyway. “May

father.

thought of as a small house when

family members living in

1

mother,

1997. Today, only four people live in
this house,

her

1

I

90 kilometers north of Bangkok.

I

Where was he

live in this

is,

theoretically, not a

ask something before you continue?
at that

house before

my

even before the separation.

time?” She laughs,

“Good

mother and he separated.

He

studied in

I

practice but

I

did not hear you account for your

I

observation. Actually,

think

good

I

was nine

Bangkok and then worked

in

my

or ten.

I

father used to

rarely

another town.

saw him
saw him

I

only on some weekends.”

Her narrative
peasant village, which

Thai kinship
residence

parents

reflects a traditional

still

bilateral

is

among

household structure and cultural practices of the Thai

are practiced in

many

areas of the country.

and matri-uxori local residence

is

the

From

the past until today,

predominant type of post-nuptial

the majority of the rural population. However, virilocal
residence also exists if

have no daughter. Evidence from several areas of Thailand indicates

traditionally

and

at present, the

Thai family

is

an extended one (Dube 1997;

that,

Yoddumnem

both

1985;

Potter 1977; Phillips 1966 and Kingshill 1960). In the past, married daughters
and their husbands
lived with the wives’ parents. In cases

into the

women

woman’s family
s parents.

assume equally
enough

As

the

where parents had several daughters,

after they married. Several couples

man had

in the

to

move

house of the

long as the married couple lived in the parents’ household, they had to

economic responsibility of the wife’s

to help in the

would co-reside

a

family.

When

their children

household or farming work, the married couple would move out
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were old

to establish

.heir

household, but even then

in lhe neighboring area

it

was more

the central region

to

make

in the

of

the country,

is

family's or relatives'

very powerful. The father

The

or

father or the

is

women,

especially

only a “putative” or

household head has more

decisions only for extra-household
matters such as those involving
econom.cs or

politics outside the family. Actually,
the

household and have a strong authority

mother and the wife are the key members
who run the

in controlling

and managing income generated by
male

family members. Important household
decisions rest firmly

The widowed mother

is

in the

property only after she agrees to grant

it

in the

which was the economic base

will

gam

still

holds the rights

the right over the family

or after she passes away. Apparently the
status of the

in the family, after the inheritance at
the

though the ruling power

hand of these female members.

regarded as the de jure household head.
Often, she

and ownership of the land and other resources.
The son-in-law

daughters

compound

1992).

note that the social position
ofThai

“socioculturally assigned” head of the
household.

power

be

(Dube 1997 and Yoddumnem-Attig

Kaufman (1960) and Dube (1997)

m

likely to

time their parents passed away, was strong,

family belonged to their husbands.
oi the family, enabled

women

The power

to negotiate

to control the land,

and make decisions

within the household.

Due
change.

to

Owing

demographic and socioeconomic changes,
to the family planning

a daughter and a son.

Many

sons living with their

own

all

children

move away,

sons and daughters,

who

still

migrate to work

in

families

this

household pattern has begun

to

program, Thai parents tend to have fewer children, ideally

ended up having only two sons. Thus, the number of mamed

instead of the parents of their wives starts to increase. In

many

cases,

leaving the parents to live alone in their house, though the children, both

provide them economic assistance.

Some poor

towns and cannot afford a child care

with their old parents to take care of them

at

rural

facility, also

women and men,

leave their children

home. Studies (Yoddumnem 1985; Yoddumnem-

Attig 1990) suggest that the major population in

many

rural

communities these days

of elderly people with preschool and/or school aged children. These people
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live

on

is

composed

a portion

of

produce from their land and penodic
contr.butions from family members

who

migrate to work

the distant areas.

It is

also important to note that the
tradittonal practice-, ha, a

famtly ,o live with his wife’s family
after they

h.gher

pnomy

,o the.r

to take care

of them

a,

to the

woman's family and

move from

then

if their

own

son was more educated,

daughter would rematn

much opportumty

to use all

When

still

I

a,

knowledge and

she had learned. Although this attitude
changed several decades ago, people

resources today

his

then old age. Hence, educatton for a
daughter would be a waste of

investment because the daughter would
not have
sktlls

that

,o

remforced rural parents giving

son than the,, daughter. They believed
that

he would be more acceptable

home

mamed-had

man had

w„h

limited

give higher priority to a son’s higher
education.

was young,” she continues, “there were nothing

that

you would

products of development.’ Except for a lower
grade (1-4) primary school set up

call

‘the

in the all-

purpose budding of the village Buddhist temple by
47
the villagers,
which was there long before

development,

this village

service. In order to

had

to

go

had no road, no tap water, no

electricity,

no

hospital

to the provincial city for hospitalization
or other business,

walk about three kilometers across the

rice field

on the west of the

and no postal
people either

village to catch the bus

I also learned from my great-grandfather
and my grandfather that old monks in most temples were
knowledgeable and skillful in Pali, traditional law, fine arts, herbal
medicine, arithmetic and astronomy.
Rural parents who wished to have their sons educated would send
their sons who turned ten or older to live
and serve as attendants to the monks in the monasteries. In return, the
monks would teach these boys how
to read and write and the knowledge in the subject areas that
the monks are known to be adept at. My greatgrandfather and my grandfather and my oldest uncle had this type education.
My grandfather also learned
about masonry, woodcarving and carpentry skills from the Buddhist monastery.
He taught

these skills to

my

oldest uncle. In the dry season after the rice harvesting, my grandfather
and
travel to take house construction or temple renovation in others villages.
Today,

my

oldest uncle

people in

many

would

rural areas

of Thailand

still regard Buddhist monasteries as the community learning
centers and cultural centers. As far
know, more than sixty percent of current Thailand’s primary schools are still situated on the grounds
of
Buddhist monasteries in every region of the country. In the village where I grew up, the villagers together

as

I

with the
teachers.

monks arranged

When was
I

the facilities

in that school,

and requested the government to provide the primary school
teachers. The male teacher who was the headmaster of the

we had two

A female teacher taught grades one and two. Today, this school no
longer uses the monastery’s all-purpose building as the classroom. The school has its own building but built
on the monastery’s ground. The school has expanded to grade 6 and has six teachers.
school taught grades three and four.
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on the ma.n road

led to the city, or they

east s 'de of the village to the

village

who

nver and then took a motor boat

furthered then educatton beyond
grade four

but whose parents had no wish to

—had

dormitory

When

to

commute

let

them

live in

by attending a school

town or could not afford

in

to

to recall

and then says,

was about twelve or

I

thirteen.

In this

was

It

its

notice a ‘mild’ change in the conditions and the

its

ask.

change

when

in the

the National

development plan, the Thai government invested
heavily

see something there. She turns to look at

extensively implemented

the time

I

second National Socio-economic

on the country’s economic infrastructures.” She
stops and looks
tries to

town^

board them in the

“I started to see the physical

Economic Development Board launched and
implemented
Development Plan (1967-1971).

from the

a nearby

did you begin to notice the change
or ‘development’ in your village?”

environment when

though she

to the city. Chtldren

way, too.”

this

She takes a moment
village

walked about two ktlonteters across
the nee Held on the

way of life

into the space in front

me

of her as

again and says, “I started to

in this village

when

the

government

regional socioeconomic development programs
and industrialization

during the third plan (1972-1976).

During those years, the

little

shrub forest with a sparse number of huge old trees that

fenced the village from the rice field on the east side was
shaven off by bulldozers of the
Intensive Rural

Community Development Unit

the road she mentions

would connect

to prepare for construction

the village to the national super

of a road.”

I

know

that

highway runs from the

northern top to the southern end of the country. This super highway cut through
the north side of

her village.

She drops her eyes and looks
and

its

mysterious pond that

and the shrubs. The old

I

at

her hands on her lap and says, “The old ruined temple

once knew were buried under the

irrigation canal that

I

used to

swim

in

dirt

was

and the rubble of the

trees

also filled up and turned into

another red dirt-packed road. Several shady big trees near the canal were cut off and electricity
poles popped up to replace them about two years
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later.

At

that time,

we

heard

how

the

government rad.o program boasted about
how proud the government was
an 'underdeveloped' country

to

become

We

a ‘developing' one.

to ask them.’

I

She

this debt.

had no clue

said,

who was

'How would

‘them’ that

Noticing the sadness in her voice,

I

my

I

know.

It

Thatland from

also heard from the radio that

every That citizen, even a newborn
baby, had $ 400 foreign debt.

how come we had

to lead

remember asking

I

was a governmen,

mother advised

me

say to her, “The change

my

thing.

mother

You have

to ask.”

in the village

landscape must

have been dramatic and shocking for
you ” She nods and explains, “That was
probably because

when

this

mother

change began,

in the village

I

had already moved

only every other weekend. Actually,

village to see the dump-trucks, the
bulldozers
village.

Some young

noticed that

murmuring

I

and

it

was

my

father

exciting for

and came

many

song

I

sound of a lullaby

kinds of vehicles working noisily in the

all

in their sleep at night.

my
that

my

three sisters or

I

missed while

I

I

It

was kind of sad

lay

awake

in the

grandmother.

I

for

me

site.

I

because those sounds were

dark inside the gauzy white cotton

noticed

slept in loneliness alone in

it

probably because

my bed

at

my

town. With this road construction, there were no more wild
animals such as

swim

my

children in the

adults had extra earnings from laboring
on the road construction

loved to listen to while

mosquito net with

rabbits,

to visit

hardly heard the crickets and the cicadas
rubbing their wings or the birds

their

the sounds that

town with

to live in

running past our front law and exciting us

in the evening.

it

father’s

otters,

was

the

house

in

weasels and

There was no place

for kids to

or for our water buffaloes to bathe. People had to herd their
buffaloes across the east field

to drink

and bathe

at the river.

“More and more

villagers

owned mopeds

or pick-up trucks.

Coke

or Pepsi, which were

usually served as a

tancy and special drink’ during special occasions, like an ordination of a

monk

or a wedding,

became

water,

many ceased from

refrigerators.

cooling

Young people

flop sandals or

a regular drink for

it

some

families.

Although people

in the terra-cotta jar but instead put

started to regard

‘made

in Thailand’ clothing

walking barefoot as something “ Baan Nok"
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it

still

in their

drank rain

newly bought

and wearing rubber

(rural, hillbilly).

flip-

Teenagers considered

wearing brand name

Levi’s or Wrangler jeans and Nike
or Converse or Adidas sneakers,

outfits,

was someth, ng tan samai (modem, up

to date,

m

fashion) and teh (cool). Old people
stopped

going to the Sapha Kafair (cafe congress),
the village’s coffee vending shack
where they could
share one or

morning

in the

other

two newspapers-whieh
for their

my

owner of the coffee stand bought from

customers— and discussed

community information. By around

radio; they stuck with their

visit

the

TV

the country’s politics and

the mid-1980s, very

few

villagers

soap operas or Kung-fu movie programs

the nearby

economy

were

town

or shared

listening to the

home. They did not

at

or go to talk to one another as regularly as
they used to do. Although the primary school
in

expanded

village

to grade 6, only children

from the poorer family went

kids from better-off families went to bigger
schools in
late in the afternoon.

They saw and

town

in the

to that school.

Most

morning and came home very

associated with their friends and other people in the village

less.”

I

gather from your story that everyone lived a simple

materials and infrastructures.

Now, ‘development’ brought

could obtain more conveniences

began

to

in living

only because the lack of

infrastructure, to

and more choices

be apparent. Were there any other social problems

life

in materials,

your village, people

and economic disparity

in the village?”

She explains. “Social problems and the economic disparity between
groups

in the village

(1977-1981).

was

It

grandmother and
than

I

the time

I

was

month or two

the north of

my

me

after

my

left

untouched

the native villagers

I

I

to visit

my

things

returned to the village

found the

little

after the road construction,

Workers who worked
I

went back

I

For example, when

graduation from the university,

a big terra-cotta brick factory.

among

Every time

would hear and witness more negative

in this village.

the Northeast, the poorest region of the country.

sexual abuses

I

economic

during the fourth National Development Plan

in the university.

house, which had been

was replaced by

to

mother during those years,

had ever imagined could occur

in 1980, a

It

my

became more apparent

different

shrub forest to

was now gone.

in this factory

were from

heard more and more about alcohol, drug and

and workers who migrated
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to

work

there.

I

heard that

several people were addicted to the ‘diligent
drug,’ the drug that kept you

work longer hours without
drug dealer

who

Bangkok

sold or rented out their land and

saw policemen come

to arrest a ‘diligent

away from my mother’s

left

work

the village to

house.

I

heard that

in the factory in

or even overseas, especially in the Middle
East, Singapore,

Some were

Taiwan.

I

lived about a couple hundred meters

some peasants had
or in

feeling sleepy or tired.

awake so you could

town

Hong Kong and

cheated by overseas job brokers. Not only they did not
get the overseas job

but they also lost the land they had sold to pay the job
brokers. Old people were

left in

the village

to care for their children’s children.

“You know what? Our family
from

liver cancer.

that time,

my

I

think that

was about two

oldest uncle had gone to

police tiainmg school and

army.

became

My mother went to work in

Then she

became

quit

sold our cultivation plots after

work

my

which he had graduated.

in the family

of

my

in a private

Bangkok. Both

policeman uncle.

My

my

By

A younger uncle went

Bangkok

for

two

to a

in the

years.

school with the wife of my uncle.

three sisters to take care of one another.

sister attended a university in

mother

Bangkok.

away

great-grandfather died.

youngest uncle became a sergeant

in the police training

graduated from the teacher’s college and got a job

youngest

My

my

grandfather passed

a jute mill, located in the outer skirt of

a trainer in the police school from

my

in a factory in

a policeman.

and opened a foodstand

the village with

or three years after

my

He

My grandmother remained

Some

years

my

later,

secondary school

in

in

oldest sister

Bangkok.

My

eldest and youngest sisters lived with

younger

sister

became

a secondary school

teacher in a government school in a rural village of a northern province, about 400 kilometers

away our

village.

My

mother then returned home

grandmother passed away

Her
on

Women

in

to take care

of

grandmother

until

my

1997.”

narrative correlates with

and Development. In

what

that

I

paper

once wrote

I

in

my

final

paper for

raw materials on

my

graduate course

wrote: "The terms of trade for Thailand's primary

sectors were in decline. Pasuk Pongpaichit (1989) explains that the

other agricultural

my

demand

for food

the world markets has dropped markedly as
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and many

more countries

have approached self-sufficiency.
policy of lowering the pnces of

World’s products

In the

its

1980s the United States government
launched a

agricultural

and food products

Those

gamed

new

virtually run out

cultivation at relatively

services.

government had

slightly

extended

its

according

Gohlert (1991),

to

social engineering in rural sectors.

government emphasized another area of ‘comparative
advantage,’ which was
cheap labor

for local

world market. At

and international

this period

capital to

of time, young

their children with

rural people

them

migrated

Some

to hunt for a

young women ended up with a low-paid job or turned
Despite the fact that the industrial sector

is

to

in great

left their

numbers

much

being service

to

industrial sector cannot fully respond to the

(Pongpaichit, 1989:339).

exotic,

tropical

to

same

hope

that

it

demand of

boom
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is

because

employment growth

other alternative but to

to

fight

'the

in

sell the

country’s

against this backdrop,

interest in the service sector, tourism in

employment and help earn

time. Thus, tourism in Thailand started to

workers.

labor from agricultural sector either.”

foreign tourists. Therefore,

will increase

at

education, most migrant

girls or sex trade

base. Furthermore, the

economists and business investors have taken more
particular, with the

to the urban

rapidly expanding, profits gained from this

The Thai government has no

environment

sell in the

another and their

sector cannot compensate for the declining rate in the huge agriculture sector.
That
a relatively small

The Thai

children with the old folks

job from one town

kids finally had no opportunity for education. Since they
have not

growing from

Thai

the availability of

produce consumer or ‘salary goods’ to

areas to find jobs in the expanding industrial sector.

home. Some brought

the

former policy without making any plans for
a fundamental

change such as technological change or intensive

is

low

urban population also demands an
ever-,ncreas,ng supply of

To keep economic development moving,

industry

of

have slowed down the agricultural
growth while the urban economy has

own momentum, and

its

goods and

factors

compete with the Thud

world market. At the same time,
Thailand has

in the

reserves of land that can be easily and
profitably converted for
cost.

to

new

foreign exchange at the

about the early 1980s. In northern areas,

investors front

Bangkok and

,„ca, areas

mountain resorts that are mostly
located
the help of some corrupt

have started
tn nat.ona,

Land Department

the deforestation

new

become

a

new

in the h,„s to

develop into

parks-ohtatntng ownership
by decree with

tribal

people to

move deeper

into already limited

land for subsistence cultivation.
These rural and tribal folk
are blamed for

of the country.

bright sunshine, hotels have
into the country.

buy ,and

officials.

This condition has forced
farmers and

watersheds to find

to

Meanwh.le,

In coastal areas with
white

popped up
the sex

like

sand beaches, clear blue
sea and

mushrooms. Tounsts from

all

hade indushy also flounshes. This

over the world pour

particular industiy has

option of economic advancement
for poor and less-educated
peasant girls (See

details in Pongpaichit 1989).

“Do you

think growing up

a simple living environment,
such as

development, could have made you
pretty naive about or paying
inequality and social exploitation?”

I

status,

I

I

power and

authority

I

into the village.

make you

village before

it

social

my

Although

I

had the

different age groups and social

could not yet perceive or develop the
notion of differences

to

to

did not feel or notice the
presence of

among people of

class or materia] status until the later
years of

meant

told you,

what we called 'development' had crept

notion of hierarchy in

attention

ask.

She laughs and says, “Of course. As
social inequality until

little

your village before

in

terms of gender, ethnicity,

adolescent and adulthood.

What

said

is

not

think that the disparity between the
rich and the poor did not exist in

my

came

into touch with ‘development.’

In fact, the disparity

I

between economic

classes had existed in the village from a long
time ago

But you need

to understand that this kind

of disparity was without the materialistic and

modernization mentality. Even though some people are
poorer than another,
the poor in

my

in

terms of materials,

village are self-sufficiency. People lived
interdependently. Since there were

roads, everyone, rich and poor, had to walk to reach

somewhere
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in the village.

no

Rich or poor, you

had

be dependent on one another
because you could no, get
help front outstde the
v,„ag»e even
.hough you had money. For
example, the ncher peasants
would loan then cattle
the poorer
,o

or

helped the poorer to plough
them land

tn

exchange

today, the ncher peasants
have ptck-up trucks to

They can

Vtllage.

afford to

mentality of -because

I

am

for their labor in the
harvesttng season.

bnng

tn

cheaper laborers from outs.de
the

buy mechanical plows. The
availably of such materials created
richer,

I

can afford to be independent
front you

Although being a peasant was
no, a prestigious profess,
on
people wanted to get out of,,

if

they

saw

a better a, temat.ve,

from a peasant background proudly
cons.dered themselves

hand

that fed the soctety.’

choices, those

who wtshed

were tncapable of finding

hvmg

a

When

moderate

became ascribed

life

industrialization

to rentatn peasants

their

way

came

Bu,

many

‘the

who

are poorer.’

That soctety and most

peasants and others

backbone of the

to offer

the

who came

society’ or “the

’more profitable’ professional

were cons.dered as “losers” or as
the .gnorant who

ou, of the fields.

More and more people began

with fewer possessions as a
lifestyle of the poor.

to or codified as an inevitable
attribute

to consider

Eventually this lifestyle

of the poor.

“This kind of ‘modem’ and materialistic
mentality not only weakened the
spirituality of
the poor but also created an inferior
feeling and lowered their
self-esteem,

disempowered them.

A new

kind of exploitation emerged. The
young generation of peasants

risked selling their land to buy an
opportunity to
mentality.

which consequently

work overseas was

partly influenced

by

who
this

Greed made the stronger become stronger and
greedier and they targeted the poor

as

their easy prey.”

I

wonder and ask

materialistic

come

to

way

touch

of

her,

life in this

“Are we

village

to

believe that the spiritually harmonic and
less

would continue without change

if

‘development’ had not

it?”

She thoughtfully

replies, “I

would be deceiving myself

if

I

said that

it

would. But

I

dare

say that very few people, even myself, would oppose the
conveniences that came with the change.

Simple living and the way of

life that

I

described as existing earlier
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still

exist in several rural

areas of ,he country bu,

Anyway, wha,
ad,n, re

and agree

baek

continues «o disappear as
‘materia, istic obsess,
on’ keeps increasing

m saying here is no, m ean,

a

,

.«

say ,ha,

w„b Gandhi, development

live in ,he pas,

and

am opposed

,

vision greatly,

,o maintain the o,d

,

way of living.

,o deve,op

m en A ltho u g h
t

.

hesrtate ,o encourage
peop.e ,o
I,

wouid be foohsb,

,

go

a, ,eas,

my

life is

a bad

view, to force people to do
so.”

Why
idea?”

do you think go.ng back

-Hey!

I

am

no, saying living a s.mple

comes with soe.oeconomie development
poss,b,„^ for people
anticipate that

"ttle niece,

my

to

go back

She casually

younger

s.ster’s daughter,

my

wings and

I

Then he

set

him

There

is

some

I

no way

appreciated. Nonetheless,

maintain

I

I

am

do

so.

was a square-shaped

Le,

life

me

of some

still

I

past,

and

reported proudly tha, she

no

ts

don',

I

g,ve you an example.

it.

I

the

if I told

little

new

My

grade

is in

generation of children.

her that one of the best gifts

basket that

my

grandfather

would make

the

new

way of

48

ever

wove from

life

different types

generation appreciate what

hopeful that Tha, people would be able find

aspects of their ‘traditional’

I

Do

could see and hear the cncket rubbing
his

was bored with him. Different generations value

that

change wh.ch

kind of amused and mused to
hear her request.

common among

put a male cricket inside

free after

,o aecep, ,ha,

asked what kind of reward she
would like to get from me.

have become

It

to

me and

niece would be able to comprehend

little

had was ’the cricket basket”?
grass blades.

I

telephoned

said, ‘Just a laptop computer.’

gifts

You have

no, oniy constant bu, also
meversible. There

any Tha, people could and would
wan,

Technological toys and

you think

is

bad.

life ,s

hve exactly the same kind of

to

seven and in the King" classroom.

to

hve a s.mple and sp.ntually
harmonic

ask, puzzled.

I

materials.

,o

I

of

had

some approaches

and mentality and be willing

to

At the end of final examination each year, schools will
sort students and put the top students or student
with the highest grade average to be together in a
“King” classroom. I am sure that the sorting procedure of
schools today is quite different from my time, which I will
describe in the later part of this narrative.
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incorporate

them

into our

moderately’ materialistic

From

new way of

life in this

hearing her reflection,

approach that

discussed in

I

empowerment

my

living so as to create
a

new
I

more

‘spiritually balanced’

and

era.”

begin to see better what

,
is

missing

in the

empowerment

discourses review. Theorists
have under discussed
spiritual

especially that wh.ch leads

the dtrecion of soeta,

harmony and matenahst.c

moderation, a spirituality that comes
from shanng what you have
with one ano.her-as opposed
.0

empowennen,

for ind.vtdual

econom.c autonomy.

also think that the people

I

who need

consetousness ratsmg from educat.on
the most are no, the poor or
the exploded bu, the
stronger

and the more powerful, especially
those who have
mindfulness for others.

me

to

become

I

became more and more confident

a better person

and

I

myself would

Transformation and Learning Experience
After

to her, “Tell

I

am

sure that she has nothing

me more

about your

life

try

in the

more

younger

sisters.

But mostly,

with me. Other than
check.

filled

I

listened to

my

is

and absorbed a
In

the family

I

lot

many
is

I

add

in her narrative

me

I

would say

Your

that

my

in

of her

life story.

grandmother who looked

the care of

used to hear old people

about her village,

my

great-grandfather.

this reason,

I

say

notice her eyes begin to gleam and

this part

grandmother, he was the only person

the second family.

second parents.’

was under

and obeyed him the most. For

with his image.

school

I

my

would transform

Family

within your family.”

sometimes was under the care of

I

that self-reflexivity

every means to hold on to thts practice.

to

her face lights up with smile as she
starts telling

young,

them eare and ethical cons, dera,
ton or

lost

in the

my

family

after

“When

my

He was

who

I

was

other two

very patient

could keep

me

in

childhood memories are mostly

our village say, ‘Family

parents are your

first

great-grandfather

was one of my

is

the

first

school and

teachers and your teachers are your

first

teachers.

I

had learned

from him.”

feminist discourses that

an inclusive role of

women

I

read, socializing

—more

and caring

for the

young members of

precisely, of the mother. That
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is

applicable to a

cenam
for

extent and in

women

some contexts of That

soctety, e.g., for

living in urban, nuclear families
or affluent

women who

women who

run

home

bus, nesses or

could afford ,o live without

working. But ehtld reanng and social,
za, ion in Thatland-parttcularly
tn mral areas where the
pattern of extended famihes

is still

prevalent-has been the cooperattve

fam.ly members. For newborn babtes,
mothers are the

pnmary

effort of all

extended

caregivers. After three or four

months, most ch.ldren would be under the
care of famtly members who do
not work or no longer

work outside

the home. Mostly these are the
grandparents or the elder stblmgs of the
chtldren,

regardless of their gender.

“Tell

me

about your great-grandfather,”

I

request.

It

as though she

is

great-grandfather so well, she explains without
taking even a

grandfather

was

tall,

he could read and write.
his

months

body

My

sister

and

I

the age of almost 100,

and he had

we never

Or ‘Have you got any homework from school

comforting and secure feeling when
in a hot day.

record was taken

great

It is

I

sat resting

the feeling that

away from us

of one intriguing pattern of our

forever,

life's

I

to lie in

to think

like a

under

rarely get

we began

like a

broken record. Until the

bed before passing away three

him

asking,

‘How’s school today?’

do today?’ Although we thought of him as a

to

of wisdom. Particularly for me, he was also

branch

“My

did not have any formal schooling but

failed to hear

broken record of boring questions, we never ceased
tales

He

used to say that he was

lost its strength to function

later, at

to recall.

slim and with silvery white hair, with only
a few front teeth that had been

blackened by years and years of chewing the betel
nut.

day

moment

remembers her

its

of him as a huge book of legends and

huge Banyan

shadow or climbed up

from other people.

to realize that losing

experience.
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tree that

When

him was

gave
to sit

me
on

a

its

the old broken

the discontinuity

“When we came home from

school and went to gtve
him our

usual questions. ‘How’s school
today?’ After

changed now or your school umform

we changed

table in the

complained

to

we would

do today?’

middle of living area and
that

we were

told

will get soiled

out of our school outfits,

any homework from school

we

him about

flat

on the

homework

m

floor or

Alter that, there would be no excuse
for loitering.

nearby, watching us like a hawk.)

remind us

us,

like,

When we

floor.

I

finished our chores and

right away, he

He probably
Unintentionally,

we happened

Wai
It

is like
is

your head

to

I

think.

you

Another thing

I

break any of his rules and

bowing

in

a gesture that

down

tried to teach

my

had

we had

Japanese culture.

It is

low wooden
If

would allow us

check

left for us. If

finished

all

we could

to

we

not find

the house for a while.

s.t

our homework, he would

were about

water from the well and mopping the

to run off to play, he

to

do what

I

my homework
I

could explain

to

a gesture of greeting,
to

form

of your nose touch the

after

after

I

fulfilled

my

from school.”

conclude. She replies.

think he unintentionally taught us

we

would shout

made me unconsciously

wanted only

be a responsible person,”

you press your two hands

until the tip

set a

do our homework. (He would

to

assigned chores and
to

After

your homework.’

hammock under

plot, fetching

have the rights and the freedom
like finishing

at you.’

tomorrow's classes and take care of
our assigned

watering the vegetable

expected responsibilities

bye.

finish

‘Don’t play too tar from the house.’ This pattern
of his socialization

internalize that

4)

the

We

he saw that

to prepare our schoolbags for

household chores,

house

When

say, ‘Get

hear another hallmark
quesfion, ‘Have you got

‘Come now and

said,

would

mad

will be

any of us sa ld ‘Yes,’ he would

If

too fired to start our

us he

let

school, he

and your mother

the food-chest in the k.tchen for
snacks that our mother probably

any snack, he would

he would ask us his

is

him our reason

reasonableness. If

that

he considered

showing respect and bidding a goodbetween chest and then bending

a lotus shape

tips of your fingers. Normally, we do not wai people
when we leave the family for or return from a long trip. We will wai
other people outside our family only when we are first introduced. But
children are usually taught to wai
their older family members every time they leave for or return
home from school. They are also taught to
wai their teachers when they arrive at and leave school. This practice is still prevalent
in many areas of
Thailand. However, I never wai or saw any other students wai our professors in
our university.

within the family

all

the time, but only
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‘excusable,’ be often

exempt

' Xtra Ch<,rcS

™
°" cn

l,ccil

ACually,

™ lhCT

"
‘

No

reason

),„

Wilhou, telling

V™

by allowing you

""

me and

,l

"'

1

1

k ""w so well

to break this

wc

to

one

lo the

lu,tl ,cft

hom

:l

that spanking

swim

m

would not wasle

my

I,

was

were no

naked.) Then he would angrily ordn us to

" t; " hy-

you could drown?

most allcclcd

would only

dared not run

away

in

llu

‘

initiator

‘How many

adult there, he

come

nude.

And

it

you

I

die, youi

have

to tell

you

would take

we were

that

Ins

First,

01 three

that if you

mother would he mad

at

swim

say, ‘(let

on, clothes

too embairassed

he would find out
a slim

would

When we came

out ot the water.

oft he swimming would gel two

times do

in

ever go

adults there, he

we

one

hear our

we were .swimming. When he saw some
there

who was

up
the

brunch he grabbed

whips more than

the

without adults nearby,

me and blame me

l<»

not

looking alter you.’

"We
that

lie

I

loved to listen to our great-grandfather's stories the most," she stales with
such |oy

ask her why. She explains, "lie was

had so

many

a great storyteller

stories, different kinds ol stories, to

1

,

,he „„| y

telling him. he

II

„, k

mother expected from him

wn ,hc bimk «r the canal and hide them. (Me
knew

other accomplices.

was

his lime

the rule that

of the swimming, then he would spank our bared
bulls with

,IC1 '

rules,

nearby without

the-

t

way?" she

irrigation canal

hank, ol course

initiator

out to

rules that

particular rule. That rule was,

You have enough swimming.’

mn home

s„

to break the rule. so

some unbreakable

was

without an adult accompanying you .'

we sneaked

sneak into where

thttl

I

was

iha.

by

iltad

bre “ k 'very rule. There were

rcqmnHihilily for our safely and well being
that

O." now.

we

to break „

great gramllalher could ge, very
upset and

we happened

,1

s l>° ilcd

1

-

" iy sislm

t

example.

™>,l of the lime we came up with
excusable reasons."

” ,M| s,,ys

punishnient.

vanctl.

««l upselling things ami

'" y

y0U """ k hc

1

onc of ,hc

'

cm

wonder Whether her great-grandfather
always allowed her

I

"""

" sc

us Iron, hi, punuthmcm.
His puni,l
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tell

and

all lus

us and usually

stories

lie

were fascinating

told

them before we

went

to Sleep.

Many

tones,

we had

of books he chose or we had
hour.

I

told

question.

you earher

to

walk on hi, back

that there

Most rad.o programs

to trade for h,s stones

‘to relax’ his

was no electncity

that

heard

I

by read.ng bun certain
nunrber of pages

back muscles

for a, least half an

0 ur vt.lage, so televis.on was
out of the

those days were government
anti-Commun.s,

in

propaganda, government news, adult
soap opera programs, Tha,
countty mustc or m.scellaneous

documentary programs. There were no
lamps

in

our household.

My

children’s programs. Bes.des,

grandmother and

my

we

mother shared one

for their

such as setting up the sleep,
ng arrangements for us and for themselves 50
three uncles

brothers) took

They sometimes took those lamps

house.

The

(my mother’s younger

fourth lamp

spot. If any

was

the smallest of all.

of us attempted

to read a

ruin your eyesight reading in such a

to the

two lamps

do

their

.

My

evening chores,

grandfather and

evening chores under the

in the living area close to our
sleeping

book, our great grandfather would frown
and said, ’You will

dim

light like that. If

you do not want

to

be blind when you

get older, stop reading now.' For these
reasons, listening to adult conversation
and stories

only form of evening entertainment

Today,
learning

when

I

I

my

sisters

and

realize that the storytelling in

grew

older. Storytelling helped

I

had

my
me

in

childhood has had
to

leam how

As

much

to listen,

a child,

I

influence on

how

to

my mouth

keep

the

was

shut while listening to the stones.

I

my

to question,

a curious child

but not a careful and good mannered listener. Being
an inquisitive and talkative child,

me

was

our childhood.

including the appropriate manner of listening and
questioning.

difficult for

my

water well when they went to clean
themselves.

was often placed

It

to

only had four kerosene

it

was very

always interrupted

Except for my great-grandfather and my grandparents, we did not have
our own separate bedrooms.
did not sleep on a bed. Usually, we spread a big straw mat on
the floor, placed a kind of

my

And

futon-like mattress

on

it,

and then covered the mattress with a

sheet. After setting pillows and blankets on it, we would
set a
bedding. In the morning, we folded all the bedding and stored it
three uncles slept in a separate spots but in the same room. The rest
of us

white cotton mosquito net to cover
in a big

room of our

house.

slept in the living area

mosquito

net.

My

My mother and my youngest sister slept together under the same
younger sister and I slept under the same huge mosquito net. If my
grandmother would come to sleep in my place and I would move to sleep with

of the house.

eldest sister,

grandfather was away,

my

My

my

mother and youngest

all the

my

sister.
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great-grandfather with quest, ons. Th.s
manner
say, 'Can’t

you wa,t

You always

should be

it

permission to interrupt

jumping

you hear everything? Tuad

until

cnt.que an unfinished boat.’

always allowed, but

was very annoying

first

in

(great grandfather) hasn’t finished

'

It

also necessary to note that asking
quest, ons

is

a considerate manner.

You

until other

at

we would
home

people finish their whole

in

public.

My

talk. Just

considered a rude or unpolished manner.
Interrupting other

is

be disciplined on the spot, regardless of
whether

or

,s

can ask a quest, on by e.ther asking

people, especially older people, in this manner
was always discouraged
so,

yet.

it

5

and then ask or waiting

into the conversation

my other sisters. They would

family

was

pretty

direct

this

my

we

family. If

did

kind of interruption happened

dealing

in

in

with

my

‘inappropriate

interruptions.’

I

maybe

My

also

remember another

sixth grade in a school in

similar incident during one

town

that

I

attended after

school teacher ask us to bring books to read

friend brought the

book ‘Sleeping Beauty’ and

friend finished reading ‘Sleeping Beauty’ and
story,

I

said,

older for

all

"How

I

left

homeroom hour

the village to live with

or prepare a story to

to,

my

at

tell in

my

father.

the class.

the class decided to read this book.

my

fifth or

One

When my

teacher asked what did you learned from this

could the pnncess have slept without eating and then survived
without getting

those hundred years."

My teacher told me

it

was just

a fairy tale and

I

said, ‘That is a

silly fairy tale.’

\ ou seem

She laughs and

to

says,

have been a kid with her own
I

don’t think so.

thoughtful child or a child

There

is

a Thai saying, “77

I

who was bom

critical

don’t believe that

with a natural

Ruea Tong gloan:

ei

1*5

I

mind

since you were young,”

said such things because

critical

avTa^Tnau”

mind.

I

rather think

it

I

I

said.

was such

a

was because

or "critiquing an unfinished boat." This

saying means that without hearing the whole details from the boatbuilder whether s/he builds the boat or
something else, what kind of material s/he uses, for what purpose this boat will be used, this person just
presumes that the boatbuilder builds a boat. S/he then starts saying that the boat that another person is

making doesn’t look

like a boat, or

This saying refers to a person

who

is

not a good boat because

it is

too big or too small and will not

float.

often critiques or questions something before thoroughly knowing or

understanding the whole thing or the whole situation from the beginning to the end.
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of

my

self-indignation or self-protection.

books was

common

when they know
understand-not
rural

feel

mg.

think

I

that

satd

1

My

her that 'Sleeping Beauty'

with

my

now-why some

show them

me. The result '

response.

I

for rural girl like myself.

that Sleep,
ng

that

did not

I

teacher ordered

was

Snow White

My

Beauty was

that

know about

me

a silly fairy tale.'

think she probably took

books

it

silly

me

I

can

and alienated from

their

less, a part

of this

urban friends read were not so

comer of the classroom

for saying to

why my

was so upset

didn't understand

‘You are

as,

at

these books only because they
did not

to sit in the

1

Mends laughed

was, more or

my

Western chtldren

or Sleep, „g Beauty.

rural youngsters feel stupid

partly to prove that the

it

to understand that readtng

had never heard about

I

My comment

good, and partly to
interest

town chtldren but not

for

then, but

background.

You need

teacher

silly to let the class read this silly

book.”
After

tell

me

we

about her

return from a short break from our interview,
life

with her family

She responds,

“I

must say

I

ask

if

in the village.

that

I

had ‘osmosized’ a

of things from

lot

grandfather, and not only from his stories but also from
his everyday

very

lessons about

first

ethically.

how

Although most of

to interact with

his

and

interpretation and

adulthood. For example,
food.

We

wished

it

was

his

my

monks

and nature around

me

now

it

morning

ritual to offer the

we had cooked

into a separate container.

is

It

monks our

before

we

was believed improper

he had taken out to the monks and splashed those rice grains on the ground for
said,

he would wash the remaining rice grains

‘You should tam boon with tam

tan.'
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This saying

is

my
and

we

to offer the food

that

He

rice

put the portion that

you had already

ants to eat.

one part of the

cooked

fresh

that

tasted. After that,

could

and the sense of

the value

believe

we

understanding of equality and discrimination in

normally would not eat the food

to offer the

I

me

great-

my

conduct and stories did not give us explicit messages,

wanting to share with and care for as well as respect others.

my

my

They were

conduct.

life

relate to other people

detect the implications. His conduct and stories partly instilled
in

foundation of

she has anything more to

in the rice

little

bowl

bugs and

a Buddhist teaching that

emphasizes non-d,scr, minatory treaimen,
to others.

Tam Boon

what you have with the Greater, such
as the monks or your

an act of offering

is

parents, while

offering to or shanng with the
Lesser, such as animal or those

who

to or

Tam Tan

shanng

an act of

is

are less fortunate than you.

It

implies that you have to be good and
willing to share with other
creatures, both the lesser and the
greater.

“He had

several

amazing teaching stones about gratitude
and earing

remember one day, he was watch,
ng us
around our
plate.

plate.

We dropped

sown.

When we

He

Look,

said.

it

it

even as you put

here, but

you also waste

it

it

and took

it

the threshing ground to put

spilling

we have

nee when we took

harvested

it

in

eating.

to

it

were not careful

already wasted so

sow

tn the field.

much

we

your mouth.

spilled

in eating

rice before

Birds and mice ate a

home, we dropped and

in the silo,

the energy

We

lost

You guys

it

are not only wasting

of the people who produced

it

lot

again.

more

I

and dropped nee

comes

to

of rice

we had

When we

more.

and wasted some of

for others.

took

Now

rice

it

your

from

you keep

by dropping

it.'

Similar to other old people in the village, he would
perform a blessing ceremony for the

pregnant rice goddess

goddess

at the

after harvesting.

time the paddy nee started flowering and a

My

grandmother continued performing these

ritual to

thank the rice

rituals after

he passed

away.”
Traditional Thai value of respect for others and the reciprocal
relationship did not apply

only to human beings but extended to other beings. Children had been
acculturated

to respect all

beings around them through socialization within the family and the community.
The value of
respect

was

also reinforced through education in the school.

One good example

that

I

personally

observed and experienced myself was the respect and the reciprocal relationship between
the
peasants and their buffaloes. Thai peasants did not consider their buffaloes as sacred animals but

they would treat their cattle as though they are the family members.

We

were taught

round. People would

to

be grateful to the buffaloes because they worked hard for us

let their

all

year

buffaloes graze freely in the fields after the harvesting season and
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pen them after the plowtng and the
sowing penod was done. They
would go ou, and cu, the
grass and

mix

it

with dry rice hay to feed them.
They would bathe and groom
them buffaloes

evety rime these animals

heap of hay close

fresh

fin, shed

them work

to the buffaloes'

pen so

in the field.

that the

A,

smoke from

night, people

the burning

mosquitoes during the night. People rarely
used harsh language
while they were working.

Many

in

would

damp

light a

damp hay would

commanding them

repel

buffaloes

peasants gave their buffaloes a blessing
ceremony after the

harvesting season.

When

my

thought that the traditional Thai value of
respect for others does

not apply only to

human beings

but to other beings and objects, too,
she agrees and offers her

own example. She

says, “I also

tell

I

remember one of my

continues to teach students in her class

sister

grandfather

or step

made

‘

us graab

on any books. Doing

a stupid person.

were

her about

the

so,

he

at school.

book every time we
said,

was

we

It

was

finished reading

newspaper was

a

should respect them as

much

as

who

the people

happened

I

wrote the book that

to step

on

we had

learned from.

analogy or metaphoric description.

my

prescriptive.

It

taught us not to

He

said

books

respect our teachers. Besides,

book but

my

adulthood,

I felt

also to

guilty if

I

more

easily

believe this tendency

when they

I

is

are presented in a visual

something

I

had absorbed from

great-grandfather's stories. For me, analogy or metaphoric presentation
is

sit

would make us become

gratitude to the

in

great-

a book.

learn and understand abstract concepts

listening to

Even

it

He

treated, though.)

we

whenever we graab a book, we not only showed our respect and

and

it.

my eldest

My

the respect for books.

a gesture of disrespect

(He would not care about how

our teachers and

like

,52

great- grandfather's teachings that

therefore

open

for

your

free

subjective interpretation.

52

It

is

not

stimulates your

Graab is a Thai gesture of paying high respect, especially to the Buddha statues, the monks or highly
respected persons, by pressing your hands to form a lotus shape between chest and then bending down to
flatten your palms (with your head top of them) in front of or on the object that you want to make a graab.
Y ou do this three times for the Buddha statue or the monks and only one time for people or other objects of
respect.
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imaginative thought. Metaphonc
teach, „g or presentat.on
does not make
to understand or see a thing
only in

even connect

parttcular

way, bu,

of Living in

Town on

my

father attempted to take

me

My father succeeded

“How
wnh

a

in taking

moving from

did

sunken voice. “Living

me

into the neighbor’s

village.

I

in the city,

my

I

who remained
home. At

with

my

that period,

my

and

my

four half-

him when

step-sister

was eleven.”

I

you?”

felt

I

was an unwanted

mother gave me,

would upset

away one
I

explains,

my

I

was miserable

father,

I

I

I

ask and she explains

I

child and

my

I

hoping that he would send

used

I

my

to

do

in the

was very mad

at

other three sisters

I

went

to visit

of belonging. Despite

me and

father provided

the care

my

all

step-

tried every possible behavior that

I

me back

I

them much when

lost the sense

turned 14 or 15.

way

was jealous of

did not talk to

was

could no longer just venture

like a prisoner.

I felt

in the city

it

to the village.

I

even

tried

running

time.”

ask,

“How

Luckily,

did you do that? Did you get yourself in big trouble” She laughs
and

it

without telling any one
in school.

until

I

I

their children the

father take me.

the conveniences in the lifestyle and materials

her that

my

freedom was gone. Every house

family in the village. So

I

great-grandfather

which was

actually forbidden, to do so.

resented her for letting

my

his family,

the village to live in the city affect

house or property or play with

was discouraged,

mother.

and

it

town with him and

eldest sister,

to live with

“The year

We knew our neighbors but we did not associate with them.

fenced.

my

can interpret or re-tntetpre,

life story.

to live in

composed of my step-mother, her mother,
her
brothers.

ant forced

,

Personal Transformation

After a short pause, she continues
narrating her

passed away,

.

fee, tha,

further to another thing.”

it

The Influence

one

me

was not so

horrible as

home,

to

at

I

went

it

may

sound.

spend overnight with

She was the only friend who did not tease me about
wanted

to run

What

away from home and she agreed
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my

my

I

call ‘running

friend,

whom

I

away’ was,

being a Baan Nok'

to conspire with

‘

my

most

liked the

plan.

girl. I

We

told

told her

parents that

weekend

my
my
No

had already asked

,

my

a,

and

fr'end

fnend.

I

father’s permission to
spend overnight there.

My (Trend’s parents

skrpped school on

was and

father

my

sen.

me home

were suspretous when they came
home and found

Monday and

that eventng.

me, dent,

keep
drink

me

my
in

snack

under

until

after that?”

to school in the

he came to p,ck

bar with his friends from the

at a

money

me

father took

custody

you

to

but

some with my

left

at school.

this type

My

teacher.

I

I

of guard

for

as

feared

morning on

me up

until

could get

me

almost two years.

way

my

He

from her

a lunch

if

box

I

my

took

me

do.

to

my

teacher to

me any

did not allow

wished

running away

everywhere, even to

buy

pocket

a small drink or

for school everyday.

gave up the hope of going back

I

would

father

work and asked

to

He

work.

midnight.

it

knew who

parents

She explains,” After

his

after his

I

that

my father.”

ask, curious.

stepmother also prepared

fr, end’s

was not pun, shed

I

army

My

stayed at home.

one said or showed any upsetting
expression, not even

-Wha, happened

spent the

1

I

was kept

to live in the

village.”

“Before your ‘running away,’ didn’t your
father allow you to see your fam.ly
village at all?”

She

clarifies,

would kick and scream every time he came

my

the village for a while. After

weekend and allowed me
village for the

Instead,

whole of

to

life,

to take

there on the weekends, once a month. But

me back to

running away, he drove and

spend

my

me

“Actually he took

my summer

my

behavior changed.

was because
grandmother,

no longer had many

I

I

did not talk

described to you earlier.
left alone.

From

I

much

found

that point,

I

friends with

to

my

that

mother and

whenever

I

I

my

I

was

afraid that

my

would

find

my

could play

sisters

my

that

I

could not be

much

mother

and read
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it.

as

I

used to do.

in the village.

in the village.

That

Except for

my

I

could

diary.

come

I

did not write

into our

I

would be

habit and a love of reading.

my

to

in the

because of the resentful feelings

worm’

He

me

1

mother every other

read (or pretended to read) quietly,

started to develop a ‘book

father

with

did not talk as

turned to reading for comfort and also started writing a journal in

because

me

Knowing

was with

I

whom

I

the city so he stopped taking

left

vacation there.

turned to reading, even though at the time

I

in the

I

much

room any time

he wished. Thai parents have

my

of

right.

Chtldren’s privacy dtd no, exist,
a, leas, withm

family.”

am

I

her father

curious to

was

character.

would

know more

attent.on

in the front

working
on

morning

to

two of us had

I

ask her to

after

he came

home from

the afternoon

in

after closing his clinic,

to sit with

the table waiting for

army

about him. She thtnks

man

but very restricting,

hospttal

my

his clinic

eating. Mostly,

to set the table

it

where worked, he
This

clinic

to

his supper.

and serve him the food.

It

was

in

on Sunday. Every

five

One

was my stepmother. He would

even get a lork or spoon or a glass from the
cupboard for himself.

was

on the weekend, from nine

would clean up and have

father

father's -peculiar’

in the evening.

on Saturday and from ten

him while he was

my stepmother

the

seven thirty or eight

wing of the house. He also opened

seven

me

tell

of his chtldren. She elaborates on
her

all

in his dental clinic until

the east

weekday evening

sit at

from

"About half an hour

start

about her father so

as a peculiar person, a
religious and hardworking

demanding love and

the

.ha, kind

I

or

just

never saw him

his habit to say that the

food was too cold, the rice was to wet, or the
vegetable was over cooked. Sometime, he even

asked

my

stepmother

to

cook him

a

new

dish on the spot.

I

was often annoyed with

nagging

his

about food.

However,

I

duty to clean up and
sterilize the dental

happened

to

complained
favorite dish

for

him

was

it

gave

me

mop

to

I

I

While

my

father

I

equipment and get everything ready for the next day.

that the

and

this scenario.

the clinic floor with disinfectant solution and

be the person

before.

liked

was mostly saved from

who was

with

also said to

it

him

himself.

it

He

I

way

got upset and

A

remember saying

tasted exactly the

that the only

helped

to

same

make

slammed

as

eating,

my

I

had

to

the food.

him

that

I

Once he
was

it

his

when my stepmother cooked

the food to taste exactly the

his fork

a

stepsister to

few times, though,

when he complained about

food he was having tasted awful.

personally thought

cook

sitting

was

it

way he

and spoon on the table and

a long speech before stomping out of the kitchen to eat at a foodstand not far from the

house. His speech was,

‘I

work very hard every day
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to earn the

money

for all

of you.

I

hardly

complain about

only want to eat good food that gives

I

it.

the next day. Is that too

much

You

to ask?

from every day and then chase out

the eggs

think

it is

me

energy to drag myself out

me

fair to treat

to feed itself in the wild

like a

duck

and return

work

you squeeze

that

you

for

to

squeeze

to

more eggs out of it, huh?’”
“Your
family?”

seems

father

like a violent person.

Did he ever abuse you or anyone

Physically? Never ever. Neither any of us nor anyone
else that

confidently and laughs a bit before she continues.
“Emotionally?

I

know

I

would

say, he

abusive to us. But his friends or the outsiders of the family
wouldn’t believe
hardly lost his

it

at

coolness outside the family.

My

home.

father

had

we

If

his violent

stirred his

of us

Although

feel uneasy.

my

retreated and

It

felt

calmer.’ She

worked well most of the

to disagree with or resist

for that purpose, but

I

time.

my

I

was

his anger, like

became

I

by keeping

however

father at all?”

life

She

silent.”

feel

I

better at

nod

in

it

all

as

I

you

was

my

grew

to him.

It

made

was always

stepmother

It

up.

to argue with

just keep silent.

the best

weapon

how

was not easy

the one

your

my

to deal with

But you know too

me
that

to

it

father.

easier to reason

It is

leam
is

to

father.

weapon

to use silence as a

for

who

be

not just

silent

women

confrontational situations and resolve argumentative

sympathy with her and

many

throwing things

agreement.

replies, “Well, to tell

with him. There are

if

and other people.

but most Thais often refrain from

situations

right. Silence

father, she

worth your sanity

‘It isn't

absorbed from

father

my

to

quicker and be more reasonable

is

because he

nervous that he might become physically violent some day.

walked away from an argument.

when he

was verbally

anger outside our home, he waited

ways of expressing

stepmother sometimes talked back

He can calm down
with him

also

I

She says

of.”

this

around the house and then pacing the house, complaining how ungrateful we
were
all

your

ask.

I

to express

in

you the

things that

my

say,

“Was

truth, there

siblings

and
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I

there any fun in your

life

with your

were numerous happy moments
can laugh about when

we

in

my

talked about

them

after

we grew

especially in the

first

older.

But

I

have

to say that the recollection

four years living with him,

was

like a life in a

So, you think of your father as an awful person.”

belore saying,

To be truthful,

I

that all

of us can see and

very responsible, but only

money

rarely spent

money

we

cannot deny

in certain respects.

for luxurious things

he had earned on two things.

He

terrible person.

after she stops.

my

that

recall,

1

to put in this

amount of money he spent on

I

my

for religious activities

—

money on was
that

room. He could have bought

his religious activities.

to support us in getting the best

also think of

own two

legs.

He worked

fair, I

my

had

for

Another area

father as

my

father

most of the

father spent

example, donations for

room

at least a

in

our house, or

new

car with the

that he generously spent his

and the highest education.

was

It

he never avoided and he would stop only when he knew for sure that

stand on our

father,

She ponders

angel. But to be

the construction or renovation ol different temples, remodeling the prayer

buying more Buddha idols

my

with

Other than good food and cigarettes,

on himself. As

One was

life

has his bad side but he also has a

must say

it. I

my

boot camp.”

remark

had never thought of my father as

never ever thought of him as an absolutely

good side

I

of

we

a responsibility

could financially

very hard because he did not want to

fail

in this

responsibility.”

Not only her

father,

but most Thai

parents

I

knew would be

responsible for

educational expenses for their children until they graduated from higher education.

show

potential and interest in furthering their education,

means

would

find every possible

would

sacrifice their educational opportunity for the

“My

father

until

we

all

He

graduated from high school.

subscribed to

From

parents,

poor family, the oldest

younger or the “smarter.”

was very generous with us about school

magazines, but very stingy about toys.

If children

most parents, even very poor

to support their children’s education. In a

all

all

materials, children's books and

kinds of children's magazines for us

those children's magazines,

children's stories. Black Beauty, Uncle Torn s Cabin,
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I

read several Western

Tom Sawyer and The

Little

House on

the

Prairie were

some examples. Normally, he would not
allow

We

•jus. for fun.'

rarely had a chance for

longer than an hour. Bu,
at school,

told

I

us and especially

I

my

would have no problem

me

to concentrate

or sitting in an ,ce cream parlor

group study with

my duty of cleaning

up

“My

my

my

He

my

friends in

I

this question,

was vety hopeful

father

my

school record that

He

him was

said

town or

I

that

this career.

I

single day. Instead of acquiring a basic aptitude for
dentistry,

I

one of

me

that,

teacher sent him, he

in science.
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During

would build up

it

notice a

my

my

basic

wrong move. He did not know

h.s

hated every single piece of the dental equipment that

1

ask

I

high school study

later told

made me hated

his clinic

When

often convincingly said to

help him in his dental clinic.

aptitude and passion for this career, which

the clinic.

to a

a dentist like him.

teachers and from checking

high school years, he had

that

was gotng

face before she replies.

me would become

from his talking to

I

that

his expectation about your future
career?”

amused expression on her

thought

him

window-shoppmg

could be gone for the whole afternoon.”

I

What was
brief

if

us to hang around outstde the
house

hated the hospital-like smell of

I

had

to clean

and

sterile

every

accumulated a bad attitude toward

it.”

She smiles with amusement and says, “Knowing
most

The

I

hai universities at that time

were

in English,

that

he tried

most of the medical

all

his

measures

texts

to help

me

used

in

improve

national university examination

was a big deal for Thai parents as much as it was for Thai high
know, medical professions were the most prestigious in the eyes of
the Thai parents and society, and these were followed by professions related to science
and math, like
engineering, industrial biochemistry and technology. People also tended to perceive that only
extremely
smart kids or a genius would be able to pass the entrance exam for these fields. Not only the national
university examination was very competitive
only about 10 percent of all high school graduates were
school students in

my

time.

As

far as

I

—

admitted through

screening

exam each

—

but there was a social and cultural incentive behind it.
graduated from government universities would receive their diploma from the king at the
graduation ceremony. That was a high honor for the family. To guarantee that their children, regardless of

Students

this

year

who

their gender, would pass the national entrance examination, and especially in those prestigious fields,
parents of high school students would encourage and support their children to attend special tutorial classes

to prepare

them

for this examination, as early as grade ten or eleven.

offered in the evening or on the weekend. There were

many

suicide because of this pressure and stress. Every year after the

examination

results, there

would be news

in the

These

newspapers

my

announcement of

that students

who

examination, especially in the fields related to science, had committed suicide.
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tutorial classes

teenagers, at least in

time,

were usually

who committed

the national university

did not pass the entrance

my

English competency.

He

often

English, and attempted to discuss

What he

did

tourists he

was bring

met on

the tram, or

The

said,

[native speakers].’ If

sightseeing and then

me by

even foreigners he found

full

way

best

to learn

accompany them

me

with English.

lost in

our

city, to stay

overnight

[English]

is

to practice with the

at

our

often asked

me

owner of the language

to take these guests

bus depot or train station for

shopping or

their next destination.

shy about making a mistake in speaking English.

feel less

either. If they

Thai people are but also

was

it

sharing and helping others).

understand what you say, that

He

a

way

he often

at

to

is

He

often

how

start.'

He

hospitable

accumulate boon (a good karma earned from offering,

to you.’

said, ‘See?

already a good

our house was not only to show them

Someday when you go abroad,

said.

would make other foreigners helpful
gifts,

it

to the

thought that taking lost tourists to stay

you

me

saying, 'You don’t need to speak perfect
English. Farangs (foreigners) don’t

speak perfect Thai

as thank

to help

accommodation.

was a weekend, he

it

This experience helped

encouraged

them with me. He had one funny way

textbooks, mostly in

foreigners he met at the medical
conference he attended, or foreign

house with lavish meals and

He

showed some basic medical journals and

That

When some
is

the influence of this

of these guests sent

the instant result of

me

boon

English books

good karma or doing good

to

those people.”

She once

told

me

that her opportunity to practice speaking English at her

her feel more confident to speak English with foreigners, both at

Her

ability to

—such

as a scholarship for studying

abroad or attending international seminars or workshops
Department. In the

on

in the

graduate school.

speak more fluent English also allowed her better upward mobility and

improvement opportunities

effort

work and

young age made

later

year of her

life,

this matter.
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and several training sessions

—than many

she also told her father

self-

other staff

how much

members

in her

she appreciated his

“How
moment

did living wtth your fa.her
have an impact on you?"

to think before

composing
my

answering me. "For sure, one
thing was

wtfe to keep a

home

in

sa.d to

I

myself .ha,

my

assert, veness

to a boyfr, end/girl friend stage.

was smart

that she did not

to

have

I'd rather stay single if the
only

peace was to follow her husband's
demands.

intimate relationship with the
opposite sex.

that she

I

walk away from

to deal with

my

had

my

to

I

had a

have just realized recently, was

father

father’s

want

fanatical

to identify

interpreted

my own

began

I

to

admire

and stays single

my

had

and extreme,

I

and practiced

it.

interpretation that

I

began

my

would prove

it,

especially the

if

my

of Buddhist teaching was

bom,

it

‘invalid.’

For example,

life in

we

consecutive moments,

reborn or reincarnate as a

‘reincarnation’ for

From

me

is

we

my

was glad

father,

father

I

believe that

my

which

I

didn't even

it. I

my

ways

father

tried so hard to find

my

father interprets the

human

you are
or other

bom
life

as a

forms.

die from our childhood and

new person

way

in

two

every moment. So,

call ‘transformation.’

on

this matter,

I

absorbed and adopted

various aspects of Buddhist teaching unknowingly and became ‘more Buddhist’ than

was.

for her

his interpretation

can never act or think exactly the same

something you would

trying to counter

the

the sense that

We

reincarnate into adulthood. Since

think

that

felt his interpretation

meant matching

die and reincarnate every minute.

I

1

way he imposed

baby, get older and then die. But your soul exists and then
reborn as a
are

an

father ‘misconstrued’ Buddhist philosophy
and

Buddhist concept of reincarnation as a cycle of human

we

I

my

Buddhist teachings carefully and

that

for a

mother and though,

had tried several possible ways to counter

to read

means

less .merest ,n

until today.

understanding of Buddhism. Because

myself as a Buddhist, especially

that his interpretation

For me,

less

demanding ways.”

Buddhist teaching and his way of practicing

on me, was so

and

of male friends but no relationship

lot

admit that

I

After a brief pause, she continues,
“Another impact of living with

ol

She takes a long

ask.

toward aggressive and demanding
persons, men parheularly.
Another thing was

interest in the oppos.te sex.

wen,

I

to practice

I

thought

I

appreciation to spiritual transfomiation and humanitarian practice of
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education and development

my

opposing

own
I

father also mfluenced

interpretation

know now,

was an

act

me

that

his

interpretation

it

My

me

it

is

my

with

character and

my

,s

rebellious

interest in studying

is

community development

for

me.

This act led

me

me to
,t

a clear example of

for the

m

of

my

then, but

accept that people

you don',

feel that their

Though he

insists

my

the village or the experience with
your father

life?”

it,

development of

After taking a long, pondering moment,
she
I

have

my

spirit. It

abroad

also stimulated

in the later

to say that

spiritual or

my

my

my

life.

curiosity about the

But these two

and

my

that started to take shape during this period

this point,

reflecting

on

my

life

experience,

I

the village

I

is

humanitarian perceptions.

my

of experience,

in school

and

in

and

life.”

become more convinced by

can see clearly that

My

assertive

interest in education

of my

the

Western world

sites

my way of learning

sociopolitical consciousness,

To

life in

intellectual capacity,

initial

years of my

my

constructivist assumption about the notion of socioculturally constructed
self

From

know

as long as

this.

ac,

to dtscover

did not

I

The

to accept his.”

After a brief pause, she continues.

social agents.

father.

on others and make others

which contain several contradictory elements, greatly impact
the university, including

person and led

nothing wrong with

had a profound influence on

father has

my

reality.

my

he hesitates to dismiss the reasonableness
of

not so easy to distinguish

most important foundation

own

father

your experience with your family

“Though

replies.

and

my

case with

critical

interpretation

had the most impact on your adult

that has

life

own

attempt to counter

more meaningful

and there

the nght one,

is

interpretation or to force

“Is

that ts

interpretation of the world

is 'invalid.'

become a

to

of naming your

attempt to impose your view and
your
interpretation

my

influenced by

of Buddhtst practices

that this

own

have their

is partly

my

the

and subjectivity of
positionality, e.g.,

gender, class, ethnicity, sexuality, has been constructed and transformed constantly in relation
to
contextual changes that

reflexive or rebellious.

that

way.

I

I

had encounter through the course of my

My upbringing and

did not instinctively

know

life

right

life.

Apparently,

I

was not bom

circumstances had molded and reinforced

from wrong, but
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my judgment

me

to

be

has evolved through a

senes of obsenung, taking
nsks
conducts front other.
relationships that

I

comm,, and bond

to

nghts

ts

token.

„

I

ls

was no, bom a free’

usually

comes w„h responsibly.

1

something else for
I

me.

I

I

am

maintain

my

have

1

this

I

know

also

that

left for

to

me

me

to

beheve

to

my

some

past experience,

I

certain nghts

to

me

as a free

fttlfillmg certatn

bond and

obi,

m whtch

had been brought up

remtnd

me

I

of a

gain

an mevhable

as

leg,,, mate

,s

space tha,

no, a

.

can

me

it

that, ,f

is

I

want

to

1

to feel hes.tate to ge,

into

it.

Tins

be a part of the society

necessary that accept and comply
to

specific circumstances, there

is,

a

however, a

and negotiate with certain rules and values.

realize that

my

upbringing has influenced

my

personal

life situation

life

me

to

rather than to

and problems. This

emphasizes observing from examples and adopting
or following good

been imposed upon me, though

meaning

it

freely in

a process that requires

line

by

and the immediately practical aspects of

examples while ignoring bad examples. Learning

between the

soctal

to selectively resist

to personal issues

socializing process

lie

my

come

to

to belteve that

no one would physically force me back

deal with or question the structural
system of

my own

to earn

social relat.onship with others,

Looking back

pay more attention

social

able to ge, ou, of this parameter
and return into „ as

certain set of socio-cultural rules and
norms. In

space and poss,bility

web of

have been taught and tratned

cannot d.sm.ss the psycholog, cal
force that cond.t.ons

understand, ng and perception encourage

It

1

merely a parameter

1, ,s

out ot that cultural boundaty,

patience.

betng bu, bound by a

^

(o

it.

do no, perce, ve

and without any caufion.

w,sh. Although

create

soctal

cannot escape. The cultural frame

tha, confines

freely

to

^^

no, something nahtral bu,
relational. Certa.n kind
of rights does no,

oppressive trap tha,

and

^^ ^

^

and

such a web-like relattonsh.p,

"Nonetheless,

roam

,

had commuted with
dtfferem people. Through
the process of
soctaltztng

responsibilities or trade

jadhouse

ta

,

somehow

my
me

does.

prefer way.

way,

I

do not

feel like

I

am

in this

I

It is

in

the learning process that requires time and

people’s action.
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knowledge has

able to understand things and

to listen carefully to unwritten

of people’s conversation and

feel that the

and unspoken messages

You

can say that

I

that

have been

socialized to be people oriented
rather than structurally
analytical oriented.
to understand the

pay more attention

I

immediate context of people
behaviors or actions rather
than

to the influence

of

the structural system on
such behaviors and actions.”

Experience

I

in

Formal School

ask her to

tel!

me

have already mentioned a

particularly about her fonnal
education. "In your narrative
earlier,

bit here

you

and .here about your edueation.
Could you elaborate with more

systematic details?”

She

explains, “Other than heartng

my

teachers saytng to

bright student and she should
eonstder further,
ng

had learned during
fifth to

my

seventh grade

Beyond my

first to

in

a school in the town,

many of my

palm with a thick wooden
She said

for

my

I

rnler because

in

I

I

life in a

my

did not turn in

sixth grade

my
like

I

my

dared not

was

more punishment

that teacher

was

I

my

math teacher smashed

math homework four days

me

tell

my

in a

I

my

row.

wouldn't go beyond secondary
imitate

me

or take pity

father about this incident. For

one

thing,

I

witnessed some

after hearing the teacher’s report

of

why

they

afraid of that, too.”

“Did other Thai teachers

know. But

much of what

time had high respect for teachers and trusted
their judgment in

parents giving their children

I

a very

mother’s village. In

disciplining the children regarding their performance
and behavior in school.

spanked the children.

was

1

did not find school fun.

was a bad example and no other pupils should
ever
I

that

don’t remember

new envtronment,

remember my

I

mother

don’t recall a happy but a bitter
experience.

I

and trresponsible pupil

severe punishment from her.

most Thai parents

my

teachers.

to the class that a lazy

school. She said that

education,

fourth grade in a compulsoty
school in

struggle to adjust myself to

hated school and

my

my

treat children like this

the only cruel teacher

I

teacher?”

knew
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in

my

I

ask.

whole

She explains,

life. I

“I

don’t

passed secondary

school entrance

From

this

exam with

accomphshment,

math teacher
eight until

I

was

also loved

who
find

in

all

taught

ways

of

me

my

in

in

I

in 'the top class'*

had been beaten

of the school.

do™ by my sixth grade

my

teachers in this provmctal
school were vety

geometry/loganthms.

came

to realize that

I

These

was not

teachers

really a

in

helped

dumb

trigonometry, one in

me

to

my

improve

person in mathematics.

I

language teachers, espectally a Tha,
language teacher and an English
teacher

grades

to help us

was

had three excellent mathematics
teachers-one

I

and

skills

I

don't recall any bad or
bitter experiences at
school from grade

I

graduated from the university. All

and another

mathematics

good grades. Hence,

my self-co„f,de„ce-wh,ch

restored.

good. In this school,
algebra

quite

1

1

and

leam the

12.

1

have to say that

best. The,,

canng and

all

my

teachers were canng and attentive
to

attention to

me made me want

do

to

the best

school not only for myself but for them,
too.
“After grades five and

six,

became more acquainted with town
probably forgot to

feel inferior

an active participator
cheerleaders of

grades 11-12.

my

number of times.

I

about

I

was

my

won second

rural

I

was

a co-editor

the leader of

my

prize in

that miserable. This

was probably because

and had more friends and schoolmates

life

school activities.

school.

was

I

in

was no longer

I

background.

I

began

to

I

in the city.

I

also

be expressive again.

I

was

a 100-meter sprinter, a relay runner and
one of the

of my school’s student newspaper for two
years.

school’s debating team.

still life

drawing

We won

In

high school debates a

in the provincial competition.

A poem

I

In my time, children had to take entrance examination
to get into the provincial school. The students
who
passed the examination with the score of 90 percent and up would
be put in the ‘King’ classrooms and from
80 to 89.9 would be in the ‘Queen’ classrooms. The rest would be
mixed together. Students in the "King"
class were often expected and encouraged to concentrate
their studies
science to enter medical

m

school in

the university, and the

"Queen" classes were often encouraged to concentrate their study in sciences
such as
technology and mathematics or in specific fields of liberal arts to prepare
for a university. The rest would
be encouraged to head for the field of liberal arts like humanity, social
science or vocational
careers like

teacher training schools and so on. However, the students

classrooms could

move

who were

not in the "King" and "Queen"

into these classrooms if their grades improved to meet the
standards, while the
students at the top had to go to the general classroom if their grades dropped
below the standards. Except
for the ninth grade, when I was in the "King" classroom, I was
in the "Queen" classroom until I graduated
from my high school.
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composed

my school's adversary won

for

teachers for

my self-improvement

"You probably know
compefifive.

The

greater

,he school's

firs, prize.

local

thetr students

aga.n

my

already ,ha, the umvers.ty
entrance examinafion was
highly

number of students

student had to take and pass
the nahonal

and

g.ve part of ,he credit ,o

here.

your school who passed the
entrance exam, the

more popular your school would
become. However, you need

national

1

newspapers would

exammat.on

know

too tha, every h.gh school

to graduate a, grade
12.

Each

names of h,gh schools where every

the

list

to

year, the

stngle

one of

passed this nattonal htgh school
exam, nation. The newspapers would
also report

how many

entrance exam.

h,gh school students and from
wh,ch school passed the nafional
umvers.ty

News

of those

who

passed the examination with the
highest scores

in medical,

engineering and ,n certain faculties of
the most famous and most
presttg.ous government
universities

would

be

on

the

national

television

and

in

evety

newspaper.

Sometimes

headmasters/headmistresses and teachers from
schools that those students attended
would be
interviewed by the media. For

all

these reasons.

,t

was

partly true ,f not always true to
say that

good students would get more support and
encouragement from

“Almost
all their

all

of my h.gh school teachers took

it

as a personal and institutional goal to
help

students to pass the national high school
examination.

algebra teacher,

was

a retired teacher from

my

school without extra payment until she quit
taught algebra in

my

grade nine and

at the

my

years old

civil servants in

best English teachers. She

She spent her own money

to

by English

materials for hers students. She said to

buying you any learning materials

that

my

best

math

teachers, the

was and

My

came from

‘I

the age of retirement for

The school

also assigned one

class advisor at grade eleven and

a rich aristocrat family in our town.

and music

am more

to use as leaming/teaching

than glad to spend

you think would help you
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still is

Thailand.)

films, books,

class,

my

age of seventy. She was sixty-six when she

teacher to be an academic advisor for each classroom.

twelve was one of

One of my

school. She volunteered to continue teaching
at

ten. (Sixty

government school teachers and other

the teachers.

learn better

all

my money

and help

all

of you

‘o PaSS

'

he tnat 0nal1 fiMl eXamina,i
°n Prom
'

'

exam.' During

my

h,gh school years,

I

it

empowers your

success

is

pass ,h,s

often heard ra teachers
as well as the school
y
head™, stress

say to students, ‘Your persona,
success

and

- “ ^a, you w„, help one another

is

not only your own,

i,

reflects the success

teachers to do their best
for the students

who come

of our school

to school' or

no, only the pr.de of your
family bu, of the equal pr.de
of your school.'

messages made

me mtemahze

to the institutions

as well.

that

Many

my

good act.ons no, only do good

of these teachers have been

my

role

to

myself bu,

models

These

to others

my

in

‘Your

and

career as a

nonformal educator.”

To my knowledge,

like

most qualified Thai workers who
sough,

b.g town, after pass.ng their
tenth

pade

final

opportune

a

examinat.on, most of the top students
from

my

school, like those from prov.nc.al
schools in other regtons,

Bangkok.
students

those

Many

who

in

Bangkok were renowned

left

them schools

for their reputat.on

attend schools in

of hav.ng a h.gh rate of

passed the entrance exam. The students
had to take another exam.nat.on to
get into

Bangkok

would attend

schools

a better

schools, too. If they d.d not pass
the h.gh school entrance

a pr.vate school there instead.

was

I,

exam

in

a shameful thing to return

Bangkok, they

home, no, only

because they would be considered by
their classmates as failures but a
betrayer of

their old

school.

Knowing
was

this sanction.

this,

asked

I

I

that

I

I

did not

move

think he didn’t want to

would have kept us close
to free

reason that she had not tried to go to high
school

She explains, “No,

lather didn’t allow me.

wanted

if the

to

myself from

home and

my

father's

to

him

let

to a school in

me

personal

and

visit

commitment

my
to

out of his guard too soon.

my

I

am

sure he

as long as he possibly could. In the opposite,

I

guardianship as quick as possible. This was one reason

grandmother as often as

be with

Bangkok

Bangkok only because my

chose the university that was not too close to home. At the
same time,

far to return

in

I

wished. In

grandmother.”
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my

it

tenth grade,

should not be too

it

had become

my

Why
a

factory in

so?

Bangkok

responsibility for

still

my

responsible for

She signs and (hen says, “At

ask.

I

to earn

money

to support the

weeks

orders

late.

my

mother

family. Although

grandmother's living and other expenses

my mother

My eldest

started to earn extra

my

left

home

my

father took full

three sisters' expenses for school,
clothing and necessities,

and other communication systems were
veiy poor

money

that time,

sent

sister

money

my

in

home from Bangkok

was too proud
after school

to

in the family.

The

grandmother's village

often reached

my

ask for help or for more

my

work

to

in

mother was

postal service

at that time.

eldest sister

two

money from my

The

to three

She

father.

and during the weekend by taking laboring
jobs within

the village, such as harvesting rice
or working in the brick factory.

She also decided not

to attend

high school but went to get a two-year
diploma program in a teacher's training college,
even

though she was a bright student. She said she
could get out of school and be able

to get a

job

was her own decision and she

did

quicker than by taking her career path through
the university.
I

ielt

sad tor

my

not want sympathy from
help

me

eldest sister.

me

However, she

told

me

it

or anyone. She said, ‘If you really want to help
me,

come home and

take care ot grandma and share the load of our
household chores. This way,

more time

to

work

for

money.

Dam

and Pen (my two younger

sisters)

study and they can have more chance to enter the
university.’
‘traditional’

families in

Thai values and practices, which

my

village as well as in

many

my

I

could have

could have more time to

What my

sister did

mother and other eldest children of most

other Thai rural villages would also do. Generally, the

eldest child ot the family, especially the female child,

had

internalized, through socializing

responsibility allocation during their early childhood, the feeling of
responsibility and
sacrifices tor their family

my eldest

sister. It

later times.

and

their

younger

made me and my

the

fit

siblings.

I

could see this clearly from

other two sisters respect and listen to

She became a family figure who had more authority

our grandmother and our mother, of course.”
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my

my eldest

in certain aspects

and

making

mother and

sister

more

over us

—

in

after

I

that

am

glad that she reminds

cultural

me of this

cultural praettce.

Her explanatton also remtnds
me

expeetat.ons for gender roles of
one soetety are different from
another. The

differentiation

of

this

expectat.on

not

only d.fferent.ates power
relattons and access
to

socioeconomic resources and materials
within the family between

among women with

different socioeconomic status

point that gender and development
to take

mto then consideration

activities for

Her
in

women

(GAD)

policy for

for planning

and

women and men,

social roles. This differentiation
,s

women’s empower encourages

and destgning

‘culturally appropriate’

how

differences in socioeconomic status

advancement-such

as better schools,

more

disparity

benefits of social

socioeconomic

in

condition

is

advancement

is

another important thing that

system, at least in Thai society,

is

a crucial

agents into specific social status as
individuals’ superiority

and

development discourses

many

is

is

are

social

groups.

widened the

Evidently,

this

1

should note here, too. The formal education

mechanism of screening and placement of
as

is

it

for creating

towards one another. There

and dividing the
is

no doubt

equal to ignorant and inferior,’ which

I

in

social

attitude

my mind

often find in

of

that

many

influenced by the ideology and practices of formal education. With this

ol us, the educated, tend to forget that

solely from formal education.

illiterate

much

inferiority

the notion of ‘illiterate and poor

come

-which

urbanized areas, and thus

in

for urban people. This consequently

advancement between different

result

not limited to the Third World societies but occurs
in the First World as well.

There

attitude,

development

and other resources.

libraries

Undeniably, these social materials and services
are more available

more

practitioners

among people

unequal accessibility to and availability
of social materials and social services

yield

one

in different cultural context.

story also exemplifies

essential for social

but also

and the poor with

We

wisdom and knowledge do

not necessary

thus tend to think, to treat and to talk about the rural, the

this attitude, as well.

Consequently,

another and judge others from our superior attitude and position.
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I

we

lose our respect for one

think there

is

no need

for

me

to

d,scuss this in detail here.

discussed in

We

can take the case of interna,,
onal development policy
formula,, on

my discourses review as an

“Are you

still

example.

me?” She asks

listening to

after noticing

my

silence.

I

say,

"Sony, please

continue." She continues, "I passed
the university enhance
examination and go,
university and the faculty tha,

I

listed as

my

third eho.ce,

which was the

Silapakom Umversity, located about 85
kilometers south of Bangkok.
twenty-four, students from

my

that

students in

my

my

my

school

who

class advisor.

I

remember so

I

1

be

to

in the

most famous

university, just

your

Put the good one, which not

first

choice

in

your

list.

do your best

many

that

examining

my

You know your own

the university.

finally did.

different

I

My

It

other

to get into one.

Be

that

realistic.

everyone surely chooses as

capacity.

Try

to

to

hour: ‘To pass the

enough. Don’t worry

is

I

choose your

field

of

you

Don't

their top

first,

as

interest in

Her advice made me become more

realistic

a strategic plan for choosing the field of study in

determined that the only thing

I

had

to

do was

to get into the university

and

I

advisor was very proud of the class not only because three of us
got into three
all

24 of us passed the national high school

was one of the happiest moment

“Do you

in

my life and

final

of my whole family, too.”

find studying in the university similar or different from your learning experience

your high school?”

taste

me make

universities but also because

examination.

in

capacity and helped

homeroom

students are expected to choose as their the

the university that matches your grade and
capacity.’
in

(ou, of

was so much smarter than

well what she said to us in one

choose the most renowned university and faculty
priority.

was one of three

a,

passed the university entrance examination
partly owing

entrance examination to get into the university,
any university

have

of education

passed the university entrance exam.

passing this examination was not
because

my class or in my school.

he

and one among ten or eleven students
(ou, of nearly two

class

hundred) high school graduates from

beheve

I

faculty

,

I

ask.

She shakes her head and

of freedom and from living a new

life in

a

says, “After

new environment
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my

excitement from the

started to subside,

I

first

began

to

find

I

learn, ng in the university
no, as enjoyable as

my

classroom learn,
ng expenence was vety bonng, with
examinations

was

getting to

economic

m the

monthly, mid-term and

know

disparities

students from

among

all

finals.

that borders

university.

county

My

of readings, lecturing, note-taking
and

My

awareness and

,n the

umvers.ty

interest in soc.al

and

and econom.c class had developed
and grew stronger

second year of my undergraduate study.

university donn.tory with a student
from

lots

The most memorable expenence

over the

different social

learn, ng experience in
h.gh school.

my

In

second year of study,

Nakom Panom, one

with the People Republic of Lao.

We

I

shared a

room

in the

of the Tha, northeastern prov.nces

were roommates

until

we graduated from our

"

Economically, the north and the northeast
were the poorest among
Thailand. Geographically, the northeastern
was and

is

all

five regions

of

the least prosperous, the driest and the
least

"developed" area of the country. The yield of
agricultural products has long been very
low.

Drought and a shortage of water, especially drinking
water, were frequent problems

The number of

landless people

American army bases during

mushrooms

in this region.

was very high

the

in the northeast.

Vietnam War was

The sex

who came from

I

heard

this

in this region.

all,

one of the biggest

Go-go bars sprang up

like

trade and prostitution had increased rapidly. Within
Thailand,

the migration of people from the northeast region
the northern region.

Worst of

in this area.

was and

is

the highest, followed

by those from

information frequently, not only from the media but from friends

these two regions.

She adds,

Although most of

poor families, just from growing up
myself also realized that what

I

in

my

friends

from the north and the northeast were not from

those areas they could not avoid noticing those situations.

used to think of as poor

in

my

village

was

far

more than

rich

1

and

luxurious compared to the condition of rural people from those two regions.
“I

have

were most

to say that

influential

in

my roommate

my

initial

and a couple friends from the student volunteer camp

interest

in

rural
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development and other sociopolitical

movements and aCv.ttes”

m

palpated

,

a„

of stnden,

sot,

volunteer eamps for rural
eomtnuntty development. In

began

to

learn

themselves.

(oppression).

Mao

Toon Niyon,
I

(capitalism)

was very curious

and Marxism, though

teleologies, as frequently
as

were frequently organ, zed

•Hyde Parks’

political

espee,a„ y student,

assoc, at, on w,th ac„v,st
students.

language act.v.s, students
spoke

at a

my

huge pubhc

it.

Out of

class schedule allowed,

Thammasar, Umvers.ty*
field,

(rad, cal,

Sanam Luang,

wen,

I

political ideology

of

curiosity about these
political

to listen to students
debates that

Bangkok and

,„

in front

my

Myom

KM KM

progressive)

and understand the language
and

did not "buy into"

I

a,

to learn

Hau Gaow-nah

,n the

people’s pohttcal

of Thammasart University.

“After the m.htary used a violent
measure to end a student demonstration
to protest the
return

of the fonner m.htary reg.me, wh.ch
had been organ, zed

Bangkok, on October

rural

a,

Thammasar, University

6, 1976, students' pohtical activit.es
with.n univers.t.es all

were banned and other

act.v.t.es

community development,

in

were reslncted.

The number of

every univers.ty, shrank.

student volunteer

Some were

of

the countty.

Most

camps

During he 1970s, university students, as well as
other

movements

for

able lo operate, but on a

,n

un, vers, ties ceased the.r fmancial
support for

students' activities that could be
considered as -political.’

55

,n

over the counny

very small scale. These volunteer
groups were allowed to .implement
their activit.es only
specific geographical areas

However, many small groups of

intellectual groups,

against the military regime; they also were
against the
imperialist capitalism There were huge
student

US army

were very active

in organizing

Thailand and were against
demonstrations that supported the majority of the^Tha,

pu ic and successfully overthrew the military
government on October
was aware of the situation but I did not really have the
understanding

in

16, 1973.

I

was then

in

grade ten

I

of the movement that would stimulate
second year in the university in 1976 did I

my

serious interest in it. Not until the second
semester of my
begin to understand the more encompassing
situation that activated and fueled sociopolitical
movements

among

university students.

Other than Chulalongkom University, Thammasart
University is the oldest and most famous government
It was and is very renowned for
producing radical graduates in the field of political
science, law, economics and journalism. Most
of students’ political movement often
university in Bangkok.

organized

university.
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,

among

had never heard about the
concepts and the meanmgs
of words such as Seri

I

(liberalism)

and comprehend the new

my

aet, vtt.es,

at this

students,

including the group

,

parte, pa, ed

ln>

stlll

act]ve|y raised

development act,vt„es. The ac„v,t,es
of student vo.unteer c am
ps

whtch were
People

less restncted

by the government's and the
un, verb's

rural a reas to build or
rcpa.r schoo.s in the

literacy

groups

in rural

1979 allowed
countries.

me

camp was stahoned.

My Life as a

my

was determined

my

particularly from

English literature,

It

was

in

the

first

in

the

teach, ng

camps

v, Hagers ,„ the v,
Pages

around the

parte, pat, on ,n th,s type of act.vuy
during 1977 to
,„

many of (he

poorest mral areas of the
rural

community

.merest in working in the county's
remotest rural areas

March

also

when

I

1979.

Nonformal Educator

did you

from the univers.ty
I

regulat.ons, tncluded
helptng

These opportumt.es party made me
become more pass.onate about

"How

But

My

opportumt.es ,0 Pavel to and to work

graduated from the university

II:

community deve.opmen,

common,,, e. Students from
med.cal schools who joined

development and stimulated

Part

for

commun.t.es and organizing and

provided basic health services and
health cducat.on for the
area ,„ where the

for

^

become

a

nonformal educator?"

March 1979, my
to

father fried to

I

ask and she explains. “After

look for a job, any job that would

father’s support.

Although

I

me

encourage

to

I

graduated

pursue a master's degree.

make me economically

independent,

applied for a master's degree in linguistics
and

also applied for a position at the Department
of Nonformal Education (NFE).

I

job

that

I

applied for and

I

got

it

through compel, ng

in a screen,
ng

examination

with 10 other applicants.”

I

the

main

ask her

if

her involvement in

inspiration tor her to

community development

become

a nonformal educator.

cannot help puzzling and ask her to clarify

your participation

in students’

something related

to

volunteer

it.

“How could

at all.

I

She explains, “No. not

be?

camps stimulated your

community development.” She

of becoming an educator or a teacher

that

in the volunteer student

I

desire to

says, “Believe

didn’t even
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remember you

it

work

or not,

I

camp

at all.”

telling

me

is

I

that

in the rural area or

had never thought

know what "nonformal

education" was

and

rpral development!!

my

So,

university couldn't tnsptre

me

mvolvemen, with commumty
development

become a nonformal

to

educator. Rather,

urged

me

,

he

to apply for

Her explanation confuses me more.

this job.

"You just

said that

you didn't want

to

be an educator. You didn't even
know the job was

about community development.
What do you mean by that?
student volunteer

clarifies. “If

camps possibly urge you

got the job,

I

(NRNEC)

Center

i,

activity

in

dreamt of working

became of the work

to

would be assigned

I

Lampang.
in since

I

apply for
to

work

already told you that

my

university study.”

it

this

How

job?"

I

in Northern

did your experience with

ask with puzzlement and
she

Region Nonformal Education

was one of the two regions

OK

I get

it.

She wanted

to

in

wh.ch

I

had

work there not

but the geographical preference!
“This regional nonformal education
center

had just been established

in

1978.

It

one among four nonformal education
regions of the

is

Department of Nonformal Education or the
former Division of Adult Education,

in the

Mimshy

of Education.”
lell

about nonformal education and your experiences
as a nonformal educator,”

She remarks,

request.

you

me

really

want

to

nonformal education
people

can

to

employs

would be a very messy and long explanation

know about
in

these ”

suggest,

I

“OK.

want

I

to

if

you don’t specify what

know what

is

the role of

community development and how did nonformal education
can empower

achieve development within their community. So you
can begin by

me

tell

“It

I

that.

After

that,

you

about nonformal education activities of your center,
what approach your center

to deliver education for

community development and how your involvement

in

NFE

transformed your world view and your social consciousness.”

She laughs and
ask

me

to tell you.

says, “That

Anyway,

let

is still

me

a lot to say.

brief

you on

You can

the general relation

development discourses and nonformal education. Then
education activities could

empower people

to

write a fat

I

will tell

book out of what you
between international

you about how nonformal

achieve their goal of community development and
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How

-

personal

-

expenses

regional

NFE

my work

as . nonfomial

io object.-

,

notice that she begins
to be

interrupt or ask her
quest.ons only if

“As you know

front

^

Wonued nre. How does ,Ha

een.er had

H sounds too good
myself to

affec ,

is

i,

t

^^^^

s„ und t0 you? -

,

wa„ of my req uest,

Declarat.on of Un, versa,
.11

to the

Human

around the globe attam

modem, zat, on and human

more educated populate

modem

sustamed

development

UNESCO

industnalized

internal, onal

sociopolitical

and the World Bank,

recommendation of UNESCO

and Saha

to

to the

the Karachi

g

Plan-was

ments

1997.- 55).

human

attitudes

be

to

the

ng decade,

goal

in

To

then

the

that ‘the

and behav.or requ.red

for

of most

Hence, the Third World governments

for

UN

and

then populat.on. For example,
the

governments of develop,
ng cound.es

Tokyo

right.

Umted Nat.ons

nght.

policy from institutions such
as the

to tackle the educat.onal

in the region to

a bas.c

,s

development encouraged policymakers

expand educat.on

three conferences held at Karach,
in 1959/60,

Accord, „g to the

in the 1960s. In the
follow,

economy, wh.ch was assumed

strategies’ (Fagerlind

were pressed by

capital

human

this bas.c

more productive and would have

is

then pronuse

,970s was geared toward
econonuc growth

Rtghts, education

promulgated the policy of un,
versa! bas.c educat.on
discourses of

,

really necessary.

and obviously emphas.zed
human cap,., development and
modem, zauon.

assure that people

jokingly respond

your d.scourses revtew,"
she beg, ns. -.he role
of educate

socioeconomic development
during the ,960s

Umted Nations

^

m As, a -der.ved

from

1962 and Bangkok 1965 and known
as

problems

in As, a

by urging the Thud World

plan and implement ‘universal primary
education’ (Watson, 1980:

57).

“According

UNESCO

to

the

report

of

UNESCO

1999: 22), there are 882 million

the population

who

percent of these

live in

illiterate

in

1998 (Asia-Pacific Cultural Centre for

people worldwide and about 622 million are

Third World countries of Asia and the Oceania
region. More than 60

illiterate are

women. Thus,

since the majority of the world's

within the Third World, the provision of
education for girls and
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women

illiterate are

in the

women

Third World has

become

a major goal and an essential
policy of

many

nations. Influenced

by feminist advocates
within international development
institutions, there are
increasing numbers of
studies to show the
positive impacts of educat.on
for girls and

development of Th.rd World coontnes”

women’s human

rights in

1960s.

women on

Parallel

m

pnmary edncation and

this

emerged the

basic l.teracy,

women and men. When
was accepted

the international policy of education
for

all

by the year 2000

some

limitations

I

remember

role of education in international

toward

economic

growth

and

all

when

it

comes

to

of their populations.

countries as adult education, popular
education and

community-based education— has become an
important
If

educational attainment.

UNESCO thus promulgated

providing and expanding formal school
education that can serve

Third World societies.

for

in the 1990s.

However, many Third World countries
have various

in

movement

as one md.cator of social
equality

the international development
scheme, the United Nat.ons through

Non formal education-known

fern, ms,

Education thus also came to be
regarded as a significant

indicator tor social equality,
especially between

especially

w„h

the economic, sococuitura,
and po.itica,

correctly,

alternative

you discussed

in

form of education within

your discourses review

development policy during the 1960s
obviously

emphasized

human

to the

capital

that the

1970s was geared

development

and

modernization. The role of nonformal education in
the 1970s was also to correlate with the
international

development

strategies that rigorously

approaches to rural development and
It is

thus

no coincidence

that also

that

promoted integrated and community-based

met the basic needs of the poor. 58

nonformal education happened

to

emerge as

a

new

trend of

educational discourse at the same time with the UN’s
Decade of Development in the 1970s.

Nonformal education

is

an ‘indispensable component’ that comes

attached to an ‘international development’ loan from the World

57

58

See Boserup (1970), Stromquist 1998, Dighe 1998.

See Arndt 1987: Chapter

4;

and Fagerlind and Saha 1997.
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in the

Bank

package of policies
to the Third

World

countries. Hence, nonfotmal
education is no, only a
‘helping hand in , he
‘

reasons, forma, schools
in the Third

World

Department

was

that

“What

is

built

,„

Lampang

tha ,_ for

are unable to handle,
bu, a hand that lends
use, f to

help the sociopolitical
bus, ness of ‘Developmentalism,
ln

Educahon Center (NRNFEC)

work

,

s

^^^

fact, the

one among four

Northern Reg, on Nonforma,

^^

by a loan from the World Bank.”

nonformal education?”

1

,„ q uire.

"Lefs no, define wha, nonforma,
education

is

She seems

yet.

reluctant bu, then beg,
ns to exp, am.

For one .mportan, reason,
the concept, the

function and the operation
of nonformal education differ
from one countiy , 0 another
and from

one

clientele ,n

one location to another chentele

Generally, nonformal education

a,

ms

,n

another location of the same
country*

serving people

a,

who

cannot access or lack educational

opportunities ,n the formal school
system due to social, cultural and
econom.cal cons, ra, ms or
limitations.

A, the present,

t,

has become an important
strategy for empower,
ng marginalized

people no, only to ach.eve personal
development and soctal equal, bu,
also to obta.n knowledge
ty

and information

that ,s useful for

more meaningful
for

UNESCO

in their

coping w,th social change and
marginality more effectively and

everyday

life. In

my

reading of a report of As.a-Pac.fic
Cultural Center

(1999), nonformal education has been
articulated and employed as a
means and a

process for empowering the oppressed
and marginalized groups-particularly

women

,n

many

Asian Third World countries.”
I

ask,

begin to wonder from where she acquired
her knowledge of nonformal education,
so

“Did you acquire information and knowledge
about

NFE

that

you

working as a nonformal educator?” She
quickly explains, “Oh, no.

knowledge from
Education for

59

different sources. Partly

my

from

my

graduate study

master’s degree in 1983-84, and partly from

See some varieties of definitions of nonformal education

(1985).
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in

at the

my

just told

I

me

I

about from

had accumulated

my

Center for International

participation and discussion

Reed and Loughran (1984) and Coombs

Wi 'h n ° nf0
educators

™

I

a edUCa,0rS Wlthm

D

'

me,

"

a, several international

obtamed some from read.ng books
or

of Nonforma, Education and
also w,,h fore.gn

workshops or semtnars on
nonfonnal education.

reports of organ, zattons
tnvolved

I

also

nonfonnal educaHon

,n

several developing countries.

"The longer

NFE

I

work

as a nonfonnal educator
and the

from those sources of tnformation,
the

better

empowering people

to set

Unfortunately, as

thmk Coombs (1984: 23)

I

I

know about

the merits

of

potential and appropnateness
for

,ts

and ach.eve then own goals of
development withtn then connnuntty.

nonformal education as a hoax des.gned

red

see

I

more

to

correctly

pomts

pohcy makers, education planners and
educators pay
its

some people ‘condemned

delude the poor into thinking they
were getting the

thing. ” Thts attitude also
implicitly priv, leges the role

neglect to tmtiate or tmprove

out,

of formal education. Consequently,

less attention to

nonformal education and

phtlosoph.cal and pedagog.eal practices.
Instead,

more and more

resources are poured into the improvement
and the efficiency of formal education.
Most research

and stud.es

in

education in Tha.land, for example,
are about and benefit

partic, pants

and

recipients in the formal sector.

“I also agree

documentation

with Reed (1984)

to support the claim that

influence on most individuals and on

Reed

argues that there

is

meager empirical evidence and

nonformal education makes a diverse and more
pervasive

community development than does formal

education.

As

suggests, ‘given the wide range of agencies
and organizations that deliver nonformal

education compared with schooling,

nonformal education

more

who

useful

may

activities) is

be a

it

much

is

safe to claim that the quantity of learning
(through

larger and

fruitless question

more

diverse.

Whether

it

(learning outcome)

is

given that the objectives (of formal and nonformal

education) are often not compatible’ (1984: 52-53).
Because of this lack of evidence,

people involved in the development realm, from the top

down

to the bottom, are less

about the broadly expected functions of nonformal education and
the wide range of
serving diverse groups of clients. Ironically,

its

many

informed
goals in

some of these people perceive nonformal education
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only as cheap and low quality
educahona, seiwices for the
ntargtna, and the
important for

me

to convince edueators

quahty of nonformal education

"YOU may be

right.

how NFE w.„ empower
thetr

own development

for

Bu,

NFE

you the

to ,e„

goals or dtrecions.

activities that tnvolved

differs

you

th.uk

is

community development.”

your meaning of nonformal educatton.
of

,

and praet.honers of the
feas.h.hty and the
entpowenng

truth,

myself still do no, have a clear
p.cture of

,

people to aeh.eve development
for thetr

meaning of nonformal educat.on

rural poor.

1

1

may

pressure you a

from one county

would apprectate „

to tllustrate its

commune,

b.t here.

to another.

if you

I

You

,et a, one set,

sa.d earl.er that the

s„„ want

to hear

could also gtve

meantng and the way

that

mg

me

wha,

,s

an example

nonformal edueat.on

empowers people.”
She confidently
nonformal educat.on
and

i

unctions. Let

me

the general concept

because doing

tell

can do

so, in

my

that.

I

nod

to

behef, can d.strac, and

floor

a part

I,

nut

its

muddy

a nonformal educator to
illustrate

of

its

feasibility

and participatory

bodies, applying antiseptic solution
on the

we

center.

will visit in the next

Two

volunteer teachers

two days. That

is

continues raining like

not be able to reach the next cluster of our
foot of the

hill,

three miles away.

this, there

community

We may

have

to

floods.

A

government

staff

walk

agricultural practice

the

sit

us

volunteer

we

soil

may

left at the

there, about a four-hour walk.

member from
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One

learning centers by the jeep

people threatens the preserved watershed areas and worsens
the situation of
flash

tell

can be more mudslides and our team

from the Tribal Welfare Unit mentions how the slash-and-bum

possible

spots

also a reason two

other volunteer teachers from that village
cannot attend this monthly meeting.
it

wounded

between our toes and finishing our evening
meal, we

of the community learning

about the mudslide in the village

teacher says that if

feas.ble natures

show my agreement.

that several blood-thirsty leeches
left

bamboo

personally don', wan, to define
wha,

I

you one scenario of my experience as

After cleaning up our

chatting on the

I

of nonformal education and portray

OK?

nature for you.

is

says, “Sure.

A

among

staff

tribal

erosion and

community development

unit

expresses his conceor that the
v, Hagers
will hesitate to adopt

agricultural extens.on

new cash crops-, o
team will tntroduce

mentions the chem.ca, pesticide
the

new cash

crop.

may

no, apprec.ate ,he

agncultura, ,ech„ lq ues and
so

repiace the op, urn cultivation-,
ha, the government

tnto the vdlage next month.

some people

that

new

She expresses concerns

in the vtllage

Another vo.unteer teacher

she teaches have started to
use for

that the chem.cal substances

from the

field

may

flow

into the village’s water sources
during this rainy season.

“An

NGO

director,

who

is

also the local consultant of
our

project, describes her personal
experience
tribal villagers

from the

and insight about

village of her project site to
visit

this

areas nonformal education

hill

problem. She took a group of

one village

in

started a terrain agriculture project.
This agricultural experimentation
local plants to

hillsides.

make

another province that had

program promotes using

a terrain that prevents soil erosion
on the slopping cultivation area on
the

This project also encourages people
to use and make their

non-chemical anti-pesticides. She explains
about traditional practices

in

agriculture

that this project takes

and combines

it

own

organic fertilizer and

advantage of local wisdom

with the

modem

techniques and

technology. For example, using local knowledge
about herbs and plants— such as lemon
grass,

orange peel and marigold, which local people
have traditionally used

insects— they combine those plants

expenmen tal

plot.

to

produce a natural pesticide

Local people seem to appreciate and welcome

After that study tour, some villagers from her
project
village.

Our conversation

then flows towards

how

developing a curriculum and the leaming/teaching
This scene
scenario

is

is

familiar to

to

site

this

began

use local

activities

nd of certain

for

new

the crops

kinds of

on

people from various backgrounds and
the

interests.

day

water well or in the courtyard of a house

in the

their

agricultural practice.

to try this practice in their

wisdom more

effectively in

of our community learning center.

most of Thai nonformal educators. The discussion

not just a conversation, but the sharing of

anywhere and everywhere, during

to get

vital

information and knowledge

in this

among

This kind of situation can happen anytime,

market,

in the early

at

lunch time in the village,

evening.
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It is

at the village

an old form of learning that has

been pract.ced for years and
years
stones of each other.

When

in

Thai society.

When

people share mfornta.ton,
knowledge or experience as
tn

situation, they are not jus,
passive listeners bu, acttvely
thtnk
learn, ng,

leant, ng

interaction.

learn, ng

leant.

Nonfomtal educatton adopts tnfomtal
leanttng process,

leant, ng process

and curriculum,

meeting and assign,
ng a group
is

and

the marriage

I

in

a process of informa,

,n terms

shartng expenence, and then
formal, zes the

settmg a schedule of group meeting,
setting the goal of the

like

facilitator to facilitate the learn,
ng process.

to get

an instant insight that

this type

ask for her clarification. She explains,

to obtain vital information for
this task

1

would say nonfonnal

“My

of situation

is

an educative or

initial responsibility in

nonformal

was

to

be in the

field to listen to the

often

come

this type

out

From our observance

when people make an

One

needs and the

concerns not only of learners but also those
of our teachers as well as the whole
community
involved in the process.

life

of tnformality

education was to develop curriculum
and materials for training and for learn,
ng/teaching.

way

this

of formal education and informal learning.”

“What enabled you
learning process?”

It is

without classroom, learning
from live expenence and
from evetyday

settmg and in group interaction
as well as

education

people rnteracted, they
listened to

that

as nonformal educators, these needs
and concerns

informal conversation.

You can leam

of conversation. As you can see from the story
of my

fife in

a lot from listening to

the village,

I

grew up

in this

type of learning environment-learning to
absorb knowledge from listening to other people.

More

me

importantly, listening to one another’s story has
gradually instilled in

with the

spirit

of learning

of learning to grow together.

to

I

work together with
learned later in

my

others.

It is

me and

the process that

graduate studies that

I

then imbued

absorb, the spirit

this spirit is

something

academicians define as participation as a process to create
power-with and power- to."
I

essential

note,

“So you say

practice

for

immersing ourselves
the organic part

that the

Thai nonformal educators adopted

nonformal education.” She

in this

replies,

this

“Yes. Through a long period of

way of learning and working, we, nonformal

of the community.

I

have

to

say that
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form of learning as an

this

educators, have

become

type of working experience

is

reward, ng.

I.

always makes

me

feel

my work is

fulfil, ,„g.

strength to confinue working
as a nonformal
constraints or the lack of incentives
for

tha, the subject content

the experiences

Wisdom

is

for the learning

education

,s

want you

to note that

to

myself have learned

1

of nonfonna, education

comeet.

of

!n other

local people.

words,

1

my

passion and

is

I

don’t

know how much

a lot from them.”

learner-centered,

community oriented

oriented toward eveiyday
„fe problems and
Is that

it.

NFE

correct?

ask for her assurance.

values and exploits local
resources and

agree with Reed (1984)

who

observes that nonformal

not merely an abstract or theoretical
approach to learning but rather a
practical one.

when nonformal

development, they wouldn’t

growth of an individual
education,

is

of the community and people
within

She responds, "That

thc fue| lha , keeps

staff burning,
regardless of the various

So, you say that the Thai
nonformal education

•

is

upward mobility. To be honest,

people in the village have learned
from me. But

and

field

„

educators talk about nonfoimal
education and

talk about

in the

its

relation

reference to a person’s development
or a cognitive

i,

way you probably hear

formal educators speak. In nonformal

psychological and physical, as well as
cognitive, are important and of
equivalent

worth (Reed, 1984: 52). In

this stance,

nonformal education, especially

conceptual development and particularly

economic development but rather

in the early

period of

its

the Thai context, does not give
importance to

,n

stresses the broader range

of

life

functions and people’s well-

being beyond economic well-being.”

I

I

“Could you elaborate more on that?” She

interrupt.

activities that will

encourage people

one another through

a different sort

sharing knowledge and expertise.

education stresses people

s

to create

everyday

life

“NFE

gives importance to

meanings, shared understanding, and to empower

of learning

From my

says,

affiliations

and through formally and informally

experience, the learning content of nonformal

and immediate concern or something

that is close to

sensory level. In nontormal education, we, the TFai
nonformal educators, tend to recruits
volunteer teachers from lay people with minimal formal training.
Field staffs are not expected to

be an expert or a highly professional.

We believe that this
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type of staff member would have

some

genera!

staff

mundane

life

would be able

expenence close

those of people in ,he
village. Therefore,
these field

to grasp thts type

of learning content easter
and

themselves with the staff easily
as well. Other than
experiential learn, ng-,each,ng
approaches.

see anyth, „g of such
reflecting

,<?”

on her story more

We

both

fell

,

am

not sure

thts,

we

can identify

also encourage ustng a
wide range of

Thtnk back on the scenano

I

vt. lagers

I

jus, descrtbed. Can’,

see it Bu, she surely snaps
a,

me

for no,

you

hstenmg and

carefully.

into silence for a

moment

before

I

my

continue

inquiry of her.

“What

assured the Tha, nonforma!
educators that nonformal educat.on
activities were approbate
and

empowering

for

people and their community development?”
She blows some

before cautiously answering
,f

you look

my

m

a, the

narrative,

I

my

Thai way of

air

from her mouth

quest, ons, "I can’t speak for other
Tha, nonformal educators. But

and sociocultural cond.t.ons of Tha,
society

life

that

portrayed

I

believe the Thai nonformal educators
took those elements into their cons,
derat, on

deSlgn,ng their educat i°nal approach. For
example, the Tha, nonformal education
began

p.lot project

with rad,o correspondence education,
which

program, because radio was one

vital

information and knowledge. Since

more

television,

we

strengthen

who

we know

initial activities

self-reliance

eyes as she says,

bit

its

as d, stance education

that people listen to the radio a lot

and

life

now watch
Due

to the

of nonformal education was

lack mobility and socioeconomic advantages.

communal

should explain a

now known

then utilize these media in delivering
nonformal education, too.

“What do you mean by
in her

is

source from which rural people obtain
their daily

increasing problem of rural migration, one of
the

serve people

in

Its

ultimate goal

was thus

to

to

and self-sufficiency.”

self-reliance

The scenario

I

and self-sufficiency?”

I

catch a flash of puzzlement

described to you earlier might not be a clear

more. In their traditional

way of

living,

illustration.

I

people survive through helping one

another and using local wisdom and locally appropriate technology.
They survive for years and
years without any help of advanced technology from the outside
world.
the village and introduced

modem knowledge

When

outsiders

and new technology, they dismissed the
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came

into

validity

of

*

traditional

brow, edge and technology and
somehow made

Eventually vtllagers were made to
bel.eve that a better

They have been condnioned

to

life

v, Hagers felt

ahena.ed from them.

would come from outside

become dependent on and looked up

to outsiders' assistance
for

knowledge and new technology and
overlooked the old way of self-rehance
and
independent of the

development

outers'

for self-rehance is to

encourage them to see ways
With

modem

to

"What

this

of nonformal education

education bases

improve then existing knowledge
or mtegrate such knowledge

is

set

its

it

more

feasible than other

of questions and she responds

to them,

in

English or

one by one. “The Thai nonformal

Department of Nonformal Education
personal discussions with educators

upon

my

field practice

pen has changed through

my

in

May

1979,

who were

is

learned about

I

it

known among

not internationally

after

the

known

I

started to

work

My understanding of this approach came

involved in articulating

during 1979 to 1995. But

struggle to resist and

is

are also very few published articles
about this

Thai language.

in the

And why do

nonformal education approaches?”

approach on some Buddhist assumptions.
This approach

Pedagogy of the Oppressed. There

approach, either

new

indispensable and they feel less and
less dependent on outsiders.”

Thai nonformal educators as the khit-pen60
approach. Thts approach

reflection

common,

are the philosophical or theoretical
assumptions of such an approach?

new

like Freire’s

m

remind people of then own old
potent, al and wtsdom and then

That nonformal educators consider

pose

role

self-help hying,

forms. In this way, people no longer
see that ass.stance for knowledge
and

technology from outside

I

The

expert.se.

the village.

modify

struggle and the modification were also the result in

my

my

it

and through

my

in the

from

personal

understanding and insight o( khit-

certain elements in this approach. This

accumulated knowledge about Buddhist

Two prominent nonformal educators who discussed and wrote extensively about khit-pen approach in the
1970s are Kowit Vorapipatan (“The Khit-Pen Man” in World Education Reports. No, *,
Jan 1975, ppl-5)
and Sunthom Sunanchai ( Thailand’s Functional Literacy Program, 1979). Most of
my explanation of
pen is summarized from my reading and discussing with my colleagues about the works of these
two
nonformal educators through the whole period of working within the Department of Nonformal
Education
(1979-1995). Therefore, I cannot precisely say or show which of these two educators say what and in
which
paragraph of their articles.
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“

teachings and practices as well
as the

way our

volunteer teachers had constantly
adapted

the change in learning
contexts and circumstances.

discussion of khi.-pen
the

way

is

subject to

my

other Thai educators perceive

“There was no

official

aPPr ° aCh WaS

btas and

it.” I

document

lnfluenced

my

nod and

”~

tnterpretat.on,

let

to support

v

and

V/UU11U1I

,«

may be

in

it,

but

I

am

sure that the emergence
of the

educators

the different

,n Sr,

Lanka and

South Korea. 61 The khit-pen approach

creating social harmony, mutual
respect and self-reliance

m

from

her continue.

Asian models of education for community
development, such as Sarvodaya

participate

different

* Gandhi’s philosophy of development and

SaemaUl Und° ng and Saemaul edu ^tion

to suit

,t

a,

ms

at

among community members who

nonformal education programs. This
approach was articulated by a group
of

in the

Thai’s Adult Education Division, a
few years before

Department of Nonformal Education
particularly those influenced

by

in

it

became known

as the

1978. After reviewing different educational
approaches,

Piaget’s,

Dewey’s and Knowls’

learning theories, the Thai

nonformal educators found these approaches
‘advocated behavioral changes of one type
or
another... but tended to prescribe a set of
desired behaviors and developed learning
activities and
instructional

behaviors.

their

own

techniques that would

Few

lead

learners,

explicitly

or

implicitly,

to

accept these

[of these approaches] provide learners with
opportunities to take into account

reflections

on personal experiences’ (Sunanchai 1979: 141). Most
approaches consist of

prescribing ‘the right,’

‘the

good’ or ‘standardized’ procedures or processes and
outcomes.

Whatever deviates from such prescriptions and standards would be
considered

as ‘failure’ or a

bad process and outcome. Theorists who postulated those learning approaches

rarely projected

or discussed potential limitations and negative consequences of such
approaches.

61

See

in

Duke (1985)

and Sarvodaya

for a detailed discussion about

in chapter 8,

Saemaul Education

by W. M.K. Wijetunga.
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in chapter 7,

by

Ji

Woong Cheong

“Literally,

kHU-pen means

‘the right

way

thtnk,'

and

that tmplies the process

self-reflection, espectally in
selecting alternatives for
ntaktng decisions to act

would no. harm

The

basic

or d.srupt the

hannony of one's and

for

life,

m-pen

approach

is

that

Buddhist concepts and values
about

humans' mot.vat.on and

everyone wants to be happy. To ach.eve
happtness

on someth, ng

others' social environment
and relat.onsh.ps.

assumptions underlying khit-pen
are That

mindfulness for human

of cnttca,

is

act, on.

Thts approach assumes that

therefore an ulhmate goal
of everyone.

The

based on the belief to. people
should be able to deftne the
concept and the

scope of happtness for themselves on
the basts of them

own

beliefs, values, experiences

and them

capacities to create or achieve the
happiness they define.

“Thai non formal educators, however,
accept that people do not
Their

life is

always

be happy when s/he

and connection

in relation

is

and with people with

to other people.

emotionally and physically

whom

in

We

live in this

assume

harmony with her or

world alone.

that a person tends to

his social

environment

they engage in such an environment.
In other words, disharmony

between an individual and the environment
causes unhappiness and happiness occurs
only when
the person

who

is in

harmony with

her/his social environment. For this
reason,

strive for happiness in this concept

harmony of

would avoid any action

right

may

the social environment and the relationships
of people within

way, the khit-pen approach strongly emphasizes
at the

that

we assume

that the happiness

right

speech,

right

action,

right

disrupt or

it.

To

put

people

harm
it

the

another

of one person should not come

expense of others. Happiness should therefore be attained
with the
thought/intention,

that

livelihood,

right understanding,

right

effort,

right

mindfulness/consciousness and right concentration.

“To achieve khit-pen

skills,

according to Sunanchai (1979),

teachers to facilitate their learners to approach and deal with

life

we

expect our volunteer

situations

and problems

systematically and through a process of critical thinking and self-reflexivity.
Thus, learning
activities are

designed

in the direction that

create and to achieve their

own

life’s

encourage learners

to

seek their

own

alternatives, to

goal through the analysis of their beliefs, values and
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expenences

in connect, on

encouraged

reflect

them or other people
the

moment. The

firs,

w,«h then soc, a, -cultural
mil.eu. In the leant,
ng process, learners are

on a reaM.fe s.tuat.on
in the

that they e.ther

commun.ty or from any

choose ftom wha, has happened

to

other sources that provoke
then interests a,

th.ng a kh U- en person
would do
P

,s to

examine and

causes and the complexity of the
problem or the circumstances s/he

is

try to

understand the

confronting or choosing to

reflect on.

“After learners identify the
actual cause of such
problems or condit.ons, the teacher

encourages them to gather personal,
social and technical information
and data
relate

to

that they perceive

such problematic situations. The
personal data and information
include learners’

personal values, attitudes or feelings
toward such problematic circumstances,
their personal
capacities (weaknesses and strengths),
the level of their instrumental

knowledge and technical

ski Is

necessary for them to deal with that
particular problematic situation, and
the availability of

their

own

1

resources or supports. Additionally,
learners should think of their present
physical,

psychological and economic condit.ons as
well as sociocultural conditions and
the political status
in

relation

to

their

community members

environment or the community. This includes
finding out

how

other

think about such problems or conditions
and then compare whether other

people perceive or view the problems similarly
to the learners. From the accumulated
knowledge

and information related to the problem,
learners begin
information and resources that are available for
them
this

information and data, learners draw as

“The khit-pen approach
and

that

making change

many

to outline potential solutions

at the

moment. Through

based on

the analysis of

all

potential alternatives as possible.

also assumes that every action consequently causes
a reaction

requires a trade-off. Hence, teachers must also encourage
the learners to

analyze the consequences of each alternative they have
considered. They have to be clear and
precise about what consequences the alternatives
to trade off to take action

reflection

may

by employing the chosen

and analyzing process, learners then

bring,

and what they have

alternative. After they

select the alternative that
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to or are willing

have gone through

would

this

yield the most

satisfactory outcome, that
least

most

likely to disrupt the

circumstance precludes

this

likely responds to their

harmony of

their social

own

values and personal situation
and

is

environment. If a certain or
unexpected

person from solvtng her/his
problematic situation by using their
most

preferable solution, learners then
choose another alternative that

may

not be as good as the fust

one.

In the process

of leammg/teaching

to acquire khit-pen skills,
the role

of the teachers

is

multifold and varies from one to
another learning situation and learners’
interests or demands.

The

teacher’s multiple roles range from
being an expert in a certain subject
matter to serving as a
a coordinator

of learning

activities that is

teachers have to take the role of a
mediator

They
the

are in the role of a learner

A

teacher.

teacher

who

when

when

beyond

the

academic expertise. The

there are conflictual interests

their learners present

practices

their

khit-pen

knowledge

among

that is

unknown

approach must be a

flexible,

learners.

or

new

creative,

compromising, mindful and open-minded. At the
same time, teachers must be resourceful
channeling information from various sources to
accommodate the learners’

Concerning

teacher’s

responsibilities,

as

affirmed

by

to

in

interests.

Reagan

(1996),

Buddhist

educational practice was traditionally based on the
close, intimate relationship that existed

between the students and
to teachers

his teachers. Students

needs and show reverence

have to obey their teachers’ commands, minister

to their teachers.

It

is

a reciprocal relationship in which

although the obligations of the student to the teacher were
substantial, so too were the
obligations of the teacher to the student’ (115). Buddhist
educational practice, according to

Reagan,

is far

more than mere memorization of texts

to the student. In fact, the use

knowledge

or the

of dialogues and debates

to

enhance

that the teacher passed

critical

thinking

skill

central role in Buddhist learning teaching tradition. This leaming/teaching
approach,

Reagan (1996) points

out, ‘is

made

clear in a

number of

written texts, one of which

plays a

which

composed

around the year 400 A. D., contains a detailed discussion of the subject of debate, the place

which the debate should take

place, the

means by which
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on

in

a debate should be conducted, the

qualifications of the debaters,
the appropriateness of
a debate and finally,
the need for self-

confidence

in the debaters’

(

115 ).

"In principle, the concepts

of

selflessness, non-attachmen,

and non-judgmental attitude

are the crucial keys for the
implementation of the khit-pen approach.
For the possible success of

implementing educat.on through the
khU-pen phtlosophy and approach,
there

is

a

need

to create

the opportunity for teacher and
learners to estabhsh mutual
respect and mfimate relationstops.

Thus, teachers must live and spend
then time within the common,
ty

members accept them. Otherwise,

the teachers

already been accepted and respected by
the

common, ty

the

community

must be with common,
ty members who have

common, ty. The

their learners to contact at all times,
outside

until

teachers also have to be ava.lable
for

and inside the learn,
ng

helps the teacher to understand the
complexity of the

setting. Besides, living in the

communal

context or social

environment and the relationships or the social
network of communal members. The teachers’
presence in the community helps consolidate
the trust and respect between the
teachers and the

community members. Let me remind you
you should know
rather than

or

how

that people in our society

what you preach

respectful

you

act

toi

the

to them.

respect

how

well you say you respect them but you act

community eventually helps both

in the real contexts, both inside

community enables teachers
in the

to

a Thai person yourself,

you because they can see and sense how good

and the limitation of their positionality and how

one another

knowledge

They

As

judge you from observing your action toward them

toward them rather than

otherwise. Living within the

possibility

a bit about our Thai culture.

it

teachers and learners recognize the

affects their relationship

and outside the learning

setting.

connect the experience learners bring

learning setting with the wider context of the

Residing within

to

community more

and respect

construct the

easily. Finally,

both teachers and learners become less judgmental or feel less biased
toward each other and
eventually trust one another.

Before you ask me,

I

want

to

re-emphasize

that,

by

its

underpinning philosophical

nature, khit-pen prioritizes creating and maintaining co-dependence, interpersonal relationship,
in
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terms of mutual respect and

trust,

through face-to-face and
interpersonal interaction. In
other

words, nonforma, education under
the khit-pen phrlosophy
emphasizes leamer-centeredness
and
supports the multiple and connected

Awhile

rejecting an

autonomous

Besrdes, Buddhrs.

se,f.

teach, ng regards self as an
illusion that people create for
themselves to hold onto.

The

rdea of

having self or 1 consequently makes
people become attached to
non-permanent, worldly matenals

and increases the greed and desrre

to possess those things.

have internalized the desire to eliminate,
not

to create,

assumption, the khit-pen approach does not
offer a
self, identity

I

this reason, the

Thai traditionally

something called self Based on

for educators to construct

this

and deconstruct

and positionality.”

note,

“Are you trying

to tell

me

about the limitation of khit-penV She

This particular assumption can possibly result
gender, race and class on the construction
of

become

way

For

totally selfless.

To my

in educators’

“Yes.

neglecting to analyze the impacts of

self. Practically,

I

am

not so sure that people can

understanding, the Thais accept the self that

to others in connection to social roles,
seniority

replies,

and reciprocal

is

created by relations

responsibility,

which everyone

is

expected or obligated to perform. Their identity
and subjectivity are therefore often formed and
adjusted through the assessment and reflection of
what other people think about them and about
the

way

they perform their obligated duty in each social
role as well as

how

well they

fulfill

the

social expectation within such roles.

“To

identify self in this manner, a person perceives herself
or himself as a part of or in

connection to other people through some kind of social relationship
or network rather than as a
single individual. In other words, people cannot create their

who
In

own

identity.

they are by assessing the reactions or feedback of others with

sum, self is historical and yet constantly changes,

around us create one for

us.

The

for all

They can only perceive

whom

they relate or interact.

of us have no self unless other people

implicit notion of selflessness

is

that

everyone

everyone else’s self This concept of self—in the sense that ‘without others, we are

nobody

encourages people to be more mindful of others and more willing
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is

a part of

selfless

to share

and

power or

whatever they have. Based on these
assuntpt.ons, the kkU-pen
approach does not enrphastze the
consh-uction and deconstruction of
self identity and posittonality.
This approach thus does not

g |Ve mUCh anention to “»urag,ng learners

to

problematize, deconstruct or
contest then

meanings of self in the process of knowledge
construct, on.

Instead, the

on promoting mutual respect among
learners by stimulating learners

knowledge

in relat.on to

might be interested

then .mmed.ate

in sharing or

life

khU-pen approach focuses

to share

then experience and

station or the problem they think other

helping them solve

learners

it.

Thus, nonformal education teachers are
trained to take advantage of different
varieties

of learners’ personal expertise, experience
and

and encouraged

to invite the

moderators are encouraged

to

co-teach with the teachers.

It is

disseminate their
fulfilling

more experienced or

more knowledgeable,

identified as

learners

whom

become moderators of

to

the class

mechanisms

It is

to

members have

other learners. These selected

a

way

to

also a

empower

expertise

way

learners to construct, connect, exchange
and

more

freely

and without competing just for

allow teachers to learn from their students.

to

Concerning the issues of authority and power between
teachers and
several social

are trained

organize small ‘interest groups’ within the
classroom or sometimes

own knowledge and

personal interests.

Nonformal education teachers

interest.

monitor

how

ethical teachers use their

learners, there are

power and

authority.

I

have

explained before the Thai concepts of power and the social
etiquette in exercising two different
type of power.

attained

I

want

to further explain that

and generated from

authority and

power from

social relations

fulfilling their

the sacrifice of certain autonomy.

sacrifice a certain part

of

power and

The

authority are something psychologically

and interactions among people. Teachers

assigned social obligations and responsibilities through
teachers in Thai nonformal education project have to

their personal privacy to the

community. They have no fixed

hours. Every single behavior or any conduct of their everyday lives
the

community members. To maintain

about their ethics

in

attain

is

office

under the observant eyes of

people's respect and trust, teachers must constantly reflect

using authority and power. The more sacrifice teachers
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make

for the

community and

more

the

Eventually, people

become

“Most of all,
the m.suse

ethical they

conduct themselves, the more
people must and respect them.

less skepttcal that teachers
will

the semority system within
the

m.suse author, ty and power.

community

also automat, cally helps
balance

of authority and power by
teachers. Teachers must show
respect

to learners

who

older than the teachers are. At
the same time, the presence
of these older learners will in
1,

way, make teachers be careful and
more
learners. Otherwise, teachers

More

may

importantly, l.ving within the

learners' attitudes

and actions

reflect, ve in

lose the trust

occur

in a

possible

community impact

ways

see as

empowering

empowering through

I

way changing

tailored to them.

It is

in

see,

process to accommodate

nonformal education

the participation that

own

that is not present in formal

is

its

nonformal education, which

and values as leaming/teaching

activities are

the willingness to learn together and leam

this potential

community. In nonformal education, educators are only the

to

that

immediately.”

it

because

it

a community-oriented

is

education, which allows the sense of power and ownership
of education

have more power

phenomena

goals of development within their community,

comes from

from one another. Nonformal education has

sell to

also g,ves teachers

one crucial feature of nonformal education

that incorporates local beliefs

or educational service to

It

forces and day-to-day

participation. Participation in

enables people to set and achieve their

emphasizes a process

teachers to witness the change in

students experiences and interests,
thus informing the teachers of

education?” She says, “From what
feasibility in

and the respect the common,
ty has for them.

that occur outside the formal
learn, ng setting.

to adjust their leaming/teaching

“What do you

some

us.ng power or authonty with the
younger

community not only allows

the opportunity to observe and
recognize the

are

‘sale persons’

among people

who

in the

take their ‘goods’

people in their ‘house,’ or the community. In this analogy, people

say whether or not they want to ‘buy’ such educational services. If you do

not ofter what people think feasible or useful for them and their
community, they have the
authority to

This

is

show you

the

way

out of their house.

the opposite of formal education,

You may

possibly

where the educators are
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come home empty handed.
the

owner of

the house or

educational mst.tution and learners
are like guests

Wha,

,0 learn

and how

to lean,.

Your

sattsfaetton is at the

house owner. If unsafsfacto^
condtdons
likely to

who have

to follow the rule

mercy and

of the house,

the eonstderatton

ar.se, you, the students, are
the

ones

who

e.g.,

of the

are

more

walk away from the house.”

Final Reflection

I

remember she had

possibility

some

said earlier that

and the postt.ve side of then approach.

limitations

and

Is

there any negative or

Instead of telling

I

attest,

me

“Philosophically,

empowerment

in

I

I

say, •'You

weak

learners’

notice that she

seem

to tell

me mostly

somehow
I

attempts to project

want her

to g.ve

it,

you’d better

tell

say,

I

me

then.”

think the khit-pen approach seems
to be a promising approach for

my

if

I

question the possibilities and limitations of
khit-pen

view, appears to be as problematic as

What

subjectivities

is

obvious

and

to

me

is that,

poststructural

much

in

as are Freirean and

while the Freirean approach

feminist

focuses

educators/teachers, khit-pen neither questions learners’
nor educators’ subjectivity.

you

me more

about the positive sides of khi,-

her view, she simply says, “If you see

poststructural feminist pedagogies.

problematizes

1

point in this approach?”

Thai contexts. But

practice, this approach, in

educational theorists tend to discuss
only the

of the Thai approach. However,

posstbtlities

duect criticism of khit-pen, so
pen.

many

on

those

From what

think the khit-pen approach overlooks the issue of learners’
and educators subjectivity

because of the assumptions about the homogenous characters and
unified experiences of the
Thai.”

I

this

pause and quickly continue,

approach,

practice.

The

is

“It is true that

Buddhism, the philosophical underpinning of

a religious belief that about 95 percent of the overall population in Thailand

articulators,

whom

I

think are obviously Buddhists, then assumed that

all

Thais

share identical Buddhist values, norms and characters. Although the majority of participants

nonformal education are Buddhists,

I

think

it

is

quite dangerous to
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assume

that all

in

Thais interpret

and understand Buddhist values
and teaehmgs
example. Bestdes, there
backgrounds,

e.g.,

is

a stgnificant

stmtlarly.

Take your case with your

number of That people who

father as an

are from d.fferent religious

Islamic partic, pants ,n four
southern provinces and the tribal
people

in the

northern regton. The pedagog.eal
elements in khit-pen approach can
become oppressive to these

non-Buddhist pari.cipants. The
pedagog.eal process of khit-pen
potent, ally al.enates and
contradicts the nonus, values, social
structures, socal expectat.ons
and the pattern of
relations of these part.cular groups
of part, c, pants.

pen approach shows
subjectivity and the

Is

more than

a strong tendency to silence,

mind of this group

that the only negativity

this.”

I

The

as well.

of khit-pen

What
that

challenge back. She says, “Tell

learn, ng/teachmg process

power

under the

khit-

margmal.ze and subjugate or colon, ze
the
,s

your response

to

my reflection

here?”

you can see?” She challenges. “No. There

me

more, then.”

I

begin.

“OK,

if you

take

,t

are

as a

discourse, each educational approach
to nonformal education-Freirean,
feminist or khit-pen-

has been articulated from specific
assumptions and sociocultural materials.

process ot each approach

is

The empowerment

also tailored to achieve different visions
and different goals of

transformation at the individual level and at
the societal level. Connecting what
discourses review on different pedagogies for
realize that every

pedagogy process contains

empowerment and my

1

find in the

personal experience here,

I

potentially oppressive elements. Similar to
Freirean

pedagogy, the khit-pen approach ignores the impacts of
positionality. This weakness occurs partly
because

it

collectivity

optimistically 'over-estimates' the

hegemony and

the merit of interconnectedness,

and mindfulness among some people. The Khit-pen approach then
neglects

attention to the issue of

who

has to sacrifice more and

maintaining these harmonic relationships

—

for

who

to

pay

has the most invested in creating and

example, what and

how women have

to sacrifice

or trade off in relation to men.”

When

I

notice that she listens tentatively,

khit-pen approach

was

I

continue. “Similar to Freirean pedagogy, the

articulated for a particular historical context and social structure to achieve

a particular educational purpose.

When

the context changes, the approach
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becomes

less effective

,

and even problemat.c
and social stntcture

to

employ. From your

own

s.ory,

,«

s

Thatland have changed dramattcally

in

apparent that tradttiona! ways
of
,n the pas,

twenty years.

life

has been

It

transformed from an agricultural
based counhy to one newly
mdustrialized and oriented toward

manufacturing and exports. There

a continuous expans, on

is

of urban, ration. More and more
Tha,

famines have transformed from
extended famil.es to nuclear ones.
Collect, vity and the sense of
collect, ve self

and interdependence among
communal members become weaker. Due

conditions, there

social relations

is

a h.gh probability that the concept
of

among

self,

to these

the patterns of interactions and

people, have been transformed, too.

For example, the status of

rural

Thai

women

be very strong through the system of
the maternal

within the family and community
used to

line

and the extended family and communal

support system. The change in family
patterns and the migration from their
native community

weaken women’s
need

status

and

their existing social support network.

for educational planners

economic changes

and policy makers

to re-assess

how

affect the transformation of social relations

Apparently there

an urgent

is

the current sociocultural and

and women’s present

status

and

then revise the khit-pen approach accordingly.
Neglecting to do so might risk putting the

marginalized groups such as poor rural peasants, migrant
workers and especially poor
the position that

is

worse than the one

in

how

example, the valuing of seniority

in

in

which they were.

Taking up the issue of positionality
khit-pen does not problematize

women

that the poststructural feminist

positionality affects the differences in

Thai culture

in khit-pen

approach points out,

power

relations.

For

can possibly ‘over-privilege’ the

experience and knowledge of older people, which, in some specific area,
might be less applicable
for the

younger

materials,

learners.

You

yourself also mention that the change in historical and cultural

which has been caused by changes

in

demographic and socioeconomic

affects the differences in the construction of identity

young generations.
are.

It is

even more dangerous

if the

and worldview between the old and the

teacher happens to be older than

Without questioning the positionality of the teacher and how
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structures,

all

learners

their positionality

—

here,

seniority—affect the way they
exercise
risk

power and

their

authority in the class,
teachers run the

of overpowering learners'
experience and knowledge.
Khi,-Pen can consequently become
an

educational tool to colonize learners’
consciousness and subjectivity in
a certain pattern and

eventually to freeze their curiosity
to question or decodify
the existing cultural knowledge
and
social reality.

You

yourself also said a, the beginning
that there

generation appreciate wha, the old
generation had appreciated.

new

that the

change?

generation will understand the
old

In this situation,

socety-and

you need

more

my

very quiet and

lost.

I

am

want

For one thing, being

is

Am

I

is

You

“You may be

critical

right or

can’t just hold

may

take

my

am I wrong

My
is

role here

to interpret

I

is to

nonformal

do you

think,

in this global

,n the

your harmonic

criticism as hostile.

in all that

I

setting

and judge

am happy

where interpersonal

ask

I

have said?” To

your judgment
to bring

at

home

give you the information that you
it

for yourself. If

relation

you believe

But don’t forget

for you.

appropriate for a particular leaming/teaching context.
in a

to

and reflective of the knowledge you want

understand, and your role

been implemented

on

right but I’d rather not judge

your judgment comes from a careful reflection,

each approach

possible,

new

the

changes that cause conflictual situations

a bit worried that she

your responsibility, not mine.

know and

to

is ,t

make

Can’t you see that?”

me, what do you think?

surprise, she calmly responds,

with you

that

is

gently, “Tell

this point.

to consider the

How

to

and remain the same

life

also ,n people's interest into
your account.

paradise that has already been

She

way of

no way

is

that

The khit-pen approach had
is

more

crucial than formal

classroom setting, and there were some contextual elements
that could balance the negativity of
the approach that

initiate the

I

themes

have already told you. Besides, you told
to guide

students about issues

I

we

you

to explore further

me

that

your interview with

by interviewing other

me

is

international graduate

discuss today. Are you going to abandon that thought or what?

quickly explain, “No,

I

don’t.” She annoyingly asks,

“Then why do you ask me

to

judge

whether you are right or wrong here? Your question sounds as though you have already
found

you want

to

know

just

to

from listening

to the reflection
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of

my

experience.”

I

all

argue. “I ask that

question only because

think

,

you might have forgotten

other points in the khU-pen
approach” She stghs

something here.

numor

the

reflect the

settings.

I,

In

your

pay attention

redly and says, “Let

me

to

some

remtnd you of

weaknesses of khU-pen. Nonetheless,
you have not ye, used the strength
of khU-pen

to

crittque,

weaknesses of those two approaches,
espectally when they are employed
is

your task

to find other sources to
validate the strengths

You

yourself once argued with

that

approach beyond those two.

issues?

to

to

empowering approaches

But

upon or

you use the strength of Fretrean
and feminist approaches

pedagogical approach.

issues.

t,

to reflect

me

tha,

Think about

it

you wan.

to look for

think khU-pen

I

some
is

the

feminist and Freire’s approaches
raise several important

viable to replace khit-pen approach
just because

is it

formal

and the weaknesses of each

go beyond feminist and Freire’s
approaches.

Of course,

in the

carefully of what

you

really

want

to

it

lacks the articulation on those

do and why you want

do

to

it

that

tell

you

way.”
Before
something.

I

It is

manage

your task

who needs

only person

to interrupt or ask her anything, she
continues,
to

be

critical

and

reflective, not mine.

to reflect everything for

old consciousness to recognize what you
‘the

warning, she just shuts

wondering alone what

I

down

the

you constantly.

new

know

that

I

am

ask

me

let

I

could you expect

know

do

because

I

am

me

Oh

well,

sometimes
I

it is

am

good

to converse with

sure she wouldn’t leave

to think without her for a while.
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the

‘your

or understand?” Without

of something that violates or strongly opposes her

need sometime

I

system of our cognitive communication and leaves

should do next.

start to think

me

as though

the only person she feels very safe to argue with.
She probably will

as soon as

that yet

How

consciousness’

consciousness” but sometimes she can be very stubborn.
I

You

“Anyway,

me

your “old

me

forever.

come back

belief. I’d better not

CHAPTER V
THEIR STORIES, MY STORIES, OUR STORIES:

TRANSFORMATIVE LEARNING EXPERIENCE IN GRADUATE
SCHOOLS
For everything

in the

human world

is

human

presupposition, the only ultimate

truth is thus there is

teaching that

no truth. (From my recollection of
had heard from the elderly in my village.)

I

the Thai Buddhist

Self-knowledge is intimately linked with the possibility
of understanding
(James 1988: 156, quoted in Cohen 1994: 53)

A Tale from

others.

the “Third Zone”: Been There Already

Once upon
Enlightenment,”

time,

a

was

there

known by many people

a

community

as “CIE.”

“Community of

Instant

The CIE was an old community

village,

called

the

almost five hundred months old. The CIE was established and settled
on the east side of the South
Hills, located in

U May

All Survive

Somehow (UMASS), one

of the earth planet. Administratively, CIE was one

Engagement county.

Historically,

satellite

live in the

practitioners

for the betterment

the “Suspicion of

was renown among

edge” apprenticeship

and the progress of

“Third Zone” of the earth planet.

In the early years

serving

that

for its expertise in offering “cutting

on planning and implementing (nonformal) education

who

community of

CIE was one among few communities

nonformal educators and practitioners

people

small township in the “First Zone”

in

of

its

existence, CEE’s apprentice courses almost exclusively

nonformal education, education

for

aimed

at

community development and

Most of

the apprenticeship activities heavily emphasized hands-on

and practical aspects and minimum

in exercising abstract thinking ability. In the early 1990s,

international development.

apprentice training courses has been developed to be more inclusive for apprentices other than

nonformal education apprentices. The current training courses tend
ability

related

to

maximize

abstract thinking

and minimize hand-on and practical components, especially the components
to

that are

nonformal education. Today, “interest group” apprenticeship which community
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p

members were

able ,o organize for
themselves tn the pas,

is

almost „on-ex,st=nce. Only
"centra,"

curriculum and “officially tailored"
courses are taught and trained.

The population of CIE
.he White, the Black, the

tnbal leaders are the

Brown,

Ratnbow

“community smoothers"

is the

“Ra.nbow Tribe," composing of
several

the Yellow, the Red,

sub-tribes, such as

and the Und.stinguishable
Ratnbows. The

gurus, half and half males
and females. There were two
females

to help these gurus to

smooth over the

overall adm.mstrat.ve
tssues of

the community. Except for the
gurus, the majority of inhabitants
of the

.mm, grants who temporary m.grated
from

several

common, ties of

community were Ratnbow

the Th.rd Zone.

The

initial

purpose of them m.grai.on was for
profess, onal apprentices!,, ps that
were offered by various
professional training centers within the
township of

UMASS. Many

Rainbows, including me,

m.grated to CIE through the recommendation
and/or the persuasion of former
CIE inhabitants

who

left

CIE

to earn

then living

in the

“Real World” after havtng

fin, shed their apprentices!,,

from the townsh.p's vocational training
program. No, so long ago, CIE began
people from the Second Zone to participate

Every Rainbow

at

in its

CIE was very adept

to

encourage

apprenticeship program.

at “juggling.” In their

everyday

they had to

life,

juggle between the apprenticeship of “mastering
an abstract thinking ability”—which
includes

mining,

cultivating,

hybridizing,

constructing

income generating through trading labor

common Rainbows were

rather poor.

hand-me-down

or the tag

transportation.

known

to the

service

The

for

professional jugglers.

to

CIE

the

sale.

as the

small-scale

stipend and

“odds and ends” jobs. Economic conditions of most

Most of them used second-hand

favorite hang-out of the

newcomers

knowledge—and

Some of them had
Rainbows

“New-Man

is

the

furniture obtained

cars.

Many

relied

from the

on public

NMC “Not Many Choices” cafeteria,

Center.”

They juggle between teaching courses

Rainbow gurus

at the

CIE were

also

in mining, cultivating, hybridizing,

constructing (knowledge), and writing for tenure publishing, (grant)
hunting, fund raising, project
consulting,

chairing

various

committees,

including

networking

with

the

neighboring

communities. In summer, some gurus also have a hobby of producing vegetable supply for
other
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Rainbows. These gurus usually

left their

agneultural produces for other
Ratnbows to take at the

entrance of CIE’s church.

It

they

was

difficult to describe the
socto-cultural character, sties

were “too commensurable

immigrants usually

and received
the village

left

CIE

to

distinguish”.

good soon

for

their “ticket” to travel to the

anxiety—caused by

this

a constant negotiation

became

community’s culture—contributes

spirit

of

to

cultural

community members and

CIE community. This bond, however,

occurs through

community” or

the spirit

of

“We Are

Family,” something academicians

“collective participation” or anything of this notion.

especially the founder gurus, have tried every possible

means

to build

within the community. For example, the community
organize their

and celebrations
were Winter

the

of interests.

call “participatory

maintain this

positively

a certain degree, the shared sense

the strong tie that binds the

The founders of CIE advocated

community members,

the

as an “unstable, ever-changing and
influx” culture. However, the

eventually strengthens the cohesiveness of

Festival in

Rainbow

world of profess, onals with the approval
of the chief of

pattern of the

uncertainty and rootlessness

activities

the

after they f.nished their
profess, onal apprenttcesh.p

among community members. To

relationship

festivals

important reason,

and the mayor of the townsh.p. Therefore,
the overall soco-cultural character
of

common, ty could be vtewed

would

For one

of the Rainbow Tnbe stnce

that

community members

Warm Up

are urged to participate

often held in the early

month of

May, Welcoming Newcomer Celebration and

all

The
and

own

year round. These

the year, the Spring Picnic

the Trash to Treasure Festival in

September. Occasionally, they organized a Rectangle Cake Ceremony for those

who have

recently obtained their “ticket” to travel to the world of the professionals.
In its overall or a long shot image, outsiders

collective

and happy community while

political conflict that run constantly

image. For one important reason,

all

would take CIE as a smoothly

in fact there are currents

unified,

of socio-economic turmoil and

under the peaceful and smooth outer surface of such an

Rainbow immigrants who came
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to

CEE

bring with them not

only different annexations of what
they can get out of the profess,
onal apprenhcesh.ps
also different cultural baggage
variety of mechanism to

Though some
families, “Ingfish”

which leader gurus continuously
snuggled

manage and respond

Rainbows had and spoke

sub-tribal

was

to these issues

the official language of the

fluent in the official language,

community was one of

more

CIE

but

up with

a

of diversity.

their

own

languages within their

own

community. Most White Rainbows are
very

fluent than the other sub-tribes.
Official language of the

most prominent issues

the

to conre

a,

that

cause conflict and problems, especially

between the Rainbow gurus and some
commoner Rainbows. Evidently, some White
Rainbow
gurus expressed unsatisfactory feeling
about the language competence of
some sub-tribal

Rainbows, especially when these Rainbow gurus
had

to

read and evaluated the “required

apprenticeship reports” which the “problematic”
sub-tribal Rainbows wrote. There were
some
internal investigations

the

community

on

this issue.

Unpublished reports about

library, located next to the

were also available

this issue

at

community church.

Most community members have been

(trained to be) religious,

gurus, regularly attend their ritual church meeting
on Tuesday.

and especially the old

New members

of the community

are required to participate in the annual retreat for
the sisterhood and brotherhood baptizing

ceremony, known among the Rainbows

CIE

at

as something call

“The CIE

Retreat”.

Some

gurus

claim that they adhere to “Dialogue for Enlightenment,” the doctrine
of the prophet “Don Freire.”
In the past

two decades,

there has been a

the “Genderine” or “Conscientization for

and secretly resistance

to this

an important debating

site

Rainbows

felt

Women’s

to introduce

and incorporate a new doctrine,

Enlightenment,” into the old doctrine. Openly

doctrine happens occasionally.

The Tuesday church meeting

that

In the past

is

of these two doctrines. For some unknown reasons, numbers of

uncomfortable with both doctrines that are practiced within CIE. As the

some expressed

also that of the

new

movement

Tuesday church meeting attendance was imposing and

two decades, not only

the

whole community has been

economic conditions of the

in a

result,

a waste of their time.

tribal

immigrants but

constant yo-yo motion. In the past, a part of the
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community's welfare budge, came from
the (development gran,)
hunting. Th.s hunting
business
Wh,ch once was less compet.hve
has become more so,
especally when the

(development gran,)

hunters from the

Newly Growing Opportune, (NGO)

more advanced and
particular

b,g

NGO

huntmg

corpora, ,ons-who are well

soph.st.cated hunting system,
tools and

bus, ness. Today,

hunting corporate.

leader gurus have tned

all

As

Rainbow hunters
the result, the

network-began

CIE become

a,

eqmpped with
to

enter this

a sub-con, ract hunter
for the

common, ty saving

gets lower every year.

The

poss.ble strateg.es to accumulate
the capital for maintaining
the

wellare serv.ce of the community.
These strategy included organ, zing
a telethon-type act.vity to

urge former immigrants to

Due

make

a donation pledge to CIE.

to this financial situation,
the leader gurus

began

make

to

a structural adjustment,

particularly in the welfare system for the
tribal immigrants. Today,
gurus give priority to granting

half welfare assistantship to “newly
coming” immigrants in the
that,

first

they either have to seek other sources
of welfare outside

welfare allocation within the community.

Some Rainbows

freedom from certain regulations of the
community. Some

community. That was because they

feel cut off

year of apprenticeship. After

CIE

or compete for the sacred

consider working outside CIE as a
feel resentful to

work outside

the

from friendship network, communal support and
a

sense of belonging and connection they once had
with other community members. Consequently
this situation not

only resulted

in the

weakening of

community

the

collectivity

and cohesiveness

but diminished an understanding, trust and cooperation

among community members

Changin g Shoes, Shifting Focus: From Educator

Adult Learner

A
Education.

This

is

part of

One

Tale from the Third Zone,”

When

great

my

or

I

shared

This

is

dissertation,

this tale

so funny,

my

friend said, “Pan, this

friends

is

is

to

a fictional description

with some friends

I

like

it.

at

But once

I

of the Center for International

CIE, their

first

said that

was going

I

became astonished and thought

something you can read
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also.

reactions were; “Oh,

that

at the retreat.

I

to use this tale as a

was pulling

But

my!

I

their legs.

don’t think your

(dissertation)

"I. is

committee would allow

no, academic

that."

wntmg." When

wan,

course, that

to see

was

W„h

your dissertation

really intimidating.

narrative in this chapter;

me

it

deeded

I

feel like

most ethnographers,

am

1

Western World, which
particularly

progressed

tourist,

master

it

s

I

my

for studying but just

like.

Education

the

Center

at

I

to

I

My

for

Because

when

at

my

how

he responded.

this tale ,n

One of them even

I

go

I

re-read a hard copy

No, not

to

shock those

me

that, for

and study a “foreign” or an “exotic”

desire to

visiting

my

friends,

had dreamt to go abroad and precisely

go

to

my

to the

“exotic” western world 61

and seeing what the “developed" or

could not afford to

received the

for

to

Of

this tale tn

this tale will be useful for

narrative.

my

file.

dissertation chair,

to see

my

back into

considered “exotic.”

true

in

it

high school years,

western world was

Massachusetts

or lived

out of my computer

dream and passion

was a dream come

Some

it

had saved

1

pu,

to this friend.

your committee allows you to
pu,

erased

tha,

to

was senous about ustng

and commented similarly
(if

so.

a "real” ethnographer. Re-v,
siting this story reminds

their

is

community. For me, since

was not

,

an encouragement and suggestion
from

Of “A Tale from the Thud Zone”

bu, to help

1

asked wha, made him think

I

aff.nued that

I

dissertation, four other friends
reacted
sa,d. "I

When

UNDP

International

visit

scholarship

Education

Western countries as a
in

1983 to study for a

(CIE),

University

of

Amherst.

friends and acquaintances

abroad—started

tourist mentality,

to give

which was

me
to

—who studied abroad or knew other people who

studied

advice on “do's and don’t's" in America. But because
of

come

to

“look”

at

America but not

to “learn

my

from” America,

The “developed” and the “progressed” Western world in my perception at
that time consisted of Great
Germany, France, Italy, Spain and the United States of America. This perception
of mine was built

Britain,

from school textbooks that I read, e.g., textbooks on social studies, on world
history and on the history of
between Thailand and Western powers, on ancient civilizations, on the history of math
and
science and also from media, such as newspapers, TV, movies, and
magazines. As a young girl, these
countries were the most ideal places I had to see and experience
at least one of them in my life time. I
relationships

—

also

knew

that

many

top dogs

or the

more powerful people

high administrative positions of the
Thai bureaucratic system, from the past until present, had done their advanced studies in
Great Britain,
Germany, France and the United States of America. Thus I also dreamt of coming to study in any of these
four countries.
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in the

my

and

excitement

eighteen month of

at this traveling

my

opportunity,

lens.

spent most of

I

UMASS, my mind

master’s study at

tourists take to record their trip abroad.

my

paid no attention to any advice.
During the

I

It

as

it

in a

my

encountered

I

new environment

World” countries,

to share

program where about
I

was not

alone.

I

to talk.

in

kinds of frustrations,

all

my

during

frustration

reassured to

traveler,

I

know

I

were from

walked

that there

that

and

study. After

I

I

am

I

different Third

was always

of CIE

countries,

office,

whom

a safe space for

I

I

at

I

hardly

could

me

experiences of international students

I

had

faced with the question of just

had been

my

World

feel

almost

From

CIE,

I

I

in a

felt

felt alien

or

comfortable

to express myself,

did not find safe to share in the classroom.

life

and

my

talking and

also felt like

went

to class,

I

I

smiles and delightful greetings from those international friends. At any

at

CIE

1997) for a master’s degree in

Education for

stress in adjusting

meet with other students from “Third

to

into the hallway

most valuable and memorable learning experience

now

and

master’s study, those feelings were also overshadowed

could expect to hear more and more wonderful

But

just recorded and

going from one country to another. Almost every day that

warm

could anticipate

irritations,

someone who understood me and with

find

listening to the life stories

minute,

I

experience with them and to learn from them. Learning

America. Whenever

and the feelings

was a world

my

a half of students

would always
I felt

did not really pay attention to

learning experience at that time.

by many other good experiences. One of them was

that

I

me and

was.

Although
coping

video camera that

time observing and absorbing what was
going on around

digesting and editing or analyzing

it

like a

just recorded everything that appeared
in front of the

adjusting myself bit by bit as time passed.
In other words,

absorbed

worked

in

1983-1984,

Women’s

1

went

Studies.

doctoral studies in 1998.

at

why

to
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CIE
I

the

first

from them. That was the
time.

have spent so much time

Simon Fraser University

Then

By now

life stories

I

I

in

in

graduate

Canada (1995-

returned to the Center for International

should be able to explain what

is

the

PerSOnal PWP0Se 0f

my

gradua,e

®»«r

To

the quest.on of

why

graduate study

is

important for me.

The

first

thing

would have

I

time was different. But as for this
decide to return. At one point in
very things that

For example,
silly idea s/he

soon as

I

heard

A moment
that

has?”

it,

later,

perhaps you

I

I

my purpose

last time, there

my

despised-things

I

many

I

to say is that

I

usually did

time

a negative

I

realized that

“What

to

I

factors that

avoid doing when

is this

thought-“What

“Who

you

I

way of seeing

the

was younger.

What

attended.

I

came

to think that idea is stupid?

too stupid to understand a different

made me

person talking about?

a stupid idea! ’’-instantaneously

are

each

was doing some of

heard a person express an idea in a
meeting that

thought to myself,

may be

I

my best

times caught myself thinking,

One

to graduate school

were several incidents and

career in Thailand,

that

of returning

to

my

a

As

head.

Don’t you think

things?”

used to consider myself to be a mindful
person and very open to listening

to other

peoples’ views. This does not happen spontaneously
anymore. Speaking for myself as a field
practitioner,

I

for so long, there

and

reflect

on

when

find that

is

nothing

my own

I

much

encourage

I

my

Another thing

I

Kob

see

is

me

to think or to trigger

become not only too

in the

my

same environment

curiosity to question

lazy to think but also began to feel

“used to be” frame of thought, position and environment-

2) calls a “comfort-zone.”

our old Thai expression,
shell.).

to

experience.

comfortable with and hanging onto

what Boler (1999:

myself in the same experience and

situate

In this state,

nai kalaa khroob
that the older

and fewer people would disagree with

my

I

63

I

turn myself into something that

fits

("The bullfrog under the dome of a coconut

was becoming and

opinion.

I

the

more

authority

I

had, fewer

then had less and less stimuli for

self-

This expression
since she

is from an old Thai fable about a mother bullfrog who has lived
under the coconut shell
was bom. She believed that she was the biggest creature in the world (under the dome of Kalaa or

coconut shell) and knew every single inch of the world. Believing this, she had never imagined there would
be another bigger world outside the dome of her coconut shell world and therefore felt too comfortable to
step outside her comfortable zone where she knew every single inch of it. She finally had an accident
that
took her life because of that perception.
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reflection.

So

reality.

,

1

eventually ceased to search for
different or more challengrng
ways to look at the

unconsciously came to

social consciousness

A
Thailand

be., eve that

became numb and

I

was always

1

realize that, intellectually

and theoretically,

continue working in the field
creatively and effectively.

my

career in nonformal education,
the less willing

viewpoints of others.

and that

it

was time

I

began

that

job would help. Hence,
routine

to think that

maybe

broke away from

I

began

I

to find

my

ways

framework of nonformal education.

nonformal education center was implementing

Many of these programs were

worked.

Fortunately, before
director general of the

He asked me

I

began

to get involved

to attend as the representative

girls

in

my

I

new job

that

in

my

career for too long

in

NGOs

with

women and

discover a

new way

to understand

provide

new
As

my

directions for

for

why

I

I

m

Bangkok

UNESCO

activities

that

in the area

the

where

hoped

called

me

the

in to see him.

I

in 1994.

It

had been

While discussing

also learned that the department

that graduate study

way

to take a break

would enable me

me

a

Women’s

new

from the

to learn

and

inspiration as well as

the field of nonformal education.

studied for another master’s degree in Canada,

scholarship requirement and a part of

I

gender issues.

literacy materials.

Japan

in

myself differently and give

my work in

new

was offered me by one NGO,

decided that returning to graduate school would be another

and expenence.

stayed in

I

with other programs outside the

and developing

preparation for this seminar,

my work

stale to

of the department a seminar on planning and
setting

rural areas

routine of

my

understand and accept the

offered a master/doctoral scholarship for educators
to study abroad in the field of
Studies.

,

career in

also thought that taking a

I

in collaboration

organized by the Asia/Pacific Cultural Center for
with the director general

to

involved myself more

on

my

to think that the longer

old expenence.

I

of

was becoming too

had been confined

targeted particularly

decided to take a

later years

I

would become

I

I

I

Department of Nonformal Education

up a learning center for

beheving that

almost stopped growing intellectually.

senes of self-reflections on
several incidents during the

made me

And

right.

my

personal interest.
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I

Women’s

Studies

is

a part of

had no theoretical knowledge

abou, gender and fem.n.sn,
Fe

m

men, especially

m ,„, sm and

.ssues

convening

social

the socioeconomic development
process, are rather

majonty of Thai people. The tssue
of gender inequality began
only

m the

1980s.

equal,* between wotnen
and

The people who

were mainly the women

m

to be

of .merest

now

equality are

levels.

governmental and non-governmental
organ, za, ions

made

community

among educated women

ava.lable

This knowledge and mformation

community

,s

less available

was

implementation of nonformal education for

who

me

encouraging
lives.

I

found

new

field

theory.

main reason

that

I

I

Women’s

The knowledge

worked

that

I

in

and

soe.al

women and

the staff of

true of

my own

women who

situation.

among women

My involvement

at

in the

lack opportunity for formal schooling,

was an important

factor ,n

impact of socioeconomic development and education
on women’s

of knowledge

nonformal education. Besides,
doctoral program in

that

Thailand

planning and management

a,

for rural

live in rural areas in northern
Thailand,

to explore the

this

m

level.

level is rather limited. This

particularly those

Tha, pubhc

UNIFEM, UNICEF

1 he perception and degree of
consciousness about the impact of gender
the

for the

and mformation concemmg gender
tssues and women’s nghts and

taught and

organizations at the

to the

raised awareness about gender
and social equality

cooperation with international
development organizations such as

UNESCO. Knowledge

new phenomena

realize that

interesting,

I

thought

Studies because

I

have acquired from

have focused

my

I

and

it

challenged

would have a

me

to integrate

difficult

it

into

time to get into a

had no theoretical background on feminist

my

master’s in

women’s

studies

becomes

doctoral study on gender issues in education and

the

community

development.

When
and tended

I

started out

to think

a better place.

I

working as a nonformal educator

in Thailand,

of myself as a good, devoted social-change agent,

who

was

I

could

quite idealistic

make

the world

thought of the learner-centered approach as the only highly potential approach for

nonformal education.

Now that

approach. But before

I

I

have become a learner,

I

have a somewhat different view of this

returned to graduate school the second time,
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I

think

I

held on to the old

belief.

how

often pa.d attention to

I

,0 help

why nonformai

them enjoy then learning and

second year of

my

educat.on parte, pants wanted
to

get the

most ou, of

career as a nonformal educator,

educahon parte, pants and a nonformal
educat.on

went

I

One

ttme,

to observe a

I

come

th.nk

to

i,

,eam and

was

in the

group of nonformal

facilitator as they sat d.scussing
their lesson

under a big tree outs.de a community
learning center. A, the end of
this group discussion session.
I

asked some

part, c, pants

why

they panic, pa, ed in nonformal

edueat.on programs.

Most

partcipants stated earnestly that they
could .mmed.ately apply wha, they
had learned to then

everyday

life situation.

partcipants.

They

The group

also sa,d that they had learned
several useful things from other

facilitators

of nonformal educahon programs
also expressed sunilar

thoughts.

remember one female

I

thirties.

She was enrolled

formal school).

me

and asked
that

I

I

also

to help her with her

I

come

I

told

me:

home work. She

my

daughter.

would be proud of myself.” Another male

hotel

came

to

speak English

happened

my
at

shop.

my

to learn

want
I

I

day,

is in

my

I

think she

daughter came

grade

think that if

student,

to learn English.

didn’t

shop

“One

only had a lower primary education

to school for

hotel in town, said: “I

Nam-Fhon.

was

in her early

an upper primary distance education
(equivalent to grade 5 to 6

remember she

could not help her.

know?

in

participant in this group,

One

from a friend

He

helped

me

felt

I

[to

to do.

I

wanted

tell

to cry,

her

you

was

I

a small barbershop near the

a foreign customer from the

There was a customer who could

communicate with

that the radio-correspondence
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4],

school

can help her with her school work,

time, there

to

so embarrassed to

grade

Kasem, who has

know what he wanted me

that day.

I

5.

home from

in a

that foreign customer.

I

program of nonformal education

o ers a course on Basic English
conversation. So,

One

time,

I

had a big

When
accomplishment,

how

uplifting

much of

it

I

participants

talked

about

me

their

that

was

to sense those feelings

I

can speak with

I

speak English well.""

learning

could sense excitement and a
happy feeling

and

of our career-around

learning in the group process.

what we discuss

is

the

in their voices.

wage than

the

was something

1

cannot see

guy who has

like, “I

exam

how

and comments, and sometimes

I

whom we

1

remember

did no. sense

interviewed

in

and anxiety about

feelings

“Why

to discuss

don’t

how

was disappointed

witnessed disagreement

among

we spend

our group

the subject content is

science has anything to do with

I

educational

also

I

customer.

don’t see the use of group d.scussion
if

quiz.” Or,

a high school diploma.”

my

often heard the later cohort
of

their unsatisfactory

exam?” Or, "Why do we have

final

problems?

What we

1990s.

not going to be in the final

time on tutoring for our
related to our

It

their

from those panic, pants. Contrariwise,

nonlormal education participants express
was

my

getting a lower

to hear these questions

participants about the topic of

group discussion.
I

remember

too that, instead of asking myself what had gone

disappointed with these participants’ comments,

Why

Now,

these kinds of feelings from
nonformal education participants

the later years

their

applied.

from a foreign customer who told

tip

these

I

didn’t they get the essential

knowledge

to

everyday

life

of the khit-pen approach

According

that

1

felt

so

asked what went wrong with these participants.

I

meaning of nonformal education, which

problems?

to

wrong with me

In so doing,

I

realize,

nonformal education and that

is

I

is

was dismissing

learning to apply

the core concept

the mindfulness for

to khit-pen , people should be able to define the concept

human

life.

and the scope of happiness or

64

1 met and interviewed Nam-Fhon and
Kasem in 1980. I met Nam-Fhon again in 1985, the year after I had
graduated from an M. Ed. Program and she had graduated from upper secondary
distance education and
also got accepted in a commercial training school. A few years later,
I learned from her friend that

she

works

as a secretary in a telecommunication

have never met
to

work

in

Kasem

again but

I

company

have never met

Chiangmai, a northern province of Thailand. I
again but I heard from my colleague that he went

in

Kasem

Saudi Arabia.
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meaning of
.he,r

.heir life for thentselves

capac.es

realizing .hat,

I

educafion and

facilitators

I

on ,he bas.s of .her own
behefs,

,o crea.e or ach.eve ,he
happiness or .he nsean.ng

did not allow the panic, pants
to define then

was no, mindful of hearing then concepts.

of this learning group did no, know

became bored with group

d.scusston.

I

Then

part of their final

in

1993,

my weekend

and realized

the first semester,

I

that

worked hard

ot the subject content to

become more
sorts

was time

it

everyday

activities that

I

group meeting time

transfer

them

to

my

life

lot

to get

I

It

was

away from my work and

knew would
it,

problems

there that

I

it

I

learned

return to school. In

in relation to social

for participants to

problems.

stimulate active group discussion. In

but most of

facilitators

them

who were more

stated that

still

I

I

my

used

began

to ask

myself another

willing to

set

all

second

should spend part of

mathematics, English and science.

in the subject content.

of things that affected the change

education. For example,

fnends even though

was one valuable learning opportunity

needs and demands for tutoring or lecturing

ignored a

w„h

group

group requested the director of the nonformal education
center

groups with

end of the second semester.

tha, part.c, pants

to these part, c, pants that
a

in factories.

in tutoring subject content, especially

participants from

though, tha, probably the

trying to prove that group meetings for
discussing the relevancy

semester, participants began to like

Many

me

for

reflective or critical about their

of group

of

,„ s .ead

time to become a facilitator for two
groups of

non formal education participants who were
mostly workers
a lesson

I

conduct the group well, so

from d.scuss.ons

lo,

ha . , hey define.

and

exam.

volunteered

I

to

expenses

concept and the goal of
.heir

Rather,

even wanted to prove

meeting could be fun and they could learn
a

would not be a

how

own

,

values,

accommodate

To my

despair,

participants’

quit at the

I

of questions and realized

in participants’

to

that

I

had

goals and their concepts of

ignored the current trend of socioeconomic development policy of the

country and paid no attention to

how such

policy affected the

and the qualifications of the labor force of the national market.
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demands being made on education

When
and the

later

I

began ,o pay attentton

«o those elements,

I

also found that, between
the earlier

groups of pantctpan.s, there were
some factors that caused the
deferences

in thetr

expectations and attitudes toward group
activities of nonfomtal
education. For example,
most of
the early cohort of nonfotmal

educahon participants was

in their late twenttes to
early fort.es

w.th a wide vanety of occupa.tonal
backgrounds and

nonformal educahon part.c.pants, those

and early twent.es.

The majority of

in the late

life

expertences.

The

recent cohort of

1980s to 1990s, were mostly

the latter cohort

works

in

and

m

then

late teens

manufacturing compan.es or

service sectors (e g. sales persons,
waitresses/waiters, lower-rank hotel staffs).
Their answers to

my

quest, on as to

why

they part, c, paled in nonformal educahon
program were almost uniformly

hke, “It’s the factory or the workplace
requirement for the position," or

wages

if

you have higher educational background,” or

get a lighter

job but better wage,” or “The company tends

to a special training abroad.”

empowering because
life

“If

situation

and

it

was

For the

first

you have
to

“You

get a better rate of

a high school cert, f, cate,

send workers with higher education

cohort group of nonformal education, educahon
was

for self-improvement, for its

for personal intellectual growth.

immediate application

With these as

is

tor

an individual economic advantage

an everyday

improvement of those same

aspects ot their significant others. For the recent cohort of
participants, education
it

to

goals, education benefits not only

the individual participants but also indirectly contributes
to the

because

you

in particular,

and

in

my

view,

is

empowering

it

also benefits

the capitalist enterprises in general.

Why was
activities that

I

would more

we had confined

when hearing

disappointed

likely help

ourselves in our

them

own

to pass the final

I

demand

exam?

I

am

for

leaming/teaching

sure that

it

was because

concept and vision of education. This concept and vision

were partly influenced by a socializing process
through. Trager (1965) argues, and

participants’

that the

“educated” class in Thai society has gone

agree, that the educated Thai are trained and educated to be

conservative and pragmatic rather than radical and theoretical. Speaking from

my

experience,

especially leaming/teaching in Thai universities or at least in the university from where
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I

graduated, tradttional Thai educatton
try the

is

pnmartly mformative and leaves
students

theones ou, on their own. This
ktnd of leamtng

abstraction bu, toward wha,

example,

I

may have

is

is

no, onented toward pure
tnte.lec, or

and can be applied

praettcal

to speculate or

to sensory or

,

turned, ate use.

For

learned tha, there exist five theones
to understand soctal
exclus.on, what are

the general principles

of each theory, and how these theones
have been used as

for understanding, say,

critique or speculate

gender exclusion

why

in

certain theories

an economy. However,

may

I

do not

recall

analytical tools

being taught to

be wrong or even bad. Occasionally
our teachers

might have informed us of some strengths
or weaknesses of certain theones,
but they did so only
with the goal of keeping certain precautions
once. Indirectly, this type of education
for you, stick with

If

it.

it

doesn't,

Not only because of

which Trager (1965) points

modem
occupied
in

I

lhailand

is

this

in

our minds rather than dismissing any
theory

made me

interpret

you just simply

try or

that if

one theory works

switch to another one.

leaming/teaching pattern but probably also because
of the

out, that “(a) social fact

the absence of a frustrated,

official positions in the

and internalize

all at

of supreme importance

fact,

in the history

of

unemployed educated class" (66>— who mostly

government enterprises and organizations— the educated

haitand has never had to face or struggle with
harsh facts of

life.

class

Speaking from

my

experience, there were plenty of job vacancies in
governmental organizations and some other
private corporations waiting for highly educated
persons to choose and take during the 1960s to

1980s. During those decades, working in government organizations
was economically secure and
socially prestigious.

It

provided for and they

can be said that social and economic statuses of the educated
class were
fit

comfortably into an established structure of the social organization. As

Trager (1965: 66) concludes, these educated Thais are not therefore “given

to the flights

of

imagination or stimulation to examine or question the fundamental values on which
such social
structure

is

based.

above. (And frankly,

That condition partly explains the cause of disappointment
I

had never

felt

so curious as to reflect on or theorize
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my

I

mentioned

disappointment

um.l this moment.)

I

must confess

the,

.

feel

“Oh,

this is good.

Thts

hear something about the concept
of education that resonates with

Apparently

many

my

that is

my

I

my own concept.

goals and concepts of “education”
are similar to those of

other panic, pants in the early
cohort of

encompass everything

wonderful” only when

is

Nam-Fhon and

That students. For me, education
should

meaningful for our everyday social

life.

Education should be a

process of learning to know, to do and to
be, a process that derives from
different sources of and
different settings of learning, not just
learning a pure subject content from
the course textbooks in

a classroom.

I

also perceive education as the process
that influences or enhances

transformation, in terms of intellectual growth
and the transformation in

as

much

life.

I

as

my

personal social advancement. Thus, lifelong
education

also consider that

I

have a responsibility

same aspect of change

affect the

for

to utilize

my

a personal goal

and on other people, and hopefully

more recent cohort of nonformal education

my

is

I

personal

social consciousness,

my

knowledge from

transform our community and our society as a whole.
Obviously,

vision and

my

my

of

education to

will eventually

it

was disappointed with

participants because what they said did not

opposed view and ignored exploring

to

my

further

vision or concept.

what made the

I

the

match

concept of education. Their goals and concepts of
education were not

parameter of or were actually opposed

my

my

in the

consequently dismissed

this

cohort of nonformal education

later

participants hold a concept of education different from mine.
In

Like

my

understanding, the (unwritten but taken-for-granted) goal of education

many educated Thais of my

been socialized

to believe that

social

background

(that

having a higher education

is

was described
a

in

is

Chapter

symbol of having

multifold.

4),

I

have

intelligence.

It is

also an indicator of personal success and a family’s success in the upbringing
of children.
Socially, education gives

me power

to

demand

respect from others

who

are in

my

workplace. In this notion ol a sociocultural symbol, education enhances not only
status

—

—

as an intellectually trustworthy or an “official knower”

it

family and

my own

also increases

my

social

pride and

self-esteem in a cultural sense of fulfilling a duty in bringing pride and (symbolic) success to
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my

my

famMy. Professionally,
theoretical, techntcal

think of education as a source
of

.

and ethical-, ha. are necessa^

for

,

k.nds of btowledge "suppltes"-

ail

m prov,ng my

These notions of education are no,
only the foundation of

empowering process, bu, of my
system can

I

my

work and

my

practice.

belief that education

,s

an

antb.tion to attam the h.ghes,
education degree the school,
ng

offer.

cannot deny

that,

embedded

in these sociocultural

concepts of education,

many Thai

tend to give importance to the “formalities”
of education (diploma, degree,
specialization) and

overlook the significance of the “content”
(the applicability of knowledge
or even pure
intellectualizing).

“ticket,”

much

to

salary

level

Although education, particularly education

for a degree

and

a certificate or the

can enhance economic status and upward
mobility for people, education has nothing

do

when

me

for

in that matter.

return to work, for

I

of a doctoral degree.

My

The

my

doctoral degree

salary in

I

will obtain will not help

my current position

are persons

who

them. Although

who

I

did not accept

it

Nothing of the
at that time,

I

sort.

In fact

understood

much

influenced

mentioned above. This

see education as a “ticket” to or “ladder” for economic

hold a wrong view.

I

that

get a higher

already higher than the entry

decision to return to graduate school was pretty

by sociocultural notions of education and personal ambition
say that participants

is

me

I

have

is

not to

upward mobility

my own

empathy

later that participants’ goals

for

of

education differed from the one that I assumed or imagined
for them.

From

my

talking later to

some group

failed experience as the facilitator,

are workers in the factory.

participants often

factory before

I

facilitators for

came

coming

to realize that

These participants often came

had only a few hours sleep
to the

most participants

to the

to read

any learning

would help them catch up with

also anticipate that, from

the group meeting, they did not have to go

in the recent cohort

group meeting unprepared. These

group meeting. They did not have time

They

after

after finishing their night or overtime shifts in the

materials and often hoped that the group discussion

contents that they hadn’t read.

nonformal education, and of course

coming

the subject

to listen to a discussion in

back and spend more time on reading those learning
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mater, als by themselves. Thts
way, they could go stra.ght
back to work in the factory
and take

more

overt, me sh.fts without

wonytng about prepanng themselves

empathize with them because

economic condemns,
and there

no way

is

education

as

pohcy and

the

I

am

for

,s

no other way

them

able to

change

the differences in

to

for

when

that,

(hem

do now.

in sociocultural

admit that

condit.ons of Tha.land have a

1

have never probed deeper into why

whom

particular social status,

I

am

and

I

do with

the change

look

whose

which senses

in

at the overall

meaning and

sociocultural and

my

economic

generalized notion of

(social, political or

economic)?

blind to the fact that different people have
different

I

am

in the

failing to explore

I

become disappointed and

start

disagreeing

“ticket” clearly

now.

and exploit other forms and goals of education.

same boat and share much

nonformal education participants.

I

I

can imagine

can see

same condition with

the

their, as

well as

how economically

my

difficult

the recent cohort of

own, need of education
it

would be

for

me

to

learned something from the academy. Apparently,

my

concept of education change with

school allows

theoretically

me

a

chance

to ask

my

myself a new

when

the conditions change,

for the

go home

without a doctoral diploma in hand to prove to the Thai government scholarship
office that

and

and

hear those participants valuing education solely on
the basis of obtaining a “ticket” for

economic upward mobility and
Today,

I

don’t even question

I

concepts and different goals for their education.

when

lot to

participants.

education: pragmatic for

my

of

also realize that the trend in
socioeconom.c development

I

backgrounds are different from those of mine.

Because of

from education

to carefully cons.der other
aspects

function of education similarly or differently
from people

pragmatic

rather

I

participants five with this
land „f

to set dtfferen. expcctat.ons

have the luxury of fime

exam.

goals and concepts of education
between these two different cohorts
of

non formal education
I

there

acknowledge

I

for the final

I

truly

my understanding

personal circumstances. Returning to graduate
set

of questions and

and systematically.
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to reflect

on

my

experience

Transformative Learning

Now,
processes of

am

I

in

Graduate School

an adult learner, a graduate student.
As a learner,

critical thinking,

have undergone the

I

of self-reflection, of contesting
personal/pol ideal identify and

ideology, of claiming authority and
“voicing” as a “knower” in several
graduate courses. These

processes involve different forms of learning,
ranging from formal class discussion,
informal
discussion with friends, and self-directed
learning in a dialogue with myself.
Through these
processes,

have struggled

I

to

make sense of theoretical knowledge,

academic circumstances. These struggles also involve

resisting

the learning experience and

and conforming

to particular

epistemological ideologies, theories, knowledge,
academic rules and regulations. In the shoes of a
learner,

began

I

to

empowerment from

see critical

pedagogy and

a perspective that

had not been able

I

position of a practitioner or an educator. In fact,

approach and

I

also see

empowerment and

some ways

lor transformation.

to

That

experiences as a nonformal educator and

From

that point,

graduate school.

do?

Do

already

Do

I

is

also started to

many

is

said,

I

I

may

to see clearly

thinking and

when

I

was

in the

that

weaknesses of

want

I

this

approach

so important for

me makes me

incidents that urged

way

I

Why

do?

became more conscious of and paid more

my

graduate study.

to hear

I

for

to explore here.

me

some

recall

to return to graduate

to return to

they see an opportunity to theorize and synthesize their experience the

for transformation in

want

critical

wonder what makes other students want

significant factors that enable and/or hinder

Therefore,

for

see a positive side of the learner-centered

alter the

one issue

they enjoy their learning experiences the

empowerment

answers

I still

improve or

The question about why graduate study

school.

education

critical

so or

attention

started to

empowerment processes

why
to

not?

the

pay more

As

way
I

I

have

processes of

attention to

within graduate programs.

what learning processes students would consider as empowering. Their

be able to give

me some

clues to reconsider
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my

future practice in

empowerment.

In

my

experiences

discourse rev,ew,

I

drew on

which are shaped by the

their past formal education

and

their

my own my

experience to argue that our htstoncal

socialization process with one’s
families and communities,

work experience-are

factors that shape differences
in our

concepts and goals of education, our preferred
way of learning, our understanding
and our
interpretation

of knowledge and what

is

going on

the classroom.

in

These differences are

significant factors that limit and/or allow
us, students, to recognize and
understand the sequences

and the consequences of our personal transformation,
including our resistance or acceptance

to

certain pedagogical practices.

The
at

issue

CIE about

now becomes whether my

their lives

interviews and discussions with students and
friends

and learning experiences as graduate students confirm
these

assumptions. Although there are a couple of students

who argued

theoretical

that graduate study “could not”

influence the change in them and especially in their cultural
identities, there are also some
students

who can

see and say precisely

of these students elaborate

why and how

length on

at

how

a

graduate study transforms them.

specific

A

couple

learning process influences their

transformation.

Take, for example, the interview transcript that

was

frustrated with everything about his

from the

field

program

of hard science and expected

I

at the

coded as

that graduate study

So he did not

to feel that

nonformal learning gives you more freedom

of his formal education

freedom

65

like the practical courses

to

in the past

choose what he wanted

The CIE’s student community

is

very close.

student and

F

for a female student.

persons. Sometimes,

I

I

This student said

that

he

would be something heavily

about nonformal education. But
to

grow

intellectually.

later,

He

he came

also realized

had been so much more structured and didn’t allow the

to learn.

easy to totally conceal identities of students

65
.

beginning of his studies because he came

theoretical.

that all

Ml

He

It is

CIE

is

the first space in an academic setting

not so difficult to identify

whom

add numbers

said

I

interview.

after letters

I

M

and F

use the phrase “one student” instead of letters
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who

is

who.

It is

therefore adopt the codes

therefore not

M

for a

male

to indicate that they are different

M and F.

where he expenenced academic
choice
inte'lectually “flowered.” Leanr,„
g a,

for

the

firs,

hnre and ,ha. nrade
him fee, he has

CIE e„ab,es h,m

,o appreciate that
learning should

be

meaningful.

Or consider another page of
was not used
has to

the

talk.

to

the interview transcript,

marked F

1

.

This student said that she

and was no, comfonable with a
participatory learning approach,
where eveiyone

She came from a strongly stmctured
formal education background.
She was used

method where her professors came

famous evaluation

theories that

into the

evetybody has

classroom and wrote the names
to

that,

of, say, three

know. Thus, she had a hard time
extracting

theory from the stones or personal
experiences that other students told

explained

to

in the class.

according to her native soctal and cultural
norms talking a

lot ,s a

She also

kind of cheap

thing to do. People in her native society
believe that a good and wise person
should be humble

and should not

talk a lot, especially talking without
thinking

she rebelled by refusing to talk

what other people think
class,

how would

if

in the class. Later,

whether

is

,s

useful to talk or not.

she realized that she had no

So

way of knowing

they don't talk or share with her. Similarly,
if she didn't talk in the

her professors would

know

or find out what she

realization, she finally accepted that talking
for the purpose

class

it

knows

or thinks.

From

of education or speaking up

this

in the

not a bad thing.

The

narratives of these

two students not only mirror

my own

experience but confirm

my

belief that past learning experiences affect people’s
acceptance of and resistance to the learning

process and

to

new knowledge. We,

knowledge

right

I

mean

students, might not see the validity of the

away. After a certain point

in

our learning and reflection, however,

able to realize the relevancy of the knowledge and are able to relate
this realization

learning,

new approach

it

to

we

our old experience.

are

From

and process, we adopt and adjust our old understanding, our preferred way of

which eventually expands our understanding of new knowledge.

begin to see ways to create

new meanings of experience
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for ourselves.

In other words,

we

“

m 8ht

alS °

'

narrattves

HdP

my

eXPand

'°

of these two students

reflect

PerSpeC *' Ve as *

I

model-which emphastzes

feel that these

for bringing

approach

to Itberatory or soctal justtce
approaches, the
its political

narrattves confirm that
the

own meaning,

to select a choree

of

from one another's experrence-is
an empowering approach

about change or transforma., on
in learners.

the absence of

lack or

to leant

two

kU,Pen

the proviston of
Afferent spaces (e.g„
formal,

informal and nonformal learning)
for stodents to create then

then learning mterests and

educator to ask whether
the

any features of the
leanter-centered ntode, of
the

approach of the Thai nonformal
educatton.
learner-centered

—
When

I

compared

weakness of learner-centered
approach

vrston and arttcula.ion for
soeral change.

weakness does not necessartly mean

for influencing personal or
social change.

From what

that the learner-centered

I. ts

the lcamer-centered

only a matter of

I

,s

see here, this

approach has no potential

how we,

educators,

maneuver

this

approach for achieving change.
have also talked about using the strength
and the weakness of one pedagogical
approach

I

and method

to reflect those

of the others and

to find a

articulate an alternative pedagogical
practice to suit

have been doing

that

now. Of course,

I

said,

I

also admit that

I

am

some people might say

walking a fine

that

I

to integrate their strengths to
re-

own

context or circumstance.

I

feel

I

recognize that the lack of explicit political
vision of the

learner-centered approach does not necessarily

change.

our

way

mean we cannot employ
line here because,

this

approach for making

from hearing what

I

have just

am

mixing and equating personal change of these
students

me

to explain

with political structural change.

This would seem to

"change"

and

call for

"transformation"

revolutionary social change but

imply

this

kind of change.

revolutionary change.

people

may change

I

I

are

contextual

my

concept of change. In

concepts.

prefer a gradual change and

My

Personally,

I

I

my
do

understanding,

not

envision

use the term "transformation" to

concept of transformation does not imply an abrupt or

remember quoting Ward (1995)

to argue in the introduction chapter that

several things in their lives—their career, eating habits, citizenship—
and yet
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remain much as they always were.
people ,o

w.llmg

make

a change

to see the soc.al

make

energies to

A

fundamental or sectoral (soda,)
change, however, re qu ,res

m then way of loolong at and

understand, ng the world. People
must be

world with new eyes, understand
„ with a new mind and

the change happen. This kind
of change

'transformation' and this transfoonat.on
can

a requirement for

is

and should begin

nucro or a personal

a, a

eventually affect the macro level. In
other words, transformat.on

my

is

a kind of

change

turn then

sense of
level

and

that takes a

longer time than revolut.onary changes
such as public protests or demonstrates
to overthrow the

dominant group or laws.
Let

me

g.ve an example of what

one female student

to explain

and norms of gender roles

I

would

call “transformation.”

what empowered her

in her society,

and

how

transformed her old perceptions, she elaborated
on
that their personal transformations

to step out

For example, when

is

asked

of her traditional beliefs, values

she sees or thinks her graduate study
has

that.

There are some students who maintain

had already occurred long before they went

to graduate school.

Graduate study only provided them with the
theoretical tools and knowledge
transformations. Here

I

a part of this female student's replies in

my

to articulate such

interview:

At a certain stage of your life, you begin to realize that
if you cannot think for yourself
or love yourself first, you cannot be happy, no
matter how much you try to fulfill
yourself

with other things such as doing more in your career
or anything you (convince yourself
to) think meaningful. I think I just started
to feel trapped in my traditional role and
felt
like there was no way out. Actually, I don’t
think there are any hard rules to confine you.

At one

I began to feel my life was
empty. I began to ask myself, "Who said I
cannot go over the defined line of my role?" I realized that no
one ever said to me that I
cannot do anything other than my [culturally defined gender] role.
My husband didn’t say
that. My family didn’t say that. No one had ever
said that to me. I then realized that it was
my subconscious that said that. The subconscious that I built up myself, from listening,
from observing what other people in my society do.

Then

I

point,

became physically

ill

and

time to reflect and contemplate

I

was

my

in the hospital for 3

life.

When

I

returned

months. While

home from

I

was

ill, I

the hospital,’

I

had
just

make changes in my life and live a different kind of life. Everything seemed
overcame the limitations of what is perceived as the traditional role of women in
culture to do the thing [that is not common for women in her society to do]
and that I

started to
fine.

my

I

later

came

to appreciate

My decision
but

I

come

and enjoy doing.

America is part of that. Studying here hasn't changed me
find here the theoretical perspectives that support the change that has already

occurred

change

is

in

to

to study in

me. What

I

learned here

is

the theory that helps to explain and verify that this

valid” (F 2).
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I

regard this piece of interview
important for

empowerment and

my

understanding of pedagogical
prachce for

for transformation because the
narrative of this particular student
confirms the

constructivist notion that every social
agent

is

an active th.nker and constantly
constructs and

constructs her/his knowledge about the
world. In

my

experience,

some educators overlook

notion of active thinkers and tend to treat
learners as passive, helpless persons

The

for themselves.

to

narrative of this student also reminds

advance a person

problem— for example,

seminar—only
some

encourage a person

it

Or

critical

thinking

“I think better

is

to

way

informally with a few close friends.

and absorb what other people think and

supposed

to

come from

outside support or

become conscious about

her/his

class discussion, participating in
consciousness-raising or a

students, myself for example, have our preferred

heard.”

is

cannot think

stimulate and accelerate the person to think critically
sooner than usual. Besides,

by ourselves or do
listen

that

the

that the opportunity or the
condition

think critically does not necessarily

to

encouragement alone. Some processes
or the social

me

who

re-

and think more

after that

critically if

I

in

classroom discussion.

If

As some
I

and

that

is

we

to

do

it

students say to me, “I like to

contemplate by myself what

read or write alone.” This preferred

probably one reason that some students

occur

to reflect critically

resist the critical thinking

I

have

way of

process that

probe deeper, there are some other

intertwined factors that encourage students to prefer to think critically in a
learning space other

than the classroom.

Interestingly, the student

whom

I

have been quoting from

that— because of her experience of attempting

to step out

my

interview also explains

of her old frame of perception and

understanding about her native cultural values and norms regarding her gender role and
responsibility

—she has

a strong interest in gender issues and had a strong desire to learn about

it.

After a short period of her graduate study, she perceived that the debates and the interpretations

of gender issues, as she sees them take place inside and outside graduate school, are
polarized.

It

was

the

way of

rigidly

theorizing that she considers, in her words, “too narrowed, too

suffocating,” and blocking other possibilities of interpreting gender knowledge. She said this
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and perception about gender
taiowledge stopped her from
betng mterested

feeling

,n learn,
ng

about gender issues further.

There

is, in

something else striking

fact,

close readers might find contrad.cts

where she

part

said,

that support the

see

how

it

some of my argument about

"studying here hasn't changed

change

unusual

in the narrative

is.

me

that has already occurred in

But

now

can see

I

that.

I

but

me."

1

I

of

student

said

that

graduate

study

my

why she

admit that

about what

I

I

didn't question that part or

profess to believe that every social
agent

give

knowledge about

now

that

I

should have questioned

thinks graduate study couldn't change her
and

I

admit

too, that

hear.

I

even

it I

I

it

as

realize

my

knowledge

that could

I

my

agree with what this particular student said to some
extent,

(women’s

validate

the

this student

interruption.

It

it is.

exposure to various strands of feminist thought coupled with

learning experience

the world.

should be more analytical or reflective

her knowledge about feminist thought and current
debates about gender issues

my own

to

an

is

be the weakness of

participant to talk freely without

ask such a question,

fail to

cannot take

For although

allow

I

I

refer to the

find here the theoretical
perspectives

theoretical

interview technique, in which

reminds me,

I

her

transformation that has already occurred.
as to

someth, ng that

the active thinker.

active thinker and constantly constructs
and re-constructs her/his

This

this student,

studies, education,

I

also see that

Based on

is partial.

my

interdisciplinary

development, inquiry, sociology),

find the

I

current interpretations and debates about gender issues
occur in a wider range and broader

spectrum and are no longer rigidly polarized as

knowledge about a more inclusive and

—

strands of feminism

“Well,

I

know

this is

this student claims.

integrative interpretation

When

bias.

It is

shared with her

and representation of

poststructural and postcolonial feminism, for

my

I

example

—she

at the feeling level rather than theoretical level.

my

different

responded,

What

I

heard

about gender issue here was always in the sense of confrontational, separation, and opposition,

and

it

makes me

feel

uncomfortable.

I

would

balanced or compromising way.” Though

I

rather look at things in a

myself acknowledge
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more

that there

is

integrated,

a strong

more

movement

to

change

this

resistance

and

way of viewing

,he world within the

best, at, on to adopt flu.

American academ.c realm,

new movement w,thm

and the main stream knowledge production.
Nonetheless,

I

the

I

sense both

dom.nan, educat.onal pract.ce

dare not say

is

it

“all” true in every

American graduate program.
I

would say

that

our partial knowledge about the world
and about one another can be one

crucial factor that not only causes our
misinterpretation or misunderstanding
of other people’s

meanings and

intentions.

The

partiality

of our knowledge can significantly hinder
not only the

transformation in our understanding and
worldviews but can also affect the
ourselves with other people in the larger society.

experience as an educator and

my

my own

relate

working

learning experience in the graduate school,
informal peer

support within the student community
the partiality of their knowledge.

Speaking particularly from

way we

As

I

is

one important mechanism

experience

it

my

in

that enables students to

fill

out

graduate studies, informal peer support

within the student community, such as the one in
CIE, could be one potential strategy for

promoting understanding and acceptance of diversity and differences
among students.
understanding and acceptance ot one another eventually helps to some
extent

and the feeling of alienation
that

some

for these students.

In relating

my own

to

empowered

us to transform,

would think

I

experience to the information

that

some of us

change our world view and certain perceptions probably because of
knowledge.

It

could also be that

we

interpreting

who

to

apply

it

to

still

graduate

hesitate to

partiality

change our old views.

attempt to maintain and reclaim our native

and understanding but also those of us who attempt

sociocultural experiences and

the

how

of our

are not yet able to see clearly the necessity or the practicality

of consolidating new experience and knowledge or
stage, not only students

better

reduce frustration

students shared during the interviews, particularly their concerns about

study has influenced or

A

knowledge

in the

to

way of

In this

learning,

mediate or integrate personal

formal environment of the graduate school are

usually faced with frustration, despair and powerlessness or helplessness. Without systematic

support from the educational institution, some of us

may
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lay aside and/or discard our personal

knowledge, our nar.ve ways of
learning and understanding
the world and adopt the
new
knowledge, new ways of learning and
seetng the world,

so.net, mes unethically

and most times

unconsciously.

So me Myths

in

Education for

There are
field practitioner,

still

Empo w erment and

other lessons

I

and looking back on

Transformation

have learned from changing

my

my

role as an educator, as a

educational practice in the field by
relating

it

with

my

experiences as an adult learner in the graduate
school. For example, from the
students’ narratives
discussed earlier,

is

it

apparent that learning spaces other than
the classroom learning exist
not

only in nonformal education as

appear

in

I

myself used

to perceive.

These different spaces of learning

formal educational institutions as well.

Indeed, as a nonformal educator

nonformal learning occasions,

I

have

who

has been trained to take advantage of
informal and

to say that

,s

it

disappointing for

me

to find

few formal

educators systematically and enthusiastically
advocate and take advantage of informal and

nonformal learning.

I

consider informal and nonformal learning spaces very
viable for achieving

empowerment through
approach

way

I

at

participatory learning approach. Finding this type of
learning space and

CIE makes me

appreciate and take

CIE

as an ideal graduate program, similar to the

appreciate the learner-centered approach of the Thai nonformal
education. This satisfaction

and contentment stopped

me from

questioning what

it

takes to create and maintain this type of

learning environment within a formal educational institution.
Experiencing the
is

empowerment

that

oriented toward a learner-centered model and participatory leaming/teaching
approach as a

student enables

relating

several

my

me

to see another

dynamic process

experience as a nonformal educator with

myths about education

in

another dimension.

my

experience,

for social transformation that

educational theorists.
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I

I

From

reflecting

and

also realize that there are

perceive as not fully discussed by

To

we

understand

how

these myths can cause the failure
in

for transformation,

should revisit and discuss some
theoretical background concerning
three different models of

education that “radical” or “progressive”
educators would

These models include the learner-centered
model

that

and

(f reirean

femimst)

feminist);

critical

education

may

and the social justice model

poststructural

share

call

“education for

empowerment

”

emphasizes experiential learning and
the

participatory approach; the liberatory
or emancipatory

its

empowerment

model

that adheres to critical

pedagogy

that is attached to (feminist

and non-

and multicultural pedagogies

some overlapping assumptions with each

66
.

These

other.

different

models of

Each model, however, has

pre-determined agenda and goals for implementation
that are different from each
other.

Educators

own

who

follow and employ a particular pedagogical
approach thus have already had their

vision, standardized discursive frame or
fixed prescription for their interpretation
of and

practices in education.

For instance, Freirean and feminist approaches
transformation, which

I

review

to

education for

empowerment and

for

chapter three, similarly emphasize raising the
learners’

in

consciousness about social oppression and social exclusion. The
purpose of both the Freirean and
feminist approaches

is

to

make

learners realize the structural system of social
oppression and

exclusion and recognize ways to eliminate or subvert
to reflect

The process of consciousness-raising

is

and identify the cause and the effect of oppression, especially the oppression
learners

have experienced as individuals as well as
achieved through active participation

in

pedagogies for empowerment which

I

dialogue a

it.

must

in relation to other

people within society. This

group dialogue and by sharing personal experience. All

discuss here consider voice, freedom, and “democratic”

ingredient in processing and evaluating the outcome of

participants personal transformation.

See chapter six of

The evaluation of most

Askew and Camell

is

empowerment and

“critical” pedagogies, feminist

for

and

(1998) for distinguishing details of these different models of

education.
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non-feminist, depends on

how

learners votce or express
themselves in group d.alogue.
In other

words, some practi.toners tend to
take “speakmg up- to mdieate
that participants have
become

more conscious about

By

social issues such as exclusion
or inequality.

facilitating

group, educators

and encouraging learners

who employ

these

to feel

two approaches

more confident and
will

atmosphere for group interaction by establishing
a sense of

among

learners and also

create

trust,

a

speak up

to

comfortable space and

respect and close relationship

between learners and teachers or educators.
Hopefully,

pedagogical process will make learners

feel

in the

whole

this

comfortable and confident to express their
social

experiences or concerns. Finally, the group as
a whole will gain understanding about
the impact

of specific social conditions on themselves
and on
collective action to

make

social change. In

their society.

At

this point, learners will take

sum, these approaches give importance

and freedom

in learning.

classroom

considered as an indicator of learners’ achievement for
power

is

empowered” through
The

Active participation

in

speakmg up

in the

educational process within the
in learning

learning.

is

evidence that some taken-for-granted factors—differences

and subjectivity of learners and educators including contextual
and sociocultural
have already discussed

my

or “being

overall envisioning and articulation of these “critical”
approaches are seemingly

promising. Yet there

oppression

to authority

(e.g.

in the

discourses review

—can cause

in positionality

diversities that

the failure or instigate other forms of

marginalization and exclusion). This happens, especially as

I

have seen

it

during

graduate study, partly because educational practitioners of these approaches are
trapped

some

ideological

Besides, there are

in the

and pedagogical myths and fixed prescriptions of these two approaches.
taken-for-granted

of cultural notions and

issues in regard to the understanding and the interpretation

political relations

number of educators ignore
can cause diversity

I

of voice, freedom and dialogue.

In this condition, a

the fact that differences in the historical backgrounds of social agents

in social agents’

views of

differentiation in their understanding of the

reality, identity,

and consciousness as much as the

meanings of voice, freedom
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in a dialogue.

.

As

a practitioner,

I

feel that theonsts are
quite

obsessed with creating and
offenng

edueattona! practitioners tnore and
more pedagogtca. prescnptrons.
Theoretical prescription

another factor that entices
practitioners to confine themselves

in

one

boundary and eventually dtscourages
them from examining another
Grossberg (1994: 16-19, goes further
different

in

prescnbmg four

is

particular prescriptive

possibility. For

example,

different practical processes
he sees in

progress, ve pedagog.cal practice”
that are prevalent in most
American educational

institutions.

Those

are: a hierarchical practice,

wh.ch assumes

that teachers already understand

the truth to be tmparted to student;
a dialog, c practice, wh.eh a.rns to
allow the s.lenced to speak
lor hersell or himself; a

praxical pedagogy, which attempts to offer
people the

enable them to understand and intervene
in their

pedagogy of possibility, which
knowledge, language, or
traditional

forms of

history;

and an

refuses to assume ahead of time that

skills.

intellectual

This

named

last

practice,

affective

authority but does not abandon

encourages teachers' or educators' willingness
lines

own

to take the risk

all

skills that

would

affective

pedagogy or a

knows

the appropriate

it

pedagogy, also refuses
claims to authority and

of making connections, drawing

and mapping articulations between different disciplinary
traditions and practices

in order to

see what will or will not work, theoretically and
politically.
I

won’t deny the usefulness and legitimacy of Grossberg’s
theoretical explanations and

his categories

of pedagogical practices. Looking

different graduate classes that

practices

that

I

at these categories

have participated

—

of the leaming/teaching process in

other elements

I

—through

admit that

experienced every type of pedagogical

Grossberg outlines. Nonetheless, the actual leaming/teaching
processes and

practices in each of those graduate classes did not

dynamics

I

now,

for

fall

neatly into one single category.

each class depends very much on the context and

example, students’ and professors’ characteristics

enthusiastic, mindful)

and

based on gender, ethnicity,

positionalities (e.g.

identity, interests,

( e.g

aggressive, caring,

experience and expectations

class, age, religious beliefs) including relationships that students

with one another prior to their participation

The

in the class.
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Some

professors

may

have

favor a specific

pedagogical practice tha, Grossberg
descnbcs and
teaching wtth their preferred
pedagogtcal process.

dynamic and the variety of contextual elements
also forced

had

some

combine

to

It is

From wha,

I

conduct then classroont

have experienced, the classroom

that arose in a particular

moment of the classroom

professors to alter their preferred
pedagogtcal practtces.

Some

professors even

kinds of pedagogical practices to
respond to immediate situations
that arise

all

moments during one

different

may a„e m p,

in

class.

generally true that

many

educators, myself included, often trap
themselves in specific

ideological frames, theoretical or practical
categories or boxes that they prefer
without alterations.

By doing

so, educators also further create
mythical

practices or even the failure to

empower

assumptions that possibly causes oppressive

students to transform through educational
intervention.

These myths include the connection between
participation and inclusivity

in relation to diversity

and differences.
Consider what

am

I

calling “the

myth” about

learner-centered leaming/teaching approach.
in

1998,

I

maintains

halt

and

its

old learning environments and

of graduate students
faculties

students, the

still

still

pursue

at

CIE

are

still

the

activities.

preference for the

my

doctoral degree

CIE community

still

For example, about a

international students from the Third World. Students

faculty,

an annual

retreat,

new

and so on.

appreciate the participatory learning environment and especially the strength
at

CIE.

I

dare say that every

CIE

student

whom

I

interviewed agreed

of community, a sense of belonging and learning from sharing one’s own and

another’s experience, are

would claim

learning

to

my

continue traditional collaborative activities of CIE, such as a
reception for

of the student community

I

CIE

community

Tuesday morning meetings among students and

Most students

that a sense

return to

coming home. Although many things had changed,

felt like

some of

On my

participation and

that

environment.

established and

is in

empowering

for students’ learning.

what makes these types of learning experience possible
Participation

is

a participatory

and the community support system (which has been

place as a compulsory structural activity within the
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CIE program) not only

help in maintaining a collective,
nonformal leamtng envtronment
and in strengthen,
ng close

among

relationships

students.

These aspects of participatory learning
environment also yield

other educational benefits for students

who

time and energy to participate

their

have more opportunity or are more
willing
the

in

students’

to devote

community act,v,ties-for example,

supporting a network of peers and friends
and an exchange of academic resources
students. For

most

peer support

among

international students,

among

myself included, close relationships among
students and

friends are the best available cure for
our frustration at lacking systematic

academic support such as mentor relationship between
students and professors or other academic
guidance for academic and/or professional development.
I

do not mean thereby

does. But, in

certain extent.

my

to

imply that learning

in the

classroom won’t allow

I

see,

I

won’t

call a

discussion in the class a dialogue. Note that

a distinction between dialogue and discussion.

I

think dialogue

or just elaborating your understanding about something
as
is

to see

the world in a

It

we

is

more than

stating

I

draw

your opinion

usually do in our class discussion.

a process of questioning and reflection that enables us
to understand the

meaning of our experience
Being able

happen.

opinion, the formal classroom learning allows for
critical thinking only to a

From what

For me, dialogue

this to

in relation to other

new meanings of our

new way. From

that,

we

people, politically, culturally and yet ethically.

experience through dialogue,

we

will understand or see

are also able to relate ourselves and interact with other

people more ethically.
Let

me

take Freire’s notion of dialogue as a starting point to help explain the difference

between dialogue and discussion
critical

this

thinking that

we

better. If

we

follow Freire’s notion of “conscientization” or

derive from a dialogue and praxis (action and reflection),

can possibly take place

in the limited

classroom discussion time. To

considers a dialogue as the process of questioning the meaning of what
reflectively. In this process

of dialogue,

of our knowledge and experience

we

my

I

don’t see

how

understanding, Freire

we know

analytically

and

help one another to question and analyze the meaning

in relation to

knowledge and experience of other people
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in the

larger

community. Once we

action to

realize a

make changes according

after taking

new meaning of our

to the

new meaning

or a

experience or knowledge,

new

insight of the reality.

we

take

However,

an action-for example, changing our
attitude toward others or changing
our way of

interacting with

other

people-we have

to

and evaluate whether our action

reflect

meaningful or produces any positive change.
As you can see,

this

whole process takes

is

still

time. In a

single class session, students do not even
have adequate time to really discuss and
reflect on the

of knowledge

validity

would

call

In

their professors

have just presented,

let

alone to engage in what Freire

“dialogue.”

my

interviews and discussions with

CIE

have a problem with dialoguing and discussing
the class, students often expressed that they

students,

in the

I

have learned

They

many of them

also

classroom. Because of the limited time in

worry about whether they

talk too

not they hear what other people say correctly, or whether
what they say
the class.

that

is

much, whether

or

useful for everyone in

also worry that the issues that they are most interested
in discussing in the class

might not be of interest

to

most of the other students

in the class.

For international students, these

worries create uncomfortable feelings about speaking up or
actively participating

in the class

discussion.

I

have found

students appreciate

that students deal with this

is

problem

in several

ways.

One

thing that

informal and nonformal learning spaces and opportunities that have been

created at CIE. These spaces and opportunities allow students to discuss the topic of
their
interests

CIE

with other students

whom

they

know have

the

same

interests.

own

Other learning

opportunities and informal learning activities outside the classroom yield other benefits for
students.

For example, one student told

me

that

he got an idea for one of his comprehensive

paper topics from an informal discussion with a husband of his friend. Another student explained

how

discussion or thoughtful encounters with other individuals expanded the horizon of his

theoretical understanding enormously.

something close

I

myself would consider

to “learning through a dialogue.”
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this

type of informal learning as

The Myth of
I

Participation

have made the point

that

nonformal education sees the need

other than the formal learning activities.
This

one reason

is

approach under the khit-pen encourages nonformal
education
activities that

groups.

to create learning spaces

that the Thai

learner-centered

facilitators to arrange different

allow participants with similar interests or experience
to form their

To be

able to take advantage of informal learning
space,

it

own

requires willingness to

systematize and maintain the informal learning activities
from community members.

happen easily

that

in

question of

how

I

can see

nonformal education because participants are community
members and

already feel ownership of the community.
but also of the activity,

interest

The

feeling of ownership, not just of the

makes people become more

CIE can

international students at

willing to participate. But that

feel

ownership or be willing

community

still

raises the

to maintain

and

take advantage of informal learning spaces within CIE.

Such a question requires me
term “participation,” as

empowering

“for those

I

who

to reconsider

understand

it,

participate.”

not just educational activities.

To some

notion of participation.

There

who

a tendency for

is

some of us, both educators and

of "participatory" would naturally and definitely

participates in

extent,

my

all

types of participatory activities,

interviews with

CIE

students confirm the

positive and incontestable results of participation. But after relating this to
read,

that

I

Undoubtedly, the

implies the notions of egalitarian, democratic and

learners, to believe that anything under the label

yield collectivity and benefits everyone

my

some

studies that

I

begin to suspect that the evident and incontestable results of participation could be a factor

makes some

participatory practitioners and educators take

some

aspects of participation for

granted.

I

am

Participation

aware

is

that the participatory learning

something that we have

examine how the whole process of

to create or

environment does not occur automatically.

make

it

to happen.

participation takes place,
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who

So

it

initiates

becomes necessary
it,

in

to

which way each

participant benefits from participating
in the activity.

education, there

participation

collectivity

institution

agencies

make

it

is

and

and

to

fail

make

in the case

at all levels

happen

have experienced

I

understand participation as a “process.”

examining.

within the

community

The important

activity.

coercion. There

there are several other

For one,

My

I

is

community development.

intervention activity

to

devote their time and energy to participate
and to

myths surrounding

myth of

participation

CIE has some

e.g.

activities

other

than

participatory

understand

in participatory

not limited to educational

is

good

faith in the positive notion

seeing

facts

every

that

education for transformation, community development

participation—by

what purpose,

for

whose

own

which

participation in the sense of just being present in the

participation, for

persuasion and, in

it,

education-for example, participatory

from

practitioners

similar to participatory practitioners, also have their

To

see

correlation with the practice and the

Ironically, our tendency to put our

some

I

of participation that repay

this issue

predetermined agenda and goals. In creating “participatory”

activities.

learning

a fine line between persuasion, coercion
and oppression.

interviewing students at

stops

create a sense of

forces for initiating participation and for
maintaining or

also realize that the

implementation of participatory

participation

To

a participatory learning environment
occur in a formal

sustaining a participatory learning atmosphere
and environment are, as

And

nonformal

of CIE, for example-demands a
willingness on the part of the involved

for others.

some circumstances,

in

also a tendency to equate a
physical presence in the group
with active

to

to

From what

benefit, at

I

—has

of

social

its

own

activities, participatory educators,

prescriptions for the

mean

active

group— we need

outcome of

their

and

not

participation

to ask further

what cost and whether or not

education equally benefit and appreciate participation

who

all

initiates

participants

in the participatory learning

environment Moreover, most empowerment

activities,

community development programs, seek ways

to create participatory activities that potentially

enhance the collective involvement of participants
practitioners not to look at participation for

whether

at all levels.

empowerment
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in

formal

The tendency

education

or

in

for participatory

as a process also perpetuates the belief

tha, participation will

always yield posttive results and
will always benefit

all

part.cipants

equally.

would

I

like to ilium, nate this

empowerment through
formal educat.on and
goal of

parttcipation that occurs within these

two sues of activities-that

common, ty development programs. As

in

empowerment

argument by comparing and connecting
the pract.ce of

GAD

(eg. in

policy for

feminist pedagogical approaches to education)

I

m

discussed in chapter three, the

community development and

is to

,s.

in

Freirean and

help participating social agents to
achieve

psychological or spiritual transformation by
increasing self-confidence and self-efficacy
and

autonomy. Eventually, the outcome of empowerment
political

and

structural changes,

at

the individual level will extend
to

presumably when people become collectively
empowered and

ready to take action for making change.
Participation to achieve these outcomes
requires
participants’

presence

empowerment within

and active involvement

these

two

different sites

and community development) often aims
enhancing

their self-confidence

and autonomy and

finally

of

at

in

to voice their

activity.

raising

participants’

that they

concerns

isolation

and powerlessness

participation, participants

particularly those

excluded such as women, or any

programs and/or

who do

in public.

fear

of authority. This

practitioners

Under

who

this

latter

group

is

a

means of breaking down

come forward

cases, to be an

largely the

is

In so doing, practitioners

are socially and culturally marginalized or

not spontaneously

some

consciousness and

assumption (or another myth) about

to voice their concerns in the learning process

lacking confidence or lacking power or, in

and

67
.

social

can achieve the sense of authority

frequently assume that the social benefit of collective participation
participants’

The goal and purpose of

activities (formal education in graduate
school

and self-esteem so

come

the

main

and educators.
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—

to take part in the

are generally

example of

target of coercion

false

assumed

to be

consciousness

from “participatory”

Mayoux

(1995: 246-250) explicates the ways in which
program participants (women)

evaluate the relative (economic and social) costs
and benefits of participation as a means
of

empowerment through

the

extending

(women’s)

social

network.

experience and her research in West Bengal, India, and
Nicaragua,
generally the better-off participants (here again,

other

Mayoux found

women) who were most

interested in the social aspects of group participation

who

Based on her working

and the network of

was

it

isolated and

social support.

most

Those

actively participated in the programs and activities were
those with relatively fewer or no

commitments

( e.g

.

family) and with higher levels of education. Participants

developed support networks of kin and friends— usually poor and landless
not see

there

that

much advantage

was

forming groups, unless the

activities

well

women— generally did

were enjoyable

in

themselves or

substantial or immediate social benefit.

Brohman (1996)
reality

in

who had

of

poor

third

empowerment and

also points out that the inaccurate presumption

World women can produce inappropriate ideas and methods

thereby discourage participation.

Mosse (1994: 512)

argument by saying

that participatory practitioners often

would “be available

collectively at central locations

the field)

for continuous periods

requirements

—

women’s work

in time, location

(1995) finds
juggling to

of time ”

women

(Italics

(in

assume

that

in

original).

—

He

the

for

supports Brohman’s

women

(away from the work

and collective presence

roles”; in fact these

responsibilities”

by outsiders about

in the

sites

community

of the home and

further states that these

are “incompatible with the structure of

Mosse’s research project) are “rarely

free

of work

and therefore hardly can be “available collectively” (512). Similarly, Stromquist

women

participants in literacy

fulfill their

Therefore, only a few

programs are

duties in multiple roles

women

will

women who

spend most of

and dealing with authority within

be available for and willing

67

their household.

to participate in the programs.

Some development practitioners go so far as to create lists of empowerment
Meldel-Anonuevo and Bockyneck (1995) and Rowlands (1998).
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their time

It is

indicators. See, for example.

—
evident that

women’s empowerment through

participation, in

any participatory

activities, requires

time and commitments of both the program
implemented and the participants themselves.

The conditions and outcomes of
practitioners

approach

in

discuss

also

formal education that

increasing participation

in all contexts. In

development,

correlate

would be

I

participatory

with

empowerment through

have experienced. Therefore,

truly

the

participatory

these

learning

cannot be concluded that

it

and equally empowering and beneficial

for all participants

our implementation of empowerment activity, in
education or in community

we have

to

keep

mind

in

that

we do

learning environment in which our activity of
interact with different socioculturally

historical experiences

only

community development programs

not only deal with a limited context of the

empowerment

embodied

social agents.

and multiple but yet conflicting

in the identity, subjectivity

the larger society, including

takes place.

These

also encounter and

social agents have different

roles. All these factors create diversity not

and perceptions and understanding of

how

We

their reality in relation to

they adapt themselves to get on in the world in a day-to-day

basis, all these factors consequently

become

a part of

how

students set their goals or aspirations

and the way they perceive education and consequently create the dynamic

in the

process of their

participation and their learning experience within the group.

What

is

interesting

is

that,

expressed something similar to what

CIE
is

in the course

Mayoux

finds in

of

my

interviews,

some

CIE

students at

community development. Some

students at

also expressed that the responsibility for the economic welfare of their spouses and children

one crucial factor

acknowledge

that they

who have

do

to

community
support

limits

their

own

participation

in

the

student community.

missed the benefits of the CIE student community.

their assistantship or

activities

students’

that

work

CEE

outside

and informal peer support

They

A couple of students

but also wanted to benefit from the

—even proposed

that

CIE should

find a

way

economic needs, such as provide more assistantships or increase

assistantship hours for

all

students.

some of my interviews (which

I

Evidence of

this

concern

have here coded):
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may be found

in the transcripts

to

the

of

“Usually, I like to participate
in activities that I
don’t have to h
u
,
administration, like a tag sale, CIE
reception or retreat-that
e of thing I d
don’t1 mind
h
doing short-term academic activities
8
like helnina the Pp t
*
° r8amze a senes of
or conferences. I don’t like to
'?
rart.c naie
h
Participate
academic
or administrative stuff
,
academic matters committee or program
development committee.
committee It
It’s
l
u
s kind of headache-

m

L

i

'

m„?

mean

I

i

and structurally” (F4).
hardly go to see friends or go

politically

“Lately,

I

to any CIE events. I
used to try to be at CIF as
Cann0t WOrk because she
camewith a
I
d
have daughter
who is in school here. I have to work two
jobs. I have to be in Boston
for
my second job every week. I don’t even have enough
time for my study” (M3)
e
COrnmunity act,vlties not because I don’t
P rt 1(
want to. My TA is outside
CIF^f
d Tv!
CIE. If It d
didn
t have to worry
about earning money for my living,
I could devote
more
time and energy to participate in the
community. If CIE wants all of us to
be part of the
they [program adm, nistrators] have
to help us with our econom.c
situation.

Z

aS

—
1

T

1

h3Ve " Wlfe

Wh °

F-2^

m

*

would say

that

such statements confirm

my

claim that participation for empowerment

is

processive and contextual dependent. In order
for educators to help students or
participants in the

program
need

to

feel

empowered and

get the most out of the participation
process and environment,

we

be mindful of what constitutes each of the
specific learning context and environment
and

then constantly reconsider or re-adjust the
teaching strategy and process. Otherwise,
some
participants or students

The Myth

may become

of Inclusivity

Another significant issue
participation and

inclusivity

marginalized or excluded from the process unintentionally.

is

that

emerged from

empowerment. Based on

my own

the interviews

experience,

I

is

myth of "inclusivity"

the

have

to say that the

not exclusively prevalent within the realm of education. However,

within the project of education for social change and social
justice that
there are differences in educators

perceptions of inclusivity.

I

I

I

in

myth of

can say

that,

myself experienced,

also see the

common

cause of

unintentional marginalization or exclusion usually emerges from the different
interpretations of
this

term and especially when

sociocultural

experiences

it

is

applied in dialogic practice for the diverse historical and

of international

students.

To my

question

concerning

students’

experience of cultural inclusivity and cultural sensitivity during their graduate studies, some
students expressed their concern about the lack of inclusive cross-cultural and multicultural
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—

interpretations that they encountered in
their graduate studies. Consider
these

two

transcripts, for

example:

Everybody

talks about culture, multicultural

culturally based.

What

and cross-cultural

stuff.

professors have in their minds about
culture

ave already

is

Everything

so selective.

is

They

set their own concepts and meanings
of cross-culture, you know? [For
this
they didn’t really want to hear anything
that comes from us [international
students], I
kind of thinking whether people here

reason

m

culture”

(M 3 )

^^^^

are really sensitive to different

ab ° Ut ° Ur CU tUre ° r h ° W
'

We have been embodi ed by

our

For me, I came with the idea that international
education means taking and learning
from educational experiences of all different countries
around
I

find that

when people

human development

the world. When I am here
here talk about international education, they
usually talk about

to develop the Third world people and
society. They hardly show
about what they can or should bring back from
different parts of the
world to integrate with American education, to make
education here more culturally
y
nourishing” (F2).

their desire or talk

After reading these two interview transcripts,
these critiques might be useful for

answer

that question quickly

interview:

Pan, this

people, not to you.

is

provoke

am
me

think the question should arise as to

American multicultural educators or

because

I

remember what one

You may have your
I

not sure what

to think about

theorists.

student said to

an American University, not Thai university.

multicultural education. But

I

I

It

I

me

how

hesitate to

during our

belongs to American

idea for change or improving the educational practice for

don’t think you have the rights to propose change here.”

my

response to that

what makes these

comment should

be.

But

all

such comments

international students feel or perceive multicultural

practice the

way

they express

America

(e.g.

Martin 1990; Tisdell, 1995; Kanpol and McLaren 1995; and Nussbaum 1997),

in

it.

many contemporary American
educational politics to

move

educators

into

exclusion, and marginalization

are

From my reading of some

new

—not

have

already

discourses on multicultural education

pushed the boundaries of radical

theoretical domains/realms

conflict,

where

social contradiction,

domination, oppression, and social movements

emphasized (Kanpol and McLaren 1995). So, the leaming/teaching process of multicultural

education in America begins to move, even though slowly, toward the

pedagogical

domains. Educational theorists

in

these
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new

new

theoretical and

realms hold the view, which

I

apprecate, that “knowledge

is

always

ontologically ava.lable or complete.

or politic of location" (Kanpol and

It

moving and

in flux,

is

partial.

also always sttuated

McLaren 1995:

It

can never be made pre-

and enuncated from some

5-6). In these

new

post., on

theorettcal realms, there

is

a

shared assumption that “indiv, duals are
‘produced’ within (Western) forms
of hegemony that

make them

less capable

of dismantling their ideological scaffolding
and developing strategies and

practices of resistance” (Kanpol and

know

it

is

accepted that

we

cannot

from “representational multiple subjectivities and
positionalities” (Kanpol and

McLaren 1995:
I

am

6).

willing to accept that

new movement

in

many

if

not most of the students

American multicultural education.

historical experience but also the partiality

stick

1995: 2). Besides,

or produce knowledge from an “all-embracing
standpoint of absolute authority”
but

necessarily

this

McLaren

I

I

interviewed are not aware of

also suspect that not only their

of their theoretical knowledge make these students

with certain interpretations and understandings. Judging from
their comments, these

students could have interpreted and judged their educational
circumstances from their past

and

cultural

historical experiences together with the partial

knowledge they currently have and

without opportunity to attain other sources of knowledge that could enable them
to judge or

such circumstances differently. This

interpret

professor’s suggestion to write about

my

similar to

is

my

grandmother instead of

resistance to

my

my

Canadian

great-grandfather that

I

described earlier.

However,

movement
domains,

think what these students said

is

I

politics to

move

into

new

in the old philosophical

paradigm and the old

political

perceive that the theoretical articulation of multicultural education

domain. From

I

is

a

theoretical

unquestionable that pedagogical practices for multicultural education are

predominantly situated
reading,

valid in another area. Although there

is

push the boundaries of radical educational

to

it

I

still

my

experience here

has been generated from the history of the American multicultural experience and Anglo-

American philosophical and

political discourses

( e.g

.

liberal
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democracy, deliberative dialogue

to

reconcile differences, priv.leg.ng
of ind,v,dual nghis and autonomy).

clatm here

is

quite generalizing and totalizing.

interpretation of the

argument here,

meamngs of “inclusivtty” and

and educational discourses
in

My

America, from 1995

that

I

,

fact, ,s

all

have read dunng six years of

I

perceive

it

depends

based largely on

my

my

graduate studies

in

Canada and

diversity and differences.

in part

“diversity,”

American

from different educational discourses-often
assumes

As

taken from Tissdel's explication
(1995:

inclusivity implies “attention to diversity,
through greater
diversity,

my

to 2001.

education—as

inclusivity refers to

that

“dtversity” that appear in
different feminist

Although “inclusivity” does not necessary
imply embracing
multicultural

acknowledge

on the nature of learning

and

activity

3),

lesser attention to specific types
of

and on who the participants and

planners in those activities are and what their
respective places are in relationship to
the
institutional

activities

discourses

included

sponsoring agency and society

(education,

(e.g.

academic

at large.”

seminars)

feminism, education,

and

critical

Through

also

from

race theory),

under the definition of “inclusivity” appear

to

I

my

participation in “multicultural”

my

reading

of interdisciplinary

sense that people

be those

who

whom

theorists

are inclusively “people of

color” or “minority” groups within American society— for
example. Native American, African-

American, Latino, Chicano, Asian-American.
There exist discourses that ofter ways to
administrators, professors and practitioners.

examples of

theorists

cultural diversity as

there

Once

is

I

cultural

diversity

something “manageable.”

common

“manageable”

for

and Moran (1991) and Hofstede (1991) are

would accuse of encouraging educational

also a tendency to look for

practitioners to perceive

In the notion that cultural diversity

is

manageable,

or shared cultural patterns that students demonstrate.

these patterns are found and assigned to categories, practitioners apply them to their

practice in

When

whom

Hams

make

all

contexts, sometimes without further questioning or adjusting those prescriptions.

students, especially international students, participate in educational activities that are

supposedly “multicultural” or “international,” they often discover
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that

their

identity

and

subjectivity are

subsumed under experiences and
discurstve

practtces of the “tnclustvely
diverse

group” of American society.
Again, most, but not

all,

multicultural discourses that

I

read also

show

a strong tendency

toward the ideology of universal cultural
essentiahsm, which often simplistically
discusses
sociocultural experiences of different
ethnic

groups-whose

native cultures are distinctively

different— as though they are a single
homogeneous group with identical cultural
experiences and
fixed in specific essential natures. Ideta
and

American educational
cultural

characteristics

different

theorists to

Cooper (1999)

assume these diverse

and behavioral

patterns.

also argue that there

ethic groups in

is

a tendency for

America have

identical

the cultures

of these

The discussion about

groups usually focuses on the similarity
rather than on the diversity—which

contradictory

to

the

concept

multicultural conflicts of local

of embracing

diversity.

Sometimes,

cultural

diversity

American society are represented and discussed as

is

and

if these

conditions and experiences are unproblematic, as
if they apply across diverse cultural
contexts.

As

Ideta and

Cooper (1999) point

out, because

dominant “Asian”

collective, caring for others, submissive to authority

socialized to be caring, submissive to authority,

cultural values are patriarchal,

and so on, thus

all

“Asians” are presumably

more compromising and

less assertive.

Hofstede

(1990) even theorizes the similarity of cultures within particular geographical
regions.

As

a result

of such multicultural theorization, the

identities, subjectivities

of these different ethnic groups are presumably the same. For example,

presumed

to

have most of the fixed

cultural attributes

all

and experiences

Asian-Americans are

of “Asian” culture. Americans with

Chinese, Japanese, Indian, Korean, Cambodian, Tibetan, Vietnamese and other such
ancestries

would be considered

as “Asian-American.”

In situations

where the experiences of

international

students are considered and specifically discussed as separate from those of American students of
color,

we

American”

are always cast as a

—or

all

homogeneous category

together as “international” students.
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like

As

“Asian” or “African” or “Latin

a result, international students often

encounter not only a double cultural
standard but also contrad.ctory
treatment in different
learning contexts.

What

I

have been explaining here

of different discourses that

my

I

read during

personal experience. Perhaps

“mclusivity” that

I

may

my

For example, one student shared with
occurred

workshop, the

Americans.
listen.

person

who

Let

workshop

One American

this

his experience during

ways of

different

started to tell their stories

participant said,

“Here

students from other countnes

s listen to

made

me

guessing, other students

comment,

workshop

the

is

it

interviewed was one of the two.

I

happen

talking too

to

know

much and

and talked with her
opportunities,

I

Now

a

the

He

facilitator

said to me, “I

who

some space

few times

learned that she

her,

I

realize that she

for

I

He
Americans

is

the person

shared the information that

I

Only Americans

talk

and others

not said anything yet.” After this

stones.

The student

of being forced to speak.

I

whom

I

went there

to speak.”

participants to share in speaking.

academic presentations within

who

who

UMASS. From

I

met

those

gives the greatest importance to promoting

From

talking with her and to people

who

constantly attempts to create an inclusive space and

To make

knew about

sure that this student did not misinterpret her

this particular

person with him.

responded, “I understand that [the intention of the person
to listen to

It

learning through stones. In that

their

tell

non-American

a person

opportunity to speak for the marginalized.

intention,

interview with him.

asked two international students from CIE

mclusivity and cross-cultural understanding in learning.

know

my

suggested that American participants should cease from

at other

is

again.

was kind

American wanted me

the person

leave

CIE have experienced.

at

and most of these participants were

who have

did not say anything during the workshop to

to listen not to speak.

the problematic notion of

asked participants to share their stories of
learning experiences.

facilitator

Participants in the

learning from the interpretation

some examples concerning

my

workshop on understanding

in a

my

graduate studies and then related or
validated them to

give

myself and, just from

I

mostly based on

is

non- American experience]. But what
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I

am

who

suggested other

trying to say here

is

[some?]

Americans
speaking,

speak.

will

I

It is

always do what they think right for others
without consulting others.

will

do

know my

I

time to speak. So speak up.

reflects the issue

whom

myself.

it

of

who

in the project

of “coming

pretty

is

I

to voice ”

much

that time,

felt like a child,

who

From what

some voices

to

I

I

feel like

now, we want you

felt like,

you know?”

I

to

believe this incident

I

has the authority to include or
exclude

have seen, the decision of instructors
or

be heard and

to include

some experiences

influenced by differences in the professors’
interpretation of

dialogue”—another taken-for-granted term
political

At

has the right to speak and

professors to encourage or discourage
but exclude others

rights.

If

education for empowerment. The ramifications

in

assumptions and different views

in

interpreting the term “dialogue” consequently

in

misconstrue the notion of rights, autonomy and freedom to
voice

in

a dialogic process of

education for empowerment.

my

Before proceeding with

makes me

realize that

I

writing,

that that

my

re-read previous parts of

neglected to question another aspect of

differences in multiculturalism. That

aware

I

is

my

ethical position

center of American education,

my

why we

I

all

of critiquing Others.

I

become more

contest for the rights to be included in the

how

international students are “essentially”

UMASS

at

to cast

educational institutions across America.

number of American educators and

essentialism and totalism.

When

I

recall

that use the experience or the reality

theorists

Doing so

criticism of inclusivity and

“essentially” deserve certain rights to be included.

the fact that there are a

overall Thai culture,

To

found myself arguing

experience as an international student

universally true in

narrative.

contest for cultural “inclusivity” in education, especially as an international

student, can be politically and ethically problematic.

excluded and

my

my

I

and educators

can appreciate

who oppose

how

upset

I

was

also realize that

discussion as though

I

use

it

is

also realize that this could distort

practitioners

who

fight against cultural

to find studies, theories or discourses

of one particular group

how my

I

my

I

in

Thai society to generalize the

discussion here would upset several American

cultural essentialism
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and totalism.

I

remember arguing

in both chapter

risks stepping over the ethical line.

reflection,

easy

so

is

it

I

that being critical

have become more aware

become

to

one and chapter two

unethically

political

even with constant

that,

Eschewing

critical.

and

self-

essentialization

and

generalization requires us to balance the contradictions
between our political purposes and our
ethical

Now

inspiration.

especially

when

have

1

I

have learned

that balancing contradictions

to accept that “the

is

not a simple task,

impulse to privilege the visible jor

to help the

marginalize to become the center of interest] arises out of the
need to reclaim signifies of
difterence

dominant

that

(Martindale, 1997: 79.

ideologies

Words

in

have

used

define

minority

brackets are added). However,

of reclaiming signi tiers often affirms the privilege

at the center for the

to

1

identities

can see that while the strategy

of difference and creates or allows more space

marginalized to claim privilege,

it

can also replicate the practices of dominant

ideologies that use visibility to create social categories on the basis of exclusion.

(1997: 79)

attests, “the

synonymous with

paradigm of visibility

the identity

it

totalizing,

signifies. In this situation,

not bear that signifier of difference or

invisible

is

who

negatively"

when

a signifier

As Martindale

of difference becomes

members of a given population who do

bear a visible sign of another identity are rendered

and are marginalized within an already marginalized community.” Although

way

yet seen a better

should remind

me

to

to

avoid essentialization,

be more careful

I

believe

my

I

have not

awareness and experience here

in the future.

The Myth of Voice and Dialogue
Earlier,

a matter

of

I

made

“fact,” but

a distinction

I

suspect that

between dialogue and discussion.

some

an interchangeable term with discussion.

students, probably

I

I

have no data

some educators

also suspect to that

to state

is

a lot to explore about

how

as

too, use dialogue as

many of us-I mean

students— may

understand the concept of “voice” as the same thing as “speaking” or “saying” something.
there

it

I

think

people mean different things when they use the term "voice,"

especially in relation to different interpretations of dialogue.
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I

think this issue can reveal another

myth
that,

in education for

empowerment and

from here on, when

I

multicultural education.

use the term “speak”

mean only

I

In

any case,

"utter,” "say”

want

I

to clarify

and “express a

thought or an opinion.”

And

I

deliberately do not use “dialogue” as

synonymous with

discussion. Besides, there

are also different interpretations and views
about dialogic practice in education for social
change.

By

that

mean

I

that different interpretations

of dialogue create varieties

in dialogic practices.

I

read in Burbules (2000: 251) that the meaning of
dialogue has almost become an equivalent term
for

or “critical pedagogy.” 68

radical education

practices that appear in current “critical

From

his

review of arguments on dialogical

pedagogy” discourses, these

are six different views

regarding dialogic practices: the liberal view; the feminists'
view (which
essentialist

feminists, for example, Gilhgan,

and Belenkey

et al,

I

would specify as

Nodding); the Platonic view;

the hermeneutic view; the contemporary critical view; and the
post-liberal view. These different

views on dialogic practice also dictate

how

best to

deserves the rights to voice in the group. During

my

promote

participants’ “voice”

participation in

many

and

who

graduate classes,

notice that different classroom discussions follow different interpretations of “the
dialogue” that
prefer to call a “conversational engagement” of the classroom.

It

seems desirable

I

I

to look briefly

at these six different views.

The
resolved

liberal interpretation is

by

public

communicative

practitioners of dialogic

choose not

based on the assumption that diversity and conflict can be

engagement

engagement under

68

democratic

deliberation.

this interpretation regard those

to participate in dialogue as those

public sphere. This interpretation, however,

feminists

and

who
is

who do

Implicitly,

not,

cannot or

sustain an attenuated relation to the democratic

opposed by

(essentialist) feminists. This

group of

argues that the liberal interpretation privileges stereotypical norms of masculine

The term

“critical

pedagogy” does not apply exclusively

pedagogical approaches.
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to Freirean

pedagogy but

to all different

behavior

in

d.scr, mma.es

.he

del.beration

of public

This

masculine

deliberation

no,

only

agamst fem.nine nature (eg. canng,
spintual, mclusive, receive)
bu, d.scourages

people, particularly

women

with these sociocultural

These feminist educators propose
tentative.

d.alogue.

From my reading of

a dialog, c

engagement

of shared or

people with “similar” sociocultural

from parttcipahng

more

that is

Gilltgan, Belenkey e, al.

practice stresses the sign, finance
inclus, vity tor

traits,

traits,

cooperative, spintual and

and Nodding,

intersubject, ve

the dialogue.

this type

of dialogic

espenence of panic, pants and

eg., same sex, gender, race and class.

Platonic dialogue, according to Burbules,
refers to the “disputatious” and
“friendly” form

of debate between teachers and learners
that

facilitates the

discovery of knowledge by the learner

for herself or himself. In this
Platonic version, dialogue is the joint
attempt

of learners and

teachers “to propose and oppose, to formulate
arguments and to put forth counterexamples and

counter-arguments” (253). The role of teachers in
the dialogic process

is

not to judge but to

question the validity of learners’ understanding
so that s/he will think further. The weakness
of
this interpretation is its dismissal

differences

and

its

assumption

of discussions of the
that

knowledge

is

politics

of sociocultural diversity and

“absolute,

unchangeable and humanely

attainable through recollection” (254).

In the

hermeneutic version, dialogue

which emphasizes the

relational, to-and-fro

is

“a condition of mtersubjectivities’ understanding

movement of

question and answer as an avenue

toward understanding and agreement” (254). Freirean dialogic process,
as Burbules explains,

aims

at

encouraging the oppressed

to

overcome what

Freire calls “transitive consciousness,”

freeing one s consciousness from a colonized mentality and ideology to
a

person. Burbules also remarks that
Freirean

interpretation

assumption that

“all

when

it is

employed by some

becomes almost synonymous with

claims are filtered through the

radical

critical

new

concept of a free

American educators,

the

pedagogy. Based on the

medium of discourses” and “communicative

claims rest upon implicit norms that can be, and should be, critically questioned and redeemed”

(Burbules 2000: 255), the dialogic interaction of post-liberal interpretation shuns the absolute
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cla.ms

of

and

truth

favors

uncoerced

deliberation

and

communicattve engagement.

parttcipants in dtalogtc deliberation
are urged to reflect critically

of where the dtalogue

As

proceeding and

is

how

the

All

on the contexts and cond.t.ons

agreement of the group

is

obtained.

consider the relationship of these different
interpretations of dialogic practice
to the

I

issues of cultural inclusivity and differences.
to protest that Platonic,

I

find a high tendency for

some educational

theorists

hermeneutic and post-liberal interpretations
neglect seriously to question

and examine effects of plurality and the
“situatedness” of differences (identity and
subjectivity of
diverse agents) on the dynamic in dialogue.

I

also he in the neglect to seriously question and

of differences.

could be another issue that

It

myself recognize,

examine

effects

too, that khit-pen’%

of plurality and the “situatedness”

should explore when

I

weaknesses

I

resume

my

fieldwork

in

Thailand.

As

for the issues

discussions,

found from

I

or to speak up

issue of

is far

“coming
speak

right to

of the relationship between “speaking” and participating

my

in

interviews that the decision of international students to
keep silent

more complex than has been

to voice.”

These students keep

The decision of

complex

cultural

of

articulated in pedagogical discourses about the
silent not just

because they do not realize

their

public or because they feel powerless and too intimidated to challenge

authority/power.

sets

in the class

these students to speak up or keep silent

norms and values

is

also governed

as well as several other contextual factors. This

by
is

demonstrated by the transcripts of several interviews:
“It is difficult for

me

speak

which

my

when you
on the top of your head, but you must also speak
make the connection between our talking and our feeling.

to

in English,

speak, you speak not just from what

is

not

language. For me,

is

from your heart. We have to
Speaking without considering our feelings is meaningless in my opinion. For me, body
language comes before anything. It helps you to be careful in talking. American people
are not sensitive to observe body language. It [body language] is missing from American
communication, especially in the classroom” (F3).
“I don’t

speak because

I

don’t want

to.

speaking for other people in the group

am

I

going to speak will be the thing that

speak.

I

don’t speak just because

be meaningful or useful

I

want to because I don’t see the use of my
moment. If I figure out and see that what I
other people really want to hear from me, then I
don't

at that

think

I

have to say something, anything

to say it” (F6).
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that

might not

It

way

seems

to

me

that

that, in part,

consideration for others and the

students gtve value to feelings are
important factors that influence their
willingness to speak

>n the

classroom. There are a couple more
students

expressed by the student
that

what they speak has

The

students also

less.

such comments suggest

Consider

make

whom
to

I

who

support the importance of body language

code as F3. These and other interviews
also indicate their belief

be meaningful and useful not only for
themselves but also for others.

the point that students

who

are not fluent in speaking English
speak

even

this student:

“I don’t mind sitting and listening
to the lecture, if I don’t have to
deal with class
discussion in the manner that people just
talk to kill class time without full reflection
of
° U d°n t gCt the 1I>de th analytical insights
from listening to this
P
kind of talk. 1 alking in this manner reflects
how shallow the talker is. So, 1 don’t want to
engage or jump into classroom discussions if I am
not really sure that I understand what
had already been said in the discussion correctly.
It took me awhile before I
got used to
different accents of different people in
the class. I have to concentrate in listening,
especially when several people jump into [the
discussion] at one time without waiting for
another person to finish” (M2).

T

Y

i

Another factor
class

is

that

probably affects international students’ decision not to
speak

their intimidation in speaking

only theoretical knowledge

academic language

is

We

academic language.

cannot dismiss the fact that not

largely presented in an abstract and less accessible
language but

in different disciplines also vary,

making

it

difficult for students

discipline to understand the language of the others. Besides, academic
language
that

the

we, graduate students, would normally use

academy and not many

in

our everyday

in the

classroom.

I

do not mean

attempt to create the space and encourage us to speak up

to

speak

affected

in a

by

From my

life

is

from one

not a language

outside the classroom wall of

international graduate students feel secured to say frankly that they

not understand academic lingo

professors do.

in the

in the

to say that professors

classroom, for

observations, the perception that the classroom

non-academic language

is

partly created

by

is

know

do not

that

most

not a space for students

the classroom atmosphere and partly

cultural factors that encourage students to feel this way. Regarding

academic language, a male student also explains interestingly
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I

do

that:

academic and non-

ma es any se " se 'hink that kind of
discussion
how you can apply academtc knowledge
-

I

is

I

see

in

"

rS

kind of mZt'J
LnTof
talking^ That
Thlpf
s encourage

hmk academic

your

Mn

useless.

It

°,'' They ( Profcssors
) d d "'< “y anything about that
people to talk acadenuc nonsense and
(it)
'

or Iheoretical knowledge has
nothing

makes some

much

to

2)

What

this student says ev.dently
reveals that there are

betng able to spout academic jargon
eventually intimidates students
lingo.

my

In

inattentive

to

who

in the

classroom

,s

some

are not familiar with or fluent
in certain

this

factor-which greatly influenced students'

students refuse to understand

seeing or creating a

who do

interpretation

who

of meaning and

perceive

to

that

theoretical

Due

to this perception

differently,

new meaning of our experience and of the
more students

whom

I

and

which

start to

internalization,

in

some

turn hinder us from

social world.

did not interview specifically for

my

expressed their frustration about the “deliberative” and “democratic” nature
of

class discussion.

people

academic terms and

not understand academic jargon might

some academic discourses

also have talked with a few

who

perce, ve that

experiences, and that theory might be irrelevant
or/and inapplicable to their lives

think that they are academically incompetent.

narrative

who

something separate from nonacademic knowledge
and

is

outside the academy. Besides, students

I

students

(M

real life”

view, this student rightly points
out that professors' negligence of and
their

knowledge within the academy
life

do with

acceptable and a must. This perception

knowledge construction-indirectly encourage
many students

everyday

doesn't help
to
P vou
y

real life

One

of these students said: “Actually,

interrupt you, like ‘Could

say that to other people. If you say that

you wait
in

until

my country,

I

I

know

finish?’

it

is

that

But

you can say something

for

me,

it

is

to

kind of rude to

as strong as the phrase ‘Shut up!’ you

know.”

Most students
because they

feel

whom

I

interviewed told

me

that they avoid

engaging

in class discussion

uncomfortable with confrontational engagement unless they are sure that most,
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’

f

n °‘ a "' Pan,C Pan,S a "
d
'

a, ready

understandings about one another.
Bestdes, their
others

one lm portan,

also

,s

factor that

especially professors, openly

own

established

good re.a„o„sh,ps and

eu.tura, socahzation ,n

makes them

ways of respee,

for

uneasy about contracting
others,

feel

public groups. However,
these students also argue
tha, their

avoidance of con, rad, chug
others does no, necessarily
mean they are accept,
ng wha, they
disagree with.

One

student said:

your disagreement or

frit:

t

you“eSr“ to yTkeep m^ou^heM hit fe'toe
TuUf
aC

What

this student sa.d

chapter four and

my

“P,ed Whe "

rem.nds

discussion with one of

Americans have been socialized

y °U

me of my

my

discussed our concept of nghts and
freedom.

ethic

f

p

;, b°a

to highly value

" ° U1

Th

sa,d to

him

'

S

personal experiences

Dunng my
that

I

interview with him,

I

told

him

that

I

it

was brought up

to understand that

Because ot

that,

it

is

very difficult for

some educational

processes ot

me

freedom

what you describe.

I

is

I

I

is

nghts and

by a

limited

also detect, even

have discussed here.

understand and subscribe to certain pedagogical

discourses.

This student responded: “Although
learning, this

to

their

freedom

others— which

not so obvious, in the nairatives of international
students

is

we

nghts and freedom without being informed
of the

certain sense of responsibility, not only for
yourself but also for

though

m

think the majority of Anglo-

of obtaining rights and freedom, including
the necessity of exercising

freedom responsibly.

e ,aken over

:

** >»rtontfelte

my

d.scuss.on of

interviewees.

I

-

can

ci t;t

I

think freedom

not in individualistic sense.

I

think

think ot freedom as a picture frame.

is

my

important, especially for
vision of freedom

You have

boundaries and

is

have a freedom to draw anything you please within those boundaries,
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I

mean

similar to

in this

they are institutional boundaries for maintaining social
cohesiveness, social support.

my

case

But you

the space within

boundaries, and you have the

full rights for that

To

space."

date,

more and more educators have

paid more , merest in exploring and
discussing the issues of freedom with
boundaries and rights

with responsibility

in

education and empowerment. Since this
emerging issue

of the discussion that

have

I

set for myself,

I

keep

shall

beyond

is

this issue in the

my

future

of my

life as

of

list

the scope

explorations.

Reflecting on Personal Transformation

I

can hardly believe that

a graduate student in America.

in

I

already another

it is

ask myself, “After

graduate schools transformed you?”

grown

up—as

been transformed by
future social actions.

my

graduate studies and

From my

fourth and the last

somehow know

I

years— I

how

my

these years of your study,

all

Although

well as aged in these past four

fall,

find

I

want

how

to

how

my

how

make

I

have

might influence

my

fellow graduate students,

and share with American educators.

tempting to continue using the case of CIE to show

advantage of informal learning space or

has learning

have changed and

I

this transformation will or

to address

how

difficult to speculate

it

interviews and discussions with

gathered other valuable data that

that

fall

I

is

It

formal education can take more

a better sharing of

knowledge and

experience between professors and students. But there must be some end to this presentation and
it is

time to

As

sum

up.

for myself,

I

used to be

in the

shoes of an educational practitioner

designed and implemented nonformal education to "empower," to raise the
about the social reality of and for others

nonformal education programs). Now,

have

undergone

the

processes

personal/political identity

of

I

am

(e.g.

who

critical

planned,

awareness

volunteer facilitators and adult learners of

an adult learner, a graduate student. As a learner,

critical

thinking,

of

self-reflection,

and ideology, of claiming authority and "voicing" as

of
a

I

contesting

"knower"

in

several graduate courses. These processes involve different forms of learning, ranging from

formal class discussion, informal discussion with friends, and self-directed learning in a dialogue
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W,th myself. Through these
processes,

I

have struggled

make sense of

to

theoretical

knowledge,

.he learn, ng exper.ence and
academtc circumstances. These
struggles also mvolved restsltng
and

conform, ng to particular ep.stemolog.cal
ideologtes,
regulations. In the shoes of a learner,

I

mt, cal thinking and empowerment from
I

was

in the position

To
some of

refer to

my

my

to see critical

a perspect.ve that

experience makes

old presumptions and
in particular.

self-reflection. Reflecting

in

heor.es, knowledge, academ.c
rules and

I

pedagogy and

critical

had not been able

educat.on for

to see clearly

when

of a practitioner or an educator.

pedagogical practices

discussed

began

,

my

It

me

realize that

I

still

favor and

am

unable to discard

perceptions about the world in general
and about

would be

easier to explain

on these narratives and

previous chapters and then related to

all

my

what

I

have learned so

far

the theoretical assumptions that

experience,

I

I

my

from
have

realize that the horizon of

my

understanding of pedagogical practices for
empowerment through education has been broadened

and transformed immensely.
learned

I

am

I

see the possibility of creating a

right to believe that nothing

is

new meaning

for them.

I

have also

fixed but rather constantly changes through
time.

Neither our identity, our consciousness, nor our
knowledge about the world remains unchanged.
I

agree with

Memam

and Caffarella (1999: 370)

in

arguing that education

“the

is

intervention for social change that involves people and
their interaction with one another. These

people not only have different views on
responsible in different ways.”

own circumstance

how

thing should be done, they also feel obligated and

MacIntyre (1981: 220) similarly says

that

“we

all

approach our

as a bearer of a particular social identity,” and as the social agent,

we

are

“resolutely connected to particular social locations and the responsibilities
that go along with

those locations

(Pratte 1992: xxi).

bears a particular identity,

we

Or we can put

it

in other

words

that, as a social

agent

who

carry with us a particular set of experiences, expectations and

obligations that enforce us to act and interact with other people in a certain manner. For these
reasons, bringing about change through education

make changes,

it

is

is

a process that has no single “right way.”

To

important to understand what anchors people in particular experiences and
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meanings, and what consulates the
nature of their eanng and
asptrattons

m

relatton to such

expenences and meanings-not only those
of others but of our own. Fretre also
suggests, “those

who

commtt themselves

authentically

to the people

must re-examine themselves constantly”

(1970 [1997]: 42). Hence, the social change
agents who are involved

must be constantly

critical

and

reflective, not

aspirations of other people but also of our
others.

As

a social change agent

and social change

From

in

my

who

homeland,

selt-re flection,

I

I

wants

own
to

that a

process of education

only of what constitutes the expenences
and
in relation to the

expenences and aspirations of

bnng new knowledge

am not exempt

can see

in the

from

that

would impact education

this process.

number of

us, educators, are

still

unconsciously

trapped in the ideological and prescriptive role
of “the benign educator” and the “defenders of the

oppressed students.

Within

this trap,

not only do educators view themselves as such
but they

also encourage students to believe that radical
social agents should represent and “speak for”
or

“speak on behalf of’ the oppressed, the excluded and the
marginalized. Taking the position of
the benign educator” and the “defenders of the oppressed
students,” educators often consider or

describe themselves as the privileged, or in Freire’s term
(1970 [1997]: 39), “the heirs of
exploitation”

who “move

to the side

In connection with

theorists

and

radical

what

I

educators,

of the exploited or the oppressed.”

have seen
particularly

in

my

those

discourse review, (some) development

who

consider themselves “the benign

defenders of the oppressed,” are alike in their act of “speaking for” or “speaking on behalf
of
Others.” Not a few of these theorists and educators often speak as though they are what Lorraine

Code (1995: 24)
in

anyone

calls “surrogated

else’s place

or he would

knowers” or “those who [think they] are able

and know her or

know them.” This

his circumstances

and

to put

interests in just the

themselves

same way

pattern of practice surfaces often not only in academic discourses

but in the classroom of graduate institutions and even in the field of nonformal education.
this

as she

happens because most educators, once they are

outside their position or have an opportunity to

in the shoes

become
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I

think

of the educator, rarely step

really “a learner of their students,” as

many of them say

in their theory. Self-reflectton

dunng

this narrative helps

me

to realize that

myself, as a nonformal educator, acted
as a “surrogated knower” numerous
times.
that if

I

had not become a graduate student,

I

probably would not have perce, ved

am

I

I

certain

this pract.ce as

oppressive.

I

means

am made aware by my

that are

of ourselves

in

used to make

it

making change

graduate study that an important factor
in social change

happen.

is

What can help us

to

become more mindful of

is the

others and

our constant self-reflection. Self-reflection,
as Ferguson (1998a:

96) suggests, involves “self-interrogation and a
political practice of rejecting and reconstituting

our given social identities

in the

context of the production of

new knowledges.”

It

requires an

understanding of a personal politics “as a process
of interconnecting and producing multiple

knowledges based on both

local contextual understandings

generalized starting points.”

I

am

convinced that self-reflection will enable

elements that could mislead or constrain
enable

me

to

adopt a theory and adapt

does not occur just because

we change

minds as well as our actions and our
(Minnich 1990.

2).

The

and actions, and on some shared

my

actual practice.

more

into practice

it

our minds,

it

institutions,

is

no

me

The process of
critically.

to recognize the

self-reflection will

Although social change

undeniable that “unless

we change

lasting transformation will

be possible”

action that can bring about social change must be combined with
the

willingness to push the boundaries, to challenge people and socio-cultural structures.
that everything is

attitudes

and

impermanent and subject

Hence,

We,

and others’

this,

will

we

Although

When

it

I

believe

takes time, people change their

people change their minds,

I

believe

be more practical and ethical to keep questioning the
all

knowledge about sociocultural elements

societies.

educators, also need to be critical about the possibility and limitation of cross-

cultural strategies to mobilize

do

it

term of strengths and the weaknesses, of

that exist in our

to

to change.

their conduct, for better or for worse.

their visions change, too.

validity, in

our

change

in different

and/or particular contexts and times.

should never stop challenging “old” theories or looking for a
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new

To

be able

alternative. Yet, a

“new

alternative” does not necessarily

can be an alternative that

we

create

mean

creating a “brand

from merging elements of

relevant, useful or applicable for the
context with

lacking in the old theory.

I

new”

alternative

“old” theories that are

some new necessary elements

firmly hold to Hasan’s

argument—theoretical

essential for the vitality of theory as breathing
for the living entity" (1999:
I

will stop questioning, resisting

critiques

all

I

make

are possibilities for educators to

clearer.

to

Most

and adapting theory only when

in this chapter is to

make

lot

more

I

their educational

12)— to

I

we

risk ourselves to

we

see

is

"as

The purpose of

audiences too, that there

mind

that there are a lot

a better

of mistakes

and more just society through
is

a crucial

make.

personally agree with Starratt (1996: 26): “knowledge makes sense only in a
context of

cultural presuppositions and assumptions

the

and prior personal knowledge. At any given moment,

meanings within the knowledge a learner grasps

knowledge represents

a

Learning

interpretations.

temporary,

is

interpretative

therefore

on

fix

interpretative,

are

limited

a

and even

reality

tentative,

that

is

and subject

The

slippery.

open
to

to

many

revision.

individual or group can achieve comprehensive and exhaustive meaning of anything.

production or attainment of meaning
inventively

learner,

new

is

yet transitory. Learning

always cumulative yet limited, engaging yet

becomes enriched when

because the insights and perspectives of others can

tentativeness of the individual’s achievement.”

more

still

the extent that

our educational practices and intervention. Constant self-reflection and
mindfulness
detector for mistakes that

It

approaches better and the social visions

making

risks to take in

my

that

adaptation

stop breathing.

remind myself, and perhaps

importantly, we, as educators, need to keep in

be made and there are a

from scratch.

to learn

and

I still

school has provided

new knowledge

in a

me

Hence,

have more time to learn, and
another (mind)

new and

map and

I

I

fill

partial,

involves more than one

have become more aware

compass

yet unexplored terrain of experience.
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The

out the limitations, partiality, and

acknowledge

a better

it

No

that

my

that there

is

learning in graduate

that inspire

me

to search for

Importantly, too,
responsibility to see that

we

1

agree with Orr (1990:54)

i, ,s

understand the effects of

in writing

how

I

shall apply

well used in the world.
this

my

the real world while keeping
,n

exhausted to reflect
I

much

will be able to proceed

curiosity.

Hopefully

in

knowledge on

real

who

says:

-knowledge

We cannot say

that

all

the precautions

I

1

u

we know something

people and then communities”

knowledge would be a waste of time.

mind

carries with

would

To

until

speculate

rather practice

have here discussed. Besides,

the

I

it

in

feel too

anything further. For now, I'd
rather rest to regain more strength
so that

when

a

new

inspiration

and learning opportunity come and
tngger

tune for the next chapter of my
narrative.
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°

CHAPTER VI
LEARNING LESSONS FROM DOING
AUTO/ETHNOGRAPHY
CONCLUSION

seeming

possibilities,

yourseWes

nor by the idea: “this is our
teacher
that certain things are
unwholesome, and

When you know

for

akusala (bad and wrong),
em
A 1 d when y° u
for yourselves that certain things
are
wholeqnn
H kusala
/
J
holesome, and
(good), then accept them.

T""

(Buddhist teaching on

m
Rahl'T%7

Wcikiccha
° U1 ° f

or doubt, and saddha or belief
in a form of
‘ ‘ h e Buddha Taught,
by Sr,

P.2-3,

The Beginning of the

F.nH

This story (auto/ethnography) started
with
traditions in

ma

C ° nvic,IOn " ln

knowledge production.

My

my

doubt and discontentment with certain

cunosity-to

find out that auto/ethnography

merely a seeming possibility but “wholesome”
and worth saddha
shape.

As my

story

developed

powerlessness came to replace
further,

I

my

eventually found myself

almost endless for

me

to

tell.

and

advanced,

curiosity

in a

I

don

t

are several questions that

I

story.

messages
first

my

have the end, although

to

story just yet. That

have raised

all

for

the

myself
little

left

me

chapter that our

feel less

stones that

life is full

worried about ending

I

my story

I

must admit

itself

seemed

that

because there are so

my story.

I

do

many
There

have woven into each chapter of

nevertheless find

for

some comforting

now. For example,

I

said in the

of stories and an ending of one story can become the beginning or

the middle or even the ending part of another story of other people

my own

that

and

unanswered. There are several elements

Re-reading some parts of the previous chapters,
that help

is

I

not yet explored or have not incorporated into

lying unanalyzed and unexplained in

my

discouragement

and confidence. Once the story unfolded

But every story has

know and I have

intimidation,

this story to take

new dimension of experience and meanings

not feel adequately ready to conclude or end
things that

fear,

—helped

not

is

next story.
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—

and

I

add here, or even of

From
have learned

this realization,

in

doing

this

in this dissertation that

In addition,

I

am

I

concentrate

methodology.

have wanted

I

conclusion on laying out and discussing
what
I

think has been

I

to

find

ways

my

also said in both chapter one and

transformation.

I

I

my

thus have concentrated on discussing

I

my practice

of doing auto/ethnography.

have learned through auto/ethnography,
that

have emerged from

me

to discover

self in relation to others

what

I

would

this research.

and

how

include here illustrating the limitations and dilemmas that

me

I

new knowledge,

the process of constructing this narrative together with discussing

further enables

purpose for

illuminate existing theories and methodologies
by

auto/ethnography has allowed

dilemmas eventually help me

my

to

emphasize only a few selected practical issues

understanding

that

theory or an alternative for knowledge production.

Although there are several things

that related directly to

two

new

methodological issues that mainly emerged from

how doing

undone or unfinished

discovery of auto/ethnography was accidental
and

exploring the aspects that are least explored or discussed.

discussing

left

I

or even someone else, should consider
undertaking to do in the future.

I,

this research is not to create a

Rather,

my

auto/ethnography and what

explained in chapter two that

a “rookie” in this

doing

I

how

it

I

affects

I

rather

begin by

especially

my

personal

have encountered

in

these limitations and

to see possibilities for dealing with contradictions. In turn, this

to reconstruct the

new meanings from my

have not yet done or explored and what

I

old knowledge. At the end,

I

discuss

believe to be significant or worthwhile for further

exploration.

Nonetheless,

weave them

Instead,

I

purpose

is to

pattern that

all

I

is

doing

do not present
all

the

themes of

my

discoveries as clearly separate parts.

together with the other issues that emerged from self-reflection.

maintain the portrayal of the existent pattern of
non-coherent, non-linear and messy.

of the issues that

would

I

I

I

would ask readers

mentioned above. For those who plan

like to point out that these issues are

my

transformative thoughts, a

to be patient in sorting out

to use auto/ethnography in the future,

ones that emerged or arose from

this particular auto/ethnographical narrative.

Some
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My

issues that

I

my

experience of

select to highlight

might

not necessarily or similarly arise in
other contexts and they might not
be appl, cable or relevant for
other cases of auto/ethnography.

Le arning

to

Understand Through Auto/ethnn raphy:
Dilemmas and Possibility
g

At one point

“My

a sentence,

the skit,

is

a

my

subjectivity has been dislocated.”

parody of “Don Quixote”

for International

this

that

writing in a solitary condition,

that this sentence

sounded

so hard

when

hilarious.

I

my

I

heard

this line

at the

CIE annual

of the

know what

Because

I

skit.

I

retreat in

remember

at

September

telling

him how he came up with

heard this word [subjectivity] being thrown around CIE
a

don’t even

in

friend, Vachel, a doctoral student at the
Center

laughingly responded, “Actually, Chris (another
doctoral student

We

recalled

almost two years ago. (The “Pedagogy of
the

also asked

I

I

heard “Don Freire ,” the main character

I

Education (CIE), wrote for a talent show

remember laughing

I

struggle to proceed with

“Pedagogy of the Obsessed,” say

Obsessed”

1999.)

my

in

this

Well, to

tell

you

He

line.

CIE) came up with

lot lately.

Vachel

this line.

the truth,

the heck subjectivity is.”

too use this term very often,

“subjectivity” for myself. If subjectivity

is,

as

I

I

feel

understand

the need to define the

it,

the process

by which

a

meaning of

human mind

attempts to relate the inner experience (conscious and unconscious
feelings, emotions, biases)

with what

is

going on in the outer world so that a person can judge or decide

world appropriately,

making

I

the connection

would say
between

my

my

subjectivity has

been dislocated,

practical experience

myself, perhaps dislocated subjectivity

is

a

symptom of

and

my

too.

I

how

feel incapable

theoretical knowledge.

we have

people

who
I

to demonstrate the skills

can master

all

sorts

apartment has helped

me

my

to concentrate

say to

It is

a period

and capabilities of independent, rational thinkers or of

of contradictions and tensions alone, with

won’t deny that writing

I

of

the “Reflective Delusion” or “Reflexive

Insanity” syndromes that often infect graduate student at this period of their study.
that

to act in the

little

help from others.

dissertation in solitude within the private space of

on writing and given me
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the

freedom

to think

my

by myself.

It

me

allowed

reflect, vely.

or

someone

This solitude, however, makes
to talk to

isolation also

am

alone

an opportunity and time to lay out
and wnte about

and

to reassure

new

that

in

front

what

I

1

have

I

re-read each story

same

my thoughts and my perceptions

felt

learning expenence

a longing to have friends

was doing was sound and reasonable.
The
reflexivity

of the computer, the “reflexivity” begins

different perspectives on the

to another,

felt left out.

makes me become obsessive with academic

understanding constantly. Whenever
with

me

me

my

I

and

to

reflectivity.

and transform

twist

wrote reflexively,

issues that appear in these texts.

I

From one moment

can compare the transformative shapes of

I

know

is

not true or valid.

because of the thought that
(1999. 40) well puts,

academic community

what

I

my

I

am

not sure whether

to feel

my

moment

doing

like.

to feel panic with the

stories seriously.

—

the

I

feel, as

write

Kenny

community of origin, and
I

am

the

not sure whether

my work and a communal

life in

experience would be relevant or valuable enough for

knowing whether what

am

began

my

couldn't even

was paralyzed and could not

truly applicable or useful for

It

I

I

I

placed with either of them!”

nourishing existing academic discourses.

anyone

my

on the margins of two subjective planes

have been learning would be

Thailand.

Some moments,

audience might not take

—and unable

I

about a certain subject matter was originally

Thinking by myself without any reassurance from others,
thought that what

my

always come up

I

thoughts with the composition of figures in a
surrealistic painting. Sometime

my thought or perception

I

about some subject matter transform their scopes
and

dimensions into an unrecognizable composition.

recognize what

Whenever

at the

was

a tremendously disempowering feeling, not

is

meaningful or worthwhile for

me

or for

else.

What Have I Learned from Poin2 Auto/ethnography?
I

illustrate

my

feelings above to

show

that personal transformation

does not necessarily

happen only because we are “empowered” by positive or good learning experiences. Speaking
myself,

all

experiences and circumstances, both positive and negative, transform me.
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It is

for

very

important to realize that to transform
ourselves and/or our social world and
to search for a

meaningful

life,

we have

to dare to take risks.

As Flanagan

(1996: ix) suggests, “meaning

sometimes requires proceeding unconfidently.”
Although taking

more meaningful experience can put us

in a

powerless situation,

risks to discover a

this, as I

end can become our most empowering experience.
For me, an attempt

new and

experienced

it,

in the

to find possibilities is

attempt to learn to rid ourselves of our doubts,
ignorance and discontentment. In this attempt

important that

we

confront contradictions and deal with dilemmas
reflectively and

also need to reach out and/or search for help and
support from

be willing and courageous to
yet available. At the

the

very people

same

we

live

time,

all

a

it

critically.

an

is

We

possible sources, as well as to

with uncertainty and frustration while help and support
are not

we need

to

be open-minded to criticism and disagreement from

ask for help and support.

As

explain in chapter two, criticism and

I

disagreement are essential for understanding oneself in relation to others,
for criticism and

disagreement are mirrors for the blind spots that
illustrate this

Not

argument during

until

I

was

in the

my discussion

we have no way

to see for ourselves.

I

shall

in the sections that follow.

process of doing

it

did

come

I

to realize the

empowering

quality of

auto/ethnography. This process involves taking notes, keeping personal journals, and trying to
recall personal life stories,

and also the experiences and

many

ditlerent ways.

Then

time

wove them

my auto/ethnography —through

I

into

I

had

to share these stories for

and friends and during the formal interview with
feedback and comments,

I

stories

selectively

wove some

of people that impacted

life in

feedback and comments prior to the

informal conversations with

my

my

my committee

research participants. Based on such

stories into

my

auto/ethnography. For me,

auto/ethnography becomes a device and a process for understanding one's self

in relation to

others both in the local, specific context and in the general macro-social structure. Storytelling
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enables and encourages

me

to

understand myself through a process of
self-reflection and

reflexive introspection 69 about self and
experience.

Self-understanding through narrative writing
assists
interests

and concerns, both those

Writing auto/ethnography enables

that

me

I

to recall

dimension

re-read

that

them helps me see how many things

resisted unconsciously

recollected

attitude

my

I

when

I

was younger,

older

I

became, the more

below on the reason

I

I still

for

One prominent

I

my

I

dislike

by the

for granted

why

When

I

I

how many

and

new way

or

things

I

have

did that. For example,

I

have

became

older,

in relation to the

I

developed a bad

I

used to do

I

shall elaborate

powerless feeling

I

felt

this narrative).

cause of

my
is

powerlessness, which

my

frustration caused

my

inability

I

by

discovered during the intensive

my

inability to see the connection

misconception of what

is

considered to be

and misconception consequently bring

being creative in constructing a

new meaning of

gained the insight that misconception and inability

partiality

in the

and write personal narratives and then

myself

of academic writing

“academic” or “official” knowledge. This
at

them

to see

me

enables

It

could not write a good piece of academic work. The

between practice and theory coupled with

and intimidation

have not thought of before.

disliked writing, especially academic writing (and

period of doing auto/ethnography,

I

to ask

sociopolitical

wrote a personal journal once in a while, as

kept believing that

during the process of writing

Furthermore,

to sit

childhood dream of becoming a writer.

toward writing. Although

them and

have taken

and without going back

I

and remember various experiences.

have not imagined before. Just

I

my

recognizing

in

have suppressed and those

to look at these again, to be able to critically
reinterpret
in a

me

and contradictions of knowledge. Although

69

I

I

me

fear

experience for myself.

mentioned are partly caused

have already acknowledged

in

By reflexive introspection I mean the process of deriving new understanding and new meaning of
knowledge and experience through self-reflection. I then share what I have reflected with others for their
critical and reflexive comments and feedback, and I reflect on these comments to reconstruct the new
meaning of what I have already reflected and understood before I received comments or feedback from
others.
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chapter one that the partiality of our
knowledge can lead to m.sunderstand.ng
and mtsjudgment,

had not yet thoroughly comprehended
how
knowledge.

I

could not well appreciate

and intimidation

realize

to perceive that

could have affected the process
of constructing

how such

a m.sconcept.on could
possibly cause

me

fear

attempting to use an “unconvent.onal”
methodology and technology for

in

academic writing. Not
I

,t

I

now

until

I

have been

the reason for

my

academic writing has

dislike

to

needed to separate her/himself from the

the process of wnting this
auto/ethnography.

in

of academic writing.

1

need

to explain that

I

used

be serious, depersonalized and unemotional.
The author

text

and keep her/himself out from the scene and
public's

view. For the accuracy of the content, the
author must be neutral and emotionally
detached from

what s/he presents.

also realized that what

I

of lifeless language, and
or correcting what

me

a fear

I

I

write

I

would become permanent, frozen

have no way of explaining

to the public about the limitation

in the

form

of contexts

have written immediately when contexts changed.
This realization created

for

of misjudgment from the readers and of an unjust critique
by the public. This realization

and misperception

I

discussed above have

made me

feel

even more intimidated about wnting

the public. Writing this auto/ethnographical narrative,
nonetheless, enables

misconception and, to some extent, eliminate

this intimidation

me

for

to correct this

about wnting for the public.

It

helps to learn that academic writing need not be depersonalized,
disengaging the author from the
readers and the public view.

academic

My experience

text that is personalized,

of writing

this

nanative proves that

auto/ethnographical methodology allows

make my

can produce an

humorous, emotionally and dialogically engaging while being

able to maintain the preciseness of an academic content that

emotions, as well as to

I

me

to contextualize

I

intend to convey.

and incorporate

my

The way

feelings

and

biases apparent in the text, helps reduce this intimidation about

writing for the public.

This narrative self-representation also enables

me

to correct

my

misconception about the

meaning of the term “theory.” The examination of theoretical assumptions
review of discourse

in chapter three helps

me

to

in chapter

two and the

understand and recognize that theory
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is

not a

rig,d,

unbendabie and unchangeable frame
of instrumental rat.onalization

1989: 6) usefully puts, merely
“a certatn style of questioning

...

but, as Poster (Poster

an aid of voicing dissatisfactions

of the basic assumptions of
the disciplines of philosophy,
history, and Hterature

unexamined, naive, or exaggerated
cla.ms about the
Heldke’s (1988) term, a “recipe"

of theory

[for

prachce a certain experience
I

see better

how

we

do.

critically

In other words,

we can do

means

and reflexively. From correcting

to use theory

I

that

we can

"theory” any time that

my

theory and practice relate to and
reinforce one another.

common knowers

m

doing something]. Framed in these
meanings, the concept

the practice of khit-pen or Freire’s
conscientization that

enabling learners or

(and)

of one’s discourse.” Or

closely related to reflex, v,ty or
self-reflect.on which .mplicitly

ts

possibly theorize about everything

theory,

truth value

...

we

old meaning of

I

could even take

discussed in chapter four as a process of

and

to theorize

about their everyday

life’s

experiences and practices.
In writing this

auto/ethnography,

I

have recognized further

that the separation

doing and theorizing (practice and theory)
was caused by something
“science.”

many

The dominant power of

disciplinary

experiential

knowledge

scientific

methodology

70

in

academia

to

perceive

“practice”

less superior, if not inferior, to “theory” or
scientific

that is generated

from “value neutral” methods,

in

calls

knowledge production, which

domains submissively follow, conditions us

knowledge as

that

between

or

knowledge or

which knowledge producers are

required to bracket out their personal subjective meanings by
emotionally distancing themselves

from the subject of
for

human

is

one

life,

their re/presentation. In

my

the academic (theory) realm and the non-academic (practice) realm.
Rather, there

interrelated,

interdependent

realm.

automatically oppose the notion that knowledge

Please note that

methods, which

I

opinion, there should not be two separate realms

I

still

By
is

adopting

auto/ethnographical

something that exists out there

methods,

I

— unchanging.

define “scientific methodology” as similar to “scientific oriented” research

explained in footnotes 5 and 8 in chapter two.
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independent, and separate from us.
construct and represent
truth, as the disc, pi, ne

I

embrace knowledge as somethtng

by ustng theory-not

of science has

in the not, on

have

to destroy.

1

propose, rather, that

we

scientific

consider theoty, whether

From

this perspective, theoty

is

dtseussed above. This,

I

method

are social evils that

we

derived from sctentific or

it is

non-scent, fic methods, only as a set of
dtscursive assumpttons that
describe reality.

human betngs

of a fixed and unchangmg
regime of

led us to believe, bu, in the sense

however, does not mean to imply that science
and the

that

we

create as a guide to

something changeable, and we can use theory
as

a temporary frame to guide our practice
and re-articulate or alter

it

in accordance with,

and

in

relation to, contextual circumstances.

Writing

this

auto/ethnography makes

argues that “the self

is

the person

that person

is,

what

that center

agree more with Flanagan (1996: 69),

who

of narrative gravity— the self that answers questions
about

who

aims

Rossman’s (1999) argument— which
realities

at

I

and cares about.”

have already quoted

that

and the meaning of our world and,

we have

apparent to

me

at the

this day,

from stones
all

that the foundation

it

of

I

me

my

selfhood or subjectivity,

heard people

in the corridors

that a great

tell

or

empowers me

to

amount of

saw enacted

from

in

me

my

construct our

my

I

has become more

understanding and

social materials

stories

it

and knowledge

knowledge about
at

the world

every

backyard of a home,

in a cafeteria

of the university.

to

grow up” or

for others.
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to transform

at a

Many

into a cultural being or a culturally

“keep on learning

I

my
had

participated in enacting.

everyday interactions

a kitchen to a

of a building, or

people have acculturated and molded

It

two— that we

time, to understand the self and the

had heard or seen enacted as well as

apparent to

is

that

I

social institutions, ranging

community,

agent.

more assured by Marshall and

created. In the process of writing auto/ethnography,

absorbed from stories that

of

feel

in chapter

same

knowledge about the world around me, comes from the

To

I

through narrating our stones, and thus telling and re-telling
our stories assists us to create

a sense of self

world

me

little

comes

comer

temple of a

stories

of these

embodied

social

and make myself usefhl

Writing auto/ethnography helps
voice” as only the sound that
hearing organs.
that

we

I

from the

structural rules

interactions. Informal does not

following

or

communication. Hence,

I

say to herself or himself.”
writer’s first reader

complying

with

agree with

Ward

who

Ward
will

no

rules.

rules

and

there are

(1994: 21)

a process

any

I

think that people can

personally don’t think

interaction,

even

we can be
in informal

rather implies being less formal or less

It

regulations

who

argues

of social

and

interaction

that, for a writer,

“writing

is

and a way of “seeing, hearing the things s/he has

When

structural rules. This

think Ward’s argument

is

is

makes

her/himself more honestly, even though s/he

a person

makes

a dialogue with herself,

a

to

the

is

monitor the entire writing. She suggests that one should write

writing or any forms of contemplation, s/he

I

sense through our

(1994: 23) goes on to say that the other self (of the writer)

understand rather than to be understood.

later.

we

that

many of us may

ears. Besides,

and norms of social and cultural

mean

means of discovering meaning” and

careful about,

sound

used to think of

I

did not pay attention to the “written voice”
or “voice without audible sound”

voice” freely, especially in informal conversation.

totally free

in

to perceive voice differently.

utter in a conversation, the

cannot sense or detect through our

speak or

rigid

we

me

to

through

not conscious of, and/or tends to forget to be

that person think freer

knows

that s/he will let

and

feel safer

someone

and express

else read about

it

applicable for a narrator/storyteller in narrating or telling her

personal experience.

Auto/ethnographical writing offers

world

to explore, discover,

galaxies,

it

which

lie

map and

me

an opportunity to venture into

evaluate what

Murray (1982:7)

more engaging

personal inner

calls “the constellations

unseen within us.” For me, auto/ethnography proves

possible for us to voice in a richer and

my

to

and

be a means that makes

voice, a voice that readers are able to

sense and identify with, those feelings and emotions that researchers would wish to incorporated

in

such “written voice.”

(I

believe

Auto/ethnography also provides
to express the multiple voice

my

me

of

discourse review chapter has already supported this claim.)

with a variety of tools to discover

this multiple self.
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my

inner multiple self and

Auto/ethnographic methods enable

me

to

maintain contextual/emotional elements of a story
or even add
sense,

gives

it

have feared

me

the freedom for self-expression.

to say (for

whatever reasons).

I

helps

It

feel freer

me

my new

feelings about

feel safe to say things that

and safer

to express

many

In this

it.

things

I

I

might

would

not have dared to say because of my worry about being
politically, culturally and socially correct.
It

me

also enables

to re-say

( not

in the

sense of repeating words ) and

done. Hence, writing auto/ethnography

empowerment and of

me

to discover

and rediscover who

I

consider this

process by which

I

project.

own

As

I

is

is

I

have said or

way

to

my

have learned

in the process

narrative text the narratives of others that

I

means

voice (that

“voice” in

as a process of liberating and decolonizing

that

a

my

I

for

have

preferred

my own

mind, a

have.

of doing auto/ethnography

Nor

self-

is it

is

that

just mixing-or-patching

seem meaningful

or appealing to the

portray in part two of chapter four and especially in the beginning of chapter five,

as a social agent,

context, affect

practice

but to find

time and space) and the

not just a reflexive self-narrative.

writing auto/ethnography enables

knower and

am now

I

becomes not only

can unlearn and correct certain misconceptions

good auto/ethnography

into one's

was and who

lost in

way of voicing

Another important lesson
a

I

I

not only a process of self-discovery but also of

mind-liberation. In sum, auto/ethnography

suppressed or already spoken but

way.

is

what

re-tell

my practice

empowering

for

a social change agent, can

me

to see

which are

how my

constituted self and

as a learner. In turn,

work

understanding as a

situated in a specific social location and historical

as a nonformal educator. Writing assists

me

my

to bring about

it

teaches

me

me

to see

to recognize

how

I,

what kind of

as an educator and

changes for myself and for other people

in a

more

meaningful and ethical way.

What More Do I Want
I

to

Share and Suggest?

explained in chapter two that auto/ethnography

is

a technology for constructing stories

of experience or textualizing experience into accessible data and a methodology or a mode of
self-representation, a

way

in

which subjects (researchers)
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constitute themselves.

The nature of

auto/ethnography thus forces researchers
not only to do the data collect,
on and analysts bu, also
to practice self-reflection

almost

As

once.

all at

quite difficult to

1

make

and self-analysis

experience
a

more

Moss (2001) and

scholars

it,

precise, chronological

dominant

want

I

spheres— has

social

Some

not an easy methodology, especially for
producing a

is

draw on Edwards and Ribbens (1998:

to

will

employ auto/ethnography

merge personal knowledge or experience with
professional

narrattve.

and Bochner (2000), for example-have
already cauttoned a

Ellis

myself who

like

and coherently planned

and symbolic

for the first time that an attempt to

public—especially within academic

the

“/ iminal conditions,

2. Italics in original) to

systems of public knowledge, and

classification

on the margin between

and

less visible

different social worlds.

Ambiguity thus

arises

seek simultaneously to serve academic audiences while also remaining
faithful

knowledge gained

in domestic, personal

“betwixt and between,” speaking from
honest, intimate audience.

trying to say

In this way,

is that

I

adjust or correct

In

I

settings.”

experience,

first try to

politically correct. After

what

I

have

said.

I

I

think

my

To overcome
think of

I

I

do not have

write,

But having said

I

to

re-read

that,

I

my

to

my

we

when we
forms of

the feeling of

other self as

other self wants to hear.

communicate dialogically with

What

I

other self or inner

my
am

self.

worry about being careful whether

my

story reflectively. In this

would ask

my readers

to

be sure

I

can

to read

here.

doing auto/ethnography, recalling

would say

what

try to write

write in order to

I

and intimate

can write more freely because

what you say was

what follows

Then

my

or

terms of being betwixt and between the

in

vocal understanding found in the more personalized setting
of everyday living. In this way,
find ourselves

it

narrative.

In addition,

remind those

what they are collecting and analyzing

methodologtcal nature of auto/ethnography
makes

this

novice like myself that auto/ethnography

good and engaging

in relation to

that

auto/ethnography.

A

those are

stories,

dialoguing with your inner self and writing,

important steps but not adequate

writing

a

reflexive understanding and critical analysis of those stories

is
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for

satisfactory

another

vital

step for writing a

sound and engaging auto/ethnography. In

stones, not only did

After

this,

how my
others,

after

I

I

re-read them myself but

wrote journals explaining what

I

I

my

my

case, after writing

are

original understanding about such stories
was,

understanding about those stones has changed
after re-reading or sharing them with

and

why

it

did or did not change.

To be

frank,

found many

I

stories

shared them with other people, were too emotional
and uncritical.

for in

my

writing.

Those

critical in

however, activated

stories,

more relevant and appropriate

to

experiences related in the

seen them in the

new ways

abortion clinic in

Canada

meaning of education

that

I

all

(in chapter

Some of them were

no need

is

to share

me

way,

I

amazingly

can

add a new and

stories too. (See,

realization

there

of some

is

meaning

a possibility

comes from

Writing auto/ethnography
process that

and

that

we need

we have

to pull out

selectively

experience. For example, while

that

in

to

a wntten form.

my

to kill

trying

is

I

my

used

I

new meaning

them and

experience

my own

I

have

at the

subjective

stories

stories.

That

is

my

your "birds” of dilemma with one

and doing

it

out

it

if the

one of my

to

stone.

my
The

connect theory with practice,

myself)

a process that not only allows us to recall stories but also a

banked

am

can even talk

and also a way check the validity of

dilemmas and

(in

have also come to realize that

You

and make use of the information

I

I

become more

nonformal education participants’ preferred way of learning

possibilities to deal with

especially for me, also

to

to discover a

two) or the incident in which

your stones

critical

me

critically reinterpret

conversation you are participating happens to relate to some of your
tricks to

empowerment

of them remind

chapter five), provide good examples to support this argument.
there

wrote, especially

those stories together. Just as important, sharing

wrote has helped

stories. In this

I

about other stories that

had never imagined. The incidents about

I

to dismiss

my memory

my research topic. Some

writing other stories and in weaving

and re-reading stories and journals
in those

the

shared those stones with others for feedback.

inelevant for theorizing and making the connections between
education and

aimed

down

in

our

memory

writing this part,
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I

that is

bank. Let

embedded

me

have recollected

illustrate

my

in those stories

this

with

my

experience in a class

on Qualitative Research Design
of

this class,

I

remember

that the process

I

took in the Fall 98. That was two
years ago. In one session

professor drew a cone-shaped figure
on the blackboard to explain

of designing a research or dissertation
project was

when you begin your

“Usually,

cone.

my

that

Then you have

to try to

research,

you often come up with

like this

cone shape. She

said,

a broad idea like the top
of this

narrow your focus down by asking yourself
more and more

specific

questions related to your research topic. At
the end, you have only a more
specific set of
questions about the topic, like the end

tip

of the cone. There are the leading questions

research and help to demonstrate that your
research

Believe me,

I

“understood” every single word

understanding that

narrative writing did

convey
before

I

actually did

know

they

dissertation.

it.”

many

I

I

my

Only

“common

professor explained, but not the kind of

after

me

sense” of what

all

was not

that

qualitative research professor.

my

professor was attempting to

to recognize

my

research focus
for

me

I

know

will not start their research

focus and have a solid leading research question for their

way.

I

When
I

neglected to consider any of the feasible suggestions of
I

started

wanted

to

my
do

dissertation,

my

responsibility and role in nonformal education, however,

theoretical

me

my

in

during the process of my writing.

—but not —graduate students whom

and vague idea of what and how

the

going through a long struggle

Her drawing and her explanation, which did not make much sense
for

your

convincingly do-able and manageable.”

right question that will help

their research

think

“insight.”

begin to get a

make more sense

Usually,

my

I

call

which was “asking the

then, start to

until

would

I

is

for

knowledge related

to

international

I

remember

Because of

dissertation.

I

was very

that

I

had a broad

my

expected

interested in re-examining

development policy,

its

influences

on

educational planning and the articulation of pedagogical approaches that aim at empowering

people to make change through their participation
activities.

I

am

in

educational and community development

also interested in feminist theories, especially those related to development,

empowerment and

feminist pedagogical approaches for these activities.
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I

did not realize then that

the topics of

my

.merest could

make more than a hundred

research quest, ons and that

ought to

I

narrow them down.
I

also recall

dissertation

is

boring and

never done before.

of

all

thinking— as

I

wanted

I

Thailand forced

auto/ethnography instead ot

weave

into

my

representation.

how

I

explained in chapter

two—that the

do something new, and

to

it

me

into

me

to

my

be a writing style

to

my

weave

to

knowledge by

that telling stories about

would allow me

knowledge

that

I

range of topics that

I

to

at

my

become more

have acquired.

with ten other students

that

I

a

had

to incorporate aspects

do auto/ethnography. Without a doubt,

how

remember proposing

the application of the

me

field research altered the original research focus

representation

discourses, and storytelling

it

to

way of writing

dissertation. Finally, personal constraints of
doing

the important factors and processes have transformed

by comparing

had

traditional

kept believing that this writing style had to enable

discourses that interested

field research in

I

I

decision to do

from what

should

I

methodology of

this

would allow

life

me

to see

understanding of those selected

reflective about the implication

even proposed

CIE through

attempted to incorporate

my

my

to validate

my

experience

narrative interviews with them.

made my

narrative goal

and

A

wide

become not only

multidimensional but also overly ambitious.
Evidently, not attempting to ask myself what

research

—which

led to not realizing

my

of my proposal vague and wobbly.

really intend to explore?” or

validate

assume

what you say?”
that

student, the

I

“Why do you

in

is

my

the

main reason

I

could but

I

knew

I

the

kept

first

that

it

“How

are

was not a

you going

to

clear answer.

I

collective experience dealing with this kind of

their

wanted do but was too confused

I

my

asked, “Tell us, what do you

to

to

me

the consequences

without having a research focus. Their experience might have told them that

what

that

made

proposal. This

do what you are doing?” or

answered the best

committee

how

—

When committee members

—with
years of
experimenter— saw no need
explain
my

the actual leading question of

true research focus

adding the what but forgot to explain clearly about the
draft

is

to

answer. Perhaps that was
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why

of doing research

I

intuitively

knew

they didn’t attempt to

force

me

to

come up with

a grand research question, a quest,
on that

so now, would have been useful in helping

my

committee

let

me

my

synopsis for each chapter of

I

didn’t realize then, but

do

to feel less frustrated in this
writing process. After

rewrite and kindly approved the second
draft of

didn’t realize the shift of

each chapter.

me

1

my

dtssertatton,

still

I

research focus. Except for making a rough
thematic outline and a

my

narrative,

allowed the outline

to

hadn’t outlined the sequence of subject
content for

I

emerge from

my

writing process. Writing this now,

I

want

to assert that

doing research without attempting to identify a focus
of the research could cause a

big headache

later.

By

not attempting to narrow

down my

from the interviews and from personal

amounts

stories that

information and knowledge.

ot

narrative themes but letting

The

I

wrote,

narrative of

I

them emerge

accumulated thick and massive

my

personal experiences and ten

narrative interviews with international students are also densely
packed with
cultural

and contextual material.

analyze and textualize

all

chapters (chapter 4 and

I

have become aware

that

it

is

To

create a

manageable piece of writing,

I

My

narrative thus

my

many

two narrative

and the accuracy of

parts of our conversations in

it

difficult for

my

narrative

representation.

The consideration regarding
I

had

my

narrative.

me

to decide

More

more than

which issues

five times.

writing remains to be seen, but there

is

the

to leave out

I

not include

importantly, not having a solid outline for each

I

should keep and which

ended up writing, reshuffling the order of subject content, re-writing and then
narrative for each part

a

other important

important information, as some participants asked to speak off-tape and requested

made

make

in social research that limited the

protection of participants’ identity and respecting their wishes are examples.

chapter

to unpack,

becomes another piece of fragmented and incomplete knowledge.

Moreover, there are some ethical considerations and practices
clarity

me

therefore had to

conscious choice to include and highlight only some themes, leaving out
issues.

complex socio-

impossible for

those data and sort them, then represent them in

5).

naturally

The impact of these conditions and

I

should cut.

re-editing

I

my

the processes of

a high probability that not only participants’ narratives but
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also the

contexts-upon which

narratives have

been based-have been distorted and fragmented.

This can possibly cause readers to misinterpret
or misunderstand the knowledge
narrative.

claim

I

full

responsibility

and accountability for

all

I

represent in this

misleading distortions and

fragmentation of knowledge that appear in this narrative.

The experimental nature and methodological
allowed

me

new

to discover

learning experiences and have provided

knowledge throughout the process. Narrative
methodology enabled me recognize
that

need

had absorbed and deposited

I

to

draw on

in the past.

different

in

new meanings

my

to

self-representation through auto/ethnographical

ways

to

merge new knowledge with old knowledge

my memory bank

I

had no opportunity, inspiration or

believe the incident about

my

Qualitative Research Design class

By

understand the theoretical meaning of

I

clearly exemplifies this claim.

of auto/ethnography have

specificity

writing this narrative,

that

I

experimental and experiential learning better. Most importantly, the experimental aspect
of

me

project helped

wanted

to learn.

to feel a sense

Freedom

to set

of true freedom

my own

in learning.

move forward whenever

the goal that

I

I

had

full

will not

freedom

I

was

did not have the

the

My

my

to set for

me

that

accomplishment. Thinking

this

tells

I

I

am

way

me

the

myself was a true empowering experience

for

me.

encourage anyone to think that doing research without identifying the grand

“nghf questions from
’

narrative might not have

empowering

how

feeling defeated in this process. Striving to achieve

research question prior to doing an actual research

much.

choose what and

competitive, not with other people but with myself. Self-competition gave

motivation to

Absolutely,

to

standards and ambitions. This freedom

the sole person responsible for the failure or success of

made me very

Freedom

this

is

good

practice. Nonetheless,

the very beginning. If

come

out the

way

it is

I

did,

now.

I

I

I

am

glad that

might not have learned

I

this

would never have experienced

feeling of my discovery this way.

My discussion

about

my

freedom of learning above

is

not meant to say that

experienced “educational freedom” nor had no knowledge about

it.

Actually,

I

I

have never

“knew about”

the

concept of educational freedom from exposing myself to various educational approaches— for
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example, a khit-pen approach. However,
practiced with

my

learners.

I

knew about

I

had never before

of “autonomy” as

empowerment
bothers me,

me

reminds

it,

let

that

me

I

autonomy

one incident

and discussed

my

could have

I

choice/goal and to take responsibility to

my

in

my

need

to discuss

previous chapters,

and very personally, putting more emphasis on “auto”

the concept

why

for

this issue

it.

noticed that

I

is

on pedagogy

different discourses

graduate study. But before discussing

that activated

After going back to re-read

freely

make my own

to

encountered during

tell

to recognize several things that

of another issue that has been bothering me. That issue
interpreted

is

it

me

it,

nonformal education participants. To mention “educational freedom,”

for

especially in relation to the

accomplish

who

“tasted” the insight or “true meaning” of

particularly as a student. This realization helped

done but had not done

conceptually as an educator

it

tended to write more

I

as though

I

had been

writing a diary or personal journal entry rather than writing a piece of academic work.

Once my

narratives began to relate or connect to public discourses or

socio-cultural structure or “auto” and “ethno” of others),

my

and carefully narrated

knowledge and

stories.

time selecting a format to narrate chapter
international student at

I

CIE

my own

story but our story, one that

full right to

take their

write the

way

/ pleased.

words and our words

my

is

think

five. In the

in a fictional format.

enjoyed that kind of writing format,

I

I

sensed that

I

I

my
I

write as

rights

I

writing creativity, although

please. But

come with

my

upbringing

responsibility

I

—made me

This conscious sense of responsibility led

became more

did this unconsciously.

stories

responsibility to

must make sure

I

narrated

me

and

make

is

I

reflective

had a hard

experience as an

fictional place.

that

my

my

I

Though

was not representing

story.

sure that

that at least their

fully realized that

—about

I

even descnbed CIE as

heard and clearly understood. This narrative (chapter five)

show off my

.

inner self started to nag

It is

felt

I

knowledge ( e.g pedagogy, macro

beginning,

composed of their

seriously.

part.

I

did not have the

my

audiences will

and our voices were

me

to

autonomy

to

not the appropriate arena for

I

had freedom and

full

the parameters of freedom and the notion that certain

think twice about

me

to

my

decision ot representing others.

change the format of my narrative
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in chapter five

from

fict.on to the regular

acadetmc format of intervtew narrative,
though

opening section for chapter

kept a part of

as the

five.

discuss the notion of “banking knowledge”
to encourage us to keep in mind
that there

I

are several kinds of experiences and
use.

I

Only when

there

is

some

experience—especially when

new meaning

knowledge

situation

that

we have “banked” and

triggers

new

phrase of our experience—only then will

we

memory bank of knowledge,

to

recognize the

have begun to see the
that

experience and information. Thus, there

is

a

could become overwhelmed with the massive amount of
knowledge and

information and get carried

away from our

original research focus very easily. Consequently,

might end up contradicting and confusing ourselves

Without the close guidance from

my

dissertation chair

further.

unanswered

for

the

time

being,

this

we

This has already happened to me.

and other committee members

out the most salient issues and their encouragement to leave

questions

I

we

“banking knowledge.” In doing auto/ethnography, we must
also beware

everyone has a huge

chance that

how

are vital for the reconstruction of

usefulness of or the necessity of that old knowledge and
experiences.
usefulness of

rarely realize

our need for such knowledge and

knowledge or experiences

the old

and/or related to a

that

some

to help sort

issues unexplored or

some

auto/ethnography would have become an

unfinished and a never-ending story.

As
gain

its

I

discussed in chapter two, although auto/ethnographical methodology has begun to

momentum

dissertation writing.

in

I

academic writing,

it is

should point out from

not yet a predominantly popular research method for

my

experience that professors, especially those

are courageous to push the academic boundaries and create a

students

students

by welcoming auto/ethnographical
to

help

them

go

through

the

dissertation,

process

have
of

new

learning space for their

work hard and

to

writing

who

successfully.

closely with

Promoting

auto/ethnographical dissertation-writing demands that the committee devote more of their time

and assume more responsibilities for students. As for the students,

must be willing

I

want

to suggest that students

to take responsibility for seeking other sources of support, especially in a case
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where the committee might not be able
to

overcome our

in chapter four

arising

and

I

problems and

want

to help us, for

frustration.

to restate here.

That

whatever reasons, instantly

This

is

we

is

one essence of khit-pen

one
say,

(

Doing

stone, I also

I

have used

this narrative,

have learned
this principle

we

many stones

to attack

number of discourses

that

I

a “bird of dilemma

a bigger one.) Unconsciously,

banking

of knowledge,

I

have encountered

review chapter that a number of

pedagogy without questioning

First

World

in

my

my

recall

(mis)interpretation of Freire s notion of "banking education” that
a

kill

of khit-pen through out the process of doing

Speaking about the

discussed

I

have the second or the

still

not only that I have learned to

to find

that

and

should find more than one alternative for

solving our problems. In case the best solution doesn’t work,
best in store.

to deal with

is

”

I

with

must

auto/ethnography.

disagreement with the

prevalent, especially in quite

graduate study.

intellectuals

this

third

I

discussed in

my

discourse

appropnated and transferred Freire’s

the influence of the cultural and historical setting

pedagogy emerged and with inadequate understanding of both

where

this

the anti-colonial project that

informs his pedagogy and his dialectical theory of language. This process of theoretical
appropriation not only empties the legacy of the colonial struggle that informs

it

as a counter-

narrative but also leads to the perception of “banking” teaching in a negative light and the

equation of lecturing as a “banking” or “oppressive” or “evil” teaching approach that “radical”
teachers should try their best to avoid.

At the beginning,

I

could not comprehend

why

I

disagreed with the

negatively about a “banking” leammg/teaching process, equating

experience,

I

do not mind

it

way people

with lecturing.

listening to a lecture, especially about topics of

which

I

talked

From my

have no prior

knowledge. From informal discussions with friends from some African countries who have
experienced a colonial educational system and curriculum,
systematically used their ruling

power

to

I

understand that the colonizers

impose an imperialist ideology on the colonized

learners

through the system of education. The colonial system separates the ruling and the ruled classesas, for

example, Bantu education for African people

in
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South Africa. The colonized had

to learn

content that was designed and
developed by the colon, zer to reinforce

people were, as well as

how

their

ways of life tmproved when

how

tnferior Aft, can

the supertor in, penal, s, rulers

came

to their rescue.

In this regard,

believe Freire implies three aspects
of “banking education”: “bad

I

content,” “bad intention” in conveying
such subject content, and “the use of
power” to achieve
this intention. This, in

my

view,

is

from the contemporary context of learning
through a

different

lecturing process without allowing time in
the classroom session for students to
discuss whether

what the teachers said

is

reasonable, true or false, good or bad.

learning— lecturing, but not
but also in

my

it

Even when

I

I

selectively

disagree with

keep that experience

I

I

find lecturing to be the

as something oppressive or bad.

professors say as true.

in the

illustrate in this part

have experienced

purpose of colonizing, not only

graduate study. Although

rarely perceive

later.

for the

I

my

memorize what
professors,

I

that

find interesting

do not

feel the

back of my mind and connect

or

it

I

to object to

compare

it

me

to realize that, with our partial

knowledge,

each social agent has accumulated tools and materials to make her/his
socialization process in different contexts.

We know

little

about

we know

This eventually makes

why

or what

of us

to

I

it

difficult

for

us,

as

educators,

to

to use their

make here

freedom

for the

to invest their

moment.

I

just

little

tailor

makes

how

his/her

a person

appropriate pedagogical

how

knowledge responsibly.

want

about

in a specific context.

techniques that are more viable in allowing or enabling our learners to realize

have no suggestion

spot.

contexts, as

own meanings from

decide to select, bank and invest a certain type of knowledge but not another

how

on the

new

within

my

with friends

it

it

I

of my discussion.

This also leads

knowledge, and

strategy,

take everything

and discuss

need

type of

Thai education system

most boring teaching

do not think

I

I

in the

this

to point this out as

I

to use their

admit that

I

an area for some

to explore further.

Additionally, writing this narrative

makes me more aware

that

I

have only

partial

experience and knowledge about American educational practices and also about the historical
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experience of other international students. Rereading
some parts of
did what

I

am

opposed

to:

I

make many sweeping and

leaming/teaching circumstances that
ignored to question what
students as they are.

I

I

not something

many

possible

ways

I

am

when he argues

we can

narrative,

totalizing critiques

in

my

graduate study.

I

notice that

I

and claims on

Many

times,

I

hear from other students critically and present
narratives of these

realize that

agree with Grossberg

is

I

have encountered

I

my

not able to be critical enough, unless

I

that “It is too easy to say that the task

give to or perform for our students” (1994: 17). That

for us, as teachers, to utilize

and

relate the materiality

keep on practicing.
of becoming

is

critical

because there are

of power,

conflict,

and

discrimination to construct our positions of (ethical) authority in disseminating knowledge.
In so
doing, Grossberg suggests that teachers or educators need to realize that “pedagogies
are

themselves always institutionalized” (1994:
pedagogies, especially

how

uncritical

I

am

in

17).

Therefore, we, as teachers, need to question

terms of “politics and ethics of criticism” (1994:

in presenting

17).

My realization

all

of

and critiquing American education comes from the comments

of

my

to

inform our students about the issues of the “politics and ethics of criticism” from time to time

dissertation committee.

I

therefore want to add that, as teachers,

we

should see

it

as a

need

as well.

Self-reflection through the process of this narrative helps

me

to put in focus

what

educators and education planners from the Third World, especially those with a Western educated

must take

background

like myself,

bnng about

social change. In this study,

different

into account

models of education and

I

Thailand.

The process of

empowerment processes

that

educator in Thailand.

am

encountered during

I

my

opt for a specific model of education to

attempt to identify the possible oppressive tendencies of

their

education for empowerment, especially

when we

implications

if

it

is

to

for the

implementation of nonformal

be implemented

in

rural

communities of

writing an auto/ethnography helps highlight and clarify certain

I

did not fully comprehend

when

I

experienced them as a nonformal

able to compare and synthesize theoretical knowledge that

graduate study and

in this narrative
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process with

my

I

have

practical experience

outside schools. In other words, the process of writing
an autobiography helps

my

consolidate

experience as a nonformal educator with

field

experience in American graduate programs.

An

how

process ot education and

way

affect the

I

am

sure that

how

to

experience with the

to understand

and realize

how

resist or

narrative, especially in chapter five,

the positionalities, identities, subjectivities of international
students

they construct knowledge,

me

my

and

international students, and perhaps professors too, resist the
colonizing

come

to accept or resist

knowledge. What international students shared with
lesson for

my

and discourses have colonized our consciousness or made
us

accept some knowledge differently.
partially illustrates

me

to recall

academic or theoretical

opportunity to compare

experiences of other international graduate students enables
particular assumptions

my

me

remember and consider

for

confirm that oppressive practices could occur

my
in

me

in

my

some

narrative

future practice.

any learning

learning experiences and

My

very valuable.

is

It is

a

chapter five should also

settings (informal,

nonformal and

formal), and regardless of pedagogical approaches (Freirean, feminist and khit-pen) or models of

education (functionalist, learner-centered, emancipatory or social justice, as explained

1

1,

Chapter

I

1).

agree with Walters and

situations, regardless

of whether

it

Mamcom
is

(1996: 6-7)

who

argue that education

nonformal or formal education,

certain replication in terms of educational strategies, principles

and

noticeable features and steps that can be universally applied.

adopted and

in

ways of understanding

political

and theoretical discourses. Recognition of

make educators
one context

may be

issues.

The

in different

similar or reveal a

However, there are no

differences in approaches

the educational process reveal the extent to

education practices are situated in their social contexts, as well as

and

in footnote

in distinctive

this situatedness

which

gendered cultures

of education should

cautious of the appropriation and translation of models of education directly from

to another. If educational

methodologies are

to

be effective, they must be

critically

rethought and reffamed within their target contexts, taking into account the broad range of factors
that enable

and constrain the empowerment. “The degree of emphasis given
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to either the political

—

or the pedagogical dimensions of [popular] education
should be in relation to the immediate
setting

and

political location

of the work” (Walters

of these arguments,

In light

& Manicom

1996: 70).

have become more aware

order to initiate a

new

concept of nonformal education for empowerment, educators must think deliberately
about

how

I

that, in

the approach that they choose to implement might impact other people. This
narrative enables
to recognize

improve

what

my

is

missing from, or what are the errors

practice.

For example,

I

of,

my practice

discussed in chapter four,

that,

and

in the past

when compared

how

I

me
can

particularly

with feminist pedagogical approach, the Thai khit-pen approach seems to lack the articulation
regarding the positionality of learners and instructors.

analyze

how

for

maintaining the harmony and collectivity of the society

community members. However,

did not have an opportunity to discuss

I

to incorporate into khit-pen useful

I

the khit-pen approach neglects to

positionality could possibly cause unjust or oppressive distribution of

responsibility

other hand,

Thus

elements

in other different

argued that the strength of khit-pen

is its

how

it

power and

among

different

might be possible

pedagogical approaches.

On

the

concern about weighing the importance of

personal autonomy versus relational autonomy and an individual’s rights versus personal/social

responsibility.

either

how

to

I

see this strength

merge

discussion about

my

is

this strength

missing from other “radical” pedagogies and

what

that

concept of “relational autonomous

self.”

I

was

It

is

to discuss.

She suggested

be a good starting point for

I

to see a

partly discussed in chapter four.

be more serious

in

My

way

to

Ferguson, one of

is

close to the

Stoljar, for

example

—have recently taken

concept of “relational autonomous self’ could

combine

the strengths of different pedagogies that

discussion with Dr. Ferguson helps

me

see possibilities to

considering a more ethical pedagogical approach for transformation.

possibility for achieving this

is

to explore

my

the concept that several feminist scholars

that the philosophical

me

Ann

trying argue for in chapter four

Benhabib, Code, Friedman, Ferguson, MacKenzie and

up

did not suggest

of khit-pen into those other pedagogies. During our informal

analysis of different pedagogical approaches, Dr.

committee members, commented

I

and combine the strengths of existing
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One

different

pedagogies to
are

tailor a

interested

new

one. This could be one topic for a future study for

me

and

all

of us

who

developing a more ethical pedagogical approach for empowerment
and

in

transformation.

I

urge us to consider this because, like

and Goleman, 1995),
intervention.

It

institutions).

I

a

Sternberg, 1996

(e.g.

agree

wide range of diversity and differences
with those

measurement alone cannot accurately
intellectual

educational theorists

consider education as interdisciplinary and multidimensional social

I

involves

also

many

theorists

interpret

who

that

insist

(e.g.,

quantitative

social

agents,

psychological

and predict the scope and degree of human

development. Such theorists see that the patterns of psychological development vary

depending on patterns of socialization during the early course of people’s

lives.

The

patterns of

socialization are also different according to the gender, race and class of each individual adult.

However, most theories of adult psychological development

traditionally cite

development as the standard and dismiss how differences

in patterns

women and men

different sociocultural backgrounds)

(and,

I

would add, between people from

during their childhood cause the differences

in students’ preferred

male psychological

of socialization between

ways of learning, knowing and

constructing knowledge about themselves and about the world. (See, for example, Hays and

Flannery 2000;

Memam and Caffarella

Based on
education

1999; and Goldberger et

above arguments,

the

I

see further that

1996.)

al

we cannot

—

from one single theoretical domain and standpoint

understand and approach

for

psychological or political or economical or sociological perspective.

example, only from a

We

should attempt to

understand and approach education from an integrative theoretical standpoint. To perform our
role as educators

more

education and practice
theoretical positions.

effectively, as

it

We

I

see from the process of

my narrative, we

must understand

based on our analysis of interdisciplinary discourses and from multi-

need

to take all sorts

(e.g. positionality, history, culture

of differences in contexts and

in social agencies

and so on) into account and carefully analyze how

to tailor

particular learning
educational activities and approaches to respond to these factors best in a
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context and environment.

way. This might not solve
in

my view

for

The Ending

it

now, perhaps we can keep the problems from
becoming more

student

It is

me

eloquently,

kind of something like learning

the chords

[all

how

you play another cord

it

make sense of it. But
make

able to

me

my

that

a

to

me.

is

the

You

play one chord,

Then you play

all

to play] at once, they all vibrate together.

in

my own melody

accumulation of

my

life that are

now enough

to

make

and, maybe, nobody else can hear

it

a

or

ten years ago, there were not sufficient chords [of experience
for me] to be

melody. Now,

I

can make a different melody with different chords.”

learning through this narrative

and make melodies out of them, but
could be

s

It’

serious.

vibrates [another sound].

you have learned and know how

makes sense

that

“Learning

to play guitar [chords].

At one point, there re enough chords [of experiences]

melody

along the

Remark*

interviewed told

I

it

educational problem or keep problems from
happening, but at least

all

vibrates [one sound], and

of them

need to constantly evaluate our practtce
and correct

of the End: Concludinp

One
experience.

We

I

am

It is

true for

learning to play different chords of the guitar

is like

not yet confident to

compose

a big piece of music. That

my next project.

At

“knowing”

this point,

is

I

feel

more ready

to

end

my

story. So, let

me

conclude by saying that

learning to understand differently by attempting to find different lenses (or ways) to

look for (or to create)

new knowledge

that lies

beyond what has already been described within

existing discourses. Reflectively and critically re-examining and reinterpreting knowledge that

lies

within existing discourses

is

one of the many ways

into the old discourses to enrich them. In

means

to create

new meaning and

sum, self-reflection

is

to enrich existing discourses.

ready inside our minds and waiting for us to use

many

to create

it

new knowledge

that

we

can add

one of many possible tools and
It is

a tool and

means

anytime. Auto/ethnography

is

that lies

one among

technologies and methods that helps us to utilize the means and tools available to us more

effectively

and

satisfactorily.
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Learning, especially lor (self and social)
transformation,
us.

No

story

one

new

new

my

final

tricks,

new

to teach a

tricks

a life-long process for

too old to learn and continue to transform and
grow intellectually.

by leaving

old dog

ways

is

is

that

remark

for those

“Only an

who

indifferent

trick to the old dog.”

firmly believe in the saying,

and inactive

As an “old dog,”

through doing this auto/ethnography.

dogs” and “new dogs”

trainer

to believe that they all

hope

I

can leam

my
new

I

would end

I

“You

to give

I

hope

some saddha

my auto/ethnography
in this

in

must say

narrative

tncks.

I

that

I

have learned many

would stimulate both “old
plead, too, that none of us,

convince professors to appreciate

“new

professors and students

a political action to bring about changes in

knowledge production by promoting auto/ethnography within
promoting and/or encouraging auto/ethnographical

my

would ignore finding possible

some way encourages both

methodology and take

of

can’t teach an

educational practitioners, would be too content with teaching only our
“old tncks” to the

dogs.” Finally,

all

dissertations.

how empowering and

learning opportunity and experience.
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the academy,

My

or at least by

case should, to one extent,

thankful students would feel for such a

.
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